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Preface

I never thought I would write a book about the electrification of farms in the early 
twentieth  century. As someone who studies the evolution of modern technological 
systems and con temporary energy policy, I normally draw on interviews (among 
other sources) that I conduct on historical actors who are often younger than I am. 
To study long- passed  people and events usually does not appeal to me.

Yet, as an unanticipated outgrowth of a book chapter I wrote to celebrate the 
150th anniversary of the Morrill Land- Grant Act of 1862, I rediscovered the en-
lightening narrative of rural electrification, which I first encountered in my high 
school and college readings several de cades ago. From venerated historians, I 
learned how the federal government strung power lines to rural Amer i ca during 
the depths of the  Great Depression in the 1930s, giving isolated and often desti-
tute farmers a sense of the modern life that their urban cousins had enjoyed for 
many years. Of course, ruralites knew about electricity and often wanted access 
to it, but private electric power companies saw  little profit in extending lines 
outside of cities. As presented in  these accounts, federal rural electrification ef-
forts demonstrated (at least in this case) that government can play an impor tant 
role in addressing social inequities that insensitive private businesses chose to 
neglect.

Archival research at my university,  Virginia Tech, made me question this standard 
narrative, as I found evidence of significant rural electrification work performed 
by agricultural engineers, who won support from  those supposedly covetous 
power companies. Further research convinced me that the appealing traditional 
account contained serious flaws. Private companies did not neglect the farm mar-
ket. Rather, they pursued it in a conservative fashion that nevertheless saw huge 
strides made in the de cade before the New Deal began.

When I realized that the conventional story of rural electrification no longer 
proved tenable, I felt compelled to pre sent an alternative narrative. This book con-
stitutes an attempt to do so. Though offering an account less sensational than the 
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viii  Preface

standard version, it describes the still- moving pro cess by which rural Americans 
began to obtain an exceptionally versatile form of energy.

My research and writing benefited from the assistance of old and new friends. 
Alan I. Marcus at Mississippi State University gave me the initial impetus to pur-
sue this proj ect, having asked me to write a book chapter on electrical engineer-
ing at land- grant institutions. Work on that piece metamorphosed into a study of 
agricultural engineers at the schools and their work with industry partners who 
pursued rural electrification. When I gained the courage to pre sent the first re-
sults of my research, I received valuable advice from A. Roger Ekirch, Daniel B. 
Thorp, Kevin L. Borg, Terry S. Reynolds, Thomas J. Misa, Ronald R. Kline, Ruth 
Schwartz Cowan, Jonathan G. Koomey, and David E. Nye. Roger, Jonathan, and 
David also showed their kindness by reading drafts of my manuscript and by sug-
gesting useful changes and additions. Happily, research on this new topic also 
brought me into contact with another group of scholars, some of whom offered 
not just advice but also primary resources.  These generous colleagues included W. 
Cully Hession, Brent Cebul, Mark Luccarelli, John L. Neufeld, and Abby Spinak.

I am especially grateful to the many professionals who helped me in archives 
and libraries. They included Marc Brodsky, Aaron D. Purcell, and Kayla Sweet 
at  Virginia Tech; Jennifer Baker and Todd Kosmerick at North Carolina State 
University; Jennie Russell at Michigan State University; David White and Mela-
nie Bazil at Kettering University; David Null and Cat Phan at the University of 
Wisconsin– Madison; Cheryl Gunselman, Mark O’En glish, and Gayle O’Ha ra at 
Washington State University; Laura Guedes, Amy Thompson, and Robert Perret 
at the University of Idaho; Becky S. Jordan and Olivia Garrison at Iowa State Uni-
versity; Sara Gunasekara and Dawn Collings at the University of California, Da-
vis; Chris Burns and Jeffrey D. Marshall at the University of Vermont; John Verner 
and Aaron Trehub at Auburn University; Clint Pumphrey, Bradford Cole, and Rob-
ert Parson at Utah State University; Susan Hoffman and Erin George at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota; Adrian Fischer at the Bakken Museum; Caroline J. White 
at the University of Mas sa chu setts– Amherst; Lynne Belluscio at the LeRoy (New 
York) Historical Society; Tyrone Corn at Idaho Power Com pany; and Chris Belena 
at the Franklin D. Roo se velt Presidential Library.

 Family members provided substantive support in many ways. My charming 
wife, Margene, worked with me in the dusty archives (which  really  aren’t so dusty 
anymore!) and helped me locate wonderful resources upon which much of this 
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Preface  ix

text draws. Sister- in- law Debra Bingham listened patiently to summaries of my 
work and gave me useful advice about recent popu lar histories that continue to 
relate the conventional story of rural electrification. My sons, Stephen and David, 
heard me talk too much about my topic at  family gatherings but nevertheless of-
fered encouragement to finish this task. David also provided invaluable technical 
assistance in preparing many of the delightful images used  here. To  these loved 
ones and my extended  family, I dedicate this book.
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Even  after de cades of retelling, the story of rural electrification in the United 
States remains dramatic and affecting. As textbooks and popu lar histories in-

form us, farmers obtained electric ser vice only  because a compassionate federal 
government established the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and the Rural Elec-
trification Administration (REA) during the  Great Depression of the 1930s. The 
agencies’ success in raising standards of living for millions of Americans contrasted 
with the failure of the greedy metropolitan utility companies, which showed  little 
interest in the apparently unprofitable nonurban market. Traditional accounts often 
describe the nation’s population as split in two, separated by access to a magical form 
of energy: just past the city limits, a bleak, pre industrial class of citizens endured, 
literally in near- darkness at night, and envied their urban cousins, who enjoyed elec-
trically operated lights, refrigerators, radios, and labor- saving appliances.

A visit in 1979 to a rustic general store in Florida reminded me of the significance 
of rural electrification. Upon entering the ramshackle structure, I encountered 
the el derly proprietress sitting in front of a framed photo graph of President 
Franklin D. Roo se velt. When I asked her why she kept this picture on the wall 
rather than that of then- president Jimmy Car ter, she reminded me— with gravi-
tas in her voice— that Roo se velt’s REA brought electricity to her community. This 
response, occurring de cades  after electricity had become a common and largely 
invisible ele ment of Americans’ real ity, reinforced the truth of the standard nar-
rative. In stringing electric lines to previously neglected citizens, the generous federal 

Introduction
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2  Powering American Farms

government brought modernity and a mea sure of parity between rural and city 
folk.

Almost by accident and several de cades  after my encounter with the Florida 
store owner, I began finding evidence that challenged the conventional account. I 
discovered, for example, that from the end of 1923 through 1933, during a period of 
supposed utility disdain for rural residents, the proportion of California farms that 
obtained electricity jumped from 23.5  percent to 60.0  percent. In the same time 
span, Washington State agriculturalists saw electrification soar from 18.3  percent 
to 52.3  percent, while Mas sa chu setts farmers went from 7.3  percent electrified to 
56.3  percent (figure I.1). Nationally, the number of farms obtaining so- called cen-
tral station (utility) power qua dru pled in this period, from 2.8  percent in 1923 to 
11.4  percent (out of about 6.3 million total) electrified at the end of 1933 (figure 
I.2).1  These gains occurred, moreover, while farmers suffered an economic reces-
sion beginning in 1920, only to be followed by more severe distress during the 
 Great Depression, hardly a time when one would expect rapid electrification rates.

I also learned that power companies collaborated with researchers at land- grant 
colleges to conduct studies on augmenting farm production using electricity. As 
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Fig. I.1. Farms electrified in each state by central stations, 1933 (in percentages). 
Source: Drawn from data in George W. Kable and R. B. Gray, Report on C.W.A. 
National Survey of Rural Electrification (Washington, DC: USDA, 1934), 53, which 
used information provided by the National Electric Light Association and the 
Edison Electric Institute.
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Introduction  3

a result, ruralites in the mid-1920s began wiring their farmsteads and purchasing 
electrical equipment at a staggering rate compared with  earlier periods, enabling 
many to keep their  children from fleeing to the electrified and more enticing cit-
ies. And portending the efforts of government- funded programs several years  later, 
the utility industry and its partners produced colorful artwork (such as plate 1) that 
depicted a prosperous farm crisscrossed by electric “high lines” (a colloquial term 
for overhead distribution wires coming from power plants). But the image did not 
appear on the walls of a New Deal– era Federal Art Proj ect exhibit. Rather, it em-
bellished a 1924 report from an industry- financed group of college professors who 
performed rural electrification studies. Likewise, a national group of utility- funded 
researchers employed photo graphs (such as figure I.3) illustrating the benefits of 
farm electrification. With the caption “The Electric wires— a sign of agricultural 
pro gress,” the picture appeared in a 1931 engineering bulletin and indicated 
that electricity on the farm had  great technical and cultural meaning to  those 
who gained access to it.

In other words, I concluded that the established story of how farmers obtained 
electricity is wrong—or, to say the least, severely exaggerated.  Because it perpet-
uates the notion that the US government acted to enhance farmers’ lives while 
private enterprise did  little, the account needs serious revision.
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Fig. I.2. Numbers of US farms (and percentages of national total) receiving central 
station electricity, 1923–33. Source: Drawn from information in National Electric 
Light Association, Pro gress in Rural and Farm Electrification for the 10 Year Period 
1921–1931 (New York: NELA, 1932), 5; and from Edison Electric Institute data in 
“Add 533,000 New Customers,” Electrical World 106, no. 1 (4 January 1936): 62.
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Fig. I.3. Cover of the CREA Bulletin featuring a photo graph captioned “The Electric 
wires— a sign of agricultural pro gress.” Source: NELA, Electricity on the Farm and in 
Rural Communities, CREA Bulletin 7, no. 1 (1931): 1. Used with permission of the 
Edison Electric Institute.
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Introduction  5

This book reinterprets the history of rural electrification. It does so by high-
lighting the environment in which utility companies and farmers acted in the 
1920s and early 1930s—in the years before the federal government engaged sub-
stantially in the nation’s economy.2 In this effort, I do not seek to minimize the 
work of the TVA or REA, which accomplished much by taking advantage of the 
extensive resources made available during a national crisis. But one needs to re-
alize that,  until the  Great Depression, Americans (including prominent po liti cal 
leaders) put their faith in private businesses to achieve social and economic “pro-
gress.” As profit- seeking enterprises, electric utility companies did not pursue 
money- losing business (among rural customers or  others)— nor did many  people 
think they should.

Refuting the standard narrative and confronting orthodox New Deal scholar-
ship, this study documents extensive and previously dismissed farm electrification 
work performed in the years before the federal government’s efforts. To appreci-
ate this accomplishment, I focus on three sets of actors: (1) utility man ag ers, who 
steeped themselves in the era’s laissez- faire business culture but who, in some 
cases, sought to expand electrification to rural customers; (2) farmers, who (con-
trary to ste reo types)  adopted new hardware in innovative ways that expressed a 
sense of self- reliance and technical savvy; and (3) professors of agricultural engi-
neering at land- grant colleges, who promoted rural applications of power even as 
farmers failed to share in the prosperity savored by  others during the “roaring 
twenties.” My emphasis on the last group of stakeholders appears especially orig-
inal: gaining prestige in the 1910s within a new subfield of engineering,  these prag-
matic and infrequently recognized agricultural professionals demonstrated ways 
to make electricity use profitable to farmers and utilities alike, and they helped set 
the stage for rural electrification work  later performed by private companies and 
federal agencies.

Consisting of three parts, this book starts by providing a context—in histori-
ography, economics, and culture— for an understanding of rural electrification in 
the early twentieth  century. It first describes the traditional scholarship that dis-
parages the utility industry for its failure to electrify farms. Chapter 1 offers exam-
ples from the lit er a ture— some of which the REA produced itself— demonstrating 
how the government bestowed on farmers a technology and leading- edge lifestyle 
that had been withheld from them by villainous utility moguls. This part includes, 
in chapter 2, an explanation of power companies’ general reluctance to seek the 
business of rural customers. Having begun producing electricity in the 1880s for 
densely populated urban areas, utilities simply could not earn a good return on 
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6  Powering American Farms

their investments by extending lines to scattered farms.  Going beyond this cus-
tomary economic rationale for the industry’s apprehensive be hav ior, chapter 3 
pre sents evidence of attitudinal reasons for man ag ers’ scorn of farmers. Many 
com pany officials held condescending views of the agriculturalists as in de pen dent, 
dim- witted folk who resisted efforts for improvement offered by business and ed-
ucational experts.

Despite the utility men’s patronizing attitude, ruralites became more aware of the 
promise of electricity. Quickly  after the introduction of electric lighting, chapter 4 
explains, they realized that the new energy form could improve farm life. They 
learned of potential uses of electricity— some overstated and  others realistic— 
that stimulated a latent demand and interest in rural electrification. Chapter 5 
explores how that interest motivated some farmers to obtain electricity them-
selves, rather than wait for power firms to provide it, often using isolated power 
plants such as  those manufactured by the Delco- Light Com pany. As even utility 
executives observed at the time,  these generating units (which we now call “dis-
tributed generation” systems) served a useful function by providing an educated 
and ready customer base in anticipation of the time when companies could erect 
lines to them.3 A description of the farmers’ use of isolated sets, which generated 
power on about 4  percent of farms in 1931, adds more dissonance to the main-
stream story by suggesting that many rural folk should not have been portrayed 
as so uniformly unsophisticated.4 Rather, farmers constituted a non- monolithic 
and discerning population that refused to commit to a single notion of techno-
logical advancement. By employing historical tools of contingency and counter-
factual thinking, we can imagine another logical course of rural electrification: 
it could have evolved successfully without the involvement of  either private power 
companies or government agencies. That alternative approach, abandoned in the 
United States, still has policy relevance to  today’s almost one billion  people 
worldwide who live without electricity.

The book’s second part explores the utility industry’s pursuit of rural electrifica-
tion—an activity that standard histories overlook or diminish. Chapter 6 describes 
the efforts of individuals who saw value in providing electricity to farming dis-
tricts. For example, Wisconsin utility executive Grover Neff argued in the early 
1920s that his colleagues should stop regarding ser vice to ruralites as “a trouble-
some and unprofitable business.”5 Instead, he worked with like- minded colleagues 
to create groups within the utility industry’s predominant trade organ ization, the 
National Electric Lighting Association (NELA), to examine means to boost rural 
electrification. The next chapter explains why some leaders, who generally ridi-
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Introduction  7

culed the idea of serving farmers, nevertheless tolerated such endeavors as part of 
a campaign to retain support from government officials and the public. Especially 
during the 1920s, the industry fought municipal takeovers by private companies 
through public relations  battles— conflicts in which utility man ag ers saw rural 
electrification playing an increasingly prominent role. Perhaps most significant, 
industry executives established the Committee on the Relation of Electricity to 
Agriculture (CREA) in 1923, an organ ization (described in chapters 8 and 9) that 
partnered with land- grant college agricultural engineers, farm associations, gov-
ernment agencies, and utility companies in more than half the states. The CREA 
and its affiliates performed fruitful research on farm uses of electricity that made 
ser vice profitable to both power companies and customers. Such a sense of mutual 
self- interest, the stakeholders felt, would propel further increases in the number of 
electrified farms and without the need for significant government intervention.

But growth in rural electrification required more than just technical advances. 
As described in chapters 10 and 11, farmers’ increasing power use benefited from 
the contributions of numerous stakeholders who created a  legal, social, and edu-
cational infrastructure. The states’ regulatory commissions in the 1920s, for ex-
ample, worked with rural advocates to simplify and reduce the cost of connecting 
farmsteads to utility power lines. And as some farmers showed they would become 
good customers, companies established a growing number of rural ser vice depart-
ments, staffed by agricultural engineers and other experts to help farmers raise 
their electricity consumption and increase productivity. To augment knowledge 
about the benefits of farm electrification, land- grant colleges established short 
courses for interested parties while utilities collaborated with manufacturers and 
magazine publishers to demonstrate the value of electricity on the farm.

The book’s final part examines the impact of government efforts to spur rural 
electrification  after President Roo se velt and Congress created the Tennessee Val-
ley Authority (in 1933) and the Rural Electrification Administration (in 1935). 
Chapters 12 and 13 take a diff er ent approach from that of standard histories by 
highlighting the federal agencies’ exploitation of resources that utilities did not 
possess. The REA, for example, loaned tens of millions of dollars for rural electri-
fication at below- market rates, while the Electric Home and Farm Administration, 
an offshoot of the TVA, provided attractive funding for home wiring and appliance 
purchases. At the same time, the organ izations established a competitive force 
that stimulated private firms to offer rural ser vice at a previously unimagined pace. 
Employing techniques that (rightly, in most cases) elicited scorn from government 
administrators, politicians, and the press, utilities nevertheless wired up more farm 
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8  Powering American Farms

customers in the years prior to 1950 than did the REA, when about 86  percent of 
rural citizens enjoyed central station power.6

Overall, this book represents a corrective for academic and general readers 
whose views have been distorted by poignant accounts describing the successes 
of the TVA and the REA. Soon  after the organ izations’ creations, supporters began 
producing narratives of downtrodden farmers who belatedly entered a progres-
sive electrical age with the assistance of a benevolent federal government. Though 
not dismissing  people’s sentiments, like  those of the rural Florida business matron 
who genuinely felt that the REA brought modernity to her life, this book pre sents 
a more nuanced and less ideologically imbued history that better explains the pro-
cess of rural electrification in Amer i ca. It provides insights into the minds and 
be hav iors of the big- city corporate executives and the business community at 
large while also illuminating the ingenuity and creativity of farmers who sought 
to electrify their farms— with (and sometimes without) the assistance of utility 
man ag ers and their associates in land- grant colleges.

Methodologies

This book employs interdisciplinary methodologies that, I hope, give my rural 
electrification account more meaning. The first draws on an understanding of 
sociotechnical systems as explicated by historian Thomas Hughes, who demon-
strated that electric power networks consist not only of generation plants, trans-
mission lines, and associated technologies; they also reflect considerations described 
as cultural, economic, financial, po liti cal,  legal, educational, and regulatory.7 He 
showed that the systems created by inventor-  and entrepreneur- managers es-
tablished “momentum”  toward achieving the goal of widespread urban electrifi-
cation by obtaining support from vari ous stakeholders and the public at large. 
Industry leaders reduced uncertainty and eliminated challenges to their authority 
by overseeing a congeries of social and technical variables such that they ulti-
mately dictated the direction of their system. As a major contribution, Hughes’s 
approach emphasizes the importance of corporate and institutional cultures and 
reduces the explanatory power of engineering concerns alone.

Modifying Hughes’s approach slightly, I suggest that the framework for estab-
lishing rural electrification can be considered a subsystem within the larger elec-
tric utility system, sharing some features of the overall system but also exhibiting 
noteworthy differences.  Doing so enables a focus on the same analytical catego-
ries (in the social, technical, and business domains) but with diff er ent actors. The 
man ag ers who championed rural electrification, for example, sometimes consisted 
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Introduction  9

of “big names” and founding  fathers of the larger system, such as Common-
wealth Edison’s president, Samuel Insull. But their interest in the rural electrifica-
tion subsystem remained peripheral, unlike that of  others who appear marginal 
if one looks only at events occurring in the larger system.  These latter participants 
included Grover Neff, a Wisconsin power com pany official who integrated mod-
estly sized utilities serving small (and often rural) communities. And though 
both sets of stakeholders interacted with major manufacturing firms, the subsys-
tem man ag ers encouraged a distinctive type of technology, such as low- cost 
utility poles, wires, and transformers to meet the needs of rural customers; that 
development thrust contrasted with the demand created by large- system actors for 
increasingly power ful turbine- generators and high- voltage transmission tech-
nologies.8 Furthermore, the subsystem stakeholders— similar to the manager- 
entrepreneurs who created a national network of power companies— made alli-
ances with university engineers, but with  those in diff er ent specialties. While the 
big- system players established relationships with electrical engineers, the rural elec-
trification advocates cultivated bonds with agricultural engineers, who worked 
with a utility- sponsored institution (the CREA) and other narrowly focused insti-
tutions such as the US Department of Agriculture. The promoters also engaged 
with magazine publishers and other parties who catered to the farming audience 
and who rarely interacted with urban utility com pany magnates.

Simply put, the subsystem actors developed a social and technical infrastruc-
ture that constituted part of the larger system, but they sought the at- first unpop-
u lar goal of electrifying nonurban customers. As several historians have noted, the 
overall utility system by the 1930s had become populated by stakeholders within 
educational, financial, and regulatory institutions and had successfully resisted 
radical innovations. Viewed as closed (in Hughes’s terms), that relatively stable sys-
tem had effectively become controlled by elite business leaders who reduced un-
certainties in almost all ele ments of its environment.9

Such closure had not yet arrived in the rural electrification subsystem, and util-
ity man ag ers such as Grover Neff never achieved total authority. Unlike the larger 
system, which had obtained support from the financial community for funding 
an expensive central station and transmission network, the subsystem failed to 
create a financial model that satisfactorily allowed utilities to serve all farm 
customers profitably. Expressed differently, the rural subsystem remained con-
tested, in flux, and open longer than the overall system, such that  people like 
Neff would not achieve the closure they expected. Rather, the federal government 
introduced new actors, such as the TVA, REA, and farmer- owned rural electric 
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10  Powering American Farms

cooperatives while also initiating radical innovations in the financial realm.  These 
novelties upended the utility industry’s dominance over the rural electrification 
subsystem. Differing from their counter parts in the larger system, power com pany 
man ag ers ceded authority of the subsystem to nonutility entities, with federally 
financed organ izations overtaking private companies as the principal supplier of 
electricity to rural customers  after 1950. As late as 2019, such actors— largely the 
cooperatives that originally drew on REA resources— prevailed as major players, 
providing power to more than 20 million businesses, schools, homes, and farms 
while delivering 12  percent of the nation’s electrical energy. Geo graph i cally, they 
supplied power to 56  percent of the nation’s land area.10

This book also relies on the lit er a ture of social movements. It shows that the 
push  toward rural electrification was driven by individuals and groups that had 
been largely marginalized by utility system elites but who acquired means to gain 
leverage within the management hierarchy. As part of an undercurrent campaign, 
subsystem actors appreciated electricity’s value to magnify farm productivity and 
elevate everyday life, as it had done in cities, and they touted the market’s poten-
tial. Urban utility man ag ers in the early 1920s largely dismissed rural customers, 
however, as too expensive to serve. Besides, they still had a large- enough job to 
complete in electrifying the more lucrative cities. But even they recognized the 
growing social and po liti cal pressure to electrify farms. Proponents of “public 
power”— government- owned energy systems— also argued that ruralites would 
more likely see high lines strung to them if nonutility providers secured greater 
control over electricity generation and distribution networks. Consequently, some 
leaders in the private power industry realized in the 1910s and 1920s that they 
could mitigate criticism by establishing rural electrification study groups within 
their trade organ ization. With this formal acknowl edgment, rural backers gained 
recognition and resources to pursue their undercurrent activities. They formed al-
legiances with other stakeholders, such as manufacturing firms, farm lobbyists, 
government agencies, and agricultural engineers at land- grant colleges. Perhaps 
only interested in allaying criticism, industry leaders nevertheless supplied mod-
est support for rural electrification work.

By the mid-1920s, the rural advocates had acquired a sense of legitimacy and 
influence within the utility community that enabled them to constitute a true 
movement. Academics sometimes describe such a campaign as the result of work 
performed by players in po liti cal, corporate, and cultural arenas who establish a 
knowledge base and belief system that transforms “discontent into collective ac-
tion.”11 Other theorists consider the importance of  people who capitalize on po-
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liti cal opportunity and who mobilize existing social groups. Within this explana-
tory framework, actors like Grover Neff advanced the rural electrification subsystem 
by successfully exploiting mechanisms such as “social organ ization, strategiz-
ing, reasoning, analyses, and rationality.”12

More generally, this book highlights the importance of narratives— and not just 
among historians. Stories that carry substantive interpretations of events often in-
fluence the attitudes and be hav iors of  those who accept them.13 The narrative 
that gained credence  after the American Civil War of the “Lost Cause,” in which 
heroes of the South fought valiantly against huge odds, helped sustain the losers 
of the conflict. It also gave license to  people (at least in their own minds) to con-
tinue po liti cal and social practices that privileged white men and disenfranchised 
Black citizens into the twenty- first  century. A similar narrative of Canadians de-
feating the Americans in the War of 1812 bolsters an image of strength and in de-
pen dence against a stronger po liti cal and economic rival.14 Narratives  after World 
War I of German leaders being “stabbed in the back” by Jews provided the intel-
lectual basis for the rise of the Nazis. More recently, diff er ent narratives of the 
 causes of  Middle East tensions— taught and pop u lar ized in several countries— 
justify nations’ po liti cal and military postures in the Arab- Israeli conflict.15

In this book’s case, the revision of the standard narrative of rural electrifica-
tion disabuses the notion that only the federal government could have resolved 
prob lems stemming from the  Great Depression. To be explicit, I do not seek to 
make a po liti cal point about big government’s ability (or inability) to pursue socially 
valuable endeavors. Indeed, I acknowledge that the Roo se velt administration likely 
undertook initiatives that ameliorated the Depression and restored confidence in 
American cap i tal ist institutions. But the assertion that big government’s creation of 
the REA constituted the sole means of electrifying rural Amer i ca may not be true. 
One can imagine other approaches, also involving government support perhaps, 
that could have yielded a greatly increased number of electrified farms.

To write a revisionist narrative, though, may make me appear to be an apologist 
for the utility industry, which as suredly I am not. Rather, I seek to focus more on 
contemporaneous circumstances, noting particularly the exuberant expectations 
held by engineers and man ag ers about their ability to make a better world. More-
over, most businesspeople working within the po liti cal and social environment of 
the 1920s dismissed government intervention in the market, believing that dynamic 
corporations (and sometimes their allies in related institutions, such as land- grant 
colleges) could better meet society’s needs. In an era of laissez- faire government and 
public disavowal of socialistic approaches employed by some Eu ro pean and 
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12  Powering American Farms

Canadian governments, elite engineers and businesspeople sought to electrify 
farms using methods that appeared prudent at the time.

Of course, we know that within two de cades of the REA’s creation, high- line 
rural electrification rates jumped from about 11  percent to more than 90  percent. 
That commendable accomplishment suggests the failure of private industry to pro-
vide what we now consider a life- enriching form of energy. But we must be careful 
not to compose narratives based on our understanding of events that occurred  later, 
with history written in reverse.16 Rather, we should consider the context of the 
times when actors made choices and avoid projecting backward the radically al-
tered views, emerging in the New Deal 1930s, concerning the proper roles of the 
private and public sectors. Other wise, we produce bad history that offers inade-
quate accounts of  people’s attempts to manage social, technical, and economic 
challenges.
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part i / Historical Context 
of Rural Electrification

Historians and advocates of New Deal programs have done a good job in 
creating a narrative that disparages the efforts of power com pany leaders 
who dismissed the rural market. The account conforms with the notion 
that the federal government, operating in an era of profound turmoil, 
improved the lives of a neglected segment of the American population. At 
the same time, it demonstrates the pitfalls of leaving pro gress in the hands 
of private businesses. Such a view, repeated in popu lar histories as well as 
in academic scholarship, resonates well among  people who expect 
government to play a prominent role in society.

During the first several de cades of the twentieth  century, however, 
government intervention in everyday life remained  limited, with corpo-
rations largely holding responsibility for bringing new goods and 
ser vices to  people within a  free enterprise framework. Power com pany 
man ag ers naturally wanted to earn profits, and for widely accepted 
reasons,  those profits did not appear likely to come from rural custom-
ers. Big- city utility leaders also considered farmers as backward and 
resistant to innovation, diminishing the probability that nonurban 
citizens would ever become worthy of ser vice.
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14  Part I. Historical Context of Rural Electrification

Putting a lie to such views, however, many farmers became inter-
ested in the pos si ble comfort-  and productivity- improving uses of 
electricity. They read about the ways electric power could not only 
illuminate their homes but also increase efficiency in fields and barns. 
Just as impor tant, some farmers demonstrated their technical aptitude 
by harnessing natu ral resources and purchasing isolated power sets to 
generate electricity.  These farmers sought modernity and did not wait 
for a reluctant industry to provide it for them.
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A s a college student in the early 1970s, I fondly remember reading Arthur 
Schlesinger’s book The Politics of Upheaval.  Running more than seven hun-

dred pages, the tome commanded re spect; it contained uplifting prose detailing 
President Franklin Roo se velt’s efforts to fight the  Great Depression and restore the 
American economy and spirit.1 Reinforcing the message promoted in my high 
school texts, the book described one significant organ ization, the Rural Electrifi-
cation Administration, which brought light and power to farmers who had previ-
ously been neglected by the avaricious utility companies. The compelling account 
suggested that liberal government sometimes could effect positive change better 
than private enterprise.

The standard narrative of rural electrification emerged in the work of REA of-
ficials and supporters who constructed an attractive account of the organ ization’s 
origins. Academics appear to have accepted much of this narrative and perhaps did 
poor history themselves by uncritically repeating the claims and statements of 
REA actors without carefully investigating the work of utilities and their allies.

Morris Cooke and the Rural Electrification Narrative

As REA’s first administrator, Morris Llewellyn Cooke did much to establish the 
conventional history of the organ ization’s genesis, which included colorful descrip-
tions of its electric utility adversaries.  After receiving a degree in mechanical 
engineering from Lehigh University in 1895, Cooke came  under the influence of 

Chapter One

The Standard Narrative and Its Defects

If it had not been for Gifford Pinchot, George W. Norris, and Franklin D. 
Roo se velt, we certainly would not have had the rural electrification 
development we have  today.

— morris l. cooke, first rea administrator, 1948
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16  Historical Context of Rural Electrification

Frederick W. Taylor, the originator of “scientific management,” a supposedly log-
ical approach for obtaining high productivity from industrial laborers.2 Appointed 
by Philadelphia’s reformist mayor in 1911 to serve as director of the Department 
of Public Works, Cooke applied efficiency- raising princi ples to eliminate wasteful 
practices and to lower electric rates. Though the Progressive Era in American poli-
tics effectively ended during World War I, Cooke continued to pursue techno-
logical programs that prioritized social betterment. For example, as the adviser to 
the governor of Pennsylvania, Gifford Pinchot, Cooke became involved in design-
ing a “ Giant Power” proposal that sought to provide cheap electricity to cities 
and farms alike.3 The Pennsylvania legislature rejected the proposal in early 1926, 
as utility industry representatives, con sul tants, and academics disabused the plan, 
with at least one calling it “communistic.”4

Despite  Giant Power’s failure, Cooke established himself as a vigorous advocate 
for rural electrification and public power.5 He partnered with Senator George Nor-
ris, a Progressive Republican, who proposed to use the Wilson Dam at Muscle 
Shoals, Alabama (built initially to supply power for making explosives and fertil-
izer during World War I), for public and rural use during the 1920s rather than let 
for- profit companies exploit it.6 Cooke gained another forceful ally in Franklin 
Roo se velt, who as New York governor established the state’s Power Authority to 
produce hydroelectric energy along the St. Lawrence River, some of which would 
aid agricultural interests. Roo se velt appointed Cooke as a member of the Author-
ity’s board and also consulted with him  after becoming president in March 1933. 
About two months  later, Roo se velt signed legislation, largely crafted by Senator 
Norris, that established the Tennessee Valley Authority, using the Muscle Shoals 
dam as its first power source.7

Seeking to establish a larger program to serve rural citizens, Cooke won ap-
pointment in 1933 as head of a Public Works Administration committee striving 
to enhance life in the Mississippi Valley, partly by extending electrification to 
farmsteads.8 Drawing on this work, Cooke authored in 1934 a “National Plan for 
the Advancement of Rural Electrification,” which called for the founding of a gov-
ernment agency that would yield social and economic benefits by extending 
power lines to farms.9 Apparently impressed, President Roo se velt created the Ru-
ral Electrification Administration by executive order on 11 May 1935, with Cooke 
serving as its first head.10 A  little more than a year  later, Congress established the 
REA as a statutory entity.11 To achieve its goal of offering electricity to unserved 
rural areas, the organ ization loaned funds largely to cooperative electric corpo-
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rations (known as co- ops), owned by their members and unrelated to the existing 
utility firms that constructed power distribution networks.

Likely as a way to build support for his new organ ization, Cooke began estab-
lishing a narrative that differentiated the REA from private power companies. In 
an essay titled “The New Viewpoint” in the second issue of the REA’s monthly 
Rural Electrification News magazine, for example, Cooke stated simply that the 
organ ization strove to “electrify as many American farms and farm homes as pos-
si ble and to do this in the shortest pos si ble time.” The REA sought to accomplish 
this task  because for- profit firms had left Amer i ca “a ‘backward country’ by failing 
to furnish its rural population with the comforts and necessities made pos si ble by 
electricity.”12

In subsequent issues of the Rural Electrification News, the administrator ampli-
fied this message. Responding publicly to a 1935 letter from Senator Norris ask-
ing about means to augment farm electrification, Cooke observed that the federal 
government constituted the only entity that could energize half of all farms within 
a de cade, a huge increase from the existing situation, in which “only a pitiable per-
centage” of ruralites enjoyed ser vice.13 Cooke and the periodical’s editors contin-
ued to press the notion that the new agency would do what utility firms could not 
(or would not). The magazine reprinted favorable editorials and news accounts 
from vari ous publications, including one from the Washington Post in late 1935 
commenting that “[p]rivate companies have been all too short- sighted in restrict-
ing their distribution lines to the most profitable areas.”14 In his own pre sen ta tions 
and writings, Cooke maintained the theme of utility com pany neglect, noting in 
1936 that private firms generally refrained from serving ruralites; in the rare cases 
in which companies sold to farmers, they charged “notoriously high” rates. More-
over, since utilities expected farmers to pay steep construction costs in advance, 
unlike urban manufacturers and residential customers who had lines built for 
them by utilities with no up- front expense, most farmers “could never hope to en-
joy the advantages of electricity.”15

Cooke left his post as REA administrator in February 1937, but he continued 
promoting the agency, distinguishing its work from that of the power companies.16 
In 1948, well  after the REA had proven its mettle and when the rural electrifica-
tion rate had reached almost 69  percent,17 he authored a retrospective article in 
the academic American Po liti cal Science Review. Describing efforts to extend high 
lines to farms in the years before 1936, Cooke belittled the work of the utility in-
dustry. He admitted that, as early as 1910,  there was “increasing talk— hardly to 
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be described as representing any deep- seated conviction or interest— within the 
commercial industry as to the pos si ble  future of electricity in agriculture.” He also 
acknowledged the industry’s construction of “[s]hort experimental lines” that 
“ were installed amid much hullabaloo,” such as  those built in Red Wing, Minne-
sota (see chapter 8).18 But more prominently, he highlighted cases in which advocates 
for the farmer operated against almost impossible odds, combatting the entrenched 
interests of private companies. Continuing with his criticism, Cooke argued that 
the power industry established the Committee on the Relation of Electricity to 
Agriculture (CREA) in 1923 as a ploy to “keep rural electrification in commercial 
hands.” Complimentary portrayals followed of Governor Pinchot’s  Giant Power plan, 
efforts to spur rural electricity consumption in Canada, the New York Power Au-
thority, and ultimately the Tennessee Valley Authority. Cooke offered a case study 
of a rural co-op distributing electricity to a Mississippi community beginning in 
June 1934. The article next described the creation of the REA by executive order, 
which included a brief account of failed efforts to gain cooperation of commercial 
utility companies. He concluded the historical survey by praising the heroes of ru-
ral electrification, namely Pinchot, Norris, and Roo se velt.19

Rural Electrification History as Told by Other REA Advocates

Other REA leaders extended this favorable and self- serving origin story. 
Harry A. Slattery, the third REA administrator (from 1939 to 1944), for example, 
wrote of the utility industry’s disappointing efforts to electrify farms.20 Though 
remarkably charitable about the goals and useful research performed by the na-
tional Committee on the Relation of Electricity to Agriculture, he nevertheless 
pointed out that it failed to meet its own objectives. Shortly  after the CREA’s 
founding, he noted, the head of the NELA Rural Lines Committee, Grover Neff, 
set the goal of connecting one million farms to central station power within ten 
years (coming off a base of 177,000 farms, or 2.6  percent of all farms in 1923). The 
REA leader observed that only about 744,000 farms had been electrified by the 
beginning of 1935, just 10.9  percent of all farms. Presenting data in an unflatter-
ing manner, he incorrectly claimed this number represented a “gain of 8.3  percent 
in eleven years, with over 6,000,000 farms left unserved!” (Slattery’s number of 
unenergized farms proved accurate, but, in fact, the gain was not 8.3  percent, but 
320  percent— equivalent to an average annually compounded rate of 14  percent 
between 1923 and 1935. He prob ably meant an increase of 8.3 percentage points.)21 
In his annual report to the Department of Agriculture in 1940, Slattery summa-
rized the reasons for the lack of rural electrification before 1935: “The suppliers 
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of power  were not interested in rural electrification. They  were concentrating on 
urban markets,  because rural areas did not promise the lucrative returns of urban 
developments.”22

At the same time, Slattery suggested that the utilities and the REA took fun-
damentally diff er ent approaches to electrify farms. Power companies insisted that 
they would serve farmers only when rural income and demand for electricity 
reached high- enough levels to provide reasonable profits. Ruralites needed to pur-
chase new equipment and elevate consumption before utilities could reduce rates, 
they argued. But the government contended that lower rates must occur first, to 
encourage farmers to employ electricity initially for a few purposes; they would 
 later increase usage as the new energy form yielded improved farm productivity 
and income.23 It remained for President Roo se velt and the REA to break the im-
passe over which approach would prevail, according to the agency head.24

Slattery’s successor, Claude Wickard (serving from 1945 to 1953) continued to 
praise his organ ization’s accomplishments in a 1951 New York Times Magazine ar-
ticle, “Power Revolution on the Farm.” Aside from highlighting the positive changes 
in farmers’ lives  after they acquired electricity, he noted that the REA program ex-
emplified the nation’s finest princi ples in action. The federal government, he ob-
served, did not make outright grants to co- ops to erect distribution lines to their 
members. Rather, it offered loans— the huge majority of which  were paid off on 
time or early.25 The REA acted largely as a banker and not as a heavy- handed 
bureaucratic institution. But unlike traditional financial enterprises, the agency 
did not demand collateral from its borrowers, accepting instead “the integrity of 
the American farmer as loan security.”26 Moreover, the collective be hav ior of the 
membership- owned co- ops became an “object lesson” in making “democracy a 
living and vital force,” such that almost 90  percent of farms enjoyed electric 
power by the REA’s sixteenth birthday.27

Besides employing books and articles, the REA promoted itself with novel me-
dia such as movies that contrasted the standards of living before and  after rural 
electrification. At the beginning of Power and the Land, a 1940 agency film, view-
ers learned that “[o]ur cities glow with light, but most of our farms, even now, still 
rely on the kerosene lantern, [and] the iron cook stove.” Of course, that situation 
began changing  after creation of REA co- ops, in which “ there are no private in-
vestors” and no requirements to earn profits. Best of all, farmers “get power at 
cost” without dealing with big utility companies.28 Depression- era efforts to make 
work for artists also benefited the REA, such as Lester Beall’s creation of inspi-
rational posters for the organ ization starting in 1937. The graphic designs, which 
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attained status as true art (and  were put on display in March 2012 at New York’s 
Museum of Modern Art), offered a  simple message, according to an exhibit pre-
parator: the REA brought “a bright and shiny  future to the [rural] youth of Amer-
i ca” (plate 2).29 Meanwhile, photog raphers such as Peter Sekaer illustrated with 
his pictures how REA light conquered nighttime darkness.30 Other New Deal pro-
grams financed the work of David Stone Martin, who produced inspiring murals 
for post office walls depicting the triumph of rural electrification made pos si ble 
by the Tennessee Valley Authority and the REA.31

Using another art form, the Works Pro gress Administration’s Federal Theatre 
Proj ect enhanced the reputation of the government’s rural electrification efforts 
at the expense of utility companies. It did so by producing Arthur Arent’s play, 
Power, described in a promotional flyer as an “exciting dramatization of the devel-
opment and use of electric energy in the USA” and advertised with a Federal 
Theatre Proj ect color poster (plate 3).32 This popu lar production, first staged in 
many American cities in 1937, took aim at the private power industry, which since 
1928 had come  under investigation by the Federal Trade Commission for financial 
and propagandistic abuses. Touted by a New York Times reviewer as “one of the 
most exuberant shows in town,” the dramatization directly attacked utility firms 
for high power rates and their aversion to serve most farmers  until the creation of 
the Tennessee Valley Authority and (without naming it specifically) the Rural Elec-
trification Administration.33 Setting a scene in Dayton, Tennessee (a city that 
received one of the earliest REA loans in July 1935),34 the play showed excited farm-
ers who had been refused ser vice by the local electric com pany but who  later re-
alized that they could borrow money from the government and set up their own 
distribution network.35 Another scene depicted desperate, profit- hungry power 
com pany man ag ers scrambling to meet the new government competition by low-
ering rates and seeking farm customers while also fighting the existence of the 
TVA in the courts.36 With heroes such as Senator George Norris and villains such 
as Wendell Willkie, president of a com pany that contested the TVA’s legality, the 
production clearly tarnished the image of private power firms.37

Promotional lit er a ture for co-op members also reinforced the origin story in 
which the REA fought against greedy utility companies. A 1936 administration- 
produced book began by explaining many of the wondrous benefits of electricity, 
illustrating, for example, that a single kilowatt- hour of electricity could provide 
twenty hours of lighting (with a 50- watt bulb) or six hours of work from a wash-
ing machine. And yet “nine- tenths of the farms of Amer i ca are still deprived of 
some of the con ve niences that are enjoyed in the villages and the towns.”38 But 
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governments in Eu rope and elsewhere (such as New Zealand) had become actively 
involved in rural electrification and had allegedly energized a greater percentage 
of farms than in the United States. Happily, the text continued, the American gov-
ernment recently intervened to overcome impediments to electrification, such as 
by lowering power line construction costs and providing capital at attractive inter-
est rates.39 The author acknowledged that farm electrification had increased sub-
stantially in the pre- REA years to 1935, but, in general, “[u]tility men  were content 
to think that the farm market for electricity was an unprofitable one, and that they 
therefore had no responsibility to the farmer.” Furthermore, the “utilities, in deal-
ing with rural ser vice,  were not inclined to risk any large sums of money in the 
hope of developing the possibilities of the agricultural market.”40

Similar themes wove through other publications, such as REA’s 1939 booklet, 
The Electrified Farm of Tomorrow, which explained that “[f]or de cades[,] electricity 
was denied rural  people for the  simple reason that they lived in the country.” But 
the arrival of the government agency altered the situation, such that “[f]or the 
first time[,] farmers no longer had to beg for electricity from uninterested private 
utilities.”  Until the REA’s creation, “the refusal of the private utilities to supply 
electricity to the bulk of American farmers acted as a log jam in the stream of ag-
ricultural pro gress.”41 Criticism of power companies continued in the REA’s 1950 
pamphlet, A Guide for Members of Rural Electric Co- Ops, which explained how “[t]he 
Government of the world’s richest country believed that rural  people should 
have the same electrical help, for production and for con ve nience, which city 
 people had had for many years.” Further, the publication observed that commer-
cial utilities avoided the farm business  because they could never “make as much 
profit from rural lines as from urban lines.” Some firms, of course, did build lines 
to farms, but only lucrative ones close to towns. “In other words,” the brochure 
continued, they “skimmed the cream” in a manner that left “many farms without 
any hope of ever getting electricity.”42

Histories written by REA allies also strove to discredit central station power 
companies. In describing the origin of the National Rural Electric Cooperative 
Association (NRECA), created in 1942 as a trade organization of co-ops, director 
Clyde Ellis recalled growing up in rural Arkansas and experiencing firsthand the 
greed and “sheer arrogance of utility executives in their dealings with rural 
 people.”43 The officials acted in a condescending manner  toward farmers, his 
1966 book averred, telling applicants for power that they had too  little money to 
make it worth the utilities’ efforts to erect distribution lines to them.44 As evi-
dence of their callousness, Ellis reported that the companies quoted prices of 
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$2,000 to $5,000 per mile of line, “far more than the  actual cost.”45 “In despera-
tion,” he continued, farmers in some areas began establishing nonprofit coopera-
tives, with thirty- one existing in nine states by 1923.46 That message of utility 
disregard for farmers still resonates on the NRECA website  today: it observes 
(correctly) that only one out of ten farm homes enjoyed central station ser vice in 
the mid-1930s. Consequently, the “farmer milked his cows by hand in the dim 
light of a kerosene lantern” and his “wife was a slave to the wood range and 
washboard”— the result of the many years that “power companies ignored the 
rural areas of the nation.”47

The beautifully illustrated, oversize volume, The Next Greatest  Thing, may offer 
the clearest and most dramatic version of this anti- utility narrative. Commissioned 
in 1985 by the NRECA to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the REA’s creation, 
Richard Pence’s tome described the application of science to improve the state of 
humanity. Most impressively, it highlighted the invention of electrical lights and 
equipment that constituted “the power ful forces transforming Amer i ca from an 
agrarian to an industrial and urban nation.”48 But all was not well, the book con-
tinued,  because “part of the society of Humankind, the rural  people of Amer i ca, 
was not to know electricity. They  were told that, for them, it was not a commercial 
proposition.  There was no profit in it. And  because  there was no profit,  there 
 were no lights for rural  people. Sadly, what electricity did for them was to illumi-
nate difference.”49

The author went on to tell a story of two Amer i cas: “ Because  there was no elec-
tric connection,  because it was unattainable  under the established economic order of 
the time, a  great gulf developed. Two nations, two classes, two centuries: One of 
light, one of darkness. One ‘backward,’ one ‘enlightened.’ ”50 The following twenty- 
one pages continued this theme, using lyrical prose (with refrains of “ because  there 
was no electricity”) that was written by Robert Caro (and credited appropriately), 
along with striking pictures of farmers  doing painstaking work  under primitive 
pre- electric conditions.51 Pence then told the stirring story of the emerging “seeds 
of the rural electric dream” early in the twentieth  century, farmers’ despair dur-
ing the Depression, the origins of the New Deal, and eventual salvation with the 
REA’s creation in 1935. The first year saw loan applications and inquiries pile up 
as ruralites sought to obtain ser vice for the millions of farms subsisting without 
electricity.52 Rejecting the utilities’ offer to participate in the pro cess, the REA em-
ployed “the best and the brightest” professionals in engineering, accounting, the 
law, and other realms;53 the book told inspiring stories of the administration’s in-
novative spirit and the ability to empower previously powerless farmers. Conclud-
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ing the first half of the book, the author noted that the “REA had truly brought 
power to the  people.”54

Academic and Popu lar Treatments of the REA

Academic studies of rural electrification perpetuated the laudatory themes ex-
pressed by REA advocates. Historian Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. in his 1960 The 
Politics of Upheaval, for example, portrayed utilities as unwilling to help electrify 
the farmland in the 1920s and early 1930s. “So long as profit determined power 
policy,” he wrote, “it appeared increasingly evident that the farmers would remain 
at the end of the queue.”55 The discussion implicitly suggested that com pany 
officials— unlike the New Dealers— felt no moral or social obligation to electrify 
farms, which would have enabled rural citizens to enjoy a standard of living com-
parable to that of urbanites. “It seemed more and more obvious,” the historian 
continued, “that rural electrification, if it was to come in anyone’s lifetime, would 
have to be brought about by government.”56  After describing the hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars spent by the federal government to create cooperative organ izations 
and build power lines to farms, Schlesinger summarized the REA’s contributions: 
“Where farm life had been so recently drab, dark, and backbreaking, it now re-
ceived in a miraculous de cade a new access of energy, cleanliness, and light. No 
single event, save perhaps for the invention of the automobile, so effectively di-
minished the aching resentment of the farmers and so swiftly closed the gap be-
tween country and city. No single public agency ever so enriched and brightened 
the quality of rural living.”57 Not unexpectedly, perhaps, the endnotes for the 
book’s section on the REA demonstrated Schlesinger’s reliance on sources that 
fostered the traditional narrative. They included publications written by Morris 
Cooke, other REA administrators and employees, and similarly sympathetic 
authors.58

The congratulatory view of the REA and deprecating picture of the electric util-
ity industry continued in William Leuchtenburg’s authoritative Franklin D. Roo-
se velt and the New Deal: 1932–1940.59 Published in 1963, this book (and the entire 
series in which it was published) won wide readership and critical acclaim. The 
reviewer in the Journal of American History praised the monograph as “the most 
thoroughly researched and comprehensive one- volume history of the New Deal,” 
and “one of the permanent landmarks of the Roo se velt lit er a ture.”60 Referring to 
the revolutionary nature of the New Deal, Leuchtenburg’s book served as a stan-
dard interpretation of the era in the de cades following its publication.61 Though 
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devoting only one paragraph to the REA’s creation in a chapter highlighting FDR’s 
“Second New Deal,” the author nevertheless related a moving story:

Perhaps no single act of the Roo se velt years changed more directly the way 
 people lived than the President’s creation of the Rural Electrification Admin-
istration in May, 1935. Nine out of ten American farms had no electricity. The 
lack of electric power divided the United States into two nations: the city dwellers 
and the country folk. “ Every city ‘white way’ ends abruptly at the city limits,” 
wrote one public- power advocate. “Beyond lies darkness.” Farmers, without the 
benefits of electrically powered machinery, toiled in a nineteenth- century world; 
farm wives, who enviously eyed pictures in the Saturday Eve ning Post of city 
 women with washing machines, refrigerators, and vacuum cleaners, performed 
their backbreaking chores like peasant  women in a pre industrial age.  Under 
Morris Llewellyn Cooke, a veteran of the public power fight in Pennsylvania, 
the REA revolutionized rural life. When private power companies refused to 
build power lines, even when offered low- cost government loans, Cooke spon-
sored the creation of nonprofit co- operatives. In the next few years, farmers 
voted, by the light of kerosene lamps, to borrow hundreds of thousands, even 
millions, from the government to string power lines into the countryside. Fi-
nally, the  great moment would come: farmers, their wives and  children, would 
gather at night on a hillside in the  Great Smokies, in a field in the Upper Mich-
igan peninsula, on a slope of the Continental Divide, and, when the switch was 
pulled on a  giant generator, see their homes, their barns, their schools, their 
churches, burst forth in dazzling light. Many of them would be seeing electric 
light for the first time in their lives. By 1941, four out of ten American farms had 
electricity; by 1950, nine out of ten.62

Though gushing with praise for FDR and the REA, the legendary historian may 
not have done good academic research when preparing this paragraph. His listed 
sources consisted of REA- friendly authors (such as Morris Cooke), a flattering 1938 
article in Time magazine, and the complimentary 1952 book by newspaperman 
Marquis Childs, The Farmer Takes a Hand. He also cited a penciled memorandum 
from Judson King, a public power supporter and REA con sul tant.63

Scholars produced few book- length monographs on rural electrification for sev-
eral de cades. The first one (though perhaps tinged with more ideology than most 
academic treatises) appeared in 1963 as The Rural Electrification Administration: An 
Evaluation, produced by the American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy, a con-
servative “think tank” that generally opposes government overreach. The seventy- 
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two- page volume observed that the REA emerged during the “economic emer-
gency in the depths of the depression,” though, by the 1960s, its “original need 
has been all but exhausted.”64 A three- page description of rural electrification 
efforts before 1935 simply suggested that, despite poor profit potential, “private 
enterprise was probing, testing, and pushing rural electrification without any gov-
ernmental encouragement (or interference),” but without  great success.65

Philip Funigiello, a historian at the College of William and Mary, wrote more 
impartially about rural electrification before the REA’s existence in his 1973 book, 
 Toward a National Power Policy: The New Deal and the Electric Utility Industry. This 
well- reviewed treatise concentrated mostly on the conflict between private utili-
ties and advocates of public power, with President Franklin Roo se velt seeking to 
eliminate or regulate the financial entities, known as holding companies, that held 
so much sway in American politics and business. Two chapters out of nine dealt 
with rural electrification— one focusing on the REA’s origins and another on the 
organ ization’s internal politics during its formative years. Given his emphasis on 
federal policy, the author understandably did not expend too much effort on util-
ities’ rural electrification work before the Depression. In fact, one reviewer com-
mented on Funigiello’s omission of discussions of utility economics, though the 
author repeated the traditional (and in this case, accurate) rationale about high 
costs incurred to serve sparsely settled farmers.66

Funigiello offered brief accounts of rural electrification work done by power 
companies between 1911 and the creation of the CREA in 1923. He further men-
tioned some of CREA’s test proj ects, though he drew on assessments made by 
Cooke in observing that they “ were conducted  under ideal conditions, closely su-
pervised by experts, and used large quantities of freely loaned equipment.” (That 
description seems to characterize the Red Wing, Minnesota, experiment starting 
in 1923; see chapter 8.) CREA’s model farm experiments, utility critics argued, did 
not duplicate real- life situations, and therefore the efforts seemed inadequate, with 
the nation’s low farm electrification rate before the REA’s creation serving as 
proof.67 The author balanced this analy sis with a more understanding approach 
 toward utility executives, who still saw untapped markets in urban and small- town 
settings, where investments would yield better returns than in farming districts. 
However, he also directly cited the works of Leuchtenburg and Schlesinger to give 
the impression that, overall, the industry had disappointed rural residents.68

In a policy- oriented study performed by the Environmental Policy Institute in 
1979, Jack Doyle offered a brief history of rural electrification that also diminished the 
work of any organ ization besides the REA. It accurately noted that electrification 
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began in the cities; on the other hand, “[r]ural Amer i ca . . .  had neither the ad-
vantage of an easily served population nor willing financiers interested in backing 
the development of electric power.” Consequently, “[i]t took more than 50 years 
from the opening of Edison’s Pearl Street Station in New York City [in 1882] 
before the nation began to apply electricity to its farms and rural areas.”69 Prior 
to the REA’s establishment, the author explained, “the idea of providing electric 
ser vice to rural Americans was thought to be highly impractical by all but a few 
forward- thinking individuals.”70 Clearly,  these statements showed  little apprecia-
tion for the work of utility companies that brought central station power to about 
11  percent of the farms. They also exhibited no knowledge of the firms that sold 
isolated power plants to another 4  percent by the early 1930s.

The first academic study devoted almost entirely to the REA was D. Clayton 
Brown’s Electricity for Rural Amer i ca: The Fight for the REA, published in 1980 by 
Greenwood Press.71 Authored by a history professor at Texas Christian University, 
the book largely constituted a po liti cal account of REA’s creators, who sought to 
make the agency thrive despite opposition from utility companies. Perhaps  because 
of his use of conflict as a theme, Brown downplayed utilities’ contributions to rural 
electrification. Though noting (and even giving grudging credit to) the industry’s 
Committee on the Relation of Electricity to Agriculture and state affiliates, he 
summarized their work as “only a half- hearted attempt” and concluded that “[b]y 
1930 CREA was regarded as a failure.”72

Use of the passive voice in the last assessment, of course, hid the actors who 
considered industry efforts as unsuccessful. However, a quotation in the same 
paragraph (suggesting that the CREA had “been  little more than a ‘window- front’ ” 
and that the organ ization “never had any real driving force”) came from Harry 
Slattery’s book Rural Amer i ca Lights Up— hardly an unbiased source given that the 
author served as the third REA administrator. Another of Brown’s references con-
sisted of a memorandum sent by Mercer Johnston, an REA employee, to Morris 
Cooke.73 Again,  these sources (and  others used for Brown’s first chapter, which 
dealt with rural electrification history before the creation of the REA) seemed to 
demonstrate a partiality for the administration and a hostility  toward utility com-
panies. At least one reviewer also noted that favoritism, suggesting that the book 
might have too much of a “saint- devil bias” in which the author drew on the analogy 
of the “forces of light” versus the “forces of darkness.”74 Brown further observed, 
without offering evidence, that “[a]t the industry’s rate of extending ser vice, elec-
trification of the remaining 5,000,000 farms would take 100 years.” In fact, an 
extrapolation of the growth rate of farm electrification from soon  after establish-
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ment of the CREA in 1923 to the end of 1929 (just as the Depression began) shows 
that the number of energized farms would have reached more than six million (that 
is, almost all farms) by 1941.75

In an article in the Encyclopedia of the  Great Depression, published in 2004, 
Brown reprised his interpretation. Accurately, he noted, “During the 1920s[,] the 
privately owned electrical companies recognized the importance of serving the 
countryside and created the Committee on the Relation of Electricity to Agricul-
ture (CREA).” But he seemed to contradict himself  later in the same piece. “For 
the first time,” he asserted  after describing the passage of the Rural Electrification 
Act of 1936, “the privately owned power companies showed an interest in the ru-
ral market.”76 Moreover, though he observed that only about 10  percent of farms 
received electricity in 1935, he failed to acknowledge that this percentage had in-
creased by a  factor of more than four since the end of 1923.77

Brown’s work gains importance  because it served as the basis for other assess-
ments of private industry’s rural electrification efforts. In his biography of Lyndon 
Johnson, Robert Caro drew on Brown’s monograph to portray electric utilities as 
evil actors. While depending on a host of other sources, such as the writings of 
REA administrators, NRECA’s executive man ag er, and interview subjects, the Pu-
litzer Prize– winning author claimed that private utilities in Johnson’s state of 
Texas “denied” farmers the electricity they eagerly sought. He began one chapter 
by describing the misery and low agricultural productivity of residents in John-
son’s congressional district— all “ because  there was no electricity.”78 He started an-
other by using Leuchtenburg’s assessment (quoted above), and then noted that 
Johnson triumphantly obtained REA funds for his constituents. According to a 
cited interview subject, the success— achieved  after convincing skeptical REA of-
ficials that farmers would use enough electricity to make creation of a co-op fea-
sible—so elated  people that they “began to name their kids for Lyndon John-
son.”79 Like several authors, he cited other REA- friendly sources to suggest that 
utilities quoted expenses of $5,000 per mile— a very high cost at the time—to 
build distribution lines.80 Overall, the chapter portrayed government efforts to 
bring power to desolate farmers as awe- inspiring while characterizing private 
utilities’ concern for the rural market as indifferent at best.81

References to Brown’s book as an impor tant authority also appeared in a wide 
variety of academic treatments. In an article about the REA on the Economic His-
tory Association’s website, Laurence J. Malone of Hartwick College drew heavi ly 
on Brown’s treatise (along with Cooke’s 1934 “National Plan” and 1948 article) to 
argue that power companies “ignored the rural market due to its high network 
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construction costs and the prospect of meager immediate profits.”82 A dissertation 
dealing with Louisiana’s co- ops depended on Brown’s book and other REA- friendly 
sources to conclude that lack of ser vice to farms resulted from utilities’ “greed and 
social irresponsibility.” Moreover,  after the success of the REA, the CREA “ac-
cepted failure and disbanded without a whimper.”83 Similarly, a law journal article 
observed that rural electric co- ops “generally formed as a response to the unwilling-
ness of private companies to extend ser vice into rural areas,” citing Brown as the 
source.84

A detailed history of the REA at Encyclopedia . com continued this trope. Writ-
ten for students, the piece emphatically dismissed rural electrification activities 
pursued by utilities before the  Great Depression. “Early efforts by private power 
companies to encourage rural electrification failed,” the piece read, “ because they 
did not address the main obstacle, which was the cost of the ser vice. By the 1920s, 
some Eu ro pean countries, Canada, and New Zealand had made much better pro-
gress in electrifying rural areas through public cooperatives and government 
assistance.” The author also noted (better than most other pieces), however, the 
context of the times. “[B]ut  until the Depression,” the article explained, “most 
 people in the United States believed that such approaches  were un- American and 
threatened time- honored values of self- reliance and private enterprise.”85 Pre-
dictably, the article listed standard references of traditional REA historiogra-
phy, such as  those written by Brown, Cooke, and Slattery.

Though not necessarily using Brown as their primary source, other authors 
seemed unknowledgeable about efforts pursued by utility companies before cre-
ation of the REA. In her 1988 essay on  women’s use of technology on  Great Plains 
farms, Katherine Jellison perhaps inadvertently gave the impression that rural folk 
needed to wait for the REA before they could enjoy electricity. She cited a Kansas 
 woman’s letter to the US Department of Agriculture in 1915 that tells of the criti-
cal need for electricity on the farm. Solely with that magical form of energy can 
chores be performed easily and lighting provided in a safe manner, allowing “for 
a social life and the improvement of [one’s] mind.”86 The missive ended with a plea: 
“The only way I can see is for the Government to furnish, at a reasonable price, 
electricity to  every farm.”87 According to Jellison, as noted in the next paragraph 
of the paper, “[t]his  woman’s proposed solution was the goal of the New Deal’s Ru-
ral Electrification Administration some twenty years  later.” In other words, the 
author gave full credit for rural electrification to the New Deal program, appar-
ently disregarding efforts by utilities (which, perhaps for the geo graph i cal area of 
her interest, may not have served farmers much) and by companies that sold iso-
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lated power plants. This last dismissal seems odd,  because Jellison also displayed 
(without discussion) a 1920 advertisement from the Delco- Light Com pany in her 
article.88 As discussed in chapter 5, the manufacturer produced a generator- and- 
battery system that enabled farmers to obtain electric power without depending 
on central station electricity sent over an expensive distribution network.

Authors of popu lar histories have also  adopted the standard narrative of the REA’s 
glorious work. In his highly readable 2012 volume, The Men Who United the States, 
journalist and history writer Simon Winchester provided an emotional descrip-
tion of how sinister cap i tal ists prevented farmers (especially in the American 
Midwest, his apparent focus) from getting electricity. “The electric power was 
 there,” he observed, “ready and waiting and straining at the leash, to give them 
[farmers] relief and hope, but in the 1930s, the chiefs of the utility  giants judged it 
as being too costly to bring to their doorsteps. So,” he continued, “their hard-
scrabble lives  were to remain that way for much longer than seemed the right of 
 every other American.”89 Thankfully, FDR campaigned in 1932 “against what he 
saw as an inequity,” attacking Insull and his utility magnate collaborators, who 
“had established policy of not  doing business with the faraway farms.”90 Once 
elected, the new president acted “swiftly to apply government right, as he saw it, 
to a monstrous cap i tal ist wrong.”91

To further dramatize the desolate situation faced by farmers who endured with-
out electricity, Winchester quoted from what he claimed was a lengthy govern-
ment publication to describe the “woes of the powerless.”92 The five- paragraph 
block quotation, beginning and ending with “ Because  there was no electricity,” in 
fact, did not come from an official document. Rather, it originated in Pence’s book 
(noted above) published in 1985 by the National Rural Electric Cooperative Asso-
ciation— a trade organ ization.93 Moreover, the quotation, dramatic as it was, ac-
tually appeared in Robert Caro’s book on Lyndon Johnson, noted  earlier, which the 
NRECA publication properly cited, but which Winchester did not. (Winchester’s 
book contained no footnotes or endnotes, though it included a good- size bibliog-
raphy. Pence’s book— but not Brown’s— was listed in it.) Overall, Winchester— like 
 others— perpetuated the view that utility companies and their leaders malevo-
lently denied farmers a privilege that city folk enjoyed.

More recently, another accessible popu lar history, Doris Kearns Goodwin’s 
Leadership: In Turbulent Times, repeated the conventional narrative. Though not a 
major ele ment in a chapter describing Lyndon Johnson’s work as a Texas congress-
man during the late 1930s, Pulitzer Prize– winner Goodwin nevertheless drew on 
historian William Leuchtenburg’s study, observing that “private utility companies 
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had refused to install power lines in rural areas, maintaining that the rate of re-
turn in thinly populated areas precluded a profit.”94 New Deal agencies, she noted, 
“brought electricity to millions of farm families, but the needs of the  people of the 
Hill Country [in central and southwest Texas] had been ignored”  because even the 
REA felt that farms remained too thinly spaced to be eco nom ically feasible. With 
President Roo se velt’s intervention, though, Johnson obtained the REA’s willing-
ness to provide loans for co- ops in the region in September 1938.95

While explic itly describing the heroic efforts of the REA, most accounts of ru-
ral electrification also implicitly represented farmers who lacked electricity as 
backward and without resources— material or other wise. The characterization 
made for a more dramatic story in which the money- grubbing utility man ag ers 
maintained the agriculturalists in a subservient position, robbing them of the ben-
efits of modernity that arrived through electric power lines. As noted above, authors 
such as Schlesinger, Leuchtenburg, Caro, and Winchester suggested that ruralites 
had been struggling to keep up with their urban counter parts who delighted in 
the technological won ders of the twentieth  century. Indeed, farm life was then 
(and remains  today) more arduous and less comfortable than urban existence in 
many ways. Nevertheless, as historians and  others have demonstrated, rural 
folk quickly  adopted new technologies— especially the automobile, tractor, tele-
phone, and radio— suggesting that they may have embraced innovative technol-
ogies and be hav iors more aggressively than  imagined. And as I illustrate in 
chapter 5, some farmers proved remarkably creative in embracing sophisticated 
technologies that produced electricity outside the realm of the central station 
power system.

The view that selfish private utilities shunned efforts to energize farms, requiring the 
federal government to pursue the activity as a  matter of social justice, constitutes 
the traditional narrative of rural electrification. The account emerged with the 
creation of the Tennessee Valley Authority and REA during the 1930s, a period of 
increasing distrust of free- market institutions such as banks and large corpora-
tions that seemed to fail the public during the  Great Depression. It continued 
with histories written by several academics, such as Schlesinger, Leuchtenburg, 
and Brown, which have become sources for many subsequent accounts.96

Undoubtedly, the standard account thrived  because electric utility companies 
in the 1930s obtained a deservedly bad reputation for their excesses. Having 
emerged as small enterprises operating in de pen dently in cities during the 1880s, 
power firms accelerated their consolidation efforts  after the creation of the hold-
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ing com pany, a managerial invention that bundled securities from small operat-
ing companies into offerings of larger enterprises. The practice, first pursued on 
a large scale by the Electric Bond and Share Com pany in 1905, enabled financing 
of individual operating utilities (companies that generated and sold electricity to 
ultimate customers). It also offered greater security and financial leverage to share 
 owners of the more diversified holding companies, higher up in the financial pyr-
amid. Additionally, the new firms provided centralized technical and management 
support to the operating companies and helped them perform more efficiently, 
interconnecting with other firms via high- voltage transmission wires and ex-
changing power during emergencies and when they found economic advantages in 
 doing so.97 Throughout the 1910s and 1920s, holding companies acquired other 
firms in vari ous geographic locations and at often- exaggerated prices. Especially 
during the go-go 1920s, industry leaders continued expanding the scope of  these 
business entities, benefiting from  little state or federal regulation, such that, by 
1932, the eight largest holding companies controlled almost three- quarters of the 
private utility industry.98

The financial leverage that made holding companies so popu lar when operat-
ing companies made money also doomed them when the economy deteriorated 
during the Depression. Many of them (and their operating affiliates) defaulted on 
bond payments and went into bankruptcy or receivership, while share prices of 
utility firms lost more than 80  percent of their value (on average) from Septem-
ber 1929 to June 1932.99 The Federal Trade Commission, which had already started 
investigating the industry’s concentration, issued voluminous reports in the 1930s 
that described financial manipulation and the use of propaganda to influence 
educational institutions, newspaper editors, politicians, and regulators.100 The 
high- profile collapses of forty- one companies operated by Samuel Insull, once a 
high- flying celebrity, reportedly produced losses of more than $638 million among 
investors, many of whom came from the  middle and lower classes.101

Largely as a result of  these events, the commercial electric utility industry 
earned public scorn as a symbol of corporate excess and a cause of the Depression. 
(Of course, this business was joined in infamy by the banking and securities indus-
tries.) Franklin Roo se velt took aim at utilities in his 1932 presidential campaign, 
and Insull became the personification of the power industry’s abusive be hav iors. 
In his January 1935 address to Congress, the president reminded the nation of the 
financial harm caused by the electric firms and called for “the restoration of 
sound conditions in the public utilities field through abolition of the evil features of 
holding companies.” In August of that year, he signed the Public Utility Holding 
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Com pany Act, which broke up the multilevel structure of power organ izations 
except for  those that managed interconnected operating companies serving con-
tiguous geo graph i cal regions.102

In such a hostile, anti- utility environment, REA promoters crafted a narrative 
that served their own needs. They did so by using an approach  later advanced by 
theorist Michel Foucault, who argued that historical writing often reflects the 
aims and goals of “winners” of social strug gles.103 Using this interpretive frame-
work, one can see that REA supporters took advantage of their dominant position 
in the 1930s and  later to emphasize a positive account linking rural electrification 
to social equity and democracy, while discounting alternative stories perpetuated 
by the disgraced electric power industry. In addition, REA man ag ers and employees 
undoubtedly realized that glowing accounts would publicize the organ ization’s mis-
sion and help it earn popu lar and po liti cal support.

To be absolutely clear, I am not critical of the REA and its affiliates for produc-
ing such a narrative through promotional publications and vari ous art forms. My 
only concern, for the purpose of this book, consists of the fact that many commen-
tators and academics have uncritically accepted much of the conventional story-
line. That school of history reflects, in part, the interpretations of esteemed scholars 
such as Schlesinger and Leuchtenburg, who clearly admired the liberal policies 
of President Roo se velt and his efforts to rescue the nation during the Depression.104 
At the same time, the account benefited from an understanding of the apparent suc-
cess of government agencies in effecting rural electrification. When one looked 
back from the 1960s and  later, it seemed obvious that huge pro gress in stringing 
lines to farms had occurred, and it appeared logical to accept the dominant account 
(even though private companies built many of  those lines). And of course, the tradi-
tional narrative simply makes for a wonderfully exciting story, in which the good 
guys in government defeated the predatory cap i tal ists who had thrown the coun-
try into financial and social chaos.105

By reading history from the perspective of the winners, however, we discount too 
much of the context and nuance of impor tant events. As upcoming chapters illus-
trate, one can imagine an alternative history of events in the 1920s and early 1930s, 
describing the creation of institutions and well- organized efforts pursued by utility 
companies to power Amer i ca’s farms. At a time when the general public did not 
expect government to involve itself heavi ly in the business realm, the firms made 
genuine efforts to stimulate rural electrification in ways that made eminent sense, 
resulting in what also appeared to be significant— but unheralded— successes.
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Having just devoted a chapter to arguing that the traditional narrative of 
rural electrification needs revision, I now observe that the standard inter-

pretation had at least one  thing correct: the economic rationale for limiting ser-
vice to rural districts had merit. While sometimes exaggerated for rhetorical and 
po liti cal reasons, most accounts rightly point to the unfavorable financial calcu-
lus of supplying electricity to farms. Utility companies began producing power in 
the 1880s for urban areas, where densely packed customers enabled firms to earn 
a quick return on their investment in generating plants, transformers, and distri-
bution lines. By contrast,  these businesses rarely extended lines to sparsely settled 
areas, where higher per- customer costs diminished opportunities to make respect-
able profits.

Power com pany man ag ers understood that electrification of farms would en-
hance the lives of ruralites. As early as 1911, an industry report acknowledged that 
the “practical value of electric ser vice to the farmer includes both the saving of his 
time and the reduction in the amount of hired help he needs.”1 Nevertheless, util-
ity leaders concluded two years  later that “[t]he ‘farm business,’ as developed at 
pre sent, does not furnish the central- station companies with returns commensu-
rate with the necessary capital investment.”2 Moreover, the appalling financial 
plight of ruralites in the other wise prosperous 1920s and the existence of more lu-
crative customers militated against reaching out to farmers. The rural market sim-
ply appeared unattractive—at least to the majority of power com pany executives.

Chapter Two

Unattractive Economics in the Rural 
Electricity Market

One big obstacle that has  limited the extension of electrical ser vice to 
rural districts is the fact that usually  there are only two or three farms  
that can be served per mile of electric line, whereas in the city  there are 
anywhere from 50 to 200 customers on a mile of line.

— electric utility handbook, 1927
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Basic Economics

The electrification of cities began in the late 1870s, with the Brush Electric and 
Thomson- Houston Electric companies stringing wires to a few arc lamps in cities that 
provided bright lights for street intersections. The Brush firm, which first illumi-
nated thoroughfares in Columbus, Ohio, in 1879, began experiments in New 
York City in December 1880 and lit thirty streets by 1886.3 But the illumination 
of homes and businesses emerged only  after Thomas Edison in ven ted incandes-
cent bulbs, which created less intense and more palatable light than arc lamps, 
and had developed an entire system for producing and distributing electricity.4 
With construction in 1882 of a power plant in New York City’s financial district 
and wires radiating from it, Edison offered a paradigm for electricity supply: a cen-
tral station generated electricity and conveyed it to nearby customers through 
wires strung above (or concealed below) streets. Edison’s direct current system oper-
ated at around 110 volts, such that the re sis tance in wires only allowed electricity 
to travel within about a half- mile from the generator. Competitors Thomson- 
Houston and Westing house developed alternating current systems, which facili-
tated the transmission of electricity over greater distances (by raising the current’s 
voltage with transformers and reducing re sis tance). The latter firm demonstrated 
the value of such transformed electricity in 1896 when it built a transmission 
line, operating at about 11,000 volts, from a generating station at Niagara Falls to 
the city of Buffalo, a distance of more than twenty miles.5 By 1911, numerous 
companies had erected transmission lines of more than one hundred miles at 
“tensions” of up to 110,000 volts. California’s Pacific Gas and Electric Com pany 
became a technical leader at the time by constructing about one thousand miles of 
60,000- volt lines.6 Companies reduced the voltage at substations, with distribution 
lines taking power, usually at a few thousand volts, to ultimate customers. Trans-
formers brought the power down to a few hundred volts for industrial equipment 
and to about 110 volts for operation of most residential lights and appliances.

During the first de cades of electrification, pioneers such as Samuel Insull ex-
ploited several evolving managerial and technological innovations. President of 
the Chicago Edison Com pany, one of many firms vying for business in his city, Insull 
realized the worth of consolidation and purchased many of his competitors, creat-
ing the Commonwealth Edison Com pany.7  Earlier than other utility leaders (in 
1898), he also promoted state regulation as a means to legitimate natu ral mono poly 
status of electric supply companies.8 Becoming the only commercial producer 
and distributor of power in the area, Insull’s com pany took advantage of increas-
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Unattractive Economics in the Rural Electricity Market  35

ingly large generating technologies, such as newly in ven ted steam turbines, whose 
economies of scale helped bring down the unit cost of electricity.9

Insull further understood the value of enhancing his com pany’s “load  factor,” 
the mathematical ratio of the average demand of electricity divided by the maximum 
demand sustained during a period of time. The concept has  great significance 
in the electricity business  because power cannot be efficiently stored; it must be 
generated and used at almost the same instant  because batteries then (and now) 
can only hold a  limited amount of energy, and usually at high cost. Since power 
companies make large capital expenditures for equipment, they sought to use it 
as much as pos si ble and in a way that would push up the load  factor. Insull learned 
that he could boost the metric and earn greater profits by selling electricity— even 
at lower- than- average rates—to customers who used it during times when overall 
demand slackened.  These periods consisted of the  middle of the day (when elec-
tric street railroads and residential customers did not use much power) and late at 
night (when most  people slept and had turned off electric lights). In speeches to 
lay and professional audiences, Insull took plea sure in noting how his firm’s tech-
nological policies and management practices brought down costs and prices. He 
observed that a typical residential customer saw his or her bill drop by 69  percent 
between 1892 and 1912 for the same amount of electricity consumption.10

Insull’s proud claim of declining prices, while true, hides some of the complex-
ity of how consumers paid for power. To stimulate demand for electricity among 
manufacturers using huge amounts of electricity, for example, Insull’s com pany 
offered a rate schedule (also known as a rate structure) specific to such custom-
ers. That schedule in 1916 included a monthly charge of $2.00 per kilowatt (kW), 
compensating the com pany for the user’s highest incurred demand. Large consumers 
of power required utilities to invest substantial capital in generating capacity to 
meet their needs, and this “demand charge” reflected their portion of the invest-
ment. Beyond this amount, manufacturers paid for the  actual energy used at a 
rate of 3 cents per kilowatt- hour (kWh) for the first 5,000 kWh consumed. The 
rate dropped to 1.1 cents per kWh for the next 25,000 kWh and to 0.65 cents per 
kWh for use above 100,000 kWh.11 Other rate structures helped increase the load 
 factor by offering lower demand charges, but only for customers employing elec-
tricity during off- peak times.12

For residential users, who drew considerably less power than businesses and 
factories, the com pany offered simpler rate schedules. In 1916, Commonwealth 
Edison charged 10 cents each for the first 30 kWh of monthly consumption, then 
6 cents for the next 30 kWh, and 3 cents for subsequent use.13 This “declining- block” 
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structure did not include a separate demand charge, but it incorporated the pro-
rated cost for the generating equipment into the first and most expensive block.14 
As customers used increasing amounts of power, they paid less per unit, since 
their share of the supplier’s fixed costs (expenses that existed regardless of elec-
tricity consumption, such as for meter reading and billing) had largely been re-
imbursed. Once residents used more than 60 kWh per month in this case, they 
essentially paid just for the fuel to generate electricity.15 And to ensure that cus-
tomers paid their share of costs, even if they used  little power, utilities often im-
posed an additional charge. Commonwealth Edison required a payment of 50 cents 
per month for customers who used electricity for lighting and other domestic 
purposes.16

 Because of the mathematical nature of declining block rates, consumers saw 
their average cost of energy fall as they used more of it. In the 1916 Commonwealth 
Edison example above, a residential customer using just 20 kWh of electricity per 
month paid $2.00 plus a fixed charge of 50 cents; on average, each kWh cost 12.5 
cents. But if that same customer consumed 100 kWh, he or she would have paid 
$3.00 for the first 30 kWh, $1.80 for the next 30 kWh, and $1.20 for the last 40 
kWh, plus the 50- cent fixed charge, for a total of $6.50. The average price then 
dropped to 6.5 cents per kWh. The rate structure, in other words, encouraged 
greater energy consumption. And despite the lower average unit price, utility com-
panies still recovered all their costs while earning more revenue from high- use 
consumers. This economic logic motivated power companies to promote electricity 
consumption throughout much of the twentieth  century.17

Most electric utility companies established themselves in large population cen-
ters  because they could offer ser vice with relatively small investments (on a per- 
customer basis) in distribution lines, transformers, and associated equipment.18 In 
a 1914 talk, Insull gave an example of a set of apartment buildings on a downtown 
block, approximately 0.2 mile long, which contained 193 apartment dwellers and 
34 other customers. The customers used a total of about 50,000 kWh during the 
year, generating income of $18.34 each. If this block can be considered typical, 
then a full mile of distribution line would produce a load of about 250,000 kWh 
and yield income of almost $21,000. To be sure, the mile would require more 
transformers and other equipment than would a mile of rural line.19 Still, this ex-
ample  will be useful  later.

High population density, in other words, constituted the bywords of the nascent 
electric power business. That condition, however, did not apply in most rural set-
tings. Unlike the Chicago neighborhood, which boasted the equivalent of more 
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than 1,100 customers in a mile, the number of farmsteads in New Hampshire 
stood at about 3 to 5 per mile of distribution wire in the early to mid-1920s.20 In 
1923 Wisconsin, each mile of rural line that had already been built served 2.7 cus-
tomers, while the density  rose to 35 or 40 per mile even in small villages with 
populations of 500 or 600  people. (In the state’s larger cities, the density jumped 
to 300 customers per mile, which further drove down the per- user cost of lines.)21 
Utilities serving Iowa’s cities and towns in the 1920s typically could share costs 
among 10 to 75 customers per mile of distribution line. But in rural areas, only 
2.5 customers drew power from each mile of wire.22 Reports from central sta-
tion power companies around the country in the 1910s and 1920s offered similar 
information: one mile of rural line provided power for three or four customers, 
with stated costs  running from about $1,200 to $2,000 per mile.23

Distribution expenses did not constitute the only  factor that raised the amount 
of investment in each potential farm customer. Transformer costs also played a big 
role. As noted in a 1922 analy sis by an Iowa utility, each device could usually serve 
only one rural customer. By contrast, the close spacing of urban homes and busi-
nesses meant thirty- three consumers shared one transformer.24 Consequently, the 
Iowa firm anticipated investment costs for transformers at about $5 per urban 
customer and $164 for each rural user.25 Furthermore, while transformers de-
signed for single customers  were smaller than  those serving several users, energy 
losses from them  rose disproportionately. Quoting an electricity textbook of the 
time, Idaho researchers noted, “It is estimated that transformer losses are ten 
times as  great per customer on rural as on urban lines.”26 Long distribution lines to 
farms also suffered large energy losses, which naturally raised costs. Wisconsin 
agricultural engineers commented in 1923 that about 45  percent of the energy 
put into the lines dissipated as it moved through wires and transformers. The 
equivalent loss on urban lines came to just 18  percent.27

The high fixed costs to distribute electricity to dispersed rural customers star-
tled researchers. The University of Minnesota agricultural physicist, Earl A. Stew-
art, observed in 1924 that distribution costs to farmsteads amounted to $8.75 per 
month, exclusive of the cost of energy. He concluded, “Even if electricity could be 
generated by  water power for nothing, which is not the case, it would have  little 
bearing on the cost of electricity to the farmer, for . . .  the big cost in rural electrifica-
tion is not in generation but in distribution.”28 Iowa State researchers concurred 
 after a 1928 study: “It is safe to say that  under pre sent average conditions, from 
80 to 95 per cent of the cost of electricity at a farm can be charged to distribu-
tion.”29 The authors noted that utility companies could not just give away power; 
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they needed to obtain a “return commensurate with the expense involved and the 
risks taken” so they could maintain solvency.30

The National Electric Lighting Association (NELA), the major trade group of 
private utilities, summarized the economic rationale for limiting ser vice to farms 
in a 1924 study. It noted that “the investment necessary for a distribution system 
to serve 100 rural customers is many times the investment necessary for a distri-
bution system to serve city customers.”31 Beyond the higher up- front expenditure, 
however, are the costs for taxes, depreciation, and interest paid annually for the 
distribution line. In one example, rural customers cost a utility $56 per year in 
 these expenses compared with about $10.50 for urbanites.32

Of course, electrification could be profitable if rural customers used consider-
ably more power than did their urban counter parts. In most cases (with exceptions 
especially in western states, as noted in chapter 6), however, farmers did not seem 
likely to consume much power outside of what they needed for illumination. As 
almost every one recognized early in the history of electrification, farmers— like 
city residents— truly enjoyed electric lights. In a 1909 thesis, Oregon Agricultural 
College electrical engineering student Walter Baker observed, “Farmers and resi-
dents of small country towns . . .  appreciate the safety, cleanliness, and con ve nience 
of this method of illumination and would gladly adopt it in their homes and 
about their farms if pos si ble.”33 But electric lights did not require much power, es-
pecially as light bulb manufacturers continued to improve their product. (Com-
monwealth Edison’s Samuel Insull noted that incandescent lamps had increased 
in efficiency by more than 260  percent from 1886 to 1912.)34 David Weaver, the 
head of the North Carolina State College agricultural engineering program, ob-
served that even when farmers obtained high- line electricity, they often did not 
realize the value it could provide if used for more than lighting. “We know,” he 
commented in 1935, “that a farmer with three or four 25- watt lights thinks he is 
on Broadway  after years of kerosene lamps and . . .  he cannot see why he  will have 
to use more current if he is to get electric ser vice.”35

To be fair, farmers showed justifiable reluctance in using electricity for any-
thing beyond the obvious application of lighting. Although a 1913 NELA report 
described thirty applications of electricity outside the farm home, most of  these 
could not guarantee favorable economic returns to most farmers.36 Highly touted 
by their manufacturers, electrical devices had not yet been used much by rural 
customers, and they often had no track rec ord of providing financial benefits. One 
utility executive remarked in 1913 about the difficulty in selling to the hard- nosed 
agrarian customer: “You must show the farmer where he  will get back $6.00 for 
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Unattractive Economics in the Rural Electricity Market  39

 every $5.00 he spends.”37 Unfortunately, power companies and manufacturers 
could not yet make that demonstration with most electrical machines. It required 
another de cade before the utility industry established the Committee on the Rela-
tion of Electricity to Agriculture to address this concern directly, namely, to identify 
clearly productive equipment that would yield increased energy consumption 
and sufficient revenues to central station companies.

Farmers’ Economic Woes and Tenancy

The straightforward economic rationale for unenthusiastic ser vice to farms— 
that utilities generally earned poor returns on investments in them— seems compel-
ling enough. Yet another ele ment of rural life reinforced power com pany man ag-
ers’ reluctance to invest in rural lines: the decayed agricultural circumstances of the 
1920s that followed several years of well- being. That deterioration countered the 
experience in other parts of the American economy, especially manufacturing, 
which saw its efficiency and production increase dramatically, making it more ap-
pealing to serve.38 Put simply, utility leaders realized that a business sector’s eco-
nomic output correlated with electricity consumption and revenue. If a sector’s 
prospects appeared poor, ser vice to it would not likely yield profits.

The agricultural realm enjoyed a period of prosperity in the 1910s. Demand for 
crops exploded, and commodity prices  rose as war erupted in Eu rope in 1914. The 
farm economy continued to flourish as the United States sent troops to fight in 
1917. Even  after the armistice began in 1918, demand for foodstuffs in Eu rope re-
mained high, causing prices to double from the 1914 level.39 By the 1919 crop year, 
gross income for farmers peaked at $16.9 billion, 2.4 times the amount of 1914.40

But the good times ended in spring 1920, when the nation entered a serious 
recession— one that hit farmers especially hard.41 Wheat prices, which had reached 
about $2.56 per bushel (as a national average price) in June 1920, fell by more than 
half ten months  later and sank to 93 cents in December 1921,42 remaining well be-
low its peak for many years thereafter.43 Though the farm recession bottomed 
out in 1921, with gross income falling to 53  percent of its 1919 height, the rest of 
the de cade remained bleak. In 1929, gross income reached $11.9 billion, still about 
70  percent of its highest level a de cade  earlier.44 Moreover, the value of agricultural 
land and buildings declined throughout the de cade, such that 53  percent of farm 
homes had values below $1,000 (with 33  percent worth less than $500) in 1930.45 
A Department of Agriculture report summarized the “farm prob lem” or “farm 
crisis” of the 1920s as a multifaceted event consisting of war- induced inflation 
and acquisition of debt, resulting in farmers’ income falling far  behind that of 
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nonagricultural workers (figure 2.1). Related prob lems consisted of farm product 
price deflation, high taxes, greater costs for transporting agricultural goods, and 
changing consumer demand.46 Utility man ag ers, in other words, had good rea-
son to question investments in the agricultural sector, seeing that it remained 
in dire straits throughout the 1920s.

The agonizing financial situation intensified during the  Great Depression, 
which followed the stock market crash in 1929. Gross farm income slid from $11.9 
billion in 1929 to $5.3 billion three years  later.47 At the same time, land prices 
plummeted, meaning that  people often could not sell their properties for more 
than they owed on loans.48 The value of farmers’ real estate, which had reached 
an index of 173 at its peak in 1920 (with 100 as the index’s base for the 1912–14 pe-
riod) had fallen to 116 in 1929 and tumbled to 70 in 1933. And as banks strug gled 
during the financial crisis, they cut lending to all customers by 54.2  percent in mid-
1933 (compared with the amount loaned four years  earlier).49 Worse, many bank 
loans to farmers went unpaid. At the nadir of the Depression in 1933, the foreclo-
sure rate reached 38.8 per thousand farms, which compared to 3.2 per thousand 
farms in the period from 1913 to 1920 and 10.7 from 1921 to 1926.50

The unusual structure of the farm economy, such that many agrarians did not 
own the land they cultivated, reinforced the view that rural electrification would 

Fig. 2.1. Income per person engaged in agriculture and in non- agricultural indus-
tries, 1909–28. Source: L. C. Gray and O. E. Baker, Land Utilization and the Farm 
Prob lem, USDA Misc. Pub. no. 97 (Washington, DC: GPO, 1930), 2.
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not provide reasonable returns to power companies. As tenants,  these workers of-
ten paid rent in a portion of the crops they produced. While the arrangement 
allowed cash- poor families to subsist off the land, it did not provide the means for 
investing in electrified equipment that would yield higher farm productivity. An 
enthusiast of farm electrification in Texas acknowledged this fact in 1928, noting 
that a large number of  owners might electrify their farmsteads, but only a small 
percentage of tenants would do so.51 Two years  later, an agricultural engineering 
gradu ate student noted that even if the tenant farmer wanted power, “wiring for 
electricity is a permanent improvement that he is not justified in making, and of-
ten the landlord is not sufficiently interested to meet the necessary cost.”52 The 
1930 census confirmed this phenomenon: among all farmers who had electric ser-
vice on their properties ( either from central stations or from isolated power 
plants), 85  percent owned or managed their farmsteads; only 15  percent of tenants 
worked on electrified farms.53

An increasingly recognized prob lem in the United States, tenancy reached 
25  percent in 1880. That number surged—to more than 35  percent in 1900— and had 
severe consequences. Ohio State University professor Homer Price observed in 
1908 that the growing number of tenant farmers threatened American eco-
nomic and social welfare. Holding relatively short leases,  these ruralites had 
 little incentive to pursue investments that would raise productivity. “Such a ten-
ant is not interested in improving the farm  unless immediate results can be real-
ized,” Price wrote.54 Tenancy held sway especially in southern states, largely 
 because (according to experts) of the large number of African Americans who 
could not afford to purchase land.55 About 45  percent of the nation’s farmers did 
not own the land they cultivated in 1935, a  great concern to Secretary of Agricul-
ture Henry Wallace, who noted that  these workers usually occupied property for 
slightly more than four years before moving on.56

Tenancy and its associated prob lems continued to linger the most in the South, 
where both Blacks and whites suffered due to the agricultural collapse that began 
in 1920 and accelerated during the Depression.57 The situation called for dramatic 
government action since “[t]he pre sent conditions, particularly in the South, pro-
vide fertile soil for Communist and Socialist agitators,” which should be met, Wal-
lace asserted, not with “vio lence or oppressive legislation to curb  these activities 
but rather to give  these dispossessed  people a stake in the social system.”58 A re-
port produced by a special committee authorized by President Roo se velt in 1937 
(and chaired by Wallace) noted that tenancy in the South had reached 54  percent 
in 1935, well above the national average (figure 2.2).59
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In short, high rates of tenancy appeared to correlate with low levels of electri-
fication. Put differently, the plight of the poor tenant farmer helps explain why ru-
ral electrification lagged so badly in southern states. With tenancy  running at 
about 70  percent in Mississippi, only 1  percent of the state’s farmers received cen-
tral station ser vice in 1935.60 By contrast, tenancy in New  England states (such as 
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Mas sa chu setts, and Connecticut) remained con-
siderably lower, and they exhibited higher electrification rates before the REA 
began its efforts.61

Focus on Other Markets and Activities

The dismissal of the farm market also occurred  because power com pany man-
ag ers saw better opportunities in other areas. Though Thomas Edison’s pioneering 
1882 station sold direct current to businesses and wealthy homeowners primar-
ily for electric lighting, utility companies in subsequent de cades found more lu-
crative uses of power in, for example, transportation networks. The electric 
streetcar, first showing its technical and commercial superiority over horse- drawn 
carriages in Richmond,  Virginia, in 1887, became familiar sights in many cities.62 
In fact, many urban central station companies, such as the Milwaukee Electric 
Railway and Light Com pany (formed in 1896) initially supplied power primarily 
for streetcars, but they benefited from selling electricity for lighting to businesses 
and homes at off- peak times.63 In other words, serving residential customers for 

Fig. 2.2. Extent of farm tenancy, 1920–35, showing counties in which at least half of 
the farms  were operated by tenants or sharecroppers. Source: H. A. Turner, A Graphic 
Summary of Farm Tenure, USDA Misc. Pub. no. 261 (Washington, DC: GPO, 1936), 13.
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lighting loads initially constituted a secondary interest. In 1917, the capitalization 
of American electric railway companies exceeded that of utilities providing tele-
graph, telephone, and power ser vices.64 The prospect for further electrification of 
main railway lines (and associated profitability) seemed bright in the 1920s.65

Outside of the transportation sector, the manufacturing realm appeared attrac-
tive to power companies. As factory  owners and man ag ers learned that electricity 
offered huge productivity gains, they replaced waterwheels and steam engines with 
in- house electricity generators.66  These isolated power plants required investment 
in equipment and manpower, but they enabled manufacturers to reduce costs by 
employing low-  (and fractional-)  horse power electric motors. Self- generation be-
came so popu lar, in fact, that nonutility companies in 1912 operated more than half 
of the nation’s electricity production capacity (5,800 out of 11,000 megawatts, 
abbreviated MW; 1 MW equals 1,000 kilowatts). As consumption of electric power 
grew fortyfold in the years between 1899 and 1919, however, central station opera-
tors replaced local electricity production with power generated in plants exhibiting 
increasing economies of scale.67 And as Samuel Insull realized  earlier than other 
utility man ag ers, selling power to manufacturers at times when businesses, electric 
streetcar companies, and homes did not need much electricity helped increase load 
 factors, yielding improved financial results. Consequently, power firms sought and 
captured greater amounts of the overall electricity market. By 1922, electric compa-
nies owned more than twice the capacity of businesses that generated power for 
themselves (13,400 MW to 6,300 MW).68

During and  after World War I, central station electric companies also devoted 
much of their capital to construction of transmission lines between distant power 
plants. They did so as electricity demand increased among manufacturers of war-
time supplies, with  orders pouring in from  England, France, and Rus sia. At the 
same time, energy shortages in parts of the country sometimes forced rationing and 
government- mandated industry shutdowns. By erecting transmission lines between 
large, efficient generators, companies could draw on excess power capacity in one 
region for use in another. As historian Julie Cohn observed, transmission lines pro-
vided the key to conserving fuel and guaranteeing sufficient power for manufactur-
ers and businesses.69 To extend  those benefits into the postwar era, consulting engi-
neer William Murray proposed in 1918 a “superpower” system connecting large- scale 
power plants in northeastern states for use, among other  things, by an increasingly 
electrified railroad network.70 Governor Gifford Pinchot of Pennsylvania proposed 
in 1923 a similar system relying heavi ly on transmission links between power 
plants. Though neither plan came to fruition, largely for po liti cal reasons, interest in 
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transmission line construction did not wane. Economist Martin Glaeser observed 
in 1927 that the war experience had taught how interconnection lessens fuel con-
sumption and capital investment per unit of capacity and enables the profitable use 
of surplus power. It also “safeguards the ser vice from interruptions, and secures the 
advantages of long hour use of investment by building up the diversity of use.”71 
Though utility holding companies would obtain a bad reputation for their financial 
machinations in the late 1920s, they often spent available capital to purchase small 
companies, consolidate their assets, and tie them together with transmission lines.72

As firms expanded their web of interconnected systems and promoted electric-
ity sales to manufacturers, they often neglected residential customers. In 1917, 
only 24  percent of homes had been wired, such that electric ser vice remained an 
extravagance for the vast majority of city dwellers, no less for ruralites. With in-
creased business activity and growing urban affluence in the 1920s, along with the 
greater availability of electrical appliances, man ag ers saw improved markets 
emerging in cities.  Owners of homes and apartments wired their structures, and 
power companies extended ser vice in 1922 to 40  percent of them. By 1928, that 
percentage jumped to 63. To encourage residential customers to purchase increas-
ing amounts of electricity, utility companies offered promotional rate structures 
that promised lower prices for enhanced consumption.73

To summarize, marketing to manufacturers and urban customers, while also 
spending heavi ly on an increasingly interconnected transmission network, took on 
greater importance to the utility industry than serving rural districts. When power 
com pany leaders considered how to deploy financial resources,  these areas of 
concern took precedence—as long as they only evaluated business considerations.

During the first three de cades of the twentieth  century, utility man ag ers gener-
ally viewed farm electrification as a laudable— but challenging- to- achieve— 
goal. A major impediment consisted simply of the high cost incurred to serve 
sparsely distributed customers who used electricity as their urban cousins did. 
While farmers appreciated electric lights, it had become clear that, according to 
a 1930 agricultural engineering thesis, “electricity for its con ve nience alone  will 
never make rural electrification practical and profitable.” Farmers needed to 
consume greater amounts of power, such that increased revenue would offset 
the higher costs of providing ser vice.74 (Of course, companies could levy extremely 
high prices for each unit of electricity as a means of recovering expenses, but 
classical economic theory suggested that  those rates would depress consumption 
and revenue still more.)
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This strict, profit- seeking attitude may seem indifferent and callous  today, given 
the experience of government agencies and regulatory bodies since the 1930s that 
took on goals of equity. In recent de cades, government has moved to ensure fair 
consumer and housing practices, safety of workers, environmental protection, 
comparable workplace pay for men and  women, and many other social functions.75 
Electricity eventually became viewed as a necessity of life, and its provision be-
came embodied in law, such as in California’s Warren- Miller Energy Lifeline Act of 
1975. (The legislation declares that “[l]ight and heat are basic  human rights,” and it 
directs the state regulatory commission to establish cheap gas and electric rate 
structures for low- income consumers.)76 But before the 1930s, state and federal reg-
ulatory commissions dealing with industrial enterprises had narrower mandates, 
focusing predominantly on economic— not social— considerations. They sought, for 
example, to ensure that railroads and other industries did not gouge customers and 
that companies rendered their ser vices without undue discrimination. Such regula-
tion sought to impose a substitute for competition in the marketplace, but it re-
mained economic regulation.

Put simply, private power com pany man ag ers felt no obligation to provide ser vice 
to customers who could not pay for it.  Unless farm customers found ways to 
increase their power consumption enough to become profitable customers, utility 
firms overlooked them and sought more rewarding markets in the transporta-
tion, manufacturing, and urban residential markets.  Doing so appeared rational, 
and it comported with attitudes of most business and government policymakers 
of the day.
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Chapter Three

Business Attitudes  toward Farmers 
in the 1920s

The more impor tant sources of difficulty in agriculture . . .  are in part due 
to the peculiar deficiencies of organ ization and management which are 
characteristic of the agricultural industry. The trend  toward organ ization 
and collective action, which has been so marked a characteristic of non- 
agricultural industry in the last half  century, has made relatively  little 
headway in agriculture.

— Business Men’s Commission on Agriculture, 1927

The economic and market realities of the 1910s and 1920s likely played the larg-
est role in utility man ag ers’ decision to decline ser vice to most farmers. Even 

so, power com pany leaders’ condescending attitudes about rural folk prob ably rein-
forced  those hard- number truths. Big- city executives generally thought of agrarians 
as backcountry rubes with  little technical and economic savvy; unlike urban cus-
tomers, farmers would never develop the know- how to use electricity in ways that 
would benefit themselves or yield sufficient profits for power companies. Like other 
businessmen of the day, most— but not all— utility leaders  adopted the belief that 
pro gress first occurred in cities, where  people experienced modernity in the form of 
automobiles, radios, telephones, moving pictures, and electric motors. Though nec-
essary for sustenance of urban activity through the food they produced, farms car-
ried connotations as places where life may have been simpler (in a rustic, sentimental 
sense) but not necessarily as up- to- date nor eco nom ically as productive as cities.

Businessmen’s Condescending Views about Farmers

The twentieth  century began with enthusiasm for new technology- based ser-
vices that depended on physical infrastructures within densely populated cities. 
Indoor plumbing required mains that drew  water from miles away and pumps to 
deliver it to homes and businesses. Telephone connections and electricity delivery 
depended on wires strung overhead or beneath streets, linked to switching ex-
changes and substations scattered throughout cities. Heating (and some lighting) 
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necessitated under ground pipes, while streetcar conveyance needed rails  running 
through public thoroughfares and another set of overhead cables.

This urban technological system inspired awe. “Wonderful, indeed!” exclaimed 
the New York City commissioner of franchises in 1910 as he proudly described the 
“bundles of tubes”  running beneath the streets, bringing gas and electricity to 
thousands of appreciative customers. “Light[,] heat and power distributed through-
out a city!” But the existence of  these networks of power also spurred feelings of 
pity for the poor ruralite: “The city is ablaze at night. How strange and impene-
trable is the darkness of the country, with only  here and  there a flickering ray from 
some farm- house win dow! How short the winter’s day! How long and dark the 
winter’s night! How meager the opportunity for social life and gaiety, if one must 
be at home when night falls.”1

Taking note of the growing divide between urban and rural life, characterized 
in part by differences in fundamental infrastructural systems, a group of reformers 
and progressives created the “Country Life” movement.2 Seeking to improve farm-
ers’ efficiency and stanch the migration of intelligent  people from farms to cities, 
the initiative won a sympathetic ear from President Theodore Roo se velt, who in 
1907 established a Country Life Commission to investigate prob lems of rural life. 
The body’s report, published in 1909 with a preface written by the president, re-
flected the already condescending attitude about farmers who needed to employ 
business techniques to keep up with their urban counter parts.3 More specifically, 
the document highlighted a series of prob lems, including farmers’ “lack of knowl-
edge . . .  of the exact agricultural conditions and possibilities of their regions,” poor 
training, inadequate highways, and a “general need of new and active leadership.”4 
To overcome deficiencies, ruralites already had support from major institutions 
such as the US Department of Agriculture (USDA), land- grant colleges, states’ agri-
cultural experiment stations, and national farmers’ organ izations.5

Farmers often resented “book learning” and advice offered by experts at the 
USDA and colleges, however, as historian David Danbom has detailed.6 And they 
certainly had  little interest, it appeared, in approaches promoted by  these institu-
tions to grow the best- suited crops for specific locales or to employ state- of- the- 
art fertilization practices. Secretary of Agriculture David Houston noted in a 1913 
report, for example, that his agency had been “giving special attention to the subject 
of farm management with the view of rendering to the farmer ser vice similar to that 
rendered to the business man and the manufacturer by efficiency experts and engi-
neers.”7 But he also lamented the fact that only about one- eighth all farmland had 
been used efficiently.8
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Businesspeople reflected a similar view that farmers needed to boost their pro-
ductivity. Frank Vanderlip, president of the National City Bank, argued in 1914 
that the press and public should stop complaining about the inefficiency of big 
business enterprises, such as railroad companies. (The transportation firms had 
been in the news as the “ people’s attorney,” Louis Brandeis, demonized them, 
claiming since 1910 that their poor management resulted in excessively high freight 
charges to customers.)9 But farmers operated even less productively and in a way 
that should make  people upset with them: “If a railroad man ag er is culpable and 
is answerable to society for anything less than a hundred per cent of efficiency, 
what of the  great farmer and the planter holding the  great agency of production— 
land— and utilizing it with but 40 per cent of efficiency? That is the indictment 
that stands against no small part of the agricultural community.”10

The editors of the Banker- Farmer magazine continued this line of criticism and 
urged ruralites to wake up at “the dawn of a new agriculture.” A scathing edito-
rial cartoon appeared on the cover of the May 1914 issue, portraying a county agent 
who offers information about business methods and science, pounding at the door 
of an unmoved, sleeping farmer (figure 3.1.) Better methods for raising crops and 
animals await, but the farmer continues to employ poor agricultural practices. In-
side the issue, an author observed how the average farm of the day “is  running 
on ‘low speed.’ ” By contrast, the “business man, transplanted to the soil, has 
shown himself a remarkably efficient chauffeur and able to get speed out of a 
farm,” using “distinctive methods” that are “worth watching and studying.”11 An-
other contributor wrote a few months  later that the farmer, being individualistic 
by nature, does not eagerly work with his country or in- town neighbors. That lack 
of cooperation needs to change if farmers seek to make pro gress in the  future.12

Concerns for rural welfare and efficient production dissipated somewhat in the 
following years, as farmers improved their economic fortunes during the run-up 
to and years following World War I. The recession of 1920 to 1921 ended that prosper-
ity and (as noted in the previous chapter) agriculturists strug gled in subsequent 
years. By contrast, other segments of the economy— especially manufacturing and 
commerce in cities— improved dramatically  after 1921: by 1929, the nation’s gross 
private domestic product for nonfarm activities had grown 48.1  percent (in inflation- 
adjusted terms) over its 1920 amount. The same index for farm activity advanced 
only 12.6  percent.13

To some  people, the success of the overall business sector resulted, in large part, 
from the growth of the engineering profession and its partnership with corpora-
tions to solve social prob lems. In this view, which evolved in the Progressive Era 
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Fig. 3.1. Time for the farmer to wake up to modern agricultural techniques.  
Source: Banker- Farmer 1, no. 6 (May 1914): cover.
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before World War I and  until the  Great Depression, engineers within companies 
spurred civilization’s advancement. They did so by adopting the notion of effi-
ciency as a professional man tra, drawing on Frederick W. Taylor’s scientific man-
agement princi ples as the means to eliminate wasteful industrial practices.14 During 
the  Great War, corporations and their man ag ers— many of whom had training as 
engineers— helped mobilize resources to produce the weapons needed to win the 
conflict and the food used to feed starving masses in Eu rope and elsewhere.15 In 
this last effort, former mining engineer Herbert Hoover played a key role, using 
his expertise in such a way that he became an exemplar of the professional expert 
who resolved humanitarian challenges.16  After the war, several companies— with 
General Electric serving as a preeminent model— undertook efforts to continue 
exploiting technical innovations while providing benefits to laborers in the form 
of profit- sharing schemes, life insurance, pension plans, and improved working 
conditions.17 Man ag ers of  these corporations also felt that they should sometimes 
collaborate with the federal government to solve large- scale prob lems that indi-
vidual firms or states could not manage individually.18 Allied with engineers and 
professing to understand “scientific” means of organ izing factories and laborers, 
academically trained business man ag ers made  these corporations more efficient, 
profitable, and (supposedly) valued by citizens.19 Together, the businessmen and en-
gineers in ven ted assembly lines in factories, which spewed out Model T Fords and 
other consumer goods in prodigious numbers and at decreasing cost, enabling ma-
terial bounties for a growing population.20 The business community in the 1920s, 
according to historian David Goldberg, “had become the dominant if not the hege-
monic force in American society.”21

The success of business man ag ers and engineers—in contrast to the appar-
ent failure of farmers who proved unable to recover quickly from the 1920–21 
recession— suggested the wisdom of the modern approach of producing goods in 
a  free market, laissez- faire environment. To be sure, farmers still represented the 
“paragons of virtue” (in Thomas Jefferson’s words), and they formed the mythical, 
individualistic, moral core of the country, embodying romantic values of probity, 
spirituality, and individual responsibility. The noble agrarians conquered the wild 
frontier, turned it into gardens of Eden, and produced the necessities for everyday 
life.22 However, to many urban, elitist man ag ers and their allies, farmers appeared 
stupid, backward, and lacking in knowledge of basic economics and the latest busi-
ness princi ples. They urged farmers to adopt techniques of the industrial world 
to overcome their failings. In the words of historian David Danbom, agricultur-
alists in the early twentieth  century “had been transformed from paragon to prob-
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lem,” and rural Amer i ca had devolved “from backbone to backwater.” He further 
observed that by the 1920s, the general urban population viewed farmers “as ret-
rograde ele ments in an increasingly sophisticated society.”23

Business leaders frequently discussed the primitive tendencies of farmers, who 
acted so differently from their enlightened city cousins, especially  after the reces-
sion of 1920. US Chamber of Commerce president Julius H. Barnes, for example, 
urged farmers to take advantage of the new knowledge created by state land- grant 
colleges and disseminated by the Department of Agriculture. And as farmers com-
peted with cheap- labor farmers in other countries, they should exploit “American 
resourcefulness” and “mechanical pro cesses” to improve productivity and reduce 
costs.24 A few years  later, Barnes took issue with farmers who complained about 
their plight and sought government subsidies to raise prices of agricultural prod-
ucts (as provided for in the McNary- Haugen Farm Relief bills, vetoed twice by 
President Coo lidge in 1927 and 1928).25 Discounting such grievances, Barnes 
noted, “The voice of business speaks in sober, sound terms and in serious modu-
lations, instead of sounding the paeans of quick and easy panaceas,” such as fed-
eral assistance.26 If only farmers would act more like urban businessmen, the farm 
prob lem would be mitigated.

A similarly disparaging characterization of ruralites as country bumpkins ap-
peared in a 1930 book describing the origins of the radio. Writing about the already 
profound impact of the new technology in This  Thing Called Broadcasting, Alfred 
Goldsmith (vice president of RCA) and Austin Lescarboura (former managing edi-
tor of Scientific American) observed that farmers who visited cities easily made 
themselves known by their unsophisticated attire and awkward manner. They 
seemed astonished by the urban environment and the excitement it offered in 
terms of culture, entertainment, and comforts. No won der the cities tempted 
farmers—so much so that increasing numbers left their rural homesteads for the 
vibrant metropolises. (The 1920 census indicated, for the first time, that more 
 people lived in cities than in rural areas.)27 The remaining agrarians clearly lacked 
the smarts to make it in the city, leading to “the conclusion that by staying on the 
farm[,] a man showed himself to be a dullard, lazy, stupid, or all three.”28 Of course, 
the advent of the radio would help remedy the prob lem of rural flight. A farmer 
could live by the fields and still obtain valuable market information and education 
(especially from broadcasts produced by the Department of Agriculture). By lis-
tening to the radio, he would acquire the “business acumen and knowledge” that 
 will “make him no longer a Rube but a man of the world.”29 Perhaps correctly observ-
ing the likely impact of the new technology on rural life, the authors nevertheless 
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depicted the average agrarian as a naive citizen, one who needed enlightenment 
by more urbane and urban business leaders.

Farm journal authors sometimes agreed with such assertions made about their 
readers. A 1919 article in System on the Farm magazine implicitly acknowledged 
ruralites’ deficiencies by exhorting them to get up to speed with new technologies 
and to modernize their farmsteads. It told the story of an Ohio  family that in-
stalled its own on- site power plant, enabling “modern  water systems” and many 
other con ve niences that enhanced productivity and daily life. The electrical ame-
nities also played no small part in keeping the almost twenty- one- year- old son 
content and reluctant to leave for the city.30 And in a 1920 piece titled “Is the 
Farmer  Behind the Times?,” a writer conceded that farmers often have “ little re-
spect for their own reasoning powers” and take pride in their in de pen dence. They 
exult in the knowledge that their forebears sustained themselves on remote home-
steads and produced food and other necessities by themselves. “But the demands 
of modern life have robbed the farmer of this in de pen dence[,]  until  today he is al-
most as dependent upon grocers, miners, carpenters, tailors and mechanics as is 
his city  brother.” To improve their lot, the article added, farmers should take ad-
vantage of modern business princi ples and concentrate on only the most profitable 
activities instead of trying to diversify too broadly. Beyond taking such mea sures, 
farmers needed to exploit the resources of agricultural experts and adopt “modern 
business methods.”31

Criticism from the business sector sometimes caused  bitter feelings among ru-
ralites accused of retaining premodern and pre industrial mindsets. Farm maga-
zine editor E. R. McIntyre expressed resentment about efforts in 1926 to force his 
readers to become more disciplined and efficient, sure that they would destroy the 
culture of the agrarian worker. “Woe to the conscientious objector in agriculture 
who persists in growing whis kers or wearing overalls to the bank,” wrote Mc-
Intyre. “Open derision is the share of him who feels an inherited hankering for 
the sentimental  things of the soil, or who, perhaps, has held on to a few legends 
and customs that  were cherished by his misguided sires.” The author celebrated 
 these quaint, backward- appearing pretenses, rejecting the perception propagated 
by reformers that farming  ought to become a “highly serious business.”32

City- based electric utility man ag ers appear to have  adopted the general busi-
nessperson’s view of farmers as resistant to learning modern methods. In 1913, a 
com pany engineer looked forward to governmental efforts (through a proposed 
Bureau of Farm Engineering) that taught current accounting techniques so agrar-
ians could more effectively manage the costs of  doing business.33 NELA president 
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Walter Johnson expressed a similar concern in 1924 about farmers’ inability to be-
come properly educated. On one hand, he readily conceded that the nation’s pros-
perity depended on agriculture and noted that ruralites had been victimized by 
international economic circumstances that resulted from the  Great War. Never-
theless, the farmer had exhibited  little “flexibility in adapting himself to changed 
conditions,” he noted unsympathetically. Worse, the farmer “has shown  little in-
genuity in working out his own salvation and has been inclined to rely upon the 
government and special legislation for relief.”34

To overcome rural prob lems, power industry leaders urged farmers to become 
more receptive to experts. In a 1925 speech to representatives of farm organ izations, 
electric utilities, and universities, Owen D. Young, chairman of the General Electric 
Com pany, observed that farmers must become more interested in their own busi-
ness and accept the lessons, taught by agricultural colleges, that demonstrate the 
value of electrical tools. Instead of resenting outsiders’ suggestions, they should wel-
come the efforts of power and manufacturing companies and “co- operate with 
them to work out practical plans to get effective results.” By  doing so, farmers would 
learn that electricity could yield increased profits so long as they used enough power 
to make ser vice worthwhile to utilities.35

Farmers’ in de pen dent tendencies also hindered their reception of electric power. 
While rural citizens showed enthusiasm for other modern technologies, such as the 
radio and the automobile, they expressed less gusto for electricity, largely, argued 
Young,  because farmers did not like to cooperate with  others. Purchasing radios and 
cars incurred a personal, individual decision, one that did not require much concern 
for the actions of  others. But to obtain electric power, farmers needed to collaborate, 
presumably by agreeing with neighbors that they would create enough electricity 
demand so utility companies would string lines to their homesteads. Young asked 
the farmer to “be open- minded as to new methods and to show readiness to aban-
don the old. I ask him to learn to co- operate with his neighbors for their mutual 
benefit as well as to act individually on his own account.”36 In short, ruralites needed 
to give up their old- fashioned in de pen dence along with their ambivalence to learn-
ing new methods. Other wise, utility companies would not see value in offering elec-
tricity to them.37

Social Responsibility to Serve Farmers?

Even if utility moguls viewed farmers as backwater hicks, some rural advocates 
thought they should be provided electricity as a  matter of social justice. Lesher S. 
Wing, a California Farm Bureau Federation engineer, opined in 1926 that utilities 
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had a moral obligation to offer power to agriculturists. Farmers constituted the 
“real backbone of our nation,” he argued, and they should “be given an opportu-
nity to maintain themselves upon a plane of living comparable with workers in 
other industries.”38 Acknowledging that providing power to rural customers 
proved more expensive than selling to city residents, Wing did not seek to cause 
financial harm to utilities. Instead, he suggested subsidizing farmers with part of 
the savings accrued as the industry saw its urban business costs (and prices for 
power) decline owing to increasing overall consumption of electricity and improv-
ing load  factors.39 In other words, utilities could make up the extra cost of serving 
rural customers by slowing the pace of rate reductions to urban customers. City 
consumers would continue to see their rates drop, but not as quickly as in the past, 
and the companies would not lose revenue. Moreover, as they began increasing 
their demand  because of their adoption of electrified technologies ( because “soon 
what was deemed a luxury  will become necessity just as have the telephone, the 
automobile and the radio”), farmers would ultimately use enough power to become 
profitable customers who did not require subsidies.40

Efforts to force one class of customers to pay for another, even for noble reasons, 
held  little traction in the utility community. A 1925 editorial in the prominent 
trade journal Electrical World urged power companies to help the farm market 
evolve, but it warned that the industry should avoid riding “the social hobby . . .  
to the point of financial bankruptcy.”41 At the same time, utility con sul tant William 
Murray rebuffed arguments calling for subsidies by noting that state regulatory 
policies generally required each class of customer to “pay rates proportionate to 
the cost of such ser vice.” In other words, existing policy discouraged Wing’s plan 
for cross- class assistance. “[F]armers should have electricity wherever it is pos si-
ble to furnish it eco nom ically to them,” Murray argued, “but they should not get 
it at the cost of  others.”42

Utility man ag ers moderated their views  toward achieving social goals such as 
rural electrification while the Depression deepened, but not by much. In May 1932, 
an Electrical World article observed: “The primary interest of the electric utility in 
rural electrification is revenue. Social responsibility is a  factor, a strong one, but 
electric utilities are not eleemosynary institutions and they cannot undertake to 
serve any class of customers on any narrower base than that the revenue  will pay 
at least the cost. Therefore, con spic u ous advances in farm electrification must wait 
 until the converging efforts in reduction of cost of ser vice and in persuading the 
farmer actually to use electricity have met and merged into a single stream of pro-
gress.”43 Utility officials who testified in hearings about the REA in 1935 continued 
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to note that the “urge for rural electrification [is] a social rather than an economic 
prob lem.”44 They declared that electric utilities would serve rural customers who 
prove eco nom ically  viable for profit- making companies— a sentiment that seemed 
perfectly rational at the time.

Decentralizing Industry and Rural Electrification

According to some utility man ag ers, the emergence of the postwar movement 
 toward decentralization of industry would gradually bring electricity to farms. Be-
coming an impor tant concept among city planners, engineers, and architects, 
the redesign of urban manufacturing on a regional scale took on new meaning as 
many cities suffered fuel and food shortages during the winter of 1917–18.45 Per-
haps such prob lems could be mitigated by establishing communities in rural dis-
tricts, where industry and agriculture would more easily find integration.46 Among 
 those who felt this way, Clarence Stein, a New York architect, helped or ga nize in 
1923 the Regional Planning Association of Amer i ca (RPAA), which sought to cre-
ate (among other  things) “garden cities.” Outside of established industrial urban 
areas,  these communities would be surrounded by protective agricultural  belts and 
would balance “industry and healthy living.”47

As the organ ization’s secretary, Lewis Mumford became a major proponent of 
establishing outlying industrial towns, observing that new infrastructural technolo-
gies would help stem the tide of what he called the “third migration” of citizens 
from farms to cities. Instead,  people would move to rural areas, as part of a “fourth 
migration,” where they would produce goods and ser vices without the prob lems 
experienced in increasingly populated cities.48 According to cultural historian Mark 
Luccarelli, nonurban districts would become homes to planned manufacturing sites 
that did away with the disor ga nized extension of factories in cities. Expansion of the 
benefits of modern civilization to less urban areas would depend on new technolo-
gies, such as telephones, radios, and electric transmission lines.49 Robert Bruère, 
the editor of Survey Graphic, a publication of social and so cio log i cal research, ob-
served that electricity, in par tic u lar, would offer “the opportunities for a balanced 
city and country life, of diversified industry and indigenous culture.”50 And as  these 
decentralized communities obtained electric power, so would it spread to the even- 
less- densely populated farms, assisting in another way to stem the tide of migration 
from rural areas to cities. The combination of electric power and regional planning 
of garden cities would reinvigorate Amer i ca’s social structure.51

The notion of industrialized and electrified rural areas co- evolved with Henry 
Ford’s notion of “village industries.” As early as 1916, the industrialist who produced 
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the wildly popu lar Model T cars worked to create manufacturing towns distant 
from his Dearborn factories. Between 1918 and 1944, Ford established nine-
teen such centers in southern Michigan, where rural residents could both 
farm and produce components for his companies’ products. Concerned that non-
urban Americans suffered from, as historian Howard Segal put it, “poverty, lone-
liness and cultural deprivation,” the business magnate experimented with ways 
to enhance rural communities.52 The  future of Amer i ca, Ford apparently told a 
reporter, would be one with “no mammoth collections of skyscrapers and teem-
ing tenements in which millions of  people are cooped up within a few square 
miles of territory.”53 Instead, he foresaw and helped establish small towns clus-
tered around factories. Adopting this notion, Westing house’s board chairman, 
Guy Tripp, observed in 1926 that such decentralization would require high- voltage, 
interconnected transmission networks for the industrial sites. And once  these 
came in, nearby farms could obtain reasonably priced electric power.54 Decentral-
ization of industries and rural electrification, in other words, would go hand in 
hand.

Though not explic itly referring to the RPAA’s or Ford’s work, the  Middle West 
Utilities Com pany, one of the Insull holding companies, appeared to support the 
concept of electrified garden cities and nearby farms. In a 1928 company- produced 
publication, Amer i ca’s New Frontier, utility leaders observed that many trends  until 
about 1910 pushed industry to concentrate in cities, where large- scale machines, 
railroad nodes, and  labor supplies joined to make manufacturing efficient for 
corporations. But centralization also meant social and technical inefficiencies, 
including the energy wasted by  people who traveled within cities and the capi-
tal spent on transportation infrastructure. (In Chicago, 29  percent of the elec-
tricity generated at the time went for railway and streetcar use.)55 But as the 
railroads continued to broaden their networks, and as highways and electric 
transmission networks expanded, it became easier to imagine moving  people 
and industries outside of cities. In a self- congratulatory manner, the book told 
the story of one of the com pany’s pre de ces sor firms that began in 1910 to string 
high- voltage transmission lines from Chicago to Lake County, Illinois, replacing 
small generating technologies in towns that only supplied power at night. Quot-
ing Samuel Insull, the book observed, “Within two years[,] all but two of  those 
 little villages and towns, and 125 farms,  were getting full 24- hour electric ser-
vice.”56 More utility companies would likely emulate such practices, the publica-
tion explained, partly by installing power lines along roads to smaller communi-
ties, a practice that also improved load  factors by serving a more diverse customer 
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base. In  doing so, the firms would bring high lines closer to farmers, who would 
then receive extensions to their farmsteads.57

Decentralization of industry therefore appeared—at least argumentatively—to 
constitute a means for rural electrification to occur spontaneously and without 
dedicated efforts by the utility industry.58 It allowed electric companies to con-
tinue their already existing efforts to deliver power to small communities, where 
population densities allowed for reasonable financial returns, and then radiate to 
less densely inhabited regions from the towns or from the power lines built along 
roads near farms. Rural electrification would therefore continue increasing, with-
out the need of government intervention or requiring companies to subsidize a 
class of customers (farmers) at the expense of  others.

The attitudes of urban businesspeople— and utility executives in particular— 
suggest an often- unarticulated reason why farmers did not easily get ser vice 
from the central station companies. In the years since Edison introduced electric-
ity on a  grand scale for lighting and power, utility man ag ers had brought the 
marvelous energy form to millions of customers, improving their material stan-
dard of living and raising industrial productivity at declining unit costs. Man ag-
ers viewed themselves as stewards of technological pro gress, in line with the work 
of innovators and business executives in other realms, such as in automobile man-
ufacturing and telecommunications. With  people such as Henry Ford, George 
Westing house, Alexander Graham Bell (inventor of the telephone), Thomas Edison, 
and Herbert Hoover as exemplars, businessmen saw the modern world leaving 
farmers in the dust. As summarized by historian James Shideler, the city person 
 imagined the rural countryside in a condescending manner—as “a dull foreign 
country” and “an anachronistic brake upon pro gress whenever agriculture exer-
cised power, or as a source of amusement.”59

Of course, utility man ag ers shunned farmers’ business  because they felt it would 
not prove profitable. But perhaps as impor tant (and in a way that historians have 
largely neglected), they discounted the rural market  because they regarded farmers 
with scorn—as backward, antimodern, and unsophisticated. Moreover, in an 
era that extolled the virtues of  free enterprise and individual responsibility, the 
executives felt no  great pressure to achieve goals of social improvement, nor did 
they think it reasonable to force one group of customers to subsidize another. In 
the days before Franklin Roo se velt’s administration altered perceptions of the roles 
of government and business, such practices appeared un- American, socialistic, and 
unworthy of serious consideration.60 The decentralization and regional planning 
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movement also gave utility leaders rhetorical ammunition to deflect critics of their 
practices by suggesting that farmers would obtain electricity through a gradual 
pro cess that accompanied industrial readjustment.

Utility man ag ers’ focus on economic realities and their lack of interest in so-
cial responsibility did not appear unusual at the time. Even Harry Slattery, REA’s 
third administrator, seems to have remained sympathetic to com pany man ag ers’ 
be hav ior at a time before the government became involved in rural electrification. 
In a 1940 book, he stated that neglect of farmers by utility companies

must not be ascribed to any exceptional hard- heartedness on the part of the 
youthful “power trust.” The men directing the destinies of this new but essen-
tial industry  were personally just as good and bad as the rest of us. Doubtless, 
they would have glowed with satisfaction at the sight of a light in very farm 
 house and a motor in  every barn. But the first reaction to any proposal what ever 
had to be “ Will it pay us?” not “ Will it promote the general welfare?” . . .  Util-
ity leaders, like most men,  were out to make money and charged all the traffic 
would bear, or franchises would permit. The idea of social responsibility was a 
new one to Americans.61

Slattery further noted that investors in utility companies justifiably sought to earn 
as much money as pos si ble. Though power companies may have been able to ex-
tend ser vice  after 1915 to more farmers and secure a “reasonable profit,” he won-
dered why they should have worked with difficult- to- serve farmers when they 
could realize more income from densely packed customers in cities. Should inves-
tors be interested in simply earning about 6  percent returns from farmers, he 
asked, “when ten to fifty  percent could be made in urban business[?]” Utility man-
ag ers should therefore not be held solely responsible for the slowness of rural 
electrification before the late 1930s; rather, “[t]he financial system then must take 
its share of the blame.”62 Writing at almost the same time, Ernest Abrams, a util-
ity bond salesman and critic of federal electrification programs, explained the ap-
parently meager per for mance of private utilities to power up rural Amer i ca in 
similar terms: “. . .  it is well to consider that rural electrification by private enter-
prise is primarily an economic, and not a philanthropic activity.”63

The disdain for farmers by mainstream utility man ag ers originated in con-
temporary thinking and a commonly held view of modern industrial life. Clearly, 
ruralites did not appear to be ideal potential customers of central station companies, 
largely  because they would not immediately offer generous financial returns. But 
from the standpoint of com pany executives, farmers also constituted a class of 
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 people who had been left  behind by modern society, not smart enough or too in de-
pen dent to exploit the many benefits offered by electricity. Even if they realized 
that the energy form could improve the lives of their rural cousins, utility officials 
largely did not feel an obligation to provide electricity  unless they could earn a 
reasonable profit from  doing so. Such an attitude may strike  today’s readers as in-
sensitive, especially seeing how electrification eventually helped rural citizens im-
prove productivity, health, and comfort. But to provide a product or ser vice at be-
low cost did not harmonize with business  people’s and government officials’ sense 
of duty at the time. The onus to obtain electricity seemed to fall on farmers— not 
utility companies— who should prove that ser vice to them would be profitable 
enough to attract the interest of private enterprise.
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Whether or not power com pany man ag ers wanted to sell electricity to rural 
residents, a latent demand for the energy source began emerging in the 

early years of the twentieth  century. A promoter observed in 1910, “Electricity on 
the farm sounds like a luxury for the rich, but it is now perfectly feasible for every-
one. In most cases it means real economy, and in all cases it means con ve nience 
and comfort. The comforts of the city with the delights of the country is no lon-
ger a mere dream.”1 Though certainly an exaggeration, this claim of affordable and 
useful electricity on the farm became a common refrain in early- twentieth- century 
lit er a ture.

The lure of rural electrification drew from accounts of successful uses of elec-
tric power and from often- embellished assertions made by pop u lar izers, engineers, 
and manufacturers. Amplified by publishers and overly enthusiastic authors,  these 
pronouncements helped establish electricity as a component of widely held views 
concerning pro gress and modernity.2 While the realization of  these expectations 
first accrued to only a small number of farmers, such early experiences— along 
with knowledge of urbanites’ uses of electricity— intensified  people’s hopes that 
rural electrification would become commonplace in the near  future.

Early Electrification of Farms

From the start, electric illumination excited the mind and spirit. When Thomas 
Edison demonstrated electric lights in 1879 at his Menlo Park, New Jersey, labo-

Chapter Four

The Lure and Lore of Rural Electrification

 Today the  actual amount of current consumed on the farm is still very 
small; but the rate at which this amount is increased in connection with 
agriculture and its diff er ent branches, bids [sic] well for the  future. The 
farmer is beginning to realize what the electric current can do for him.

— armin karl neubert,  
electrical engineering thesis, 1916
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ratory, reporters raved about the “wizard’s” success: “More glorious than any tri-
umphs that  were ever won on fields of martial glory are the victories of Edison 
with the electric light,” wrote the Omaha Daily Herald.3 Among the first custom-
ers of Edison’s New York City com pany, small businesses found they could attract 
 people to shops whose display win dows exhibited electrically illuminated wares.4 
Demonstrators of the new technology wowed audiences by holding electric lights 
upside down and showing that the lamps continued to “burn” without igniting 
fires.5 On a symbolic level, electric illumination held  great meaning, signifying 
con temporary and highly evolved lifestyles. As late as 1914, an author observed 
that when God created the world, He only declared it “good”  after commanding 
“let  there be light.”  Going beyond biblical descriptions, the writer asserted, “One 
of the  great differences between civilization and savagery is the abundance of light 
which marks the dwelling places of  those living on the higher plane[,] and the lack 
of it among  those who live in  mental darkness.”6

On the farm, electric lights had  great appeal. In August 1882— a month before 
Edison demonstrated a successful central power system in New York City— the 
Electrician magazine enthusiastically asserted that electric illumination would ex-
tend the working day and “become one of the farmer’s best friends,” enabling the 
harvesting of hay at night.7 An author in 1910 extolled similar benefits: “The av-
erage barn is a gloomy, cavernous sort of place, where time may be lost in semi- 
groping about, but the availability of electricity enables the interior to be flooded 
with light and renders it just as easy to work in as any city workshop.”8 Writing in 
1913, another enthusiast noted that electric lighting offered wondrous benefits: 
“Good lighting . . .  is of value to  every one [sic] in the country as well as in the 
town. Better light secures greater efficiency and cleanliness[,] while fire risks are 
diminished and insurance rates are reduced. Electric lamps require no matches, 
burn without flame, consume no oxygen, and therefore do not vitiate the air of a 
room, and are unaffected by any change in weather conditions. Electric lighting 
is particularly of  great ser vice for stables and barns, where the use of lanterns has 
caused numerous fires and destroyed millions of dollars’ worth of property.”9 Dif-
ferentiating rural areas from the cities, electric lighting also acquired significant 
social consequences. One author noted that “ there is more truth than fiction in 
the saying that the boys and girls are wont to leave the country for the brightly 
lighted streets of the cities.”10

 After lighting, electricity had potential for improving the delivery of motive 
power. Traditionally, energy for farm tasks came from  humans,  horses, and other 
animals. They provided traction for plowing, hauling produce, and turning machines 
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that threshed grains, for example.11 The use of new power sources began soon 
 after the Civil War ended, as some farmers employed steam engine– driven trac-
tors and, starting in the 1890s, gasoline- fueled internal combustion engines.12 
Lightweight gasoline- powered tractors became popu lar in the 1920s  because they 
allowed for quicker work while also speeding the shift from cultivation of crops 
grown for animal fodder to foods sold at market.13 As farmers took advantage of 
 these new power sources, productivity soared: between 1850 and 1924, the aver-
age farmer nearly tripled his output.14

But some promoters saw the use of electrically operated traction machines— 
for plowing and harvesting in particular—as the way to extend this pro gress. Since 
the 1890s, test farms in Germany and elsewhere replaced steam- powered tractors 
(and  horses) with  those that used electric motors to transport cable- connected 
plows across fields.15  Because an electric motor demonstrated greater reliability 
than other forms of tractive power, advocates asserted its superiority, including 
lower first and operating costs. Reflecting the optimism created by  these experi-
ments, an 1892 editorial in Engineering magazine suggested that “the day is not 
distant when the entire  labor of preparing and tilling the ground, as well as that 
of seeding, harvesting, threshing, and transporting the crops to the nearest rail-
way station, wherever done on a large scale,  will be performed by electric motors.” 
Such a transformation of tractive sources, the editorial continued, “ will constitute 
an industrial revolution of almost inconceivable magnitude.”16 Seeing that Amer-
ican agricultural equipment “is far superior to that of any foreign make,” one 
booster argued in 1912, it  will only be a  matter of “a short time when the farmer 
would recognize the advantages of electric plowing.”17 An engineering student re-
iterated this sentiment in his 1912 bachelor’s thesis, lamenting the fact that 
Americans still relied on “more cumbersome and less efficient” steam and gaso-
line tractors and paid  little attention to the clearly superior electric machines.18

It also appeared that electric motors would power a host of smaller machines, 
previously operated by gasoline engines. Unlike  these prime movers, which required 
a good amount of maintenance and remained valuable mostly for high- horsepower 
needs, electric motors started and  stopped easily with a flick of the switch and 
did not require combustible fuels. Electric motors promised other advantages, 
such as being able to be attached, via leather  belts, to equipment already used 
on the farm, such as grindstones.19 The expectation of electric motor– operated 
appliances led a Farm Journal author to exclaim in 1906 that the “churn, the 
chopper, the thresher, the pump, the saw, the forge— every thing that makes an 
up- to- date farm, may be operated by electricity, and the experts contend that 
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 there  will be economy in  doing the farm work with a power that never stands 
in the stable eating its head off and  doing nothing for the farmer. . . .  Speed 
the day!”20

Overall, “the wondrous agent” of electricity offered  great potential benefits, as 
described by the Ohio Farmer magazine in 1896.21 Admitting that electricity re-
mained an undefined and poorly understood natu ral force, a newspaper writer 
in the same year nevertheless expressed confidence that it would reduce produc-
tion costs.22 In 1903, a farmer wrote in awe of seeing the vari ous applications of 
electricity in the big city. But he also contemplated how farmers could employ the 
energy form. While the rural citizen “may not have electric cars to supply current 
for, . . .  a farmer could use electricity  every day, if it  were only at hand.” He fur-
ther noted that “[w]hile  there is practically no limit to its uses, it would be very 
con ve nient to touch a button in your sitting room and have your pump working 
as by magic, or your lamp burning in  house or barn, or your cream separator 
 running.”23

A few lucky farmers began realizing  these heretofore  imagined benefits, and 
 because they received journalists’ attention, they helped perpetuate visions of 
more widespread rural electrification. A visitor to an Illinois farm stated in 1911 
that electricity enhanced its prosperity and comfort by operating a separator and 
churn in the creamery as well as a vacuum pump for milking cows, who “seemed 
to enjoy the pro cess.” Inside the farm house, an electric radiator heated rooms, 
electric lights illuminated spaces, and electric appliances (such as a vacuum 
cleaner and iron) made life easier for the homemaker.24 At about the same time, 
an article observed that electrically operated machines would increase productiv-
ity and help farm  owners overcome prob lems caused by the growing expense of 
hiring farmhands. With small electrical motors operating an assortment of equip-
ment, farm work “can be done quicker and better.”25

Proponents of farm electrification often pointed to the benefits  women and 
 children would receive from the use of electrical appliances.26 One power com-
pany official noted in 1910 that, before electricity’s appearance, “life of the  women 
on the farm has been one of constant drudgery and maddening monotony.” But 
electrically operated lights “mean comfort in the farm house” along with a reduc-
tion of fire perils.27 An author of a trade journal explained that a “a small [electri-
cal] motor attached to the sewing machine takes away much of the drudgery of 
this work; a small buffing wheel polishes the silver; the washing machine  will 
eliminate much of the work at the tubs; [and] the vacuum cleaner sweeps better 
than a broom with less  labor in one- tenth the time and leaves no dust.” Beyond 
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 these advantages,  women  will find that “[e]lectric flat irons make Tuesdays a 
plea sure; a small electric stove in the chamber  will warm baby’s milk or give heat 
immediately for any nocturnal emergency.”28 And as another author noted, by re-
ducing the backbreaking grind of farm work, electricity “would certainly help to 
solve the prob lem of keeping the young folks on the farm.”29

Electroculture

For lighting, motors, and home appliances, electricity seemed to offer endless 
possibilities. Beyond  these uses, Eu ro pean and American experimenters worked 
on stimulating soil or nearby air with electricity, with the hope that plants would 
grow faster, stronger, or more resistant to disease. This line of work, often known 
as “electroculture,” had an apparently strong logic. As a meteorologist noted in 
1892, the atmosphere serves as a “ great reservoir for all electricity”— the source 
of lightning and static charges that enter the earth through trees and buildings.30 
It appeared reasonable to consider the pos si ble impact of  these electrical phenom-
ena on plant life.

Research on the connection between agriculture and electricity went back cen-
turies. The natu ral phi los o pher Joseph Priestly recounted work done in 1746 by 
“Mr. Maimbray of Edinburgh,” who electrified myrtle trees and claimed to have 
observed faster branching and blossoming than on unelectrified shrubs.31 His-
torian Clark Spence described blacksmiths and inventors who claimed (as early 
as the 1830s) to have created electrical machines for stimulating plant growth 
and for enhancing agricultural productivity.32 The En glish Electrical Magazine in 
1845, meanwhile, reported on experiments demonstrating “that the electro- vital 
princi ple in vegetation is capable of being greatly promoted, both by means of 
 free electricity skilfully [sic] drawn from the atmosphere, and also by well- 
directed voltaic currents through the soil.”33 In the same year, the British Farm-
er’s Magazine published a letter that reviewed vari ous experiments in which 
seeds of several plants germinated faster and grew better when exposed to 
low- voltage electricity.34

As scientists gained more understanding of electricity in the late nineteenth 
 century, experimenters and academics renewed their interest in electroculture. 
Eu ro pean investigators in 1891 tried using electrical illumination to force plants 
in green houses to grow fruits and vegetables during the off- seasons.35 A year  later, 
entrepreneur Elihu Thomson (one of the found ers of the General Electric Com-
pany),  imagined that passing current through the soil might stimulate plant 
growth, yielding such edible won ders as “pomme de terre à la dynamo” and “as-
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perges électriques.”36  Going beyond assertion and into practice, a Frenchman con-
structed a “geomagnetifer” that collected atmospheric electricity and distributed 
it through wires in a field, which supposedly yielded  great gains in potato crops, 
suggesting the wisdom of Thomson’s speculation.37 Physics professor Karl Selim 
Lemström at Finland’s University of Helsingfors conducted well- respected exper-
iments motivated by his research on the aurora borealis. When subjecting plants 
to static electricity in the soil and in the air above them, the output of potatoes, 
carrots, and celery allegedly increased between 30 to 70  percent.38 In the produc-
tion of strawberries and raspberries, electricity spurred yield improvements of 
up to 75  percent and shortened their ripening period by one- third, he reported.39

Further electroculture experiments in  England, France, and elsewhere in the 
early 1900s often appeared to demonstrate positive results. One researcher in 1913 
observed that the “action of the electrical current . . .  seems to be somewhat analo-
gous to that of a tonic in the  human body,” perhaps as the electricity produces 
ozone and nitrates that fertilize the soil.40 Likewise, a University of Wisconsin 
electrical engineering student noted that electrified air currents near plants might 
boost productivity.41 Another investigator commented in 1917 that “reliable data” 
demonstrate “that electro- culture opens up a vast field for serious work, for not 
only hastening growth, but superior and much greater yield.”42 Though some 
reviews properly noted that not all electroculture investigations proved success-
ful, the efforts illustrate that researchers eagerly sought practical agricultural 
applications of the magical electric force.43

Other Advocates for Rural Electrification

The chorus of advocates of rural electrification in the years before and soon 
 after World War I included engineers. Among the most prolific, Putnam A. Bates, 
a New York City– based consulting engineer and operator of a New Jersey farm, 
penned a series of magazine articles and spoke before vari ous audiences, arguing 
that electrical farming lay on the horizon. In one pre sen ta tion given at a meeting 
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers in 1912, Bates described the use 
of electric pumps to irrigate fields in western states, which yielded bountiful fruits 
and vegetables.44  These devices demanded prodigious amounts of power and op-
erated twenty- four hours per day for five to six months a year.45 Central station 
companies gladly sold power to  these farmers at low rates, realizing how much 
energy they consumed, and the agriculturalists also benefited from employing 
electric motors to grind and cut grains for ensilage.46 (See chapter 6 for more on 
western electrification.)
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Beyond anticipating the wider use of electrically operated irrigation pumps as 
a means of advancing agricultural productivity, Bates provided examples of 
already- electrified tasks performed on dairy farms that boosted output: electric 
lighting and refrigeration devices made facilities cleaner and more sanitary, while 
electrically operated cream separators, churns, butter workers, and milking ma-
chines generated productivity gains. Most impressive, “electric energy is greatly 
cheaper than man or  horse power” and can be useful when  human  labor proves 
difficult to acquire. He observed that “when it seems impossible to secure men on 
the farm, the turn of a switch brings electric energy, begetting production and 
wealth.”47 In a set of articles published in Scientific American, Bates offered more 
details about irrigation pumps, watertight electric light fixtures (enabling farm-
ers to spray the walls of their dairies to achieve high levels of cleanliness), and 
electric motors for harvesting ice from frozen lakes.48

Engineer Frank Koester similarly argued that the “greatest agent of agricultural 
pro gress is electricity.” Serving as the “emancipator of the toiler,” electricity “does 
the work of a man at far less expense.” But even while praising the virtues of electric-
ity in a 1913 book, Koester, who received training in Germany and held creden-
tials as a member of professional engineering socie ties, hinted at a condescending 
attitude  toward the farmer, describing his work as largely unskilled. With the 
use of electricity and other modern knowledge, “[a]griculture is no longer to re-
main a practice of yokels but is to become an applied science.” Such advances  will 
lead to “a happier and a fuller life” for the farmer, enabling an “escape from the 
drudgery and the grinding toil that have made the farm a place to be abandoned 
to the less enterprising.”49

Businesses Spreading the Promise of Farm Electrification

Despite the relative difficulties of electrifying rural districts, some companies 
saw niche markets  there, and they contributed to the notion that farm electrifica-
tion would bring considerable benefits. General Electric man ag ers realized that 
agriculturists potentially could consume large amounts of power, and they could 
become good customers of pumps, motors, and other production equipment. The 
com pany began experimenting with electrically operated appliances and electric 
plows as early as 1900, no doubt as part of its already existing strategy of manufac-
turing equipment for power producers and consumers alike.50 A GE electrical engi-
neer announced in 1910 that his firm had begun investigating the farm market and 
sought to take advantage of agricultural engineers to help educate farmers about 
the value of using electricity to increase productivity and living standards.51
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Proving its interest in the agricultural market, GE published a lavish primer, 
Electricity on the Farm, in 1913. As much a piece of advocacy as a cata log of products, 
the seventy- two- page illustrated book listed fifty beneficial uses of electricity in 
the home alone. Using a GE sewing machine motor, for example, the farm wife 
obtains “30,000 Stitches for One Cent,” while that same penny would energize 
an electric vacuum cleaner over a 150- square- foot carpet.52 The most productive 
device for use outside the home appeared to be the electric motor, which could 
replace gasoline-  or kerosene- operated engines or, more impor tant,  human en-
ergy. In all, the book listed thirty applications of electric drives for barns and in 
the field, including their use to power  water pumps, feed grinders, grain threshers, 
hay cutters, and wood splitters; it added another twelve applications of electric-
ity in the farm shop.53 Beyond  these devices, the com pany highlighted an electric 
(battery- containing) truck, which could gather hay and wheat during harvest 
season and deliver it to markets. Owing to its speed and structural strength, an 
electric vehicle could carry almost 2.4 times the amount of produce drawn by a 
two- horse wagon.54 Such a truck also started easier, climbed steeper grades, and 
required less maintenance than gasoline engine– driven vehicles having the same 
 horse power rating. Demonstrating the machine’s superiority, the book noted that 
“the operating and controlling mechanism is so  simple that  either plea sure or 
working vehicles of this type can be safely handled by  women.”55 The com pany 
argued further that the use of electric motors and pumps as replacements for 
steam- and gasoline- powered equivalents reduced the cost of irrigation activities. 
When considering all expenses (including  those for equipment purchases and for 
maintenance, repair, fuel, and depreciation), electrically operated irrigation pumps 
saved sizable sums on 40-  and 160- acre test farms.56

General Electric also publicized agricultural uses of electricity through its lec-
ture ser vice and with lantern slides and films lent to schools and agrarian asso-
ciations. In 1916, for example, it offered the movie Back to the Farm, described as 
a “two- reel picture full of  human interest, depicting a farmer involved in  labor dif-
ficulties.” Staged in California, the film showed how the farmer resolved his 
prob lems through the use of electricity.57 Near the end of the film, the script read: 
“By Electricity on the Farm[,] toil is turned into plea sure, frowns into smiles[,] and 
happiness is brought to the home.”58

As the farm market grew, General Electric continued its publicity campaign, 
helping to stoke expectations of the won ders of electricity in rural settings. Many 
of the com pany’s products, such as small GE generators (with capacities of 0.75 
to 1.25 kW), appeared as components of isolated power plants and  were listed in 
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publications such as the Farm Light and Power Year Book in 1922.59 (See chapter 5 
for more on isolated plants.) The G- E Farm Book appeared in early 1925 and saw a 
second edition in November 1926.60 Like  earlier forms of promotion, the publica-
tion illustrated astonishing possibilities, many of which could be substantiated by 
the fortunate few farmers who already employed electricity. Aside from descrip-
tions of improved productivity and a happier life in the home, barn, and field, the 
edition boasted about the newest and perhaps most extraordinary electrical tech-
nology to appear— the radio. “Farm isolation is a  thing of the past,” an article 
reported, since  people living far from cities could now tune in to clergymen 
and statesmen and— perhaps best of all—to baseball contests, following “the pro-
gress of the games, play by play.” The technology also enabled farmers to listen to 
courses that taught scientific methods for improving production of crops. Not 
 going unsaid, General Electric owned three broadcasting stations (in Sche-
nectady, NY; Oakland, CA; and Denver, CO), one of which offered a weekly 
farm program. “It may be aptly said  today,” noted the piece, “that the farmer is as 
near to town as he is to his radio set.”61

Exuberant portrayals of the benefits of electricity multiplied as it saw growing 
farm use starting in the 1880s. Even if promoters of rural electrification exagger-
ated their claims or expressed their hopes too vigorously, they nevertheless estab-
lished an expectation that most farmers would ultimately thrive as they  adopted 
the new energy form. Put differently, the accounts that everyday farmers read in 
the popu lar lit er a ture and in manufacturers’ cata logs may have created a cultural 
imperative that emboldened  people to seek— either explic itly or subconsciously— 
increased access to electricity. As historian Kenneth Lipartito observed when 
describing the technical failure of the Picturephone, a video telephone system re-
leased in the 1960s, engineers and consumers often create repre sen ta tions of 
 future technologies, despite the hardware’s failure in the market when initially in-
troduced.62 In other words, even when a technology remains elusive, it still 
sparks the imagination and inspires  people to develop similar forms of it, while 
also creating a market when it emerges  later. (Though the Picturephone never 
achieved commercial success, the idea of televised personal communications now 
lives in the form of numerous computer- based and smartphone applications.) Like 
the proponents of the Picturephone, technically trained  people and other rural 
electrification advocates glowingly described the possibilities and  actual uses of 
electricity on farms, and they may have legitimated expectations of its greater ru-
ral consumption.63
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The Lure and Lore of Rural Electrification  69

One can also view the evolving discourse of farm electrification as the creation 
of a “sociotechnical imaginary.” Developed by social scientists Sheila Jasanoff and 
Sang- Hyun Kim, the concept describes the “collectively  imagined forms of social 
life and social order reflected in the design and fulfillment of . . .  technological 
proj ects.”64 Other scholars have  adopted a similar view of “ imagined use,” in which 
“[b]eliefs about technologies and their potential capabilities for a technological 
 future . . .  influenced innovation and use,” while also shaping “cultural narratives 
about technology as harbingers of modernity.”65 In the case of rural electrification, 
a sociotechnical imaginary (or sense of  imagined uses) emerged in which vari ous 
parties considered the extensive use of electricity on farms as a desirable goal. That 
imaginary served as an unarticulated rationale and motivation for efforts to pur-
sue the extension of electrical power to rural areas, even in the 1910s, when elec-
tricity largely remained an urban and luxury commodity.

Turning the imaginary of electrification into real ity required, as with similar 
imaginaries, a combination of social constructions and technical innovations. It 
also needed concrete demonstrations that the highly touted electrical equipment 
truly improved efficiency and reduced farmers’ overall expenses. As documented 
 later in this book, new players in the 1920s established institutions for creating 
productive electrical technologies and for discounting overblown claims made 
about  others. Concurrently, private companies or ga nized divisions of agricultural 
experts to work with farmers, and regulators reduced barriers to erecting distri-
bution lines. Additionally, the ultimate success of the rural electrification effort 
benefited from early adopters of electrical technology— often  those with above- 
average incomes and with technical savvy— who showed that electricity on the 
farm could become practical and beneficial.
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The  actual implementation of the rural electrification imaginary did not occur 
quickly. As described  earlier, central station power companies generally did 

not string distribution lines outside of densely populated regions. But in a way 
that displays their creativity, sophistication, and willingness to take risks, many 
rural citizens obtained electricity by producing it themselves using isolated power 
plants.1 While several firms offered hardware to generate electricity from  water 
turbines and windmills, the Delco- Light Com pany, as a prime example, manufac-
tured thousands of generators powered by internal combustion engines, enabling 
customers to enjoy amenities such as electrically pumped indoor  water supplies, 
washing machines, refrigerators, electric irons, and lights.

An examination of farmers’ adoption of isolated power systems highlights sev-
eral ele ments of this book’s alternative narrative of rural electrification. First, it 
demonstrates that agriculturalists did not play the role, as often  imagined by ur-
ban elites, of technological naïfs. Through their use of isolated plants, they exhib-
ited an eagerness and ability to embrace complex technical systems. Second, the use 
of the plants may have suggested to central station man ag ers that, given the ex-
istence of nontraditional generation technologies, they did not need to supply 
power themselves.  After all, if farmers could obtain electricity for the  limited, yet 
desirable, electrical applications within the home and nearby barn at a reasonable 
cost, then utility leaders could honestly claim they had no obligation to serve such 
customers. Third, the use of isolated plants contributed to the sociotechnical imag-

Chapter Five

Farmers on Their Own

A farm equipped with a good electric light and power plant can be made even 
more modern than a city home and by far a more delightful place to live.

— farm mechanics magazine, 1922
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inary and helped accustom rural denizens to the notion that electrification re-
mained both pos si ble and imminent. In fact, some utility man ag ers suggested that 
experience with isolated power plants would help ruralites become better central 
station customers  because they would already know how to employ electricity to 
accomplish vari ous tasks.

Electricity from Flowing  Water

From the earliest years of electrification, farmers comprehended they would 
benefit from many of the same applications of the new energy form as urban cus-
tomers, especially for illumination. Sadly for most ruralites, access to a power 
line did not occur frequently. Many electrification advocates therefore expected 
farmers to fend for themselves, such that power would come not from a utility’s 
generating plant but from a local source of energy that could be converted into 
electricity. The choices for self- generation depended on the natu ral environment, 
with the harnessing of rivers and streams constituting an early approach.

Commentators often remarked that farmers had foolishly squandered a won-
derful  water resource that could literally empower so many  people. In describing 
the use of streams to electrify a New York State farm, a Saturday Eve ning Post writer 
in 1910 lamented the  earlier frittering away of power, observing that the  water 
“had been  doing  little more than make a merry noise over the rocks and pebbles.”2 
The New York State  Water Supply Commission concurred, suggesting in 1911 that 
farmers should exploit the “valuable power which is now  running to waste in thou-
sands of small creeks and brooks in all sections of the State”— power that could 
furnish light and operate feed grinders, churns, cream separators, and other ma-
chines.3 Frederick Irving Anderson, a journalist and popu lar magazine author, 
poetically compared the use of  water power in 1915 to observations of  horses 
 running freely on the plains. While the farmer might lament seeing the animals’ 
“horse power  running to waste,” he rarely becomes “inspired by any similar desire 
of possession and mastery by the sight of a brook, or a rivulet that  waters his mead-
ows.” But placing a small water- turbine generator in a stream would yield elec-
tricity in a way that comes close to obtaining “something out of nothing.” Even 
better, “the task of harnessing and breaking this water- horsepower is much sim-
pler and less dangerous than the task of breaking a colt to harness.”4

All that  water power could be put to good use. An Electrical World writer noted 
in 1906 that by building a small power house, the size of a “modest corn barn,” a 
farmer could employ a 15 kW dynamo to yield enough power for “sawing, grind-
ing, pumping and light motor work of the neighborhood.” The equipment would 
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require  little maintenance and would provide electricity for about one hundred 
incandescent lights, claimed the author.5 Another idea for exploiting  water power 
emerged in 1911: groups of farmers could work cooperatively to convert abandoned 
mills into power plants, generating electricity at up to 10,000 volts, thus enabling 
(owing to the high tension and small line losses) transmission to distant farms. 
While the investment in such a converted fa cil i ty might run $30,000, the cost 
would be borne by twelve neighbors, bringing the initial expense down to $2,500 
each. The annual  running cost might total $5,000 (shared by all subscribers), an 
amount that included interest, depreciation, and salaries of plant operators.6

To further illustrate how farmers could electrify their properties, Popu lar Elec-
tricity magazine highlighted in 1911 the work of childhood friends Eli Crosiar and 
Henry Grove, who transformed a decrepit mill into a small generation station. 
 After designing a channel that directed  water to a turbine, the men installed a 
generator, transmission line, and associated equipment that provided abundant 
power for a 320- acre dairy farm. Designated the “chief engineer,” Mr. Crosiar’s 
wife controlled the switchboard and regulated the unit’s voltage. Besides describing 
the benefits of using electrical equipment for milking cows and other functions, 
the article included a financial calculation showing that the plant and equipment 
cost about $2,500.7

As experience with them mounted,  water generation systems gained further 
proponents. The State College of Washington extension ser vice in 1920 extolled 
the virtues of a farmer- installed hydroelectric generator that powered sixteen light 
bulbs, a washing machine, and wringer.8 The same organ ization offered advice 
and examples of several  water wheels in its 1924 publication, Let the Creek Light 
Your Home, which illustrated the use of small streams to produce “cheap and ser-
viceable power.”9 And in 1925, the US Department of Agriculture partnered with 
agricultural engineers at  Virginia Polytechnic Institute to print a thirty- five- page 
manual on designing and operating similar hydroelectric plants that promised to 
enhance productivity and life on the farm (figure 5.1).10

Of course, the use of water- powered generators required farmers to have suf-
ficient capital to invest in them. In the years before World War I, it appears that 
only the richest agriculturalist could afford them. The typical farmer in 1913 
earned an annual income of about $657.11 And while the average value of American 
farms (mea sured by adding together the worth of land, buildings, implements, ma-
chinery and livestock) grew from $6,444 in 1910 to $12,084 in 1920, few farmers 
had access to enough disposable income or set- aside capital to purchase genera-
tion devices, such as  those mentioned costing $2,500 or more.12 Additionally, 
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Fig. 5.1. Government advice on how to generate electric power from streams.  
Source: Cover of A. M. Daniels, C. E. Seitz, and J. C. Glenn, Power for the Farm  
from Small Streams, Farmers’ Bulletin no. 1430 (Washington, DC: GPO, 1925).
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 because of the huge variation in local conditions, manufacturers could not create 
standardized equipment at reasonable costs that could be easily attached to a  water 
wheel or turbine.13

Wind Power

Though not always blessed with good  water resources, ruralites could some-
times take advantage of wind, which had already become common as a motive 
force for pumping  water and performing vari ous mechanical tasks.14 In some 
cases, farmers crafted wind units to generate electricity in the same manner that 
they designed water- powered generation hardware. As discussed in a 1912 article, 
a Wisconsinite constructed a system for $1,250 that yielded 210 watts, enough to 
charge fourteen batteries and illuminate twenty- four electric lamps.15 According 
to a 1922 cata log, the idea of using wind to power an electric generator, with the 
current stored in batteries, already had a half- century history (though, “like many 
other valuable ideas it was first presented many years in advance of its time”).16 
Often, “kitchen mechanics” constructed  these machines for individual use and did 
so with some success.17

Along with other companies, the Perkins Corporation of Mishawaka, Indiana, 
eliminated the need for homemade designs by producing commercially successful 
wind generators. The firm’s “Aeroelectric” device, advertised in 1922 as “ simple, 
 silent, [and] harmless,”18 incorporated well- tested Westing house hardware and 
components from other established manufacturers.19 Placed at least fifty feet above 
the ground, the generator produced up to 1 kilowatt of power for a battery consist-
ing of sixteen cells.20 A switchboard contained fuses and a cir cuit that automati-
cally allowed the batteries to draw power whenever the wind speed exceeded six 
miles per hour.21 Winning praise from Current Opinion magazine as a “practical 
plant” that “should need no attention on the part of the man in the  family,” the 
technology would put “electric light within the reach of many who live where no 
electric lighting plant exists.”22

Wind- electric plants provided good ser vice  under proper conditions. Agricul-
tural engineers at Iowa State College in 1925 tested a generator that yielded 842 
kWh during a year, which compared more than favorably with engine- driven light-
ing plants used on four farms to produce about half as much energy.23 In subse-
quent years, the researchers studied wind plants already employed by the state’s 
farmers, finding that each  family connected its isolated system to about thirty 
lights and a few electrical appliances: of the sixty- six surveyed  house holds, fifty- 
two also used irons and washing machines; thirty- six had  water pumps; thirty- five 
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owned vacuum cleaners; twenty- five enjoyed radios; and sixteen operated cream 
separators.24 The plants had high first costs—an average of $720— though the fuel 
cost was zero. When including depreciation of the plant and batteries, along with 
other expenses, the annual cost of a wind generator ran between $47.50 and 
$125.38.25

But the technology did not seem appropriate for every one. When responding 
to a handwritten inquiry from a farmer who wanted to pump  water and produce 
electricity with a wind- powered system, Alabama Polytechnic Institute agricul-
tural engineer M. L. Nichols in 1928 urged caution, likely  because of diff er ent 
meteorological conditions in his state. He noted that colleagues at his institution 
had not tested wind generators, but his impression, based on work done by other 
agricultural engineers, has “not been particularly encouraging.” Given the farmer’s 
situation and needs, Nichols suggested the purchase of an internal combustion– 
powered lighting system (see next section) and a dedicated windmill just for 
pumping  water. Interestingly, Nichols made no mention of ways to obtain power 
from a utility line that ran 2.5 miles away from the letter writer’s home.26

For  those who desired (or could only afford) less energy, a Wincharger wind 
generator often fit the bill. Producing electricity to charge a 6- volt battery, the de-
vice (initially offered in 1927) powered the newly popu lar radio. In 1935, the Ze-
nith com pany bought a controlling interest in the manufacturer and promoted (in 
the following year) a 6- volt radio and a wind generator for only $15.27 An article 
in Popu lar Mechanics indicated that the outfit would not only provide enough 
power for the radio, but that it “has enough extra juice to run two lights, one in the 
kitchen and one in the living room.”28 The com pany expanded its offerings, mar-
keting in 1936 a 32- volt “ Giant Wincharger” for the “unheard price of $69.95.” Claim-
ing to be the “[w]orld’s largest makers of wind driven generating machinery,” the 
firm advertised a cost of only “50c a year for farm electric power.”29 The com pany 
publicized its product more aggressively in the following year, proclaiming “Rural 
Electrification [I]s  Here,” and telling readers that they did not need to “wait for 
the high line” so they could enjoy “the same comforts that city folks have!” Un-
like gasoline- operated electric plants, the wind generator saved $30 to $60 annu-
ally on gas and oil and, better yet, “ There’s no tax on the wind— IT’S  FREE.” 
The 32- volt, 650- watt machine came from a com pany that served (according to 
its advertisement) “[m]ore than 500,000 farm folks all over the world.”30

Of course, even with batteries, electrical energy would eventually run out if the 
wind failed to blow enough. And in most cases, the generators could provide only 
 limited amounts of electricity— usually just enough for a radio and a few lights. 
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Nevertheless,  people must have viewed wind- generated power as a welcomed ex-
travagance, especially if they lacked any other access to electricity.

Internal Combustion Units

While  water and wind served some farmers, many more depended on isolated 
plants that employed internal combustion motors to drive electric generators. In 
a special 1910 issue devoted to farm electrification, a trade journal observed that 
small units on farms could power many useful devices, such as cream separators, 
mechanical refrigeration devices, and (of course) lights.31 Making  these plants 
more popu lar, General Electric had recently introduced its “Mazda” tungsten fil-
ament lamps, which produced about three times more illumination per unit of 
electricity than older, carbon filament bulbs. The lower power consumption meant 
that small generators could energize a larger number of lights.32 Meanwhile, the 
lamps operated at 25 to 32 volts— making the system “entirely harmless to the 
operator,” claimed one article, and enabling the system to depend on smaller 
batteries.33

Vari ous companies sold this hardware. The Fairbanks- Morse firm advertised 
in 1908 an engine- generator set that “operates incandescent or arc lights, electric 
fans, pumps, motors,  etc.”34 The Dean Electric Com pany sold a “Home- Lighting 
and Power System” in 1911 that one could set up “without the help of an electrician 
and have perfect illumination at any point in your home or in any of the buildings 
on your farm.”35 In what appeared to be an increasingly lucrative market, more 
than 160 manufacturers produced internal combustion generating units in 
1917.36 Several publications, such as Home- Farm Power and Lighting, produced by 
the editorial staff of the American Automobile Digest, provided instructions and tips 
in 1920 on operating the devices. In general,  these power- production units enabled 
the use of “labor- saving devices” that offered “comforts which  were formerly only 
enjoyed by the residents of the large cities.”37

Delco- Light

Among the companies that produced power generation sets, the Delco- Light 
Com pany stands out. Using modern manufacturing and selling techniques, the 
firm assumed a large portion of the isolated plant market by the 1920s. Of 1,786 
electrified farms in New York State surveyed in 1926, 605 had isolated units; 
Delco- Light made 374 of them, and twenty- four manufacturers supplied the bal-
ance.38 Reflecting the com pany’s success, the product’s name became a generic 
term, as indicated by its use in a 1934 report authored by Morris Cooke. In pro-
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viding the context for the need of a government- managed electrification effort, he 
observed that of the 800,000 energized farms at the time, only 650,000 of them 
received power from central plants. “The balance,” he commented, “have individ-
ual Delco plants,” even though, as just noted, many other firms produced similar 
electrical generators.39

The com pany entered the farm electrification business as a sideline activity pur-
sued by Charles Kettering and colleague Edward Deeds, who created the Dayton 
Engineering Laboratories Com pany (known as Delco) in 1909. The two engineers 
had previously worked for the National Cash Register Com pany, and Kettering had 
designed small motors that powered the workings of the firm’s major product. Em-
ploying a similar high- torque motor that operated only for a short period of time, he 
and Henry Leland, one of the found ers of the General Motors Corporation, intro-
duced a successful electric starter for the com pany’s Cadillac vehicles.40 The device 
drew power from a lead- acid battery, which sent electricity through an ignition 
system (also made by Delco) to the spark plugs, exploding gasoline vapor in the 
engine’s cylinders. Once turning, the engine powered a small generator that pro-
duced electricity to charge the battery. The automobile essentially included a 
small power plant, one that continuously charged the battery and energized the 
spark plugs.  Because of  these significant innovations, Delco won attention from 
auto manufacturers, with the United Motors com pany buying the firm in 1916 and 
General Motors purchasing United in 1918.41

According to a story repeated in a popu lar history of electricity and in Delco- 
Light advertisements, the idea for an isolated, farm- based power plant using the 
automobile generator princi ple came from a customer.42 A Floridian wrote to 
Delco to obtain electrical parts for his car. The letter motivated a Delco salesperson 
to visit the man, thinking that he needed the components to repair an inoperable 
vehicle, but he discovered that the customer wanted the equipment to produce 
electricity for his summer cottage. When Kettering and Deeds heard this ac-
count, they began experimenting with a device that provided power to a remote 
home or farm in a more efficient manner.43 The Delco man ag ers certainly knew 
that vari ous companies had already marketed internal combustion motors to gen-
erate electricity, with some selling lead- acid batteries to store power. But they 
also understood that many of  these setups remained difficult to operate and 
maintain.44

The Delco patent for a “system of electrical generation,” filed in 1915, describes 
an internal combustion engine that directly powers a generator. A set of lead- acid 
batteries stores the electricity for use in the home and other structures. So far, the 
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Delco product offered nothing original. As described in the patent, however, the 
device proved innovative by stopping the engine and generator automatically when 
the batteries reached full charge; the motor reengaged when detecting nearly dis-
charged batteries, requiring no intervention by the user except to supply fuel and 
oil. Moreover, the engine and generator fit together with a direct connection, such 
that it did not need a  belt, which could slip, wear out, and break.45 To minimize 
the need for maintenance further, the engine did not use a  water cooling system 
(as did most automobile engines). Rather, the engine dissipated heat with large- 
surface- area fins attached to the cylinder head (that is, it employed air cooling), 
thus eliminating concerns associated with  water freezing in cold climates.46

With a few modifications (such as the ability to burn kerosene— a fuel widely 
used by farmers already), the system enjoyed commercial success. Incorporated in 
1916 as the Domestic Engineering Com pany to sell the generation sets,47 the Delco- 
Light firm advertised the hardware as “a complete electric power plant for churches, 
stores, farms,  etc.”48 The system cost between $350 and $425 and had sold (ac-
cording to com pany advertisements) more than thirty thousand units by 1917.49 
Aside from illuminating lamps, which naturally attracted most customers’ atten-
tion initially, the units offered enough power to energize a variety of appliances, 
such as “electric irons . . .  seed cleaners, milking machines,  water pumps, vacuum 
cleaners, . . .  and a hundred other pieces of light machinery around the farm and 
home.”50 (In the 1918 advertisement shown in figure 5.2, the firm claims its equip-
ment “improves living conditions” in many ways.) The com pany itself sold many of 
 these accessories, including well  water pumps, light fixtures, irons, and washing 
machines,51 the latter of which included a light- sensitive photometer for deter-
mining when clothes had been properly cleaned (plate 4).52 The generating set 
could also power Frigidaire refrigerators— a product line acquired by General 
Motors in 1919.53 (The auto manufacturer had already absorbed the lighting com-
pany and changed its name from Domestic Engineering to Delco- Light.)54 In 
1921, GM reor ga nized management such that the Delco- Light Com pany manufac-
tured the Frigidaire machines.55 The com pany often sold the power source and 
cooler together; a 1927 advertisement recommended a 750- watt Delco- Light unit 
for use with “Frigidaire electric refrigerators and pumps.”56

Customers appreciated many features of the Delco- Light generator, especially 
its operation only when the batteries needed charging. One happy user wrote that, 
beyond working at lower cost than a previously owned competitor’s model and 
with easily available kerosene, the Delco- Light plant “does not run while it is light-
ing so  there is no noise.” Another buyer complimented the product  because “when 
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Fig. 5.2. Advertisement for Delco- Light isolated electric plant. Source: Country 
Gentleman 83, no. 22 (1 June 1918): 1.
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a person is sick you don[’]t have the noise from the constant  running of the motor” 
while also observing that he only needed to operate his motor “once or twice a 
week” to recharge the batteries.57 A magazine description of the hardware in 1917 
observed, “The slogan ‘So  simple a child can operate it,’ may well be believed when 
we see the simplicity and safety of the system.” With air cooling and few neces-
sary adjustments, the device could endure “wear and tear in all kinds of weather.”58 
Well- designed and sturdy, the machines also could  handle other tasks besides mak-
ing electricity. The model 1286, for example, consisted of the standard engine 
and generator, but it included an extended shaft from the engine “[e]quipped with 
[a] pulley to operate line shafting or heavy power appliances directly from [the] 
flywheel.”59 In other words, the device produced electricity and direct mechanical 
power (figure 5.3).

Aside from use on farms, the isolated power sets seemed popu lar in other ven-
ues. The com pany claimed that it sold almost five thousand units to the US govern-
ment during the World War, with about one thousand employed in hospitals to 
energize X- ray machines. Some also found applications on ships to pump  water from 
bilges, to provide light, and to charge batteries.60 Church leaders seemed to think 
that electric lights helped attract parishioners to ser vices. A 1917 news piece noted 
that the Crystal Springs, Mississippi, New Zion  house of worship had recently in-
stalled “a beautiful Delco light plant for the church.”61 Meanwhile, a religious leader 
in White Stone,  Virginia, raised enough money ($802) in 1925 to finish paying for 
the building’s land, church  house, and for “installation of its Delco lights.”62 Such 
statements suggest that contemporaries considered the Delco plants as advanced 
and modern— particularly in rural settings.63

The com pany sold its products through a sophisticated network of distribution 
and ser vice offices around the country and with representatives who dealt directly 
with customers.64 Agents came to the Dayton headquarters in March 1916 to wit-
ness ground breaking for a new factory that produced the light sets, returning for 
annual sales meetings thereafter.65 At the March 1918 convention, select salesmen 
heard speeches from top corporate leaders (such as the general man ag er, Rich-
ard H. Grant, and vice president, Charles Kettering). They also met salespeople 
from companies offering other electrical equipment (from air compressors to 
X- ray machines) and enjoyed tours of the manufacturing facilities. To motivate sales-
men, the com pany publicly regaled  those who sold twenty power plants in two 
months and one hundred or more annually.66 In 1919, dealers who moved at 
least nine units  every two months could attend the meeting with all expenses 
paid. Corporate lit er a ture taught the latest in marketing techniques and offered 
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Fig. 5.3. Delco- Light multipurpose unit. Source: The Delco- Light Story (Dayton, OH: 
Delco- Light Co., 1922), 45. Used with permission of General Motors Media Archive. 
Photo graph courtesy of the Richard P. Scharchburg Archives at Kettering University.
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inspirational messages: “Some men have a wishbone where their backbone should 
be; Sales are not made by wishing for them. Canvass and demonstrate.”67 Agents 
often visited potential customers in the eve ning,  after daily chores had been com-
pleted, and demonstrated light sets carried in their vehicles. Cleverly, they handed 
the farmers sales lit er a ture, which could only be read in the dark  after the sales-
man turned on a Delco machine. “When the farmer was reading by the light of 
the ‘miracle’ bulb,” observed an internal history, “the salesman would turn off 
the plant, leaving the prospect to squint at the print by the light of his gas lamp. 
If the farmer  were a ready prospect, this dramatic demonstration would end 
re sis tance.”68

Sales of Delco- Light units expanded over the years. In September 1918, the com-
pany claimed to have put “more than 50,000” units in use.69 By 1921, the com pany 
sold several versions of the systems, each with diff er ent capacities: a 16- volt, 300- 
watt system for $250; a 32- volt, 600- watt system for $295; and another twenty- 
three styles and sizes with prices up to $1,675.70 Advertisements proclaimed 
“over 100,000 satisfied users” in 1920,71 and 160,000 users by 1922, when the com-
pany cut prices for its most popu lar units.72 Benefiting from its ties with the par-
ent com pany, the firm offered the electrical plants on credit through the General 
Motors Ac cep tance Corporation.73 The model 620 (a 600- watt unit) in 1923 cost 
$404.50 in a one- time payment, or it could be purchased with a down payment of 
$80.50 and twelve monthly remittances of $27.74 Improving farm conditions and 
the introduction of new models of  water pumps pushed sales higher in 1926, such 
that shipments of power plants in the first seven months of the year soared 
40  percent above the previous year’s corresponding period.75 The firm expanded 
production to meet demand, and in 1928, its advertising proclaimed “more than 
300,000 satisfied users.”76

Delco- Light advertisements and sales lit er a ture emphasized the many benefits 
of electrification.  Because of its obvious appeal, electric lighting received much at-
tention in publicity campaigns as a replacement for dangerous kerosene lamps. In 
a dramatic 1921 ad, the com pany noted that if Mrs. O’Leary owned a Delco- 
Light system instead of a lantern that offered only “a sickly light,” she never 
would have kindled the  Great Chicago Fire of 1871.77 As impor tant, the com pany 
argued that on- site production of electricity replaced human- power and saved 
huge amounts of time and effort. The firm asserted that its equipment “increases 
farm efficiency” by allowing workers to toil with  little effort, even at night, with 
clean and safe illumination.78 From a purely economic perspective, the Delco- 
Light system “pays for itself.” The amount of time saved  doing vari ous activities 
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on the farm—by the husband in the barn and the wife in the house— easily ac-
counted for  labor reduction of about fourteen hours per week, the com pany sug-
gested. At 30 cents per hour for the work, savings accrued to more than $218 per 
year, about half the first cost of some units.79 In 1928, the com pany promised, quite 
simply, “shorter hours” and “bigger profits” by reducing “work in a hundred 
ways.”80 As late as 1935, Delco- Light advertised its units as enabling farmers “to 
increase the profits of your farm, to assist you in your chores, [and] to save  labor 
and increase productivity.”81

Electricity also made life better outside of the work realm, claimed the com-
pany. Electric lights reduced eyestrain, caused by reading in the faint glow pro-
duced from kerosene lamps (plate 5). Promotional lit er a ture harped on the value 
of the electric lamps for making “the girls and boys contented on the farm. Let 
them enjoy the cheerfulness of bright electric light while growing up.”82  Mothers 
also appreciated electricity in the home, the com pany averred. An electric sweeper 
“quickly picks up the dirt with  little  labor and no dust,” observed a sales brochure. 
Electricity also powered the electric iron, “which  will give your wife  great com-
fort and satisfaction and save her much time.”83 Of course, an “electric washer 
cleans the dirtiest clothes quickly and without drudgery.”84 Showing a proud  father 
watching his son play with an electric train set, a 1922 advertisement urged farm-
ers to “put Delco- Light in your Home for Christmas,” since the power plant  will 
“[b]ring greater happiness into the lives of every body on the farm.”85

Many of  these advertisements tapped into the farmers’ eagerness to be considered 
as modern, despite what big- city  people may have believed about the supposedly rus-
tic bumpkins. Modernity likely had a diff er ent meaning for rural folk, who (as 
historian Ronald Kline has documented) often adapted “urban” technologies, such 
as telephones, automobiles, and radios, to meet their specific needs. Other histo-
rians, such as Deborah Fitzgerald and Joshua Brinkman, have argued that farm-
ers in the early twentieth  century took on sophisticated management roles and 
developed new hardware to increase efficiency in production and in the home.86 
Delco sales lit er a ture contributed to and drew from an emerging discourse of rural 
modernity by noting that the com pany’s product enabled electric appliances to 
make work easier and faster (figure 5.4 and plate 6).87 Customers’ letters abound 
in sales lit er a ture, attesting to  these benefits and pointing to the advantages that 
accrued from living on state- of- the- art, electrified farmsteads. Impressed with the 
hardware, a farmer wrote in 1921 that his  family members “would rather part 
with our car than the [electric] plant.”88 Even a complaint letter addressed to 
“Mr. Delco” suggested a craving to use electricity in a way that yielded an up- to- date 
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Fig. 5.4. Delco- Light modernizes the home. Source: The Delco- Light Story (Dayton, 
OH: Delco- Light Co., 1922), 25. Used with permission of General Motors Media 
Archive. Photo graph courtesy of the Richard P. Scharchburg Archives at Kettering 
University.
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farm: in search of parts so he could fix his machine, a customer wrote to the 
Dayton headquarters that, without electric lights “the possums are ketching my 
chickens so bad all on acct my Delco plant gone bad.” Sorrowfully, he continued, 
“I hates to go back to dat coal oil age[.] I’se trying to be progressif and run my place 
modern way[,] so I askes you again pursonally to help me out [sic].”89

The com pany specifically urged salesmen to emphasize modernity as an attri-
bute of its product. “What do you sell?” asked a com pany publication in 1919:

Do you sell an electric light plant— just a piece of machinery? Or do you sell elec-
tric light and power— modern con ve niences? Farmers buy Delco- Light primarily 
 because they desire the  things that Delco- Light  will do. A man seldom has any 
desire for a piece of machinery, just  because it is a good piece of machinery; but he 
may long for clean, bright, safe, electric lights in his barns when he is milking, or 
in his living room when he sits down all tired out to read his paper. . . .  Sell elec-
tric light and power, sell modern con ve niences, comfort, happiness!90

Shrewdly, the com pany also associated its machines with the modern factories 
that produced automobiles and appliances at higher speeds and lower costs. In a 
Greensboro Daily News advertising supplement published in October 1919 (in an-
ticipation of the Central Carolina Fair and the State Fair in Raleigh), Delco- Light 
asserted that “[e]very farm becomes a food factory and  every farmer is a factory 
man ag er,” on whom the world depends. “Your farm must be an efficient factory,” 
the ad continued, since “[e]very  little scheme of invention that saves work and uti-
lizes a mechanical device means greater production, less  labor expense and more 
profit to you.”91 In a not- too- subtle fashion, the com pany implied that a Delco- Light 
plant epitomized such a beneficial invention.

Ruralites could read similar statements about the equivalence of electricity and 
modernity in farm magazines. A 1917 article observed that “the time  will come 
when practically  every farm home in the country  will appreciate the benefits of 
the use of electricity.” The same piece described the results of a survey of ruralites 
using isolated systems, with one farmer noting that electric lighting in the hen-
house increased egg production significantly. It concluded by stating that the delayed 
purchase of a small power plant overlooked “one of the greatest advantages of liv-
ing in the pre sent age.”92 In case readers did not get the message, they could read 
a Delco- Light advertisement on the same page, sold by an agent’s business, the 
Modern Appliance Com pany of Seattle, Washington.93

Promotional lit er a ture also addressed the differences between life in cities and 
on farms, highlighting the notion that “Delco- Light brings city con ve niences to the 
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country.”94 Among the most trea sured of such comforts  were modern bathrooms, 
made pos si ble by electrically powered  water pumps.95 A Farm Mechanics author in 
1922 explained how electricity (in this case generated from isolated plants, though 
he did not specify a manufacturer) would change the attitudes of  those intending 
to run off to the cities as soon as they came of  legal age: “The world is too small 
any more for us to expect keen, live, intelligent youth to be contented with incon-
ve niences on the farm while other young folks are having the joy and brightness 
of modern surroundings in the city. When isolation began to be broken down and 
the bound aries of the world  were drawn in, with the advent of the interurban [rail-
road], the telephone and then the automobile, it was at first assumed that the 
only way to be rid of the old- fashioned farm life was to leave the farm and go to 
the city.” Happily, the writer concluded, “It is the introduction of electricity to the 
farm that has smashed that idea all to smithereens.”96

Costs and Deficiencies of Isolated Power Plants

While vari ous companies produced isolated power plants, offering good ser vice 
for  those who could not get electric ser vice other wise, they still required substantial 
investments from farmers.97 Beyond putting up the initial cost of the units, iso-
lated power plant  owners needed to wire their farmsteads and purchase lights, 
appliances, and electrical equipment, another strain that only the most success-
ful farmers could endure.

To how much did  these costs accumulate— beyond the initial cost of the 
plants— and what  were the  actual economic benefits? A 1929 master’s thesis writ-
ten by a  Virginia Polytechnic Institute agricultural engineering student provides 
answers. In a detailed study of an entire Delco- Light system  under true farm con-
ditions, Lawrence Koontz recorded per for mance data of a unit installed near the 
college’s home in Blacksburg.98 The 1,500- watt power plant and sixteen batteries 
cost $866, and associated expenses brought the total price of the generating and 
storage system to almost $900. Wiring the farm and purchasing lights cost about 
$291. Taking careful note of the cost of fuel, oil, and  labor, along with consider-
ation of interest charges and equipment depreciation, Koontz studied the system 
when it generated 19 kWh and 60 kWh in diff er ent months. (The greater consump-
tion during the second test month resulted from the addition of a Frigidaire re-
frigerator to the load.) During the first period, the per- kWh cost came to a  little 
over 86 cents; when the farm used more electricity, the cost dropped to about 
31 cents.99 (For comparison, urban customers of electric power paid much less— 
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generally no more than about 8 cents per kWh in 1927.)100 Since a large part of 
the cost consisted of power plant and battery depreciation, which did not change 
much regardless of usage, per- kWh costs declined as farmers consumed more elec-
tricity, leading Koontz to observe the “necessity of building up the kwhr load.”101 
Despite  these relatively high costs, Koontz demonstrated that the isolated sets still 
provided financial gains; estimating  labor cost at 25 cents per hour, he concluded 
that use of an electric iron alone yielded savings of $42.90 per year (compared with 
employment of old- fashioned flat irons that required slow and frequent reheating 
on stoves).102

Another analy sis of operating isolated electric plants— not necessarily Delco 
Light sets, but likely including them— illustrated similar costs for producing elec-
tricity. Researchers at the University of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station 
reported in 1929 that  after considering expenses for depreciation, repair, and other 
items, the cost per kilowatt- hour of electricity ranged from 64 cents for farmers 
who used a small amount of power (10 kWh monthly) to 22 cents for  those who 
consumed seven times as much.103

Central station power clearly held  great advantages over home- generated elec-
tricity, as had been expressed as early as 1913 in the General Electric Com pany’s 
book Electricity on the Farm. Unlike the jack- of- all- trades agrarian, man ag ers and 
operators of utility- owned plants “make the generation and distribution of electric-
ity their specialty.” Moreover, they had reduced the cost of electric power equip-
ment and electricity in ways that could not be duplicated by smaller, isolated 
plants. Consequently, “the isolated plant can no more compete with the central- 
station plant than an individual making his own shoes can compete with a large 
shoe manufacturer.”104

Isolated electric plants had other downsides. As noted in a 1923 Wisconsin Ex-
tension Ser vice circular, 32- volt systems required nonstandard bulbs and motors 
that could not always be found in electrical supply stores. The low voltage also 
meant that more expensive wires had to be used than  those employed on utility 
system cir cuits operating at 110 volts, especially if farmers sought to string lines 
farther than five hundred feet from batteries.  These storage devices, meanwhile, 
demanded unusual care and attention to ensure they would endure “a good life” 
of five years.105

Users of isolated plants also needed to be careful about which appliances 
to employ concurrently. Generating units that produced a few hundred watts 
could only supply enough power for lighting (which, of course, appealed initially 
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to most  people) and a few other small loads at the same time. If too many devices 
over burdened the system, the lights would dim and battery life would decline 
substantially.106 While Delco- Light manufactured and advertised several electri-
cally operated farm products, not many became commonly used, likely  because 
of the capacity limitations of their generation systems. A 1928 survey of more than 
13,000 electrified farms in Nebraska—of which 10,229 had isolated plants— 
found that 100  percent contained electric lights. About 82  percent used electric-
ity to operate washing machines, and 77  percent had electric irons. But only 
44  percent pumped  water with electricity, and just a few employed electric 
power for field or barn operations.107

Farmers who first bought isolated plants and then obtained central station 
power reflected ambivalent feelings about their  earlier purchases in a 1923 survey 
conducted by Wisconsin extension specialists. Though appreciating the value of 
self- generated electricity, they much preferred high- line ser vice from private com-
panies. In fact, 71  percent of customers favored utility- provided power, and only 
2.4  percent opted for individual light plants. (The remaining 27  percent did not 
respond to the survey question.) Among the reasons for this satisfaction  were “less 
bother” (51  percent) and “more power” (29  percent) from central stations.108

Of course, if utility- provided electricity power remained unavailable, “then the 
next cheapest method is the isolated electric plant.”109 And despite high costs, 
Nebraska researchers in 1929 concluded that,  because they proved so productive, 
the devices made for “very efficient and inexpensive hired men or chore boys.”110 
Illinois investigators concurred, observing in the same year that farmers obviously 
desired high- line power. Even so, individual power plants “can render  great ser vice 
where central station ser vice is not available, as it provides the power for most of 
the con ve niences found in the city home.”111 As late as 1935, an author of a rural 
electrification book written for high school vocational instructors noted that, de-
spite “construction of many miles of rural distribution line, it is still necessary, if 
electricity is desired, to use farm lighting plants on many isolated farms or in 
sparsely settled farming districts.”  Because it may take several years “before the 
majority of farms  will be reached [with central station power] . . .  it  will be a good 
investment to install a farm electric- lighting plant.”112 Three years  later, an agri-
cultural journalist made the same point, even though the REA had begun opera-
tions amid  great fanfare. He observed that the economics of central station ser vice 
militated against the idea of universal rural electrification; he therefore suggested 
that remotely located farmers purchase a wind-  or engine- powered isolated set 
so they could immediately begin enjoying “the ease, comfort, con ve nience and 
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safety that electricity only can bring. They need not wait for the high line to begin 
to enjoy its many benefits.”113

While viewed  today as a nostalgically quaint technology that circumvented the 
prob lems of being unable to receive central station electricity, isolated generation 
sets, which powered 4  percent of rural American farms in 1930, provided a  viable 
option.114 Just as impor tant, perhaps, they fit in well with some farmers’ self- 
identity as technically savvy and hardy individuals.

Even some government officials who worked with farmers realized that isolated 
systems had greater value than many contemporaries  imagined. In a 1924 report, 
for example, US Department of Agriculture economist Emily Hoag Sawtelle ob-
served that rural  women often resented the efforts of city- based reformers, such 
as the members of the Country Life Commission, who acted in a condescending 
manner. Citing a farm  woman from Iowa, Sawtelle relayed the commonly held 
view that farm life had improved dramatically in recent years and that “the march 
of pro gress” had yielded many new con ve niences on the farm, some of which  were 
powered by isolated electric power plants. She described how life now included 
enjoying the use of a washing machine, a mangle (a mechanical clothes wringer), 
and a flat iron. But the small generating plant also signified the in de pen dence that 
farmers relished. The Iowan observed that,  because of the non ex is tent connection 
to a central station com pany,

[w]e farm  women never have to watch a meter as we have our own electric 
plants. Within three miles of my home  there are only three out of 14 farmers 
that  haven’t electric plants on their own. Eleven of us farm  women have the use 
of electricity and we  don’t have someone always sending us a light bill  either. . . .  
I have the dustless mop which lightens one’s work so much and which is in use 
 every day on my hardwood polished floors. My sewing machine is run by an 
electric motor[,] and while I am busy sewing[,] I have an electric fan to keep me 
cool.115

In other words, owning isolated electric power plants did not appear as a sign of 
backwardness. On the contrary, rural citizens often viewed such devices as sym-
bols of rugged modernity, pro gress, and self- sufficiency— all virtues within the 
farmers’ culture.

Perhaps ironically, the isolated plant market served interests of central station 
operators  because the existence of an alternative technology reduced pressure on 
them to supply power to farmers. Using electricity largely for lighting, typically 
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consuming only about 30 kWh per month, ruralites simply could not be served 
eco nom ically (from the power com pany’s perspective) with high lines.116 Such 
 little use would not yield enough income to utilities  unless customers paid extremely 
high rates. But farmers could employ Delco- Light or other manufacturers’ sets to 
serve themselves. As early as 1922, an Electrical World editorialist expressed a 
positive view of the isolated systems. He urged utility man ag ers to avoid a short- 
sighted perspective that viewed such generating units as competition.  After all, he 
noted, “it is believed that the individual plant has a very definite part to play in the 
development of electric ser vice on the farm and that the central station cannot 
afford to assume other than a friendly attitude  toward this development as one of 
the means of giving the farm the benefits of electrical energy.”117 The western 
editor of Electrical World agreed, commenting in 1923 “that the individual plant[s] 
must not be ignored. They have a field to fill that the central station cannot fill 
and should be helped, not hindered.”118

Highlighting this point, NELA’s Rural Electric Ser vice Committee published a 
policy statement in January 1924 noting that,  because power companies could not 
eco nom ically supply electricity to all farmers, the “individual plant is a practical 
method of securing electric ser vice where central station ser vice is not available.” 
The statement further implored utility men to avoid taking “an attitude of criti-
cism or fault- finding  toward such plants”  because it would “tend to deprive farmers 
of electric ser vice where central station ser vice . . .  may not be available  until 
some  future time.”119 In other words, utility leaders should view the isolated plant 
business as an ally in the effort to bring electricity to farmers. The statement, 
meanwhile, harmonized with the decision to include a representative from the in-
dividual plant industry on its recently created (in September 1923) Committee 
on the Relation of Electricity to Agriculture.120

The use of isolated generation plants would also benefit the utility industry by 
giving farmers more experience with electricity and help them build demand for 
the form of energy. Most ruralites wanted electricity first to provide safe and con-
ve nient lighting for their homes and barns. Unfortunately for private power com-
panies, as noted, that use yielded relatively low consumption and could not justify 
the extension of power lines to them. But once farmers discovered the benefits of 
electricity, using it for appliances such as Delco- Light fans,  water pumps, and Frigi-
daire refrigerators, for example, they would eventually exceed the capacity of their 
self- generation units.121 They would then appeal to the central station operators, 
who would feel more inclined to do business with them, seeing that they already 
created high loads. Continuing the line of thought, a 1935 report written a few 
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weeks before the creation of the REA suggested that the “isolated plant not only 
 will serve sections which other wise would be unserved[,] but  will build up gradu-
ally such a load that connection with a central station  later  will be justified.”122

In short, generation of electricity using  water, wind, or isolated power plants 
aided the movement of rural electrification in at least two ways: it contributed to 
the growing notion (and the sociotechnical imaginary) supporting the desirabil-
ity and economic value of electricity on the farm. Moreover, it helped reinforce the 
view, held by farmers and their advocates, that at least some rural citizens  were 
up- to- date and that they could become valued customers within the expanding 
central station network at some  future time.

This chapter’s discursion on farmers’ use of isolated power systems— rather 
than how rural citizens won connections to what we now refer to as the grid— 
serves another purpose: it highlights the fact that  people had alternatives to what 
we  today view as the modern and “correct” way of obtaining electricity.123 Con-
ceivably, if private utility companies had not continued their pre- Depression pace 
of supplying electricity to farmers or if the federal government had not intervened, 
a larger number of farmers would have purchased in de pen dent means to gener-
ate power. As ruralites came out of the Depression and World War II with greater 
prosperity (farmers’ net cash income  rose from about $3.5 billion in 1940 to $15.3 
billion in 1947), more of them would have had the wherewithal to purchase prod-
ucts such as Delco- Light sets, which likely would have improved owing to new 
manufacturing techniques and materials that evolved during the war.124 Conse-
quently, rural Amer i ca would have become electrified through a hodgepodge of 
interconnected and isolated power systems.

Such hypothesizing constitutes more than just playing a game of “what if”—
an entertaining approach used by popu lar fiction writers who imagine an Amer-
i ca in which the Confederacy had won the Civil War, for example.125 In fact, it has 
a sound basis among academics who do work in contingency and counterfactual 
history. Contingency refers to the notion that events might have played out in un-
recognizable ways over time, the result of  people choosing diff er ent options or 
 because of accidental, serendipitous, or apparently “irrational” occurrences. Pro-
ponents of counterfactual history explic itly consider contingency and urge prac-
ti tion ers to focus on alternative decisions that stakeholders could have made without 
being influenced by knowledge of events that actually occurred. Through an ex-
amination of the real choices that actors confronted, scholars can “compensate 
for the hindsight bias that distorts historical vision,” according to historian John K. 
Brown.126 By examining  viable choices at moments of indeterminacy in the history 
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of rural electrification, such as the increasingly popu lar and sophisticated isolated 
power plants of the 1920s, one learns that the electrical landscape of nonurban 
Americans might have evolved differently, but also as “logically” as it actually 
occurred.127 The approach forces historians to focus on how and why  people 
selected among options, and it encourages them to write history from the past to 
the pre sent— not from the pre sent to the past—so we gain more nuanced per-
spectives of significant events. As I have argued in this book, maintaining a 
sense of the context in which actors made choices during the 1920s and 1930s, and 
disregarding how events played out  later, contributes to a more accurate and sen-
sitive narrative of the rural electrification pro cess.

The focus on counterfactuals and alternatives to central station electric power 
on farms has unexpected significance in the realm of energy policy. While rural 
electrification in the United States and most industrialized countries now remains 
largely of historical interest, it constitutes an impor tant goal in several develop-
ing countries, where (in 2019) about 13  percent of the world’s population—940 
million mostly rural inhabitants—do not have access to electric power.128

For many years, the World Bank and other international aid agencies have pro-
vided resources to build massive generating plants such as hydroelectric dams. 
Moreover, they provided support to continue the practice, begun in some African 
and Asian countries during colonial periods, to construct central stations and dis-
tribution systems in cities and surrounding regions— similar to the networks 
that evolved in the United States.129 But perhaps policymakers should pay more 
attention to the early history of American rural electrification in which many 
farmers took advantage of isolated generation technologies, such as wind- turbine 
dynamos and Delco- Light generators and batteries. While farmers using such 
power systems may not have enjoyed the maintenance- free operation that the ad-
vertising lit er a ture promised, they nevertheless obtained several productivity-  and 
life- enhancing benefits that electricity offered. Taking advantage of  today’s small- 
scale and renewable- energy generators— those benefiting from eighty to one hun-
dred years of continued innovation that improved their diversity, efficiency, and 
affordability— rural electrification advocates in developing nations could gain greater 
success by pursuing a course of action that Americans abandoned in the 1930s.

Of course, this suggestion is not original, and many academic researchers, non-
profit organ izations, and corporations have employed the approach with positive 
outcomes.130  Today’s version of isolated power systems, known as distributed gen-
eration (DG), can often provide reasonably priced electricity and higher reliability 
than can traditional generators linked to transmission and distribution lines. 
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And just like American companies one hundred years ago, private and state- run 
utilities remain unwilling to invest in expensive infrastructure. DG appears as an 
appealing alternative.131

In experiments and pi lot proj ects in Africa, communities have already begun 
establishing small- scale networks (often called microgrids or minigrids) that exploit 
renewable and nonrenewable distributed generation sources.132 For example, in 
one village in  Kenya (a country in which 93  percent of rural residents lack access to 
electricity), more than sixty homes and businesses obtain power from an 8.5 kW 
solar photovoltaic cell system.133 Using “smart” (computer-  or Internet- connected) 
technologies that manage demand and distribute power, similar networks provide 
an electrified infrastructure that enables substantive economic and social activi-
ties in outlying districts.134 In Sokoto State, Nigeria, a 60 kW photovoltaic array 
provides power for a battery bank, which is supplemented by a diesel generator, 
sufficient for a community of 350  house holds and 20 small businesses.135

As with all situations of technology transfer and adoption, consideration of DG 
systems requires more than a  simple analy sis of costs. Large- scale grids managed by 
governments or other large organ izations remain easier to subsidize than myriad 
small-  and community- scale systems; this fact explains, in large part, why about 
70  percent of all funding goes to grid approaches.136 Interconnected networks also 
can be supervised more efficiently (on a national scale) than disaggregated systems. 
But the cost for grid components (generators, transmission lines, and associated 
equipment) has remained constant for several years, while the cost for DG ele-
ments, such as wind-  and photovoltaic electricity– generators, has declined. And 
since they require less time to deploy than large- scale grid technologies, DG sys-
tems can more quickly begin serving communities that have modest energy 
needs.137 In theory— and at times in practice— distributed generation competes 
favorably with grid- connected networks on certain technical and economic cri-
teria, though they sometimes meet with administrative re sis tance.

In short, while central station ser vice and interconnected power networks have 
long been viewed as the optimal way to deliver electricity to all residents, the ap-
proach may not satisfy almost a billion  people who currently lack access to elec-
tric power. The  future may actually lie in the past— employing a century- old model 
in which American farmers exploited small- scale and off- grid energy systems to 
achieve what they could not obtain through conventional means.
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part ii / Alignment of Rural Stakeholders

As the sociotechnical imaginary of rural electrification emerged in the 
early twentieth  century, so did examples of successful farm use of 
high- line electric power. Though economic considerations seemed to 
rule out extension of distribution wires beyond cities, innovative 
power com pany man ag ers began demonstrating the occasional merit 
of serving agricultural communities in the East and Midwest, with the 
most positive experiences occurring in western states where irrigation 
activities consumed enormous amounts of electricity. Utility leaders 
also recognized that, for largely po liti cal reasons, they would benefit 
by devoting resources to expansion of the farm market.

In its pursuit of increased rural electrification, the industry began 
establishing the institutions and collaborations for translating the 
imaginary into a more widely experienced real ity. Most notably, com pany 
executives or ga nized research groups within the National Electric 
Light Association, and they initiated partnerships with agricultural 
engineers employed at land- grant colleges. Working with the Commit-
tee on the Relation of Electricity to Agriculture— but also acting 
independently— the engineers demonstrated new, productive farm 
applications of electricity while educating the manpower to serve as 
rural experts within power companies. At the same time, many firms 
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engaged with stakeholders to streamline the regulatory pro cess and 
facilitate more liberal financial arrangements with farmers who 
desired high- line power. By  doing so, the industry and its partners 
created substantial momentum in the rural electrification subsystem 
during the de cade before the New Deal began.
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Chapter Six

Utility Interest in Rural 
Electrification Awakens

To visualize the blessings of rural electrification, one needs only to picture 
the California farm with electric ser vice.  There the farmer’s wife may cook 
meals in a cool kitchen on an electric stove with electric fans relieving the 
valley heat;  there she cleans  house with a vacuum cleaner;  there electric 
lights await only a touch of the button;  there an electric refrigerator keeps 
foods fresh and supplies ice;  there small motors do countless chores and 
much hard work, with a saving of time and effort;  there the farmer and his 
wife live in the country  under city conditions.

— wigginton creed, president,  
pacific gas and electric com pany, 1926

Though most power com pany leaders viewed rural electrification with dis-
dain, some nevertheless advocated for it. Starting in the late nineteenth 

 century, the case emerged for bringing electricity to scattered farmers as part of 
an attempt to reduce the increasingly apparent chasm between city dwellers and 
ruralites. A few utility executives experimented with rural electrification by string-
ing distribution lines from existing power lines to sparsely populated regions and 
found that, in certain circumstances,  these extensions earned good economic re-
turns. And they discovered that, especially in western states, electrification 
could become im mensely profitable when farmers used large amounts of power 
for irrigation purposes.  These experiences provided suggestive evidence that farm-
ers might eventually make good customers for utility companies and that they 
deserved more attention from man ag ers.

Emerging Undercurrent Movement of Rural Electrification

In the years  after the end of the Civil War, differences between the nation’s ag-
ricultural and manufacturing sectors grew more noticeable. Industrialization 
gained momentum, with cities becoming the dominant places of economic activity, 
and the percentage of  people living in rural areas declined. The former Confederacy 
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remained exceptionally drained, with tenancy and out- migration common, particu-
larly on land that once grew cotton (the so- called Cotton South).1 Nationally, farm 
productivity increased  because of the growing use of mechanized equipment, such 
as McCormick reapers and Deere plows, often manufactured in urban factories. 
Too frequently, however, overproduction drove down commodity prices. And while 
a majority of Americans still worked in rural areas as late as 1910, providing the 
necessary foodstuffs to support the populations in burgeoning metropolises, farm-
ers did not appear to benefit as much by modern technology as did city folk.2

Efforts to improve the lot of farmers included creation of a cabinet- level Depart-
ment of Agriculture in 1862 (during the Civil War), empowered to “acquire and 
to diffuse . . .  useful information on subjects connected with agriculture.”3 That 
same year, Congress passed the Morrill Land- Grant Act, which established a 
mechanism for founding and supporting colleges in each state devoted to educat-
ing working- class students in the methods of modern agriculture and engineer-
ing.4 The schools benefited from passage in 1887 of the Hatch Act, which provided 
funding for experimental research stations, and by the 1914 Smith- Lever Act, 
which afforded a means (through county agents working with extension ser vices) 
to disseminate knowledge about agricultural innovations.5

Some po liti cal leaders and activists even saw a role for electricity to play in the 
revitalization of the agricultural realm. As early as 1892, Kansas senator Wil-
liam A. Peffer pressed for a congressional resolution to obtain information from 
other countries on “the application of electricity to the propulsion of farm machin-
ery and to the propagation and growth of plants.”6 Two years  later, the senator 
unsuccessfully sought to expand on this work by establishing “an electrical experi-
ment station for farming.”7 The authors of the 1909 Country Life Commission 
report also observed that farmers could boost productivity through the use of 
streams to generate electricity, though they highlighted potential impediments to 
gaining  legal rights to use the  water.8 Pro gress in extending electric lines could 
occur more quickly, the document noted, if farmers copied the approach of ru-
ralites who created cooperative associations to acquire telephone ser vice.9

Reflecting the views of  those seeking improvement of rural life, Illinois con-
gressman Henry T. Rainey made a well- regarded effort to increase knowledge 
about agricultural uses of nonanimal energy sources. In July 1912, he introduced 
legislation to create a Bureau of Farm Power within the Department of Agricul-
ture. The bill directed the agency “to investigate and report . . .  upon all  matters 
pertaining to methods of furnishing power on farms and all labor- saving machin-
ery adapted for use on farms, and the use of electricity, gasoline, and steam in 
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propelling farm vehicles.”10 Dealing with more than just electrification, the bill 
sought to help farmers employ machinery instead of  human and animal power at 
a time when obtaining rural  labor proved difficult. Receiving a good amount of 
publicity, the bill constituted “a mea sure well worth of encouragement and sup-
port,” according to the Farm Journal.11 The American Society of Agricultural En-
gineers concurred, endorsing the idea of the bureau and looking forward to the 
bill’s passage.12 Likewise, Scientific American magazine noted that the federal gov-
ernment pursued valuable programs to help farmers in a variety of realms, from 
understanding plant diseases to predicting the weather, but not how to maximize 
value from power sources. “The American farmer has outgrown the age of hand 
 labor, and even animal  labor is now on the wane,” the magazine reported. While 
some farms had begun using steam power, more recently “the internal combustion 
engine has been playing a very impor tant part, and now electricity is beginning 
to be used.”13 The bill won positive notice from utility industry leaders too: at a 
1913 convention, NELA secretary T. Commerford Martin observed that the legisla-
tion enjoyed the organ ization’s official support.14 According to one news account, 
the bill would help farmers find information required to satisfy production needs in 
a way that would prove the wisdom of the article’s title, “U.S. Government to Solve 
Farm Power Prob lems.”15 High hopes and broad support notwithstanding, the bill 
languished in House committees, never to gain passage even  after being reintro-
duced a few times.16 Its existence, however, suggests that farmers and their advo-
cates sought more support to raise productivity through the use of new mechanical 
devices, some of which could be operated by electricity.

Even without a new government program, the Department of Agriculture pur-
sued efforts to gauge farmers’ needs and wants. In 1913, the department secre-
tary sent questionnaires to 55,000 farmers’ wives, asking about ways to improve 
rural life for  women. When describing labor- saving devices, many respondents 
commented that they would enjoy converting the power of  water rushing past 
their homes into electricity to “relieve the  house wife of her most laborious and 
distasteful work.” The correspondents clearly understood that electricity could 
make “the  women in the rural districts healthy, happy, and contented,” as one 
Ohioan wrote. “My neighbor thinks electricity is one of the most needed con ve-
niences on the farm to lessen the  labor of the  house wife,” observed a Mary lander. 
“Hasten the day when all rural districts could enjoy or have the benefit of  either 
a com pany’s plant or a  simple plant that could be established at a reasonable fig-
ure in each home that might be applied or harnessed to the washing machine, milk 
separator, churn, [and] vacuum cleaner.”17
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Early Utility Efforts to Expand Rural Electrification

Some commercial firms had already begun modest efforts to serve the rural 
market. Surely,  these companies (and their man ag ers) constituted exceptions to 
the generally accepted “wisdom” that farm customers would not make worthwhile 
customers. Nevertheless, they contributed to an undercurrent movement that ulti-
mately provided the manpower and knowledge to pursue more strenuous efforts 
in the 1920s and  later.

Perhaps the earliest rural electrification efforts materialized as interurban rail-
roads became popu lar  toward the end of the nineteenth  century. Speedy, cheap, 
and clean,  these electrified railway lines used equipment that could stop frequently 
and more efficiently than steam- powered trains.18 Their success relied on overhead 
cables that provided electricity to the rail cars— and potentially to ruralites near 
them. An Ohio author observed in 1894 that extensions from the increasingly com-
mon railway power lines could provide electricity to “any wide- awake enterprising 
farmer.”19 Employing such an approach, the Milwaukee Light, Heat and Traction 
Com pany first sold power to a farmer in 1897.20 A de cade  later, an Indiana inter-
urban firm sought to increase revenue by convincing “the farmer how much more 
eco nom ically he can thus plow, sow, harrow, run his feed- cutter, churn and sepa-
rator, and light his  house and barn” with electricity.21 Other railroads developed 
comparable plans, encouraging one executive in 1907 to suggest that the “time 
 will come when on farms near electric railroads, fields  will be plowed and har-
vested, machinery operated, even cows milked by the same power which takes 
the farmer’s  family to town and his products to market.”22

Herman Russell, a man ag er working for the Rochester (New York) Railway and 
Light Com pany, reported in 1910 that his firm had begun selling electricity to farms 
from lines that paralleled train routes in the countryside.23 He observed that the 
power could be used profitably for irrigation, a high- demand application that helped 
utilities recover their investments quickly, especially when farmers drew power dur-
ing off- peak hours. Russell indicated that his com pany had invested in generating 
equipment yielding 38,000  horse power (about 28,337 kW), but 10,000  horse power 
remained unused from April to October each year owing to lower urban demand 
during that time. Clearly, this man ag er understood the value of raising his firm’s 
load  factor. The farm customer, who uses power off- peak— mostly in the summer— 
would produce welcome income to the com pany from this unused capacity. Russell 
hoped that the time would soon arrive when “distribution lines for supplying elec-
tric energy  will be as common throughout the country as the telegraph and tele-
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phone lines are to- day, and when the pre sent enormous idle investment of central- 
station companies  will be employed in making farms more productive.”24

Man ag ers of the Edison Com pany of Boston held similar ideas about the poten-
tial value of rural lines. Observing that the utility had installed transmission and 
distribution lines across eastern Mas sa chu setts, many of which spanned farming 
districts, they realized that they could easily connect new rural customers who 
might yield profitable business. In 1910, the firm began an extensive advertising 
campaign employing a rapidly erected wooden demonstration  house that it trans-
ported throughout the com pany’s ser vice area.25 Complementing that publicity 
approach, the firm displayed a “Farm of Edison Light and Power” in a circuslike 
tent containing electrical appliances.26 Carried by two electric vehicles, the exhibit 
highlighted electrically operated pumps for irrigation use and for land reclama-
tion.27 It also contained “other money saving devices” such as feed grinders, 
milking machines, cream separators, butter churns, and  bottle washers. Employees 
showed visitors how a small electric motor, mounted on a portable truck, could be 
moved where needed on a farm for driving an ensilage cutter, wood saw, wood 
splitter, and hay hoist. And while the com pany did not exhibit equipment that 
stimulated plant growth with electricity, it offered information on the subject.28

To be sure, Boston Edison’s man ag ers had self- serving motives. A com pany en-
gineer in 1912 remarked that while electricity use on farms would greatly in-
crease productivity, rural distribution of power enabled the firm to help “mankind 
as well as ourselves.”29 It did so  because the com pany could make good money 
from the investment in transmission and distribution lines, especially as farmers 
consumed power at diff er ent times from  those favored by urbanites.30

 Because of his personal interest in life on farms, Samuel Insull, the former assis-
tant to Thomas Edison and president of Chicago’s Commonwealth Edison Com-
pany, demonstrated the value of modest efforts to distribute power to rural users. 
He did so in 1910 by extending power lines to Libertyville, Illinois, a small town 
north of Chicago (in Lake County) and near a farm estate he purchased in 1907. 
He continued the experiment by electrifying adjacent villages. Eventually tying 
together twenty- two towns and several farms, Insull found that the peak seasonal 
demand in rural areas came in midsummer, when farmers used power for agri-
cultural machines. That maximum occurred as the cities’ use for power declined, 
only to rise again in the winter. By serving both sets of customers, the com pany’s 
load  factor improved, and costs per unit of energy and capacity decreased.31

Elsewhere, motivations for rural electrification differed. In Wisconsin, con-
necting power plants to farms resulted from efforts to exploit  water resources 
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early in the twentieth  century. Though encountering technical and financial chal-
lenges, entrepreneurs sought to emulate the experience at Niagara Falls by using 
rivers to generate electricity.32 The Wisconsin River Power Com pany, for example, 
built a hydroelectric plant near Prairie du Sac and arranged to sell power to a 
Milwaukee utility and a few towns, but it still had excess power available. In 
1917, Samuel Insull’s  Middle West Utilities Com pany, a holding com pany formed 
in 1912, bought the financially troubled Wisconsin River firm, combining it with 
several other small power businesses in the state.33

Possibly influenced by Insull’s work on stringing power lines to rural custom-
ers, Grover C. Neff, a man ag er of Wisconsin River Power Com pany and a Purdue 
University– trained civil engineer, developed plans to interconnect small cities and 
farms in south- central Wisconsin (figure 6.1).34 According to historian Forrest Mc-
Donald, Neff established a “radical” and “visionary” plan to serve a nonurban 
customer base, one that harmonized with Insull’s own achievement in electrify-
ing rural areas outside Chicago.35 Undoubtedly, Insull bought the Wisconsin utili-
ties for investment reasons, not  because of his interest in rural electrification. But 
according to McDonald, the utility mogul often asked man ag ers of newly acquired 
companies to propose novel ideas as a way to gain insight into the strengths of his 
new employees. “Sometimes, as in Neff’s case, the plans  were  adopted,” he wrote. 
In his book on the creation of power policy, Philip Funigiello further noted that 
Insull and Neff deviated from traditional utility com pany practice, “experimenting 
with rural electrification long before it became fash ion able.”36

As early as 1920, some of  these efforts won accolades. Madison’s Wisconsin State 
Journal newspaper published a glowing account of the benefits provided by the hy-
droelectric plant owned by Neff’s com pany. Not only did it save almost 290,000 
tons of coal annually by producing electricity from a natu ral source rather than 
from a fossil fuel; it also was a “boon to farmers” who took advantage of nearby 
electric wires to secure power.37 Upcoming construction of a 66,000- volt trans-
mission interconnection line between Insull’s companies in Wisconsin foretold of 
even more opportunities to supply electricity to residents of the state’s “best man-
ufacturing, agricultural and dairy sections.”38

Perhaps  because of his innovative and well- regarded work with Insull’s growing 
empire, Neff gained stature within the utility industry. In a 1928 article on mid-
western utilities, Don Sterns, vice president of the Iowa Public Ser vice Com pany, 
gave credit to Neff as the executive “who aroused the utility industry to a con-
sciousness of its obligations and opportunities in serving rural districts.”39 Neff 
even won respectful recognition from REA administrators Morris Cooke and 
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Harry Slattery in the 1940s, who described the utility man ag er as “progressive.”40 
Hence, when Neff urged his colleagues within NELA to create a study group and 
then pursue more substantive research on rural electrification, his suggestions 
won a positive response— especially when the work fit into a larger program of the 
industry’s public relations efforts.

California and the Fulfilled Promise of Rural Electrification

While some eastern and midwestern power companies occasionally obtained 
positive outcomes when serving farms, the case for rural electrification was de-
cisively made in the far western states. In California especially, exceptionalism (in 

Fig. 6.1. Grover C. Neff. Source: Edison Electric Institute Bulletin 3, no. 1 (1 January 
1935): 13. Used with permission of the Edison Electric Institute.
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the realm of electrification) stemmed from an unusual energy situation in which 
large population centers near the Pacific Ocean lacked easy access to traditional 
fossil fuels. Urban utility planners overcame the prob lem by exploiting the boun-
tiful hydroelectric resources in the distant Sierra Nevada mountains, which of-
fered power that could be transmitted efficiently via high- voltage lines.41 As the 
wires traversed large agricultural expanses, companies sometimes allowed rural 
folk to draw power from them, with the first farm energized in 1898 near Yuba 
City. Electrified farms sprang up a few years  later near Visalia, in California’s ag-
ricultural San Joaquin Valley (the southern end of the state’s Central Valley).42

Utility companies felt disposed to serve new customers  because farmers con-
sumed large amounts of power for crop- watering purposes. As historian David Nye 
has written, electrically operated irrigation pumps served as an impor tant precon-
dition for farming in much of California, as well as in Utah, Nevada, and Ari-
zona.43 Hydraulic pumps existed before the use of electricity, driven by windmills 
and gasoline- , oil- , or distillate- fueled internal combustion engines. But farmers 
quickly learned that electrically driven devices proved cheaper to install and dem-
onstrated greater efficiency, reliability, and safety.44 A 1908 study noted that gaso-
line engines generally delivered only about one- fourth their rated capacity, while 
electric motors offered up to 47  percent and allowed for quicker ser vice and sim-
pler maintenance.45 An editorial in the Journal of Electricity, Power and Gas, pub-
lished in San Francisco, described the electrically operated pump in 1912 as a “joy 
forever to the farmer.”46 General Electric pointed out in a 1917 advertisement that 
with “ ‘electric’ irrigation,” farmers “merely throw the motor switch— a few cents’ 
worth of electricity per hour  will do the rest.”47

Electrically powered irrigation proved a boon to utility companies, and not only 
 because it provided a new revenue stream. Rather, the use of the relatively large 
electric pump motors (from 2.5 to 100  horse power in 1916) generated  great demand, 
especially in the spring and summer, which complemented the higher urban de-
mand (largely for lighting) in the fall and winter.48 Such diversity therefore helped 
elevate the companies’ load  factors. As an example, the Pacific Gas and Electric 
Com pany, which served the San Francisco area as well as rural customers to the 
east, witnessed load  factors of about 60  percent in the 1910s, which compared im-
pressively to eastern companies’  factors  running in the 30  percent range.49 The San 
Joaquin Light and Power Corporation, which provided electricity to many farmers 
using irrigation pumps, recorded annual load  factors in 1915 and 1916 of 61  percent.50

Positive early experiences motivated man ag ers to develop promotional cam-
paigns to spur further rural electrification. In 1912, Pacific Gas and Electric assem-
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bled a demonstration railroad car that carried electrical equipment for farm use 
(figure 6.2).51 Irrigation and pumping information consumed nearly half the 
car’s space, with much of the balance used to exhibit refrigeration devices, dairy 
machines, and  house hold appliances.52 Extremely popu lar, the car hosted about 
six thousand  people during the year, some of whom picked up a booklet that 
praised electrical irrigation with lists such as this:

Choose Electricity!
Irrigation by electrical pumping is superior to any other method  because:
The  water is  under complete control of the land owner.
The irrigator is not dependent on his neighbors.
The  water is flowing in an instant, day or night.
The machinery has no complicated parts to keep in repair.
 There are no boilers to explode.
 There is no gasoline tank to catch on fire.
It is cheaper to install.
It costs less to operate.
The cost of electricity is growing less  every year.

Fig. 6.2. Pacific Gas and Electric Com pany railroad demonstration car.  
Source: “Building the Agricultural Load,” Journal of Electricity 45, no. 10  
(15 November 1920): 458.
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It is easily and quickly started.
It is on the job day and night.53

Once farmers obtained electric wires for irrigation, they expanded their use of 
the new energy form for other purposes: electric lights illuminated homes, barns, 
and hen houses; electric heaters staved off frost in citrus fields; and electric flat-
irons, washing machines, and vacuum cleaners reduced menial  labor in the 
farm house. The Journal of Electricity, Power and Gas explained in 1912 how irriga-
tion customers used electricity to add a “thousand comforts . . .  to the daily life 
on the farm.”54 Many of  these electrical delights, by the way,  were manufactured 
by companies such as General Electric and Westing house, which had begun rec-
ognizing the value of the farm market. GE ran an advertisement for electric mo-
tors in a western publication in February 1915, for example, exclaiming that their 
use saves  labor costs and does “practically all your chores.”55

During the early years of rural electrification in California, power companies 
required farmers to advance the cost of distribution lines (operating at 2,300 or 
11,000 volts) and transformers. But as companies became convinced of the prof-
itability of irrigation loads, they paid for the lines and transformers themselves, 
such that consumers only needed to purchase irrigation motors. (See chapter 10 
for more discussion of such arrangements.) A 1920 article noted that utility financ-
ing of the rural line extensions had been “exceptionally generous,” contributing 
to the “especially large agricultural load.”56

A growing number of farmers produced that load, with 18  percent of California 
farms receiving central station power in 1917.57 Applauding the virtues of electri-
cally operated irrigation pumps and the use of lights and motors, the Journal of Elec-
tricity headlined a photo montage in a 1920 issue focusing on rural electrification 
with the words: “Electrifying the West’s Most Impor tant Industry” (figure 6.3). 
More significant, perhaps, the piece’s subtitle highlighted the value of the farmer to 
the utility: “Where the farmer is the power com pany’s best customer.”58 By the end 
of 1923, 23.5  percent of California’s farms had high lines coming to them. That fig-
ure stood almost an order of magnitude greater than the national percentage: only 
2.8  percent of American farms obtained central station ser vice at the same time.59

The extensive farm use of electricity, largely for irrigation, and the increased load 
 factor it provided, enabled companies to offer relatively cheap power. In a Central 
Valley community in 1915, seven hundred ranchers had connected an irrigation load 
of almost 2,000  horse power and paid 3 cents per kWh for the first 1,000 kWh, 2.5 
cents per kWh for the next 1,000 kWh, 2 cents per kWh for the next 1,000 kWh, 
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Fig. 6.3. Electrifying farms in the West, “where the farmer is the power com pany’s 
best customer.” Source: “Electrifying the West’s Most Impor tant Industry,” Journal 
of Electricity 45, no. 10 (15 November 1920): 462.
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and 1.5 cents per kWh for subsequent use. Comparable to rates paid by big busi-
nesses in cities,  these prices undercut  those paid by most eastern farmers lucky 
enough to have power by a  factor of two or three.60 By 1925, 40  percent of Califor-
nia’s farms enjoyed central station ser vice. The average farmer paid 1.55 cents per 
kWh and used 17,678 kWh per year for power alone (in other words, not for lighting, 
heating, or cooking).61 The average American farmer who did not use irrigation 
purchased less than 5  percent of this amount— only 707 kWh per year for all pur-
poses, paying 6.93 cents per unit.62

Rural use of electricity continued to increase during the next few years such that 
more than 63  percent of California farms received central station power by the end of 
1931.63 Looking backward from 1937, Ben Moses, an agricultural engineer at the Uni-
versity of California, Davis, observed that the electric pump constituted the “ Daddy 
of Rural Electrification” in the state, since it provided the economic rationale for util-
ity companies to serve farmers. In that year, California agriculturalists operated 
more than sixty thousand electric irrigation pumps (averaging 15  horse power each).64

Farmers in other western states also benefited from the extensive use of electri-
fied irrigation. In eastern Washington, ruralites in 1906 obtained a power line ema-
nating from Spokane, which built its first hydroelectric plant in 1887 and expanded 
generation capacity thereafter.65 As early as 1913, the trend  toward increasing agri-
cultural consumption of electricity caused a vice president of Pacific Power and 
Light, based in Portland, Oregon, to shower praise on progressive western farmers 
who helped themselves and his com pany. “Prepare for the new era of the electric 
light and power industry,” he concluded in a message to his managerial brethren, 
“which has unparalleled possibilities for the territory you serve now and hereafter.”66 
Another utility executive remarked on the growing fondness for farm electrifica-
tion. “ Those of us who have been in the business a number of years know that up to 
a short time ago the farmer made us tired,” he remarked. But his opinion of the ag-
ricultural customer, based on the use of electricity primarily for irrigation, “is re-
versed now.”67 In the following years, the man ag ers’ expectations  were fulfilled: at 
the end of 1923, 18.3  percent of Washington’s farms enjoyed central station ser vice;68 
by 1931, that number had risen to 51.0  percent.69 Likewise, largely owing to heavy 
irrigation demands, Utah farms reached a 56.8  percent electrification rate in 1931, 
up from 12.9  percent in 1923. Oregon’s rural electrification saturation remained 
lower, but still impressive at 29.4  percent in 1932, rising from 9.4  percent in 1923.70

Early efforts at rural electrification— and especially the work done in western 
states— provided a glimpse of what could be accomplished elsewhere.  After sup-
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Utility Interest in Rural Electrification Awakens  109

plying lines that energized the high- demand (and high- load- factor- generating) ir-
rigation pumps, utility companies supplied transformers to provide lower- voltage 
power for homes and barns. In such a way, Californians enjoyed the nation’s high-
est percentage of electrified farms, the greatest consumption per farm, and among 
the lowest electricity prices.71 Evaluating the situation from a longer perspective 
in 1988, historian James Williams remarked that, even before the federal govern-
ment became involved in rural electrification with the creation of the Tennessee 
Valley Authority in 1933, “California’s irrigated and reclaimed agricultural val-
leys already illustrated the power of electrical redemption. And when the Rural 
Electrification Administration set out to light the rest of the nation’s farms, de-
spite some fears that farmers would not use enough electricity to make it worth-
while, California provided a continuing example of success and profit.”72

To be sure, the western states constituted an anomaly for central station ser-
vice to rural citizens.73 The huge irrigation demand served as the primary stimulus 
for electrification of farms, and that same source of demand only existed in select 
parts of the nation. Statistical reports (such as NELA’s compendium of rural 
electrification data for the years up to 1932) made that distinction explic itly, often 
by categorizing data on power use as coming from irrigation or non- irrigation 
states. On average, farm customers in 1931 consumed 775 kWh annually in non- 
irrigation states;  those in irrigation states used nearly ten times as much—
7,487 kWh. Total consumption of farms in the fifteen irrigation states exceeded 
by more than a  factor of four the combined total amount of the other thirty- three 
states and the District of Columbia.74 In a similar fashion, a 1936 Federal Power 
Commission report deliberately omitted California’s data when describing aver-
age electricity consumption and prices paid by the nation’s rural customers; the 
numbers from the Golden State simply skewed average information too greatly.75

This regional divergence in power consumption made a  great difference to com-
pany man ag ers. While the West may have demonstrated how rural electrifica-
tion could benefit farmers and utility firms alike, the example also reinforced 
views that farmers elsewhere needed to consume large amounts of power. The 
challenge, in other words, consisted of encouraging farmers to use increasing 
numbers of kilowatt- hours in such a way as to make ser vice profitable to all par-
ties. And it  wouldn’t hurt if power companies felt external pressures to help farm-
ers achieve this goal.
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Chapter Seven

The Unexpected Public Relations Value 
of Rural Electrification

We must recognize that the farmer is  going to have his ser vice. It must be 
recognized by [private utility] companies generally throughout this country 
that  unless we are ahead of the farmer and point the way out by which he 
can get ser vice, he is  going to get it through some other means. He  will 
have the power through the [regulatory] commission, and po liti cally 
through his legislature, and we would be compelled to do something in a 
way that may not be as advantageous for the com pany or consumer.

— utility official m. t. d. crocker, 1922

The farm market officially received institutional recognition when the Na-
tional Electric Light Association created a group in 1910 to investigate the 

supply of power to nonurban areas. The effort began for two reasons. Founded in 
1885, NELA regularly established bodies to examine vari ous technical and policy 
issues that arose. As the previous chapter suggests, some companies, especially 
 those in western states, embraced rural customers, and it therefore seemed rea-
sonable to investigate the potentials of (and inhibitions to) the farm business in a 
more systematic fashion.

Perhaps as impor tant, the industry’s modest exploration of the rural market 
stemmed from its leaders’ perception that such work could help deflect po liti cal 
challenges. Like other rapidly growing enterprises in the late nineteenth  century, 
the commercial power business witnessed regular attacks from elected officials 
and populist activists who sought to make electricity supply a function of govern-
ment rather than that of private enterprise. Some of the public rebuke focused on 
the apparent neglect of private companies to serve farmers, and industry leaders 
likely felt a need to respond by demonstrating an interest in rural electrification. 
A 1926 report noted, “ Whether from fear of government owner ship, from a desire 
to expand markets, or for some other motive, the public utility companies have re-
cently become aware of the  great importance of rural electrification.”1 Put simply 
by historian Abby Spinak, “the American power industry was deep in politics,” 
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and farm electrification played a role in the conflict between for- profit power com-
panies and other electricity stakeholders.2

NELA’s Efforts to Study Rural Electrification before 1923

Less than three years  after Thomas Edison illuminated parts of New York City 
in 1882, representatives of sixty- five power companies and electric- equipment 
manufacturing firms met for the first convention of the National Electric Light As-
sociation.3 The association’s revised constitution, taking effect in 1891, stated its 
goal “to foster and protect the interests of  those engaged in the commercial pro-
duction of electricity, for conversion into light, heat, or power.”4 Over the years, 
members altered the governing document to account for new classes of members 
and creation of state organ izations. In the further amended 1921 constitution, the 
organ ization established a more profound objective, namely, “to advance the art 
and science of the production, distribution and use of electrical energy for light, 
heat and power for public ser vice.”5

Electrification of farms did not appear impor tant to NELA members for several 
years  after the organ ization’s creation. A computer search for the words “farm” and 
“rural” in digitized convention proceedings resulted in only a few hits.6 Serious atten-
tion to rural electrification appeared to grow at the May 1910 convention, where 
several attendees expressed interest in Herman Russell’s pre sen ta tion on using high- 
voltage lines, designed for electric railways, to power nearby farms (described in the 
previous chapter). That concern appeared to prompt creation of a Committee on 
Electricity in Rural Districts in November 1910.7 The group (which included Russell 
as a member) began collecting information on farmers who already received electric-
ity from central station operators, and it inaugurated efforts to educate farmers 
through the technical and popu lar press.8 In its first published report, the committee 
in 1911 described beneficial uses of electricity on the farm— such as lighting, incuba-
tion of chicks, and charging batteries of electric vehicles. But significant impedi-
ments to widespread rural electrification remained, especially since the farmer still 
constituted part of the “ ‘show me’ class” that needed to “be convinced of the eco-
nom ical and practical value of electricity in performing his work before he  will spend 
his money” on electrical wiring and equipment.9 To do that persuading, the commit-
tee recommended advertising directed  toward farmers, including the use of cartoons 
published in newspapers (some of which exaggerated the value of electrification 
[figures 7.1, 7.2]) along with utility men learning more about the needs and desires 
of farmers.10 Much work remained to be done, of course, since “the majority of Cen-
tral Station companies are not active in getting business in the rural districts.”11
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Acknowledging that the subject of farm electrification had “to some extent, al-
ways been considered a joke” among utility men, according to one NELA member, 
the committee in 1913 demonstrated more nuance and understanding of prob lems 
and opportunities.12 Broken into discussions of rural electrification in the west-
ern, central, and eastern states, the group’s report highlighted marked regional 
differences. The representative of the eastern states committee commented on 

Fig. 7.1. Cartoon touting the labor- saving benefits of electricity on the farm, 1911. 
Source: John G. Learned, “Report of Committee on Electricity in Rural Districts,” 
NELA, Proceedings 40 (1911): 520.
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the obstacles to getting the large number of small farms in his area to use enough 
electricity to make ser vice profitable.13 By contrast, western states’ utilities that 
sold power to irrigators had  little difficulty in arguing for the value of electricity 
to farmers and to power companies.

Reflecting a diff er ent way of thinking about rural electrification, the authors 
of the central states report observed that utility companies should not seek farm 
customers directly. Despite the benefits that electricity could offer farmers, the 
man ag ers concluded simply, “The ‘farm business,’ as developed at pre sent, does not 

Fig. 7.2. Cartoon suggesting that electricity  will help retain kids on the farm, 1911. 
Source: John G. Learned, “Report of Committee on Electricity in Rural Districts,” 
NELA, Proceedings 40 (1911): 521.
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furnish the central- station companies with returns commensurate with the 
necessary capital investment.”14 But all was not lost. The document observed that 
utilities should remain  eager to string lines to operators of electricity- intensive 
activities in rural settings, such as coal mining, stone quarrying, gold dredging, 
grain elevating, and wood sawing.15 Once  these wires had been installed and 
largely paid for, extensions to nearby farms would make more economic sense. 
The farm business, in short, would be served as a by- product of working with 
rural industries that clearly warranted lines built to them.16

Rural electrification received sporadic attention in subsequent years, and espe-
cially during and  after World War I, when farmers prospered from selling crops 
to war- torn Eu rope. One man ag er of an Ohio utility reported that an increasing 
number of farmers had requested ser vice, but the com pany had not yet determined 
the best way to provide it. A few options existed for dealing with the large expense 
of building the lines, such as encouraging farmers to or ga nize themselves into as-
sociations and then selling power to them as a single entity; the groups would 
resell power to individuals using their own equipment. But that option required 
farmers to have specialized (and not widely held) technical abilities, according to 
power com pany men. Alternatively, farmers’ associations could build lines at their 
own expense and make a gift of them to utilities, which would then sell power and 
maintain the lines. That option also encountered likely prob lems,  because it re-
quired unexpected cooperation among the farmers in the organ izations. Fi nally, 
and seemingly most practically, utilities could deal with farmers on a piecemeal 
basis, having each finance the cost of the lines’ construction and then selling power 
at rates that compensated for maintenance, taxes, and depreciation. Of course, 
 these rates would exceed  those paid by town folk.17

As the Ohio executive discovered, utilities still needed to determine the best 
means of financing high lines. In general, man ag ers preferred to have farmers 
compensate companies in advance to install wires, transformers, meters, and as-
sociated equipment. Moreover, ruralites needed to learn that,  because of the ex-
tra expenses of providing equipment to them, they must pay (and not complain 
about) higher rates than urban customers enjoyed. They also had to employ more 
electricity- using equipment so their overall load (and bills) increased.

At the peak of farm wealth in 1920, utility man ag ers heard (or read) about scat-
tered efforts to deal with rural customers. Many uncertainties existed relating to the 
cost of ser vice and the ability of farmers to employ more load- consuming appliances 
and equipment, suggesting that central station men would need to pursue further 
investigations of them.18 But with two thousand farmers in Wisconsin already con-
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nected to systems and more asking for ser vice, wrote an Electrical World editorialist, 
the demand for rural electrification did not constitute a short- term craze. In several 
other states, the prob lem of serving farmers had started to become acute. “Central- 
station man ag ers cannot afford to ignore the situation,” he concluded.19

Si mul ta neously, demand for electricity in rural areas came from a diff er ent 
source— from  people taking part in the “back to the farm” movement. As early as 
1913, a man ag er observed that an increasing number of urbanites, who had become 
accustomed to “city con ve niences,” had applied to utility companies for lines to 
their rural abodes, though the “investment cost is obviously the  thing that stands 
in the way of supplying this ser vice.”20 Another utility official in 1921 reported that 
the same movement stimulated “an insistent demand for the con ve niences pro-
vided by modern electric ser vice which  were formerly enjoyed only by the resi-
dents of city sections.”21 Though not likely a major motivator for pushing rural 
electrification— since the population grew much more slowly in farming districts 
than in urban centers— the trend nevertheless attracted some attention and think-
ing about supplying power to  these previously neglected customers.22

To provide for rural demand, some power companies strung wires to points 
where individual farmers (or groups of them) constructed extensions to their 
homes and workplaces. But too often,  these farmers built inadequate lines that did 
not mea sure up to utility standards.23 While NELA’s Overhead Systems Commit-
tee realized that it needed to establish better standards, Grover Neff, the Wiscon-
sin utility executive (and committee member) admonished his colleagues in 1921 
to do more. He observed that the industry generally “did not look with  favor on 
the building of farm lines or the supplying of electric ser vices” to ruralites, regard-
ing this ser vice as “a troublesome and unprofitable business.”24 But he argued 
that “utilities have been somewhat asleep in not studying” rural electrification 
more effectively, and he urged them to cooperate with farmers to build better lines 
and gain their business.25

To pursue this work, NELA created a “Rural Lines Committee” in August 1921 
with Neff as chairman.26 The Electrical World complimented the organ ization for 
taking this step, noting that it would perform a “truly national ser vice of im mense 
social and economic value.” Beyond that reason, rural electrification offers “a 
means of pulling him [the farmer] out of some of the economic difficulties he is 
facing and enabling him to employ  labor saving devices to a degree comparable 
with other industries.”27 (By 1921, the farm recession had already hit hard, with 
many crop prices falling by more than half from their 1920 peak.) Committee 
members reported on at least one prob lem facing utilities as they considered serving 
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farmers, namely, the lack of understanding of the  actual costs of stringing wires 
to them. Apparently, every one recognized that ser vice in rural districts proved 
more costly than in cities, but  little reliable data existed about maintenance and 
operation expenses. The committee would try to determine  these costs, a NELA 
Bulletin article noted, though the author also cautioned, “ Unless rural electric 
ser vice is worth more than it costs[,] it should not be supplied.”28

Neff campaigned to help his colleagues realize that farm ser vice could have 
greater value than commonly believed. He argued in early 1922, for example, that 
growing rural demand for power should not be viewed as simply a “fad due to the 
war prosperity of the farmer,” partly  because electrical use could reduce  labor and 
animal expenses, thus making the cost of electric power justifiable to agricultur-
alists.29 More significantly, he warned that rural electrification should be under-
taken by utility companies before farmers developed their own approaches to 
obtain ser vice. He specifically pointed to the means by which ruralites haphaz-
ardly strung up telephone lines, without adhering to the communications indus-
try’s best practices. A similar effort to bring electricity to the farm “would be a 
menace that no electric light and power com pany can afford to incur.”30 He there-
fore urged his colleagues to address farm electrification in the same manner they 
had introduced electricity into factories fifteen or twenty years  earlier, when 
they helped manufacturers transition from the use of steam and  water power to 
electricity. By taking heed of the lessons learned in that experience, central sta-
tion companies could avoid  mistakes that might occur when electrifying farms.31

In another address to his colleagues, Neff integrated arguments of social equity 
and good business. At the end of his pre sen ta tion of the Rural Lines Committee 
report at the 1922 NELA conference, he observed that from an ethical point of 
view, the industry “cannot electrify the cities and small communities and leave 
nine tenths of the area of this country and one- fourth of its population without 
electric ser vice.”  After all, he continued, “farmers constitute a large and impor tant 
part of this nation and must be given proper and deserving attention.”32 But this 
notion of fairness also had a practical side, since neglecting farmers early in the 
1920s would drive rural citizens to find other means to obtain electricity, such as 
by building their own distribution systems that would ultimately connect to the 
utilities’ grids. The result of such a program would be disastrous,  because farm-
ers would control (within a de cade) “ten times as many miles of distribution sys-
tem as would be owned by the regular utilities.”33

In an eerily prescient manner, Neff warned his colleagues of what ultimately 
occurred through the  later intervention of the TVA and REA. “If the utility com-
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panies neglect to develop a satisfactory and reasonably standard fundamental 
plan for supplying rural ser vice[,] some other agency  will be forced to work out a 
plan for such ser vice[,] and this work  will be undertaken by  those who are not as 
close to or as vitally interested in the subject as ourselves.”34 J. C. Martin, Elec-
trical World’s western editor, reiterated Neff’s concern, observing that  unless 
utilities supply power to farmers, they  will obtain ser vice another way. “The 
question now is  whether we  will be able to come to a definite plan, to give the 
ser vice on a satisfactory basis,” he continued, “or  whether they  will be left to get 
it as best they can.”35 Further supporting this argument with more nuance, an-
other man ag er argued that as farmers saw more of their urban cousins get power 
and as transmission lines passed over their land (without providing ser vice to 
them), they would ultimately compel the regulatory commissions or legislatures 
to force utilities to sell electricity to them. But the government bodies would do so 
in a way that would disadvantage the power companies. Utility firms, he admon-
ished, needed to take the lead in rural electrification.36

Public Power Concerns

 Little doubt exists that Russell, Neff, and like- minded man ag ers firmly believed 
in the value—to farmers and power companies—of increasing the size of the ru-
ral market. But some utility men also sensed that rural electrification fit into a 
larger framework of challenges faced by the commercial power industry. In par-
tic u lar, they realized that the neglect of farmers might spur po liti cal and social 
pressure on utilities that would harm the industry’s standing.

Apprehension about government control of the central station power business 
had a substantial history by the 1920s. Emerging during the Progressive Era of 
American politics, the rapidly growing electric utility business invited compari-
son to the railroad industry. Apparent abuses by some transportation firms, which 
had become de facto monopolies that charged high freight fees in several markets, 
spurred establishment of federal and state regulation.37 To prevent similar corpo-
rate exploitation of electricity customers, policymakers pursued two approaches. In 
one, states established regulatory commissions (or expanded the scope of al-
ready existing railroad oversight bodies) to supervise companies’ operations and 
rates. But even before regulation of electric companies became commonplace  after 
1907, many city governments  adopted an alternative approach, by creating utility 
departments to provide electricity in the same way as they supplied  water and 
other necessities.38 Reformers and muckraking journalists often touted the ben-
efits of  these “public power” (government- run) entities, which paid no dividends 
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to shareholders and which remained immune (in theory) to corruption, suggest-
ing that they more closely aligned their interests with  those of the  people they 
served. By 1900, several metropolises, such as Chicago, Detroit, and Columbus, 
Ohio, had established electricity providers.39 Many smaller cities joined the pub-
lic power movement; in the de cade  after 1896, the number of municipal electric 
systems tripled.40 Seattle and Los Angeles joined the ranks of public system op-
erators in 1910 and 1917, respectively. From 815 in 1902, the count of city- run power 
providers jumped to a peak of 2,581 in 1922.41

While growing in numbers,  these public power systems declined in overall 
influence as private electric companies consolidated with  others and extended 
their reach beyond individual cities. Exploitation of technological change made 
some of this growth pos si ble: since the 1890s, engineering firms developed means 
to transmit electricity at higher voltages, as noted  earlier in discussions of trans-
mission from Niagara Falls and from the Sierra Nevada mountains. During World 
War I, electric utilities began interconnecting with  those in other cities as a way 
to provide emergency backup power and for improving overall efficiencies in con-
verting fuel to electricity.42 The ability to link companies in this manner also 
made management of formerly autonomous power systems feasible, encouraging 
efforts to integrate several small firms into large entities. Entrepreneurial man ag-
ers often used the holding com pany structure, promoted by S. Z. Mitchell and 
his Electric Bond and Share firm, as an effective tool to make the power produc-
ers more financially and operationally efficient.43

Through the use of new transmission technologies and holding companies, 
commercial utilities flourished, especially as regulatory bodies in most states 
provided the appearance of keeping them in check.44 Municipal utilities, by con-
trast, remained small and geo graph i cally constrained, offering power to a small 
fraction of the nation’s customers: even during the heyday of their existence in 
1922, municipal utilities served only about 13  percent of all electricity users and 
earned just 8  percent of total revenue from electricity sales.45

Despite their firms’ apparent dominance, leaders of the commercial central sta-
tion companies viewed the threat of public power as real and significant. Advo-
cacy groups (such as the Public Owner ship League of Amer i ca), academics, and 
policymakers kept the threat alive by asserting the superiority of government- 
owned utility networks.46 Meanwhile, new challenges emerged occasionally. 
Most impor tant, perhaps, the federal government made inroads into controlling 
the nation’s waterways— the source of energy for hydroelectric plants— during the 
first de cades of the twentieth  century.47 In some cases, public power advocates 
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cleverly introduced the idea that government- run electricity- producing entities 
could serve rural citizens in a way that profit- seeking power companies would not. 
By  doing so, promoters joined the ideas of rural electrification with public power 
and put utilities on the defensive.

George Norris of Nebraska, a Progressive Republican US senator and backer of 
President Theodore Roo se velt’s efforts to regulate big businesses, was an ardent 
advocate for public owner ship of hydroelectric resources. Since before World War 
I, when Congress debated a proposal to dam the Hetch Hetchy valley of Yosemite 
National Park to supply  water to the growing San Francisco population, Norris 
had argued that river systems constituted national trea sures that should not be 
relinquished to private industry. Though he endorsed construction of the dam 
in 1913 legislation (something that environmental preservationists opposed), he 
fought against the interests of commercial power companies, especially Pacific 
Gas and Electric Com pany, which he felt would obtain favorable treatment for 
making and transporting power.48 Norris continued supporting public owner ship 
of government- protected resources by effectively blocking Henry Ford’s attempts 
(begun in 1921) to purchase the Muscle Shoals dam on the Tennessee River.49 
Built during the war to produce nitrates for manufacturing explosives, the hydro-
electric fa cil i ty became the source of congressional controversy; the senator led 
Congress to pass legislation for establishing a federal power system in the Tennes-
see Valley, with the dam as the centerpiece, but Presidents Coo lidge in 1928 and 
Hoover in 1931 vetoed the initiatives.50

In his opposition to private takeovers of  water resources, Norris expressed mis-
givings about the “power trust,” made up of large corporations that, according to 
critics in the 1910s and 1920s, held excessive control over society.51 In par tic u lar, 
Norris referred to large manufacturing and financial firms (such as General Elec-
tric) and central station power companies, which allegedly charged high prices that 
hindered the socially beneficial potential of widespread electrification.52 The same 
distrust of power firms spurred him to suggest, in 1925, that the Federal Trade Com-
mission (FTC) scrutinize utility com pany practices. His idea gained support in 1927 
from Thomas Walsh, a Demo cratic senator from Montana, and in the following 
year, the FTC started examining utilities’ lobbying and public relations efforts to 
influence attitudes about government- owned and for- profit power entities. The 
investigation ultimately yielded useful information for utility industry critics.53

Norris harmonized in his public power views with Gifford Pinchot, who had 
served as the first Chief of the US Forest Ser vice  under President Theodore Roo se-
velt and as a member of the Country Life Commission.  Because of Norris’s work to 
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gain public control of natu ral resources, Pinchot in 1917 asked the senator to 
serve as a director of the National Conservation Commission, an organ ization cre-
ated in 1909 largely to support federal initiatives in  water power and mineral 
leasing.54 Unable to take the position, Norris nevertheless worked with Pinchot 
and supported the latter’s unsuccessful campaign to become Pennsylvania’s US 
senator in 1914.55

Winning election as the state’s governor in 1922, however, Pinchot demon-
strated his reformist inclination by proposing a public power plan known as 
“ Giant Power,” which incorporated the advancement of rural electrification. Wed-
ding Progressive Era philosophy about government’s ability to enhance the lives 
of everyday  people, his distaste for the power trust, and new opportunities made 
pos si ble by evolving transmission technology, Pinchot sought to establish a novel 
system: generating plants located near coal mines would produce power for trans-
mission by high- voltage lines to population centers.56 Among other efficiencies, 
the approach would reduce the need to haul coal via rail lines to power plants in 
(or near) cities, a practice that caused logistical prob lems during World War I.57 
Morris Cooke, an engineering con sul tant, served as the plan’s chief architect, hav-
ing already earned his activist credentials by forcing the Philadelphia Electric 
Com pany to reduce rates in 1916.58 Both he and the governor felt that the state 
regulatory body had not done enough to limit the expansion of profits by what ap-
peared to be a “growing electric mono poly” (as Pinchot called it a few years  after 
the public debate).59 “ Either we must control electric power,” Pinchot wrote in the 
 Giant Power report in 1925, “or its masters and  owners  will control us.”60

Significantly for rural citizens, the proposed system would make electric ser-
vice more widely available.61 Given the apparent disinterest by private companies 
to supply power to farming districts,  Giant Power would depend on creation of 
citizen- owned distribution companies.62  These organ izations would use their 
members’ manpower and other local resources (along with borrowed money) to 
construct distribution lines and install auxiliary equipment, such as transformers, 
and then partner with state government to purchase electricity from  Giant Power 
transmission companies. Rural customers would therefore get electricity, but out-
side the framework of the established utility industry. As one Pennsylvania rural 
ser vice advocate, Harold Evans, observed, “If the private companies do not do it 
[rural electrification], public owner ship  will be tried.”63

Some of  these membership groups already existed in the United States. Farm-
ers in Petersburg, Illinois, enjoyed success in 1911 when building thirty miles of lines 
that served fifty farms. Paying a minimum charge of $2 per month (in addition 
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to the cost of the poles, transformers, lightning arrestors, and associated equip-
ment), the  owners bought power from a nearby central station com pany. When 
the utility planned to build a transmission line between two communities, other 
farmers offered  free access across their properties if they could install step- down 
transformers, bought by the landowners, and obtain power for their own use. 
The utility agreed, and it sold electricity at “town rates.” According to a census 
report, the arrangement worked well for the firm  because all the equipment was 
“owned by the customers, so that the com pany is without investment on their ac-
count.” But farmers benefited too,  because they “fitted up their places with elec-
trical equipment, installing pumps, motors, fans, irons, bathroom heaters, and 
other appliances.”64

Such arrangements succeeded when farmers had enough capital to invest in 
distribution lines and when they could manage the system effectively. To rationalize 
this pro cess, some farmers in the early twentieth  century established cooperative 
consumer associations, also known as co- ops.65 Based on models in American 
agriculture (pursued by the Granger movement starting in the late 1860s, for 
instance) and by practicable examples in Eu rope and Canada, the co- ops raised 
capital with membership fees and often purchased  wholesale power from nearby 
central stations. They then sold electricity at attractive prices, but high enough to 
produce a surplus for maintenance. One co-op in Idaho, formed in 1919, required 
its original eighty- two members to pay membership fees of $125 each, which en-
abled it to build nineteen miles of distribution lines. It purchased power at an av-
erage rate of 2.5 cents per kWh and sold it at a rate comparable to that paid by 
city customers. Beyond charging reasonable prices, the organ izations returned any 
excess above costs to the farmer- owners.66 Before 1935, forty- five similar co- ops ex-
isted in the United States, aided by establishment of laws in a few states that 
enabled the associations to operate legally as nonprofit entities. The preponder-
ance of them distributed power in Idaho, Washington, Iowa, Minnesota, and Wis-
consin. In Washington State, the co- ops benefited from purchasing power from 
nearby municipal utilities at relatively low prices.67

But not all co- ops fared as well. In fact, most of  these organ izations failed, includ-
ing several established in the 1920s in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Iowa, and Nebraska. 
As noted by the Federal Emergency Relief Administration in May 1935, many 
co- ops lapsed  because of poor financial and operational management.68 In one 
dramatic case, an Ohio co-op lacked sufficient capital to maintain its lines, 
such that a wire- bearing pole collapsed during a storm and killed a child.69 Addition-
ally, laws in several states did not permit the creation of the nonprofit organ izations. 
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And, of course, the co- ops suffered  because private power companies discouraged 
their existence. The government report noted some examples in which utilities sold 
power to the co- ops at such high rates that members could not afford to care for 
the lines, giving companies the opportunity to purchase them at a discount. Some 
of the firms then raised rates or discontinued ser vice on unprofitable lines.70

Pennsylvania did not get the chance to employ the co-op concept  because of the 
ultimate defeat of the  Giant Power proposal in the state legislature in 1926.71 Crit-
ics successfully attacked the initiative, arguing, for example, that it constituted 
an effort to convert a private industry into a state- run enterprise.72 The utility trade 
journal, Electrical World, branded the plan as “radical” and paraphrased the gov-
ernor as saying, “If the pre sent trend  toward mono poly by electric utility compa-
nies is not soon checked, . . .  the  people in self- defense may be forced to public 
owner ship of  these utilities.”73 One utility official attacked the governor on grounds 
that the plan simply constituted a means for him to gain support for his ambitions 
to become the US president. He attempted to discredit the governor by associat-
ing Pinchot with public- ownership advocate Carl Thompson, described as a “so-
cialist” and “communist.”74 The governor’s promise to bring electricity to farms 
drew censure too, since (according to opponents of Pinchot’s plan) the utility in-
dustry already provided power to farmers who consumed enough electricity to 
make the use practical for customers and companies.75

Supporters of  Giant Power and other public power plans, such as intellectually 
influential members of the Regional Planning Association of Amer i ca, often 
pointed to the apparent success of the government power network in Ontario, 
Canada.76 Created in 1906, the provincial government’s Hydro- Electric Power 
Commission (HEPC) initially derived power from a plant at Niagara Falls. Most 
notable for its impact among American utilities, the Canadian system, since 1911, 
explic itly took mea sures to bring power to farmers.77 This work gained the attention 
of rural electrification proponents in the United States, especially  after 1921, 
when Ontario offered subsidies of up to 50  percent for construction of transmis-
sion and distribution lines while also lending money to citizens to purchase elec-
trical equipment.78 Meanwhile, customers appeared to pay less for electricity than 
their counter parts on the American side of the border. In the eyes of many observ-
ers, the commission’s work symbolized the  great value of government control of 
electric power resources.

To combat the possibility of similar publicly owned systems emerging in the 
United States, the utility industry decried the HEPC as socialist and repugnant to 
American values. Funded by NELA, consulting engineer William Murray argued 
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in a widely distributed report that private companies produced cheaper and more 
reliable power without the burden of government owner ship— a type of manage-
ment that “eliminates all incentive for gain and . . .  initiative.”79 Though Ontario 
utility man ag ers refuted the report, NELA officials continued releasing studies 
critical of the Canadian system. One publication asserted that the HEPC may have 
offered cheaper electricity but only  because of unfair government advantages and 
by pricing power at below cost.80

In another effort to disparage the Canadian system, NELA paid University of 
Minnesota professor Earl A. Stewart (an agricultural physicist who directed the 
work done by his state’s Committee on the Relation of Electricity to Agriculture) 
to travel to Ontario in 1925 and 1926.81 As a supposedly disinterested academic, 
Stewart wrote a report that NELA officials described as “authoritative.”82 It noted 
that the provincial government subsidized the cost of electricity to rural customers, 
which explained why rates appeared lower than  those in the United States. More-
over, the province- run utility only extended power to the “richest agricultural 
districts,” which included some suburban areas that had a relatively large num-
ber of customers per mile, ensuring copious consumption and making the average 
distribution cost look smaller.83 At least one editorial writer used Stewart’s argu-
ments as evidence against Senator Norris’s claims that the Canadian power sys-
tem constituted a “brilliant success.” (The legislator drove to Ontario in the 
summer of 1925 to gain firsthand experience of the provincial system.)84 “Personal 
investigation by Professor Stewart, a recognized authority upon application of elec-
tricity to farm uses,” a 1927 Boston Herald news piece recounted, “shows that 
Ontario farmers have no advantage over American farmers.”85 Despite further re-
buttals from Canadian authorities to Stewart’s report (and  others that followed), 
NELA continued to denigrate HEPC’s rural electrification work, as did prominent 
utility officials.86 Wigginton Creed, president of California’s Pacific Gas and Elec-
tric Com pany, observed that Ontario’s farmers paid twice as much as farmers in 
his territory while “obtaining precisely the same ser vice.”87 (Of course, Golden 
State farmers consumed huge amounts of power for irrigation purposes and there-
fore paid exceedingly low rates.)

With similar intentions to discredit the idea of public power, the private util-
ity industry attacked other ventures. In 1924, for example, it focused its ire on a 
proposal to extend ser vice from the Seattle and Tacoma municipal electric systems 
to rural areas beyond city lines. Arguing that such extensions would have served 
as “the entering wedge for a much wider program of putting the State into the light 
and power business to supersede private enterprise,” public relations officials of a 
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regional industry association worked diligently to sway voters.88 The successful ef-
fort to defeat the plan may have benefited from the influence of newspaper edito-
rialists, some of whom argued that ruralites would end up paying for unprofitable 
investments made by city utilities. “The farmer is again the goat,” observed the 
Shelton (WA) Mason County Journal; worse, the initiative constituted “a bit of so-
cialism which has for its real object the advancement of state owner ship.”89 An 
editorial in a rural California newspaper commented on the trend of ballot mea-
sures to give increasing control over the electric power system to municipalities, 
and it advised readers to vote against them.90

Despite defeating several public power propositions, utility men realized that 
the threat of government intervention remained real, especially in the realm of 
rural electrification. NELA’s director of publicity, George F. Oxley, said as much 
when he communicated with a Nebraska colleague in February 1924. Comment-
ing on efforts within the state that sought, like  those in Washington, to erect power 
lines from municipal organ izations to rural customers, Oxley observed that “power 
companies sooner or  later must extend their lines into rural communities” though 
they should not do so at a loss. But if companies do not supply the power, then 
farmers  will eventually demand some form of government entity to supply it to 
them—an undesirable outcome for the private industry, obviously.91 A utility of-
ficial in 1925 noted candidly that his colleagues supported rural electrification 
efforts as a public relations move, in part  because of his feeling “that the next 
po liti cal and economic cyclone  will prob ably originate on the farm, and . . .  we 
want to be pretty good friends of the farmers when that starts.”92

Happily, observed Oxley, the industry had already begun to address this prob-
lem by creation of state affiliates to the Committee on the Relation of Electricity 
to Agriculture (see next two chapters for details.) The organ izations had begun 
partnering with several stakeholders, and their establishment constituted “a good 
piece of public relations work” to examine farm applications of power that would 
make the business profitable.93 Earl White, director of the national CREA, harmo-
nized with the value of such work. Attending an NELA committee meeting in 
1927, he observed “that rural electrification is one of the most impor tant public- 
relations activities and public- relations prob lems of to- day.”94 The twenty- three 
state CREA organ izations then in existence, he noted, had been carry ing out in-
vestigations that should build electricity consumption on farms in such a way that 
the rates charged to them  will become more reasonable. To help maintain the re-
search and public relations ele ments of the CREAs’ work, utility companies 
should appoint at least one person in each firm to work with farmers, White urged. 
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He also encouraged NELA to continue advertising in agricultural publications. 
Other industry men concurred, noting that rural electrification should “be con-
sidered a very impor tant part of the public- relations- work.”95

In sum, the demand for electrical ser vice to farmers appeared to cause a pub-
lic relations quandary for utility officials who also confronted attacks by public 
power advocates. Utility men responded—at least in part—by studying prob lems 
associated with farm electrification as early as 1910 and by establishing the CREA 
in 1923. In thanking a bulletin editor for sending him an article describing the 
organ ization’s formation, NELA’s Nebraska director of public relations in 1926 can-
didly confessed, “As strange as it may seem[,] the electric industry is not anxious 
to have the farmers calling for electric ser vice”  because of the  great expense to es-
tablish it. However, he also noted that “when public opinion becomes centered 
on any subject[,] it demands careful and thoughtful attention”— attention that 
would be provided by further research on rural electrification.96

The Global Perspective on Rural Electrification

Focusing on American po liti cal pressures helps explain some of the utility in-
dustry’s motivation for seeking, albeit less- than- enthusiastically, greater rural 
electrification in the 1920s. But the movement to extend power lines to farmers 
did not only occur in the United States. In several other technologically advanced 
countries, rural advocates promoted efforts that can be viewed as an international 
phenomenon. In other words, po liti cal and industry leaders throughout industrial 
nations had become attuned to the benefits of providing central station power 
beyond the cities. The pursuit of rural electrification occurred within a global 
dialogue, one in which American utility man ag ers participated.

Opponents of farm electrification in the United States could have gained en-
couragement from events occurring in  England in the 1920s. Suffering a period 
of “rural stagnation”  after World War I,97  England operated a fragmented power 
network, which improved when the government established an integrated and 
more efficient national grid in 1926.98 But pro gress in rural districts did not come 
easily, in large part  because of farmers’ supposed reluctance to use much electric-
ity. The country’s most prominent farm electrification champion, R. Borlase 
Matthews, acknowledged as much. An electrical engineer who tested vari ous ap-
plications of electricity on his six- hundred- acre estate, Matthews observed, “The 
fact is often entirely overlooked that agriculture is a very speculative business, and 
further, the farmer has lost much money in trying out new inventions.” Moreover, 
he commented, since the farmer “does not properly understand mechanical 
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contrivances— especially if they are electrical—it is but  little won der that he is a 
bit chary when electrical schemes are propounded to him.”99

Matthews nevertheless thought electrification of farms would ultimately prove 
beneficial, and he spurred the Royal Agricultural Society of  England to examine 
the subject.100 A research report published in 1924 concluded that not enough evi-
dence existed to verify claims that electricity stimulated the growth of seeds nor 
that electricity could sterilize milk eco nom ically, for example. Neither did high- 
voltage electric currents enhance crop production more than other methods (such 
as plant breeding or improvements in loosening the subsoil).101 And while electric-
ity could power small motors, which clearly had advantages over gasoline en-
gines in terms of simplicity, cost, and robustness, they would only be used for a 
few hours each week, making them perhaps less valuable than  horses or tractors. 
Meanwhile, Matthews noted that the consumption of electricity on farms— for 
lighting and related amenities (such as for irons and some  house hold appliances)— 
would remain “absurdly small,” making central station power ser vice to farms 
unattractive.102

Most En glish authorities seemed to agree with this assessment. Harmonizing 
with the view of many American utility man ag ers, an En glish critic of rural elec-
trification via distribution lines believed that a more promising ave nue consisted 
of using isolated power plants to provide electricity for lighting and occasional mo-
tor use.103 And while electricity eventually found its way through the national 
network to small rural towns, the lines rarely extended to farms. By 1942, only 
about 25  percent of farms in  England and Wales had access to central station 
power, and more than half of them used electricity for just lighting and a few 
 house hold appliances.104

Outside of  England, however, the practice and prospects of rural electrification 
work appeared more encouraging, as utility officials related at the first World 
Power Conference, convened in London in June and July 1924.105 In one confer-
ence session, speakers from Denmark explained that their country had a long his-
tory of financing agricultural pursuits through cooperative socie ties, with the 
first electricity co-op established around 1900.  These groups of ruralites pledged 
their farmlands and building assets as collateral for obtaining loans from banks 
and private investors, enabling large numbers of farmers to obtain power for light-
ing and motors. In an unanticipated fashion, the orga nizational work helped es-
tablish a class of consulting engineers who further advanced rural electrification 
work in the country.106 By 1924, about one- third of farms and rural areas obtained 
electricity, even though supplying power in the small country evidenced similar 
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prob lems that power distribution entities discovered elsewhere— namely, that it 
required a considerable investment to serve sparsely populated customers.107

Other Eu ro pean nations also demonstrated increasing commitments to rural 
electrification. In Norway, the abundance of waterfalls and rapidly flowing  water 
provided the resources for several hydroelectric plants. As early as 1906, the gov-
ernment took steps to retain control of them and to distribute power to a dispersed 
population.108 With more than half the country’s population living in rural areas 
 until  after World War II, the nation’s farmers held significant po liti cal power, and 
many gained access to electricity.109 A similar environment existed in Switzerland, 
also rich in  water power, where residents (rural and urban) had largely displaced all 
other lighting systems with  those operated by electricity in the early 1920s.110 
And even in countries that depended on fossil fuels, many seemed to offer elec-
tricity to a greater proportion of farmers than in the United States. A 1934 survey 
of rural electrification sponsored by the US Department of Agriculture observed 
that about 60  percent of German farmsteads obtained central station power in 
1927. Meanwhile, about 71  percent of French communes (the equivalent of civil 
townships and municipalities, half of which remained rural) received electric ser-
vice in 1930.111

In many of  these and other countries (such as Canada [in Ontario], Australia, 
New Zealand, Denmark, Finland, Sweden, France, and Czecho slo va kia), govern-
ments took a leading role in owning, subsidizing, or regulating electric power 
systems. Several provided electrical ser vices as a supplement to  those offered by 
private industry. Frequently, planners in  these nations viewed the creation of in-
terconnected electrical systems (serving urban residents, industries, and rural 
customers) as ele ments of national security and industrial policies.112

The po liti cal importance of providing central station ser vice for farms grew in 
Rus sia too, with the Soviet government extending power lines beyond cities. His-
torian Jonathan Coopersmith noted that rural generating stations “served as vis-
i ble signs of pro gress, showing the peasant that the interests of the  people  were 
the interests of the party.” The national government provided technical and ad-
ministrative assistance to regional electrification companies, funded by large 
industrial firms and cooperatives, such that 651 rural stations existed by the end 
of 1926. Along with power that came from seventy- seven factory plants, the gen-
eration capacity for farm use totaled 17.9 MW in that year.113

Local and unique situations spurred rural electrification in some countries. In 
Sweden, the onset of hostilities during World War I (despite the country’s neutral-
ity) caused it to lose access to traditional supplies of oil and coal, which it used to 
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produce most of its power. The nation turned to exploiting its hydroelectric re-
sources, located in rural areas, which provided power to nearby farms, such that 
40  percent of the country’s tilled land (not necessarily 40  percent of farms) 
obtained access to electricity by 1925.114 And in Germany, where about half of 
farms already enjoyed electrical lighting in 1921, the enthusiasm for purchasing 
electrical wires and equipment grew during the country’s hyperinflationary period 
in the early 1920s. According to one observer, the rapid loss in the purchasing 
power of the nation’s currency “encouraged farmers to spend their money [for elec-
trical wares] instead of hoarding it.”115

At the same time, national governments often provided ser vices for rural resi-
dents to promote establishment of electric cooperatives (as was done in Denmark). 
The organ izations benefited by avoiding the capital costs incurred when building 
their own power plants, since they purchased power generated by government- 
owned and private companies, as was the case in Sweden. In Germany, co- ops 
also took advantage of the ability to erect distribution lines from one farm house 
to another over private property, in a way that would likely not be permitted if for- 
profit companies owned the wires.116

Farm electrification advocates in the United States employed examples of for-
eign accomplishments as rhetorical and po liti cal weapons. Ontario’s HEPC served 
as the most potent example during the 1920s  because it provided power from the 
same hydroelectric source at Niagara Falls as an American utility and  because of 
obvious similarities between the United States and Canada. In an influential 1934 
report on revitalizing the Mississippi Valley, Morris Cooke spotlighted Ontario’s 
public utility system and the value of government’s involvement in stringing lines 
to farms.117

Soon  after its creation, the Rural Electrification Administration promoted itself 
as a way to help the United States gain parity with the more enlightened countries 
in the world, often by shaming the private power industry. Perhaps expressing 
widespread racist attitudes, Morris Cooke in a 1935 radio address noted that 
Americans commonly viewed “Orientals as backward.” Nevertheless, “in Japan, 
over nine homes out of  every ten are benefited by electric ser vice.” He also 
observed that (by selectively choosing facts) “in Canada, we find the publicly 
owned Ontario Hydro- Electric System . . .  providing current  free of charge in ru-
ral areas to operate electric washing machines, radios, and electric  house hold 
pumps.”118 And in a 1936 pamphlet that provided answers to  those seeking to start 
electric cooperatives, the REA indicated that only about 12  percent of farms in the 
United States enjoyed central station ser vice. That number compared unfavorably 
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to Germany, where 90  percent of ruralites obtained power. Farmers in Belgium, 
Holland, and Switzerland received “almost universal ser vice,” while more than 
half did in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark. (The REA publicized foreign superi-
ority in rural electrification with the graphic shown in figure 7.3.) Even New Zea-
land served more than half its farmers with electricity. Providing a  little nuance 
to  these numbers by observing that the “rural population of most of  these coun-
tries is more congested than that of the United States,” the publication neverthe-
less asserted that “the American farmer should share in the relative prosperity and 
high standards of living” afforded by widespread electricity use.119

That refrain appeared as the preface of an article written in the 1940 Yearbook 
of Agriculture (published by the US Department of Agriculture, into which the REA 
had been absorbed in 1939). REA economist Robert Beall observed that 95  percent 
of French farm families received central station power in 1935, while the number 
reached 85  percent in Denmark and 100  percent in Holland. Ninety  percent of 
German and Japa nese farms obtained electricity as well, he noted. In the article’s 

Fig. 7.3. REA graphic suggesting that electrification of American farms lagged 
 behind that in other countries. Source: Rural Electrification News 1, no. 8 
(April 1936): 7.
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first sentence, the author made the significant point that “[t]he most advanced 
country in the world in the use of modern methods in industry and agriculture . . .  
has lagged astonishingly in making electricity available to farm communities.” 
Beall qualified this assertion (on the second page) by observing that conditions in 
 these countries differed from  those in the United States, including “density of pop-
ulation, type of farming, per capita income, and form of government.”120 Even 
with  these caveats, the publication made it appear that rural electrification in 
Amer i ca lagged woefully  behind that in other countries.

Rural electrification did not top the list of priorities for power com pany man ag-
ers in the United States. Utility executives realized that serving farms would be 
expensive and not immediately rewarding in most cases. Nevertheless, an under-
current movement of support for farm power emerged, spearheaded by  people 
like Grover Neff. Moreover, leaders of the movement tapped into, consciously or 
other wise, other forces and circumstances surrounding them. When impor tant 
po liti cal figures (such as Senator Norris and Governor Pinchot) advocated govern-
ment intrusions into the power industry— with explicit ramifications for rural 
electrification— industry officials felt obliged to respond publicly and effectively. 
They did so in part by establishing formal committees, starting in 1910 within 
NELA, to examine the farm electrification prob lem more systematically. The 
 people involved in  these committees took their work seriously, as the detailed re-
ports produced for NELA and other publications suggest.

 These informational and research efforts assumed even greater meaning as 
American utility engineers and man ag ers looked at their counter parts’ work in 
other countries. While all nations faced similar economic challenges in electrify-
ing sparsely distributed farms, many developed responses that enabled larger 
percentages of rural populations to obtain power. Of course, government support 
proved critical in some countries where rural electrification constituted ele ments 
of po liti cal, social, and industrial policies in ways that did not comport with Amer-
ican notions of  free enterprise.121 Nevertheless, the publicizing of such experi-
ences bolstered utility critics’ arguments that private firms disadvantaged rural 
citizens in the United States by controlling too much of the electric system.

Not surrendering to private power detractors, com pany officials took issue with 
rural electrification advocates. Aside from their rebuttals to claims made about the 
Ontario power system in the 1920s, utility leaders responded emphatically to as-
sertions made by Morris Cooke, for example. In a 1935 article, trade association 
man ag er Howard Bennion countered the REA administrator’s claims, such as the 
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The Unexpected Public Relations Value  131

assertion of Japa nese supremacy in electrifying farms, which he argued compared 
dissimilar data. (Cooke noted that 90  percent of all [rural and urban] Japa nese 
homes had been electrified, while only 10  percent of American farms received 
central- station power.)122 He also reiterated the notion, made by Canadian re-
searchers in 1924, that the densities of rural populations differed in other coun-
tries, making comparisons between the United States and elsewhere unrealistic.123 
Overall, Bennion argued that Amer i ca had not become “a backward nation in ru-
ral electrification,” despite Cooke’s claims that drew on incomplete or even non-
ex is tent statistics from other countries. Instead, American power companies had 
pursued rural electrification efforts vigorously and effectively.124

But such subtle arguments did not carry much weight in the public discourse, 
and utility man ag ers likely felt considerable pressure to electrify more farms, or 
at least to explore vis i ble ways to do so. Perhaps the greatest impetus to accelerate 
rural electrification initiatives came from industry critics who pointed to the 
work done in the Canadian province of Ontario. Indeed, historian Ronald Kline 
has argued plausibly that creation of NELA’s Rural Lines Committee in August 1921 
“hardly seems coincidental” with Ontario Hydro’s mea sures (the result of a law 
passed in April 1921) taken to construct additional transmission and distribution 
lines to rural areas and to subsidize farm electrification.125

In short, concerns about the public power movement and claims about the “suc-
cess” of foreign countries’ work on rural electrification understandably put utility 
man ag ers on the defensive.  These pressures suggested that even modest attempts 
to advance rural electrification work, such as creation of committees within NELA, 
would have significant public relations value.
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While it may seem obvious  today, the practical value of electricity had not yet 
become evident to farmers in the 1920s. To be sure, most of them acknowl-

edged that the energy form would illuminate rooms safely and power pumps to 
bring  water into their homes. In addition, electricity would enhance the lives of 
farm  women, allowing them to enjoy the con ve niences of urban life, such as ma-
chines that cleaned clothes and cooked meals. Electric power would make life more 
enjoyable for  children too, reducing their incentive to flee to the city when they 
grew up.

But farmers, especially the millions who suffered economic hardships in the 
1920s, did not necessarily view  these advantages as worthy of investments in a 
distribution line and new electrical equipment. Even when some ruralites paid for 
wires to their properties, they did not necessarily use electricity productively to 
do much more than light their  houses and barns. In fact, their patterns of con-
sumption vexed and disturbed the experts, as noted by Wisconsin agricultural 
engineers in 1923: “Too many farmers are literally ‘killing the goose that laid the 
golden egg,’ ” they wrote. “That is,  after they have gone to the expense of from 
$300 to $500 a piece to pay the cost of building a line through their territory, they 
hang a 50 watt bulb at the far end when it is completed.” At the same time,  these 
researchers highlighted an enigma faced by farmers; they observed that “ there is 
not enough electrical machinery developed at the pre sent time which the farmer 
can use profitably to make it pos si ble for him to become a large consumer.”1 In 

Chapter Eight

The Industry Organizes the CREA

 There are no data available now to show the exact part that electric ser vice 
can play in increasing farm efficiency.

— electrical world editorial, 1922
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other words, while farmers may have known of potentially labor- saving electrified 
equipment, they lacked confidence in its economic viability.

Rural electrification proponents within the power industry sought to resolve the 
quandary by creating the national Committee on the Relation of Electricity to Agri-
culture (CREA) and its state affiliates. The establishment of  these groups marks the 
industry’s commitment to pursue electrification of farms through research and 
demonstration. The effort may have been stimulated by increasingly vocal criticism 
from outside the industry. Even so, some man ag ers, such as Grover Neff, appeared 
to harbor pure motives, and they applied scientific approaches to overcome hin-
drances to widespread use of electricity on farms. Cleverly, the rural electrification 
proponents established relationships with other stakeholders, yielding more sub-
stantive outcomes than could have been achieved by the industry alone.

Formal Organ izations Created

The undercurrent advocates of farm electrification won institutional victories 
with the creation of formal research groups. As noted  earlier, the National Electric 
Light Association established the Committee on Electricity in Rural Districts, 
which metamorphosed into the Rural Lines Committee in 1921, chaired by Gro-
ver Neff. Perhaps motivated by fears of public power expansion, rural electrifica-
tion promoters within the industry took further action: on 11 September 1922, 
committee members met with leaders of the American Farm Bureau Federation 
(AFBF), a national advocacy organ ization founded in 1920.2 The AFBF had strong 
connections with the extension ser vices of land- grant colleges and appropriated 
many issues of modernization that had been pursued by state and local farm as-
sociations since the early 1910s. According to historian James Shideler, the AFBF 
emerged as part of a movement that aimed to acquire “for agriculture a place in 
the business world.”3 At the end of 1922, the federation represented forty- six state 
bureaus and claimed 772,634 individual members.4

At the meeting, NELA committee members admitted that the “demand for ru-
ral electric ser vice has produced an acute and embarrassing situation for the 
electrical industry due largely to the new and undeveloped state of the use of elec-
trical energy on the farm.”5 (The word “embarrassing” in the statement suggests 
that utility leaders recognized the significance of growing criticism.) Perceiving 
a need to involve other stakeholders, NELA and AFBF agents met on 8 March 1923 
with representatives of the US Department of Agriculture and the American So-
ciety of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE), who agreed to create a national organ-
ization that would coordinate vari ous groups’ work on farm electrification.6 That 
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effort gelled with the establishment on 11 September 1923 of the national Commit-
tee on the Relation of Electricity to Agriculture, consisting of twelve members. Three 
acted on behalf of the AFBF, four came from NELA, and one each represented the 
American Society of Agricultural Engineers, a trade group of isolated electric plant 
manufacturers, and the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, and Interior.7 (In 
1924, NELA added two members, and the National Grange won initial repre sen ta-
tion.) The Farm Bureau Federation’s original membership on the committee in-
cluded its second president, Oscar E. Bradfute, and its secretary- treasurer, J. W. 
Coverdale. Grover Neff, one of NELA’s representatives, also served as CREA’s 
secretary- treasurer. Earl A. White was appointed CREA’s director, receiving a salary 
paid by the supporting groups and office space in Chicago provided by the AFBF.8

The choice of White (figure 8.1) to direct the national CREA appears judicious. 
 After receiving the nation’s first PhD in agricultural engineering from Cornell 
University in 1917, White taught at the University of Illinois for seven years and 
became an expert in the mathe matics of tractor plows. A published biographi-
cal sketch commented that “Dr. White prob ably has done more than any other 
man . . .  to bring plow design from an art to a science.”9 In 1921, he won election 
as president of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers, an organ ization 
founded in 1907, whose members labored at land- grant institutions and a few Ca-
nadian schools that had similar educational traditions.10 With such an academic 
and professional background, White held prestige as a formidable and presumably 
unbiased researcher. NELA’s leaders chose a professional who could rapidly estab-
lish credibility for the newly formed CREA.

As a leader of the ASAE, White belonged to a community of agricultural engi-
neering academics who sought to modernize farm life. Like other professionals 
early in the twentieth  century, agricultural engineers pursued specialization as a 
way to distinguish themselves from  others in the technical realm and to accrue 
social status.11 Besides creating a professional society (the ASAE) that published 
research and convened meetings, the engineers performed studies in several 
areas— from civil engineering (focusing on rural roads, irrigation, and drainage, 
for example) to mechanical engineering (designing machinery powered by ani-
mals and engines) and electrical engineering (even though few farms had electric-
ity yet).12 In another form of specialization, the agricultural engineers established 
academic departments in universities. Iowa State University inaugurated the first 
agricultural engineering program in 1905 (as a “subdepartment” of the Agronomy 
Department).13 Cornell University or ga nized its department in 1909, originally 
called the Department of Farm Mechanics,14 and  Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
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followed in 1913. VPI’s cata log observed that “the connection between agriculture 
and engineering has grown more intimate,  until to- day many agricultural prob-
lems prove, upon analy sis, to be essentially prob lems of engineering.”15

Agricultural engineers shared the optimistic view that they could apply novel 
technical and management princi ples to enhance rural life. Earl White expressed 
such confidence in his 1921 ASAE presidential address, in which he observed that 
resolving prob lems on the farm constituted a “situation made to order for an en-
gineer.”16 As noted by historian Deborah Fitzgerald,  these new professionals be-

Fig. 8.1. Earl A. White. Source: Edison Electric Institute Bulletin 4, no. 2 (February 
1936): 49. Used with permission of the Edison Electric Institute.
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lieved they could bring agriculture into the twentieth  century through the use of 
rational studies and controlled experiments.17 The engineers saw farm electrification 
as one ele ment of the modernization pro cess. As early as November 1923, the 
ASAE held a day- long “rural electrification program” at its annual meeting, with 
reports delivered by Grover Neff, manufacturing representatives, a professor, 
NELA’s managing director, and the AFBF secretary.18 In a self- serving manner, the 
engineers also saw work in the young field as a means to broaden their scope of 
practice and impact within society. Not afraid to have a  little punning fun, the edi-
tors of ASAE’s journal observed that rural electrification was “a field ‘charged’ with 
 great ‘potential’ possibilities” that would not only raise farmers’ standard of living 
but also help “in opening up a larger field of ser vice for the agricultural engineer.”19

The motivation and training of land- grant engineers made them perfect part-
ners for the research and demonstration activities envisioned by CREA man ag ers. 
While the organ ization provided the overall superstructure for rural electrification 
investigations, the schools offered the expertise and critical resources for  doing the 
work. The land- grant colleges,  after all,  housed experiment stations and employed 
extension agents to bring new knowledge directly to farmers.20 Perhaps  because of 
the perceived importance of  these schools for the success of the investigatory pro-
grams, CREA’s state affiliates usually chose an agricultural engineering professor 
to serve as director and secretary, as was the case in  Virginia, Washington, Idaho, 
North Carolina, Wisconsin, and elsewhere. And  because of their work with farm-
ers on other  matters, the land- grant college agricultural engineers had supposedly 
established trusting relationships with them.21 At the same time, the college- based 
professionals commanded the re spect of manufacturers’ representatives.22

CREA director White  adopted many of the commonly held cultural attitudes of 
academics working in land- grant colleges. In par tic u lar, he valued good research 
and deliberation of results before undertaking new proj ects, as can be inferred 
from an article written about him in 1925. Though describing  great potential ben-
efits of electrified farms, especially for performing work previously done by numer-
ous farmhands, White cautioned against bringing power too quickly to rural areas. 
The use of electricity in agriculture still remained in an experimental stage, such 
that “[o]ne of the dangers of the moment is that rural electrification may proceed 
faster than our ability to acquire the proper knowledge and technique regarding its 
efficient use.” Before farmers would become willing to invest in electrified farm 
appliances, he argued, they needed to understand the costs of the equipment and 
of electricity so they could calculate  whether the savings and returns justified ex-
penses. Too often, he observed, farmers had been exploited and had “thrown away 
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far too much money on half baked schemes frequently concocted by . . .  so- called 
friends. In this undertaking,” he cautioned, “we should not make the  mistake of 
rushing in blindly and repent at our leisure.”23

Stated Goals of the CREA and Formation of State Affiliates

When founding the national CREA, the organizers explic itly described several 
initial goals. Working with partners at the Department of Agriculture and NELA 
in par tic u lar, the committee sought to collect data on how farmers currently em-
ployed power— from steam engines, gasoline- powered motors, windmills, ani-
mals, and  humans— and where opportunities lay for electrical technologies. The 
committee would identify the number and location of farms served by central sta-
tion power (and by isolated plants) as well as determine the length and cost of 
distribution line extensions to farms. Another survey would obtain information 
on agricultural uses of electricity in other countries.24

But the chief activity of the committee quickly emerged as support for experi-
mental research on farm uses of electricity that promised economic advantages to 
all parties.25 As noted in a 1923 AFBF report recounting the creation of the CREA, 
the “one big prob lem . . .  is to find the maximum economic uses of electricity in 
agriculture.” Farmers sought electrification, but not “at the expense of having mil-
lions of dollars [sic] worth of partially developed equipment placed in [their] 
hands that  will not stand the test and  will not be of eco nom ical use.”26 The way 
to avoid such prob lems, it seemed, consisted of having the most intelligent 
 people— namely, agricultural engineers— conduct practical research. That work, 
according to Director White, would establish the foundation needed to make ru-
ral electrification a practical real ity. In the inaugural issue of the CREA Bulletin 
(published in September 1924), he noted that knowledge (or “know how”) about 
farm uses of electricity remained scarce and that he and his colleagues needed to 
perform “systematic, intelligent and hard work. Merely  running lines into the 
country  will not solve the prob lem,” he continued. “We have set out to find this 
‘know how’ in an orderly, scientific manner.”27

CREA’s leaders framed the rural electrification prob lem as two questions: 
“(a) How ser vice can be supplied to the farmer and what is involved in its establish-
ment?” and “(b) How can ser vice be utilized by the farmer so it  will be profitable 
to him?”28 To answer the queries, the national CREA depended on the state organ-
izations to perform research. As the first one established (in September 1923), 
the Minnesota committee consisted of representatives of the state’s Farm Bureau 
Federation, three power companies, three farmers (including one state senator), 
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and the dean of the University of Minnesota’s College of Agriculture. Earl A. Stewart, 
working in the Agricultural Engineering Department, served as the group’s secre-
tary and proj ect director.29 The Iowa committee, established in February 1924, op-
erated administratively in a similar manner. Chaired by the president of the state’s 
Farm Bureau Federation, it included members from the utility industry and had 
Jay B. Davidson, head of Iowa State College’s Agricultural Engineering Department 
(and the ASAE representative to the national CREA), sitting as secretary. In a slight 
divergence from other states’ practice, Frank Paine, an electrical engineer, super-
vised the first research proj ect in Iowa, though Franklin Zink, an agricultural engi-
neer, assisted him. Notably,  because she appears to be one of the few  women having 
significant standing in electrical research at the time, Eloise Davison, a professor of 
home economics at the state college, served as another proj ect participant.30 Similar 
forms of organ ization existed at the other state committees, ten of which had been 
or ga nized by the  middle of 1924. (Ultimately, groups in twenty- six states partici-
pated.)31 While the national committee gave “purpose and general direction” to in-
vestigations, the state entities, with the land- grant college professors in charge, as-
sumed responsibility for performing  actual research.32 (In a 1924 advertisement 
shown in figure 8.2, NELA highlighted some of CREA’s objectives.)

The goals of the state committees appeared eminently legitimate and scientific, 
fitting the modern view of engineers and educators of the 1920s, who identified 
prob lems and sought rational solutions to them. Members of the Alabama CREA 
affiliate in 1925 described their state proj ect’s objectives eloquently: “To find facts, 
develop new uses, promote mutual understanding, disseminate reliable informa-
tion, [and] substitute ‘directed development’ for ‘cut and try’ methods.” Most 
impor tant, “[u]nless ways are developed so that power companies can sell electric 
ser vice on a sound economic basis and the farmer can use it at a profit, this work 
 will not be a success.”33

Resources for the cooperative efforts came from vari ous stakeholders. The 
CREA received in- kind support from the American Farm Bureau Federation, such 
as Director White’s office space in Chicago. NELA also provided funds to the na-
tional organ ization, which it then distributed to state committees. For example, 
the CREA sent annual payments in the range of $5,000 to $6,000 each to schools 
such as the University of Minnesota (starting in 1923) and Washington State Col-
lege (beginning in 1926).34 By the late 1920s and early 1930s, more than $153,000 
went to the state bodies, reaching almost $39,000 in fiscal years 1930 and 1931 
alone.35 Additionally, state universities contributed through their colleges of agri-
culture and departments of agricultural engineering; power companies built test 
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lines at no or low cost to the committees; manufacturing firms donated equipment 
and appliances as ways to build load and to develop favorable reputations among 
customers in a new market; and farmers often paid for wiring their farmsteads. 
( Table 8.1 provides a sense of the diverse funding sources for the Minnesota experi-
ment, which received support in the amount of about $75,000 from the end of 
1923 to the end of May 1928.)

A useful approximation of the overall funds spent for the or ga nized efforts to 
promote research on rural electrification comes from the Rural Electrification 
Administration’s Harry Slattery. In his 1940 book, Rural Amer i ca Lights Up, the 
agency’s third administrator cited E. A. White as having estimated “conservatively” 
that more than $1 million came from local power companies. States and colleges 
provided other resources, suggesting that the “real cost” of the CREA’s work “may 
safely be set at $2,000,000.”36 NELA (and its successor organ ization, the Edison 
Electric Institute) spent $400,000 to support the committee’s work.37 In sum, Slat-
tery calculated that CREA research costs amounted to about $2.4 million, which 
included the time and facilities offered by colleges and their staff. Gifts from man-
ufacturers may have added another $1 million to this amount.38

Early CREA- Supported Efforts in Minnesota

The Minnesota committee provides a good example for understanding the initial 
research activities performed by state CREA organ izations. Taking advantage of re-
sources offered by the University of Minnesota’s Agricultural Engineering Depart-
ment and extension ser vice, the state committee began, in September 1923, work on 
what it described as “the first experimental rural electric line in the world.”39 Man-
aged by Earl Stewart (figure 8.3), an associate professor of agricultural physics who 
had previously taught at Kansas State Agricultural College,40 the proj ect sought to 
“determine the optimum economic uses of electricity in agriculture, and to study 
the value of electricity in improving living conditions on the farm.”41 Though rural 
electrification promised  great opportunities to increase productivity, Stewart cau-
tiously observed, “Investigation of the economic use of electricity on the farm . . .  
should precede the establishment and use of electrical equipment in order to insure 
maximum results at minimum cost.”42 As an integral part of the experiment, the 
local utility com pany, Northern States Power, extended a distribution line about six 
miles to eight farm customers near the town of Red Wing, Minnesota, with power 
flowing initially on Christmas Eve 1923.43 Importantly, the committee gave some 
farmers electric ranges,  water pumps, incubators, and brooders;  others received 
laundry equipment, cream separators, and milking machines.44
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Fig. 8.2. (above and opposite) NELA announces establishment of the national CREA. 
Source: Agricultural Engineering 5, no. 4 (April 1924): 92–93. Used with permission 
of the Edison Electric Institute and the American Society of Agricultural and 
Biological Engineers (ASABE, formerly ASAE).
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Collecting extensive data— not only on electrical use but also on farm finances— 
the researchers learned that power consumption increased dramatically over 
four years, as did electric bills. But happily, expenses for farm tasks fell more than 
electricity costs  rose, yielding productivity improvements and net income.45 Stud-
ies of individual tasks also demonstrated  great  labor economies; electrically op-
erated  water pumps, for example, saved the equivalent of a month of eight- hour 
days, since  people did not need to draw  water and carry it by hand from outside 
the home or barn. Farmers conserved a similar amount of time by not needing to 
fill and clean kerosene lamps and lanterns  because turning on electric lights re-
quired almost no  labor.46 One farmer displayed the amazing benefit of using elec-
tric heaters to reduce the mortality rate of baby pigs: before their use to warm and 
dry newborns, 40  percent died;  after installation of the electrical devices, the 
number dropped to 3  percent, with the cost of electricity for treating ten to twelve 
litters amounting to less than 50 cents.47

Even as only preliminary data appeared, the Red Wing experiment received 
national attention. As early as July 1924, when the test had run just over a half- year, 
Charles F. Stuart of the Northern States Power Com pany (and member of the state 
CREA) described the Minnesota work in Forbes business magazine as “a sincere, 
determined effort to solve the prob lem of rural electrification.”48 He noted that 
surveys of already- connected farmers “in a neighboring state” (not Minnesota) in-
dicated that average homestead consumption totaled a measly 28.7 kWh per 
month, suggesting that “farmers  were bewildered to know just what to do with 
electricity  after it reached them.”49 But with equipment lent to the participants, 

 Table 8.1. Contributors to the Fund for Expenses of the Minnesota 
CREA’s Red Wing Proj ect, September 1923–1 June 1928

University of Minnesota $9,374
State Committee on the Relation of Electricity to Agriculture $17,500
Northern States Power Com pany
 Line costs $12,308
 Meters loaned $1,000
79 manufacturing companies $21,632
Cooperating farmers at Red Wing $13,344
  Total $75,158

Source: E. A. Stewart, J. M. Larson, and J. Romness, The Red Wing Proj ect on Utili-
zation of Electricity in Agriculture (N.p. [St. Paul?]: University of Minnesota Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, no date, but likely 1927 or 1928), 2, University of 
Minnesota Libraries Digital Conservancy, http:// conservancy . umn . edu / handle 
/ 11299 / 48685, accessed 15 September 2014.
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farmers began discovering new possibilities. One of the article’s photo graphs 
showed the use of an electric drive on a cream separator, which “takes more cream 
out of the milk and leaves less milk in the cream, which is economy all around” 
(figure 8.4). As impor tant, the job is now cleaner, such that the farmer “can wear 
his Sunday clothes for performing the operation.”50 Despite this pro gress, Stuart 
ended the article by warning farmers not to jump on the electric bandwagon  until 
the experiments have been completed. “The farmer has all too frequently been the 
loser,” he commented, “ because of buying costly equipment that he was not in a 
position to use, or that was not suited to his uses.” One needed to avoid “invest[ing] 
his money in rural electrification and purchas[ing] . . .  equipment  until necessary 
facts have definitely been ascertained.”51

Fig. 8.3. Earl A. Stewart. Source: Agricultural Engineering 5, no. 6 (June 1924): 126. 
Used with permission of the American Society of Agricultural and Biological 
Engineers (ASABE, formerly ASAE).
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While still exuding caution, the state CREA members nevertheless felt confi-
dent enough to promote their work in a public manner—by erecting a display at 
the Minnesota State Fair in September 1924. The exhibit did not have enough 
space to demonstrate all the applications used in the test, such as feed grinding 
or corn shelling, but it included a model farm with miniature electric lines that 
illuminated the  house, yard, and other buildings. Not simulated, real chickens ran 
into and out of an operating electric brooder. Public Ser vice Magazine observed that 
the exhibit “visualized the proposition [of farm electrification] very impressively 
and was the center of intense interest throughout the fair” (figure 8.5).52 A notice 
in Electrical World told a similar story, while also remarking that nearly a quarter- 
million  people  stopped by the display (a huge number, if true), many of whom ob-
tained a booklet describing the benefits of using electricity on the farm.53

Good publicity about the Red Wing proj ect continued arriving. An article in the 
August 1925 issue of Popu lar Mechanics magazine noted that the Minnesota inves-
tigations had already demonstrated how farmers could employ electricity to both 

Fig. 8.4. Users of an electric stove and cream separator show how life became easier 
with electricity in Red Wing, Minnesota. Source: Agricultural Engineering 5, no. 7 
(July 1924): 153. Used with permission of the American Society of Agricultural and 
Biological Engineers (ASABE, formerly ASAE).
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improve con ve nience (through the use of electric drives on washing machines, for 
example) and increase income by employing electric motors for cream separation 
and ensilage cutting. Electric pumps not only brought  water into homes, reducing 
huge amounts of  labor; they also “added revenue by having drinking basins in the 
barns, for it is well known that dairy  cattle with adequate  water facilities  will give 
more milk than animals that are led to the trough on a cold winter’s morning, when 
the farmer has to break the ice.”54 With such evidence, even so early in the experi-
ment, the article carried the enticing title “Electricity to End Farm Drudgery.”55

The significance of the Red Wing experiment may also be mea sured by a New 
York Times article published at the end of the four- year study. Drawing on the words 
of utility executive Charles Stuart, the report observed that the farmers employed 
electricity “liberally and intelligently” in ways that benefited both themselves and 
the power com pany. The article noted that ruralites who  earlier had access to elec-
tricity complained about $5 monthly bills when they only used 25 kWh for a few 
lights and small appliances. By the end of the experiment, farmers who paid about 
$15 per month for much greater usage expressed few objections,  because electric-
ity enhanced productivity and con ve nience.56 And for the power com pany, the 
higher revenue made farmers “a feasible class” for ser vice.

In a discussion with utility colleagues, Stuart observed that during the experi-
ment’s four years, the Red Wing participants saw their revenue increase about 

Fig. 8.5. “Miniature Farm Equipped with Electric Light and Power,” first public 
exhibit of the Red Wing experiment’s results at the Minnesota State Fair, 1924. 
Source: Public Ser vice Magazine 37, no. 4 (October 1924): 107.
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43  percent while operating expenses grew by only 1  percent. Undoubtedly, some 
gains arose  because of useful advice offered by proj ect members and  because farm-
ers had become better businessmen during the experiment. In other words, elec-
tricity consumption alone likely did not produce all the gains. Moreover, Stuart 
rightly observed that much of the experimental equipment had come as donations 
or loans and that farmers might not have bought all of them without aid. But the 
financial picture still looked good if the farmers had paid for the equipment them-
selves, he argued. As noteworthy, the power com pany also profited  because farm-
ers used increasing amounts of power. “[F]rom our point of view,” observed a 
utility executive, “ those [farm] customers are very acceptable to the com pany. We 
are not losing any money on them,” he happily observed, while electricity con-
sumption had raised the farmer’s standard of living “up to, and I should even say 
higher than that of his urban cousin” and left the agrarian  family with “a nice  little 
profit besides.”57 In short, farm productivity surged along with electricity usage, 
and the utility profited as well—an ideal outcome for all involved.58

Economic analyses did not capture all the benefits accruing from the Red Wing 
experiment, however. As Professor Earl Stewart observed in 1924, the “arrival 
of electricity at the farm is accompanied by many changes which cannot be mea-
sured by  labor rec ords or cost accounts. It  frees the  women as well as the men from 
rural bondage.” He even noted that electricity convinced one  family to remain on 
the farm. “The wife is now getting along without the ever- troublesome hired girl 
question staring her in the face, and her husband now smiles.” Another farmer told 
Stewart that he had considered moving to town but  later planned to remain on the 
farm. “Electricity now provides hot  water for his bath on tap at the tub,  water at the 
barn for his stock, cooks his meals, and lights his journey through life. Watch him 
live,” wrote Stewart. Every one seems happier with electricity, he reported. “Even 
unborn chicks in the shell are touched to greater endeavors by the magic wand of 
electricity,” as electric incubators increased the yield of hatched chickens.59

To publicize the value of the experiment themselves, the Red Wing man ag ers 
produced a  silent film observing (as text) that “while the magic power [of electric-
ity] has brought cheer and con ve nience to urban home and industry, pro gress in 
country homes has not kept pace with that in the city.”60 Of course, the Univer-
sity of Minnesota and its partners sought to change that situation, with the movie 
showing earnest- looking businessmen talking about the potential value of the Red 
Wing experiment. The film explained that farm advocates often made lofty claims 
about the benefits of vari ous types of electrical equipment, but without providing 
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proof. By contrast, the Minnesota investigators would test  those assertions. “We 
propose to determine facts,” the movie insisted.

Midway through the film, the tenor changed from descriptions of administra-
tive actions to views of ruralites employing electricity to improve their lives. In one 
scene, a young country man brought home his new bride— a city  woman—to an 
electrified farmstead.  After driving through snow to the farm house, the groom gave 
his wife a light kiss in her modern kitchen and showed, with his arms wrapped lov-
ingly around her, some of its electric appliances.  Later, she rested on his lap in the 
sitting room  after he turned on the overhead light. The scene ended as she  rose from 
this position to turn off the light. But she returned to plant a more meaningful kiss on 
her adoring husband, as seen through the open door. Aside from intimating the ro-
mantic significance of electricity, the movie illustrated the uses of the new energy 
form for cooking, cleaning, sewing, elevating grain, watering animals, milking cows, 
separating cream, bathing, and other activities. Among other bits of wisdom, the film 
noted: “If electricity can be made To Pay Its Own Way[,] it  will mean the electrifica-
tion of the American farm and the building of a better civilization.”61

Throughout the first de cades of electrification, utility man ag ers generally viewed 
the farm market as uncertain and experimental. The uncertainty arose not  because 
man ag ers thought farmers would shun electricity use. Clearly, ruralites would em-
ploy electricity to provide illumination in homesteads and barns. But lighting did 
not consume much electricity (or yield much revenue), such that central station 
power companies would not profit from serving rural districts. Hence, the indus-
try would need to identify heavy- load- creating equipment and demonstrate its eco-
nomic viability to farmers.

To achieve  these dual goals, leaders of the utility business acquiesced to the un-
dercurrent rural electrification advocates and created institutions to promote 
their work. Man ag ers such as Grover Neff helped build alliances with other stake-
holders, and in 1923, they established a national organ ization to pursue research 
and demonstration activities that benefited every one. In the pro cess, the industry 
and its partners spent more than $3.4 million over several years.

To place this spending in perspective, the utility industry received gross reve-
nue (not profits) in 1929 of $1.955 billion from more than 24 million consumers.62 
The industry disbursed $853 million on construction alone, split almost evenly for 
generation, transmission, and distribution facilities.63 As the Federal Trade Com-
mission investigations revealed, NELA spent about $1 million each year in the 
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1920s on propaganda efforts to sway newspaper editors, college professors, and the 
public to discourage government takeovers of power companies and to maintain 
positive views  toward private utilities.64 That amount dwarfs the expenditures for 
rural electrification efforts through the CREA and the state affiliates.

In other words, while rural electrification took on  great meaning to a number 
of  people within the utility industry at the time, it clearly did not constitute a top 
priority—at least as mea sured by the amount of money devoted to it. But I have 
not argued in this book that stringing high lines to farmers constituted the great-
est concern of NELA or utility man ag ers. Rather, rural electrification remained 
an undercurrent movement that served the companies’ interests during the con-
tentious 1920s. Nevertheless, the industry effort resulted in more significant re-
sults than historians and promoters of the REA gave it credit for. The Red Wing 
experiment in Minnesota constituted only the first of many CREA- sponsored ac-
tivities in more than half the states of the Union, providing useful information 
that even REA administrators would  later acknowledge.
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The Red Wing experiment served as an initial, broad- brush effort to deter-
mine  whether farmers and power companies might benefit from widespread 

electrification of tasks. It showed that ruralites could improve productivity when 
using electrical equipment while also raising their material standards of living. But 
 because the Committee on the Relation of Electricity to Agriculture partners paid 
for so much of the hardware and wiring costs, the study did not determine  whether 
farmers, without such subsidies, would pursue electrification on their own. More-
over, interested observers noted that the Minnesotans may not have represented 
farmers nationwide, having good incomes and more potential for profit (largely 
from dairy activities) than most. The Red Wing participants also enjoyed expert 
supervision to help them make sound decisions about equipment use. In other 
words, even with the apparent success of the Minnesota demonstration, utility 
man ag ers and ruralites still harbored doubt about the value of employing electric-
ity on the farm.

Aware that one set of experiences would not remove all the uncertainties about 
farming with electricity, the national CREA and state committees elsewhere pur-
sued other investigations. If nothing  else, a diverse group of tests would establish the 
value of electricity  under diff er ent local conditions, where contrasting climates and 
farming activities could have substantial impacts on power consumption.1 The af-
filiates therefore performed geo graph i cally relevant research that would give farm-
ers confidence to purchase the most productive electric equipment available.

Chapter Nine

State Committees Work 
to Resolve Uncertainties

The use of electricity on the farms of Amer i ca is only in its infancy. 
Fortunately[,] the  great power companies realize the opportunity  
for development in this field and are studying the prob lem of farm 
electrification very thoroughly.

— robert stewart, dean of the college of agriculture, 
university of nevada, 1928
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Work of Exemplary State Committees

Electrical and agricultural experts in Wisconsin eagerly joined with the na-
tional CREA to establish a state committee in early 1924. It is easy to understand 
why: several of the state’s utilities had already shown an interest in rural electri-
fication and had begun extending lines to farmers. At the same time, the compa-
nies worked with the state regulatory commission to design standardized rates for 
rural customers (described in the next chapter). Furthermore, faculty and staff at 
the state’s land-grant institution, the University of Wisconsin, had been perform-
ing research on the use of electricity on farms for several years, as epitomized by 
the extension ser vice’s 1923 publication of Turn On the Light. A primer on em-
ploying power coming from isolated electric units and central stations, the book-
let’s authors acknowledged support from Grover Neff (in his capacity as chairman 
of NELA’s Rural Lines Committee), several utilities, equipment manufacturers, 
staff members of the state regulatory commission, and the secretary of the Wis-
consin Utilities Association.2 The latter organ ization had been created in a 1922 
merger between the Wisconsin Gas Association and the Wisconsin Electrical 
Association— both energy com pany trade groups— and Neff served as its first 
trea sur er.3 In early 1924, the organ ization provided funds for a fellowship to sup-
port a researcher working on rural electrification  under the direction of the 
newly formed state CREA body, directed by University of Wisconsin’s agricultural 
engineers.4

The Wisconsin CREA  adopted an approach similar to that of its Minnesota 
counterpart, with the cooperating power com pany (Wisconsin Power and Light) 
stringing a distribution line to several farms near the town of Ripon.5 Like  those 
performed in other states, this experiment sought to determine which uses of elec-
tricity proved most eco nom ically  viable. As stated by E. R. Meacham, a Utilities 
Association fellow, the “prob lem of fitting electricity into the farmer’s scheme of 
life is such that the effect is not immediately apparent.”  After being convinced that 
a new application of electricity to farm equipment actually works— from a tech-
nical standpoint— the farmer next asks, “ Will it pay?” The question had relevance, 
since farmers needed to advance $300 each  toward construction of the distribution 
lines—an amount not required in the Minnesota trial and one that made this test 
more realistic.6

Research initially focused on the use of electricity to run motors for vari ous 
tasks, to incubate chicks, to pump  water, and to perform  house hold activities.7 
Pea- processing machines employing electric motors saw energy costs decline by 
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17  percent, for example, compared with costs experienced when using steam en-
gines. Even better,  because the electrically run devices pro cessed the vegetables 
more quickly, they produced total savings of more than 36  percent. Electric milk-
ing machines replaced hand milking, yielding reductions of between twenty- one 
and sixty- one minutes of work to obtain one hundred pounds of milk at an energy 
cost of only 2 to 7 cents. Electric ranges drew large amounts of current, as did elec-
tric  water heaters, and they gave “entire satisfaction.”8 This last comment suggests 
that the Wisconsin investigators explored more than just financial considerations, 
realizing that electrical applications may “pay in a variety of ways that are entirely 
beyond statistics.” Better lighting in barns reduced the amount of dirt getting into 
milk pails, providing an intangible benefit. Likewise, “[r]efrigeration may affect 
the eye and the stomach but not the pocket book.” Overall, electricity offered psy-
chological benefits, such as “pride,” “self- respect,” and “[a]dded cheerfulness” along 
with improved living conditions, reduced waste, and increased spare time— all 
benefits that proved difficult to quantify.9

Agricultural engineers at Alabama Polytechnic Institute ( later known as Au-
burn University) worked to demonstrate cost- effective uses of electricity in an en-
vironment where temperatures and farm operations differed dramatically from 
 those in northern states. Formally established in January 1924, the state commit-
tee partnered with the Alabama Power Com pany to install high lines to test 
farms.10 As in Wisconsin, the committee and utility did not offer subsidies for wir-
ing or for equipment. Extension agents and the university’s agricultural engi-
neers furnished advice and supervision, based in part on research performed at 
the experiment station, dealing with electrical devices employed for vari ous home 
and production applications.11

Alabama farmers first used electricity mostly for lighting, and the typical farm 
 under study at the end of 1925 had installed ten lamps. On average, illumination re-
quired just 18 kWh per month. Such small consumption clearly did not justify ser vice 
from the utility com pany, since it brought in less revenue than needed to compensate 
for the cost of extending lines. However,  after about six months or a year, farmers had 
overcome the financial stress of wiring their homes and buying light fixtures, and 
they started becoming more amenable to other uses of electricity.12 A survey of 
rural customers who had gained experience with the new energy form showed that 
74  percent bought electric irons, and from 12 to 14  percent purchased electric ranges, 
 water pumps, curling irons, and fans. Some farmers had become more ambitious, 
using electricity outside the home for “milking, ensilage cutting, feed grinding, 
threshing, pumping  water for livestock and for irrigation, milk cooling, separating 
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cream,” and several other purposes— thirty- seven in all besides lighting.13 By 1926, 
Alabama Power noted that publicity about the first test lines created a demand 
among unserved farmers to obtain electricity, such that the com pany erected 183 
miles of wires, up from just 39 miles two years  earlier. (The number of rural consum-
ers jumped from 240 to 1,796 in the same period.)14 Dairy farms proved to be valued 
power com pany customers, employing about 2,200 kWh annually, while poultry 
farms drew an average of 2,640 kWh.15 On the other hand, Alabama’s farmers of cot-
ton (a crop grown by more than 80  percent of the state’s agriculturists, according to 
the 1930 census) still wanted electricity largely for lighting.16

In  Virginia, which had a more diversified rural economy than Alabama, re-
searchers also sought to determine how farmers could profitably increase their 
power consumption. Meeting in February 1924, representatives of electric utility 
companies, the state’s Department of Agriculture, farmers’ organ izations, the state 
chamber of commerce, and  Virginia Polytechnic Institute established a CREA 
partner. VPI agricultural engineering professor Charles Seitz served as chairman 
and secretary.17 In one dramatic (though not original) experiment,  Virginia re-
searchers collaborated with a farmer who separated his flock of 320 hens into a 
group that obtained natu ral daylight for about ten hours per day and another that 
received electric light for thirteen hours per day. The electrically illuminated ani-
mals produced about 45  percent more eggs. If both groups of hens would have 
had the benefit of electric light, Seitz projected, they would have produced addi-
tional eggs, netting the farmer about $270— more than enough to cover the farmer’s 
expenses (of $227) to equip the barn with wires and bulbs. In another experi-
ment, a tomato farmer employed electric lights to trap tomato worm moths, 
reducing destruction of more than 50  percent of his crop and saving between 
$2,000 and $4,000.18 Such results clearly offered excellent selling points for in-
vesting in farmstead wiring and some types of electrical equipment. (The cover 
of VPI’s Agricultural Engineering Department’s 1929 annual report featured a 
photo graph of an electrified dairy farm, shown in figure 9.1.)

The Idaho affiliate of the CREA performed research on a farm operated by the 
state university’s agricultural experiment station at Caldwell using more than 
$5,000 worth of electrical equipment.19 Beyond the several- year- long experiments, 
the land- grant institution used the farm for demonstration of devices such as feed 
grinders, hay choppers, hoists, milking machines, dairy refrigerators, and  water 
heaters.20 By the time of  these experiments, Idaho farmers already had a longer 
history of electrification than elsewhere, with “progressive electric utilities” ex-
tending power lines to farms that used electricity for irrigation purposes. Approxi-
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mately 14  percent of Idaho farms enjoyed electric ser vice by 1925, about three 
times the national average.21 Despite the relatively widespread use of power, the 
state CREA sought to help farmers employ other forms of eco nom ically rewarding 
equipment that would raise electrical load further and augment farmers’ and utili-
ties’ income. (The cover of the Idaho CREA’s 1927 report is shown in figure 9.2.)

In its research, the Iowa CREA initially examined sixty- three rural customers 
served by distribution lines emanating from the town of Garner. Already more ad-
vanced than their peers,  these farmers proved “ready to work with  those in 
charge of the proj ect and assist in what ever ways they can.”22 (Plate 7 shows the 
cover of an Iowa farm electrification research report.) But unlike other CREA 
state- run operations, the Iowa proj ect involved formal studies in home econom-
ics. Eloise Davison, a leader in this burgeoning field in the early twentieth  century, 
cooperated with Vivian Brashear and Harriet Brigham, instructors in  house hold 
equipment at Iowa State College ( later known as Iowa State University), who 

Fig. 9.1. An electrified dairy farm in  Virginia. Source: From the cover of the 1929 
VPI Agricultural Engineering Department’s annual report. Used with permission of 
 Virginia Tech University Libraries, Special Collections and University Archives. 
Photo graph courtesy of Dr. W. Cully Hession,  Virginia Tech Department of 
Biological Systems Engineering.
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Fig. 9.2. Prosperous Idaho farms, thanks to electricity. Source: Cover of Idaho CREA 
report written by Hobart Beresford, Pro gress Report of the Idaho Committee on the 
Relation of Electricity to Agriculture, August 1927. Courtesy of University of Idaho 
Library, Special Collections and Archives.
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conducted experiments in Garner’s farm homes.23 The researchers explained in 1928 
that they sought to employ electrical devices to lessen “ labor and drudgery of  house 
work on the farm and [to conserve] the strength of farm  women.”24 From surveys, 
they learned that  women first chose to use electricity for lighting once power lines 
reached their homes. Electrically pumped  water followed quickly  because  women 
viewed it as “perhaps the most impor tant  factor in making a farm home modern” by 
eliminating the work of manually drawing  water from wells and by enabling indoor 
plumbing and bathrooms.25 Other popu lar appliances included hand irons, ranges 
(figure 9.3), refrigerators (figure 9.4), radios, and electric fans. Though not widely 
used, reflector heaters still merited attention in a research report that included a 
heartwarming photo graph of a pair infants comforted by the device, with a caption 
that read, “Two reasons for using the glow heater on the farm” (figure 9.5).26

In several homes,  women previously used laundry washing machines, some-
times powered by gasoline engines attached to shafts (by  belts) that also turned 
cream separators and other appliances. Replacing the engines with electric mo-
tors made it easier to start the equipment and resulted in less noise. But bigger 
gains arrived when  women used new washers with electric motors directly incor-
porated in them (without  belts attached to external power sources and thus tak-
ing up less space). The more compact machines allowed the cleaning pro cess to 
move from a detached wash room (or dairy  house) into the main residence, near 
a supply of heated  water.27

Small electric appliances offered the means to reduce unpleasant work, but as 
specialty items, they received a mixed reception. Electric ironing machines, for 
example, could press twenty- five towels, table cloths, and sheets in just one hour. But 
with costs ranging from $160 to $175,  these devices remained expensive; worse, 
shirts, dresses, and other clothes still required hand ironing.28 Meanwhile,  women 
saw coffee percolators as attractive enough to use at the dining  table, but their 
high cost (between $13.75 and $18.00 each) served as “an apparent drawback to their 
more widespread use.” Automatic electric toasters used at the  table saved time 
by reducing the number of trips to the kitchen, though some homemakers com-
plained that the devices handled only small slices of bread.29

The Washington State CREA diverged from other committees by eschewing the 
approach of establishing test farms on which new equipment could be demon-
strated and studied. Rather, working on a bud get of about $6,000 annually, agri-
cultural engineers at Washington State College in 1925 surveyed  owners of the 
thirty thousand already- connected farms to learn which existing electrical appli-
cations proved most productive.30 They found, for example, that electric motors 
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Fig. 9.3. Cooking is cleaner and easier with electricity. Source: Harriet C. Brigham, 
Frank J. Zink, and Frank D. Paine, “Electric Ser vice for the Iowa Farm,” Report 
no. 6, Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts Official Publication 27, no. 12 
(18 July 1928): 18. Courtesy of Iowa State University Library, Special Collections and 
University Archives.

provided considerable  labor savings when moving hay. Compared with using 
 horses and hiring a boy to drive them, an electric hoist reduced costs by $2.31 per 
day when lifting thirty to forty tons of unbaled hay.31 Committee leaders hoped 
that publicity of such research results would help expand awareness of novel elec-
trical applications and encourage unserved farmers to seek high- line power.32
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California held a wide lead over other states’ electrification efforts in the 1920s, 
as noted  earlier, but its agricultural engineers still participated in CREA’s work. 
Establishing a local committee in May 1924  after national director Earl White visited 
the state, the University of California, Davis chose agricultural engineer Ben D. 
Moses as the proj ect director.33 Through 1940, the committee pursued about 

Fig. 9.4. “Electrical refrigeration is considered one of the greatest helps to the farm 
home.” Source: Caption for photo graph published in Harriet C. Brigham, Frank J. Zink, 
and Frank D. Paine, “Electric Ser vice for the Iowa Farm,” Report no. 6, Iowa State 
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts Official Publication 27, no. 12 (18 July 1928): 27. 
Courtesy of Iowa State University Library, Special Collections and University Archives.
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thirty- five experiments with funding of approximately $110,000; supplemental 
monies came through the agricultural experiment station, yielding a total of 
about $250,000 invested in the proj ects.34 Studies focused on using electricity for 
warming piglets  after birth, increasing the efficiency of irrigation pumps, catch-
ing insects, refrigerating fruits and vegetables, air conditioning green houses, and 
 handling dairy cows.35 In this last activity, the vari ous uses of electricity— for 
lighting barns, sterilizing equipment, milking, and refrigeration, for example— 
contributed to high loads. California’s CREA chairman H. B. Walker calculated 
in 1928 that,  because of the many dairy applications of electricity, each cow re-
quired the consumption of about 200 kWh per year— a useful rule of thumb for 
agricultural engineers and farmers.36

The success of several state experiments may have motivated national CREA 
leaders to demonstrate their work to a larger audience. They did so by establishing 

Fig. 9.5. “Two reasons for using the glow heater on the farm.” Source: Caption for 
picture published in Harriet C. Brigham, Frank J. Zink, and Frank D. Paine, 
“Electric Ser vice for the Iowa Farm,” Report No. 6, Iowa State College of Agriculture 
and Mechanic Arts Official Publication 27, no. 12 (18 July 1928): 32. Courtesy of Iowa 
State University Library, Special Collections and University Archives.
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a “National Rural Electric Proj ect” in College Park, Mary land, in 1928. Working 
with annual bud gets of $25,000 and support from Baltimore’s Consolidated Gas, 
Electric Light and Power Com pany, the proj ect’s man ag ers performed experi-
ments on topics having a national— not just state- specific— interest at five farms 
equipped with  house hold and farm machinery. While scientific research would 
remain a top priority, so would publicity to politicians and  others in nearby Wash-
ington, DC. “It is planned to make the electrified Mary land community a show 
spot,” noted a 1928 report; it would serve as “a district of infinite educational value 
to every one interested in agriculture.” To ensure that no one passing the experi-
mental site missed its significance, the operators planned to erect a “large electric 
sign . . .  to call attention to the nature of the proj ect.”37

From inauspicious beginnings, formal research efforts pursued by CREA state 
committees expanded dramatically in the 1920s and into the first years of the next 
de cade. To highlight the pro gress and output of the state organ izations, the na-
tional CREA published a compendious CREA Bulletin issue in January 1928, self- 
described as an “elementary treatise of a development which promises to grow 
with astounding rapidity.”38 (The CREA had been publishing issues of the Bulle-
tin since September 1924 as one way to disseminate results of investigations.) The 
136- page volume, titled Electricity on the Farm and in Rural Communities, contained 
 tables, photo graphs, and text explaining the vari ous electrical experiments per-
formed in farm homes, barns, and fields around the country. It also included 
summaries of scores of research topics, and the index listed more than two hun-
dred entries dealing with practical uses of electricity.39 In June 1928, CREA direc-
tor White reported that twelve thousand copies of this issue had been distributed 
at no cost while another twenty- three thousand copies had been purchased, largely 
by utility companies.40 (Some farm applications of electricity, as illustrated in the 
issue, are included in figures 9.6, 9.7, 9.8, and 9.9.)

As more knowledge accrued about valuable uses of electricity on farms, the na-
tional CREA produced two more comprehensive documents highlighting activi-
ties pursued by the state organ izations and partners. The June 1931 Report on Farm 
Electrification Research counted 211 investigations  either “connected with or stim-
ulated by” the national CREA, 493 proj ects  going on in educational institutions 
and the Department of Agriculture, 118 studies pursued by utilities and commer-
cial companies, and 39 proj ects undertaken in vari ous laboratories.41 Describing 
the state committees’ research as “pioneer work,” the publication noted that inves-
tigators identified prob lems with electrical ser vice to ruralites and “ shaped pro-
grams to overcome them.”42 It provided data on the outcomes of experiments and 
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suggested some unusual, but valuable, uses of electricity, such as to operate bur-
glar alarms and lights for deterring petty thievery.43

More palatable for general reading, the revised edition of the national CREA’s 
Electricity on the Farm and in Rural Communities appeared in November 1931 as an 
issue of the CREA Bulletin. Containing 322 pages of research summaries, it also in-
cluded numerous photo graphs illustrating how  women and  children enjoyed 
electrically operated farm appliances. One chart’s caption stated that “[a]n elec-
tric range[,] in addition to being a  great con ve nience[,] is a  great  labor saver” 
 because it required only one- seventh the time needed to operate a coal stove.44 
Aside from devoting about 20  percent of its pages to the use of electricity in homes, 
the volume offered information on employing electric  water pumps for fire pro-
tection, using electric milking machines to raise dairy product output, retarding 
bacterial growth in milk with dairy refrigerators, and operating electric motors to 
cut and store ensilage.45 It also reported more definitive results on the value of 
electric lighting for poultry: not only do chickens lay more eggs when illuminated, 

Fig. 9.6. An electric fan in the kitchen offers extra comfort at  little cost. Source: 
NELA, Electricity on the Farm and in Rural Communities, CREA Bulletin 4, no. 1  
(30 January 1928): 24. Used with permission of the Edison Electric Institute.
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especially in winter months; lighting also encourages old hens to gain weight at 
times when seasonal meat prices peaked.46

Scores of other topics received attention: employing electric motors for irriga-
tion, which increases production of vegetables and fruits; using electric heaters to 
prevent chilling of newly born animals; sawing and planing wood with electric 
motor– operated devices; and electrification of country stores, mills, green houses, 
churches, and schools. The trade journal Electrical World described the volume as 
invaluable, such that farmers should read it “from cover to cover” and “keep it as a 
reference book.”47 Containing information on the headway made in recent years, 
the issue included a preface observing that “this promises to be only a substantial 
beginning”  toward more electrical pro gress in the  future.48

CREA’s Work to Eliminate Myths and False Hopes

Besides performing research to determine productive ways to employ electric-
ity, industry and CREA- supported stakeholders also contributed to dispelling 

Fig. 9.7. Saving  labor and effort with an electric vacuum cleaner. Source: NELA, 
Electricity on the Farm and in Rural Communities, CREA Bulletin 4, no. 1 (30 January 
1928): 25. Used with permission of the Edison Electric Institute.
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Fig. 9.8. An electric motor attached by  belt to an ensilage cutter. Source: NELA, 
Electricity on the Farm and in Rural Communities, CREA Bulletin 4, no. 1 (30 January 
1928): 55. Used with permission of the Edison Electric Institute.

Fig. 9.9. The radio brings the world to rural Indiana. Source: NELA, Electricity on the 
Farm and in Rural Communities, CREA Bulletin 4, no. 1 (30 January 1928): 22. Used 
with permission of the Edison Electric Institute.
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exaggerated claims made by some promoters of rural electrification. In  doing so, 
they fulfilled their mission to help provide definitive knowledge that would allow 
farmers to make wise choices about electrical devices. If ruralites became dis-
heartened too often by purchasing expensive electrical equipment that did not 
live up to expectations, they would not adopt practices to make high- line exten-
sions valuable enough for themselves or for power companies.

Plowing fields with electricity received much attention early in the  century. In 
theory, electric motors offered  great advantages: unlike  horses or other traction 
animals, they never tired. Moreover, they turned on and off quickly, and they re-
quired  little maintenance. Such benefits encouraged experimenters in Eu rope to 
design electric motor– powered tilling devices. A 1911 NELA report suggested that 
in Germany “[t]illing the soil is now accomplished with electric power,” with a 
plow and disk cultivators pulled across a field by a wire cable attached to an electric 
motor.”49 Frank Koester, a Swiss- American consulting engineer, wrote enthusiasti-
cally (as noted in chapter 4) about the technology, arguing in 1912 that it had reached 
a state “far beyond the experimental stage.”50 Though expensive in first costs,  these 
plows appeared cheaper to operate and more productive than using horse- drawn or 
steam tractor– pulled plows, especially on soft ground, where the lightweight elec-
tric plow could operate tirelessly.51 A steam- powered plow, he claimed, cost about 
$14,000 to $15,000, whereas electrical plows started at $8,000.52

The popu lar and technical lit er a ture in the early 1920s also suggested that elec-
trified equipment for traction would soon populate farms. Accompanied by an 
illustration of a field spanned by overhead wires, a Science and Invention article in 
1922 predicted widespread use of electric plows, cultivators, and planting machines. 
The demand for such electrified machines would multiply as power companies 
extended their interconnected transmission lines throughout the land, making 
the new energy form so easily accessible that it  will become the “king of all powers 
on the farms, as well as in the cities.”53

Electric plows never became popu lar, however. As US Department of Agricul-
ture researcher Robert Trullinger explained in 1924 (with published remarks ap-
pearing in an early issue of the CREA Bulletin), the success of electric tractors or 
trucks remained stymied by the difficulty in obtaining power from  either a cable 
coming from a transmission line or from an on- board battery. “The prob lems in 
 either case,” he observed, have “never been solved with any marked degree of satis-
faction.”54 Perhaps as significant, farmers rapidly  adopted a more effective form of 
motive power, namely, the gasoline engine– powered tractor. Emerging during the 
first years of the twentieth  century,  these lightweight machines replaced animal-  and 
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steam engine– powered tractors while also becoming relatively cheap; the Henry 
Ford and Sons Com pany introduced a mass- produced tractor in 1917 for $750. As 
the country came out of recession, the firm dropped the price to $395 in 1922, 
and by 1923, the Fordson tractor (branded as such in 1918) had won 77  percent of 
the nation’s market.55 Farmers using gasoline- fueled tractors still needed addi-
tional equipment for plowing, but the total cost still dwarfed (by an order of 
magnitude) the price of the electric plow described by Koester a de cade  earlier.

While the cable- connected electric plow may have lost credibility in the United 
States, another type of electricity- using device gained greater interest from state 
committees and the national CREA. Drawing on supposed “knowledge” of the ef-
fects of electric sparks in the atmosphere, Pittsburgh inventor Hamilton Roe de-
signed a machine that sent static electricity into the soil with the expectation that 
the energy would convert atmospheric nitrogen into fertilizer. Pulled by a tractor 
that transmitted power to a generator for production of the high- voltage spark, the 
device also killed weeds and deleterious insects while flipping the soil.56 Promo-
tional lit er a ture observed in 1927 that the Roe plow “is accomplishing More for 
Agriculture than any Other Discovery Heretofore In ven ted.”57 Hyperbole notwith-
standing, the apparatus appeared promising as one of many proposed approaches 
to exploit electroculture (figure 9.10).

Several farm- region newspapers published glowing accounts of the Roe plow, 
often including a picture of the device and descriptions of its claimed virtues. “This 
 little machine with its box of wires and generators for supplying a current into the 
earth may be destined to change completely the  whole system and trend of farm-
ing as it has been practiced since time immemorial,” noted the picture caption in 
the Caledonia (NY) Advertiser on 14 July 1927.58 Better yet, the “cost of the treat-
ment is negligible,” observed the inventor according to the Reading (PA) Ea gle on 
12 August 1927, since the energy for the generator comes, via a  belt, from the trac-
tor to create electricity that enters the soil.59

National publications also celebrated the apparently marvelous machine. In 
“Electricity Speeds Up Crops,” Science and Invention magazine described the re-
markable results derived from its use.60 Popu lar Science Monthly further gushed, 
“If the new method proves practical[,] it would save millions of dollars now being 
spent to fight insect pests.”61 Time magazine also reported on Roe’s device, para-
phrasing the inventor, who claimed it would “electrocute weeds, grubs, soil bac-
teria” and cause crops to spring “from the volt- purged ground in rec ord time and 
abundance.”62 Perhaps offering the most credibility, the New York Times in Au-
gust 1927 published a substantial account of the device, which sent “103,000 
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Fig. 9.10. Promotional brochure for the Roe electric plow, undated, but likely 1927. 
Source: Courtesy of Lynne Belluscio and Terry Guilford of the LeRoy (NY) Historical 
Society.  Earlier published by Lynne Belluscio in the LeRoy Pennysaver & News, 26 
August 2018.
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volts of electricity into the soil as it moves along.” Somewhat uncritically, the news-
paper reported on early experiments showing that plants germinated substan-
tially sooner than  those in unelectrified soil, and they grew in fields that had 
previously been unproductive. Meanwhile, weeds died off without other treat-
ments. It quoted Roe as claiming that his device restored worn- out soils with 
electricity, the essential ele ment of plant productivity. “As the two plow blades 
penetrate the soil and pass along,” he observed, “ there is an intense electrical 
field created between them which produces an effect like lightning,” eliminating 
the need for fertilizers since the current liberated nutritious chemicals from the 
soil. To gain further benefits, Roe plowed in the north and south directions, as 
the device supposedly then worked “in harmony with nature and the magnetic 
poles of the earth” (figure 9.11).63

 Because the machine held out hope for such unusual and wonderful results, “a 
good many farmers are asking questions about it,” noted the managing director 
of NELA in October 1928, suggesting that systematic research be conducted to test 
the claims.64 But from the start, some CREA state organ izations remained skep-
tical. M. L. Nichols, the head of agricultural engineering at Alabama Polytechnic 

Fig. 9.11. Promotional photo graph of Hamilton Roe (left) with his electric plow. Source: 
Photo graph distributed August 1927 by Press Studios, Buffalo, NY. Courtesy of Lynne 
Belluscio and Terry Guilford of the LeRoy (NY) Historical Society. Previously pub-
lished by Lynne Belluscio in the LeRoy Pennysaver & News, 26 August 2018.
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Institute, observed in a letter to a USDA engineer that he had “no hopes . . .  for 
this method” and felt that “the energy required [to operate the plow] seems to be 
out of proportion to the effect.”65 As reported in the CREA Bulletin in 1931, Michi-
gan State College agricultural engineers described the device as “an oversized 
spark gap radio transmitter” that “made uncertain results almost inevitable.” In 
field tests, researchers found that the electrically plowed fields offered inconsis-
tent outcomes.66 As master’s thesis work, University of Mary land student Sam 
Winterberg (working in conjunction with the National Rural Electric Proj ect test 
fa cil i ty) performed controlled experiments comparing plants grown in soils plowed 
with and without the Roe device; the study failed to “indicate any consistent advan-
tage from the use of the electric plow.”67  After a description of similar experiments 
on the high- voltage stimulation of soil, the editor of the CREA Bulletin admitted 
that electrical currents sent through the soil may play a role in boosting plant 
growth, but that the mechanisms remain poorly understood. The approach re-
mained full of possibilities rather than concrete results.68

Ultimately, agricultural experts agreed that the Roe electric plow did not de-
liver on its highly trumpeted promises. Writing for an audience of bankers in 1928, 
an academic commented on the existence of “many absurd and extravagant 
claims” by advocates of equipment such as “a specially equipped electric device for 
sending power ful currents of electricity into the soil.” He observed, “Such a claim 
may be an excellent basis as a stock selling scheme in a promotion com pany, but 
it has no basis in scientific fact.”69 A few years  later, the CREA Bulletin editor con-
cluded, “ There seems to be  little to gain by further field tests of the electric plow 
as now built.”70 In the same volume, he noted, “Occasionally some zealous inventor- 
promoter has focused public attention on impractical devices with claims for weird 
accomplishments.  These have had publicity value if not practical merit.”71 Perhaps 
the author was referring to the Roe plow as a prime example.

Unresolved Prob lems

Electrified threshing also seemed—at least in theory—to have  great merit. Be-
fore the use of machines, starting in the late eigh teenth  century, the pro cess of 
removing grain kernels from the husks of plants such as wheat and barley re-
mained a time- consuming and laborious pro cess. With the advent of steam 
engine– powered threshing devices used in fields, farmhands loaded dried grain 
stalks onto con vey or  belts for delivery to a device that separated the components. 
But advocates of rural electrification saw electric motors as superior replacements 
for steam engines, owing to their light weight and ease of maintenance. The electric 
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motor offered enormous advantages compared with steam-  or gasoline- powered 
engines, according to Iowa researchers in 1914: lower first cost, reduced operat-
ing costs, and no fire  hazard. In this case, farmers took power from a 2,200- volt 
distribution line and transformed the voltage to 220 and 110 volts for use with 
the motor at a cost of about $800, compared with about $2,000 for a similar 
steam-  or gasoline- powered machine.72

The potential value of using electric motors for threshing received careful study 
in the CREA- sponsored Red Wing experiments. In June 1924, Minnesota research-
ers installed a 15- horsepower electrical motor on a threshing machine, with a trans-
former and cable reel carried on another vehicle (and with wires attached to a 
2,300- volt distribution line).73 The thresher and the transformer truck needed to be 
transported by another prime mover, such as a  horse or a tractor.74 Several prob lems 
ensued, with the motor overloading at times and the cir cuit breaker opening fre-
quently, thus interrupting operations.75 A series of improvements in the equipment 
followed, including the elevation of voltage in the high line to 6,900 volts, yielding a 
machine that supposedly proved “feasible and eco nom ical.”76 Despite the large ef-
fort spent on this ele ment of electrifying the farm and some positive experimental 
results, it appeared that the electrical thresher’s use would not become widespread. 
To make the machine operate well, farmers needed to ensure that all its components 
“be made fool proof”— a difficult requirement to meet— and that they pro cessed 
only the best quality grain.77 Moreover, the machine suffered from too much com-
plexity, by requiring a separate transformer truck, for example.78

At the same time, gasoline- fueled tractors in the mid- to- late 1920s had been 
improving rapidly in ways that allowed them to serve as better power sources for 
threshers. Fordson tractors, along with  those made by competitors such as Inter-
national Harvester, contained exterior  belt pulleys and take- off shafts that allowed 
the engines to operate a variety of farm equipment. Advertisements and articles 
suggested that their use with threshers required less  labor than alternative ap-
proaches while achieving excellent results.79 And the tractors, of course, did not 
need external sources of power and associated equipment, such as transformers, 
cable reels, and nearby high lines. Fi nally, data collected from three years of ex-
periments did not show  great advantages in cost between threshing with electric 
motors and tractors. In fact, for several tasks, such as oat threshing, tractor power 
appeared cheaper than using electric motors.80 In short, the case had not been 
made for electrically threshing in the field. (The use of small motors for thresh-
ing in a barn, near an easily accessible source of power, however, continued to be 
discussed and employed.)
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Equally notable, CREA researchers made it clear that some highly publicized 
electrical appliances had  great value in certain circumstances, but deficiencies in 
 others. In Minnesota, Professor Julius Romness reported in 1934 on trends in farm 
electrification in the de cade  after the pathbreaking Red Wing experiment began. 
He noted that seven of the eight original farms retained the electric cooking ranges 
they received, yet few found broad use  because farmers had easy access to wood 
fuel, which proved cheaper than electricity for food preparation. More impor tant, 
the wood- burning stoves provided heat for the home during long, frigid winters. 
Farmers used the electric ranges largely during warm weather and for preparation 
of light meals.81 And  because of the low cost of other available fuels, Romness ob-
served, farmers discontinued their use of loaned electric  water heaters even before 
the experiment ended in 1928.82 Electric space heating had likewise not become 
popu lar. Presenting data showing that one pound of coal contained about four 
times the heating energy produced by a kilowatt- hour of electricity, he concluded 
that “the use of electric heating appliances must largely be justified from a con-
ve nience and  labor saving standpoint rather than from an economic one.”83 In 
Alabama, by contrast, CREA researchers found that families enjoyed using electric 
ranges for general cooking, but they proved extremely expensive for heating 
large volumes of  water.84 If nothing  else, the rural electrification groups realized 
that one size did not fit all— that successful electrical applications in one part of 
the country did not always suit farmers in  others.

In a similar form of critical introspection, some CREA researchers also 
acknowledged the illusory nature of some of their own hoped- for uses of electric-
ity. Put differently, they did not simply discredit the fanciful proposals of overen-
thusiastic advocates of electricity on farms; they also showed that some their 
favorite notions had not yet proven  viable. The 1931 CREA Bulletin, for example, 
speculated on the health benefits of employing “artificial sunshine” (especially in 
the winter) produced by ultraviolet light– emitting electric lamps. While publish-
ing a picture of happy  children playing  under  these devices, the editor noted that 
their effectiveness and safety still had not been demonstrated.85 Likewise, re-
searchers found that ultraviolet light did not boost egg production in poultry, 
even though some  people thought the radiation would spur better use of calcium 
and phosphorus consumed by chickens.86 Nor did the transmission of radio waves 
raise flies’ internal temperatures enough to kill them; despite having  great theo-
retical merit, experiments failed to yield anticipated results.87 Growing tomatoes 
in electrically heated  water and nutrients also did not show an eco nom ically at-
tractive outcome.88 Overall, California’s CREA chairman H. B. Walker observed 
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retrospectively in 1940 that “in  these investigations, our answers have not always 
resulted in positive endorsements of electrical energy for certain farm uses, but 
our batting average has been well over fifty per cent.”89

At the same time, seemingly obvious uses of electricity still needed experimen-
tation and confirmation of their value. The chick brooder, a heater to keep new-
born chicks warm and healthy, for example, appeared easily electrified and gained 
attention among farmers, but the Wisconsin tests did not initially prove their su-
periority over oil- fired devices.90 The California group pursued improvements of 
the technology as well, using an electrically operated incandescent light, which 
produced a substantial amount of heat. Agricultural engineer Ben Moses observed 
that farmers using heat lamps, even  those controlled by thermostats, sometimes 
lost many chicks  because of poor air circulation. As a result, some farmers ex-
pressed “prejudice” against electric heating systems  until other farmers devised 
approaches, tested by Moses and his colleagues, that eliminated the prob lems in 
the early 1930s.91

Electric refrigeration on farms also received much attention, but not much us-
age, especially in  house holds. In the 1920s, the technology still remained in its 
infancy, and manufacturers often produced components (compressors, condens-
ers, and evaporators) that needed installation into custom- crafted cabinets originally 
designed for cooling by ice.92 Though several companies entered the business, 
the machines remained unreliable and required frequent adjustment and ser-
vice.93 Companies started manufacturing self- contained refrigerators in the early 
1920s, but they remained unpop u lar, in part  because they employed toxic sulphur 
dioxide, ammonia, and methyl chloride, which sometimes killed customers 
 after leaking.94 The devices seemed ideal for building electrical loads— using 
double the amount of energy previously consumed in the average home. Unfor-
tunately, as a NELA committee reported in 1924, they still proved “unsatisfac-
tory,” such that central station companies “have been much slower to interest 
themselves in” them, using their resources to promote lower- consumption appli-
ances.95 Companies such as Frigidaire and General Electric produced improved 
devices, with the Iowa CREA researchers reporting in 1928, for example, that 
 women greatly enjoyed the machines, which decreased food spoilage and en-
abled increased diversity in diets  because more fruits, vegetables, and meats 
could be kept on hand. But the appliances remained expensive, costing between 
$210 and $535 for  those used in the tests.96 Despite a rapid rate of growth in the 
1920s, mechanical refrigerator sales totaled about 468,000 nationwide (to urban 
and rural customers) in 1928.97
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Only in the 1930s did the price of the appliances decline substantially, aided by 
New Deal– era efforts to spur manufacturers to build inexpensive units (see chap-
ter 12).98 They also benefited from the use of safe chlorofluorocarbons as refrig-
erants, the most popu lar of which General Motors patented as Freon-12 in 1931.99 
Not unexpectedly, the comprehensive 1931 CREA publication, Electricity on the 
Farm, devoted several pages to describing the virtues of domestic refrigerators.100 
Even with refrigerators becoming less dangerous and cheaper, however, re sis tance 
to the machines remained pervasive for cultural reasons. Farmers had already 
used natu ral sources of cooling (such as wells and cellars) for food storage, and 
they canned fresh vegetables instead of buying them in cities. “Outside of the 
South,” historian Ronald Kline observed, “year- round refrigeration was seen as 
something farm  people could do without when it came time to decide which elec-
trical appliances to buy in the 1930s.”101

The electric refrigerator, in other words, may have been more of an aspiration 
than real ity in the 1920s. From  today’s perspective, when almost  every urban and 
rural home contains the appliance, it appears obvious that farmers would rapidly 
welcome its arrival, such that their absence existed only  because the greedy, ur-
ban central station companies deprived ruralites of electricity. In fact, the refrig-
erator’s ac cep tance on the farmstead occurred gradually and not just  because of 
difficulties in obtaining electric power.

To make rural electrification eco nom ically feasible for utility companies, farmers 
needed to increase their power consumption. Realizing that most ruralites only 
thought of electricity for a few low- demand applications— especially lighting— the 
utility industry collaborated with agricultural engineers at land- grant institutions 
to discover and demonstrate ways to make electricity use financially attractive to 
all parties.  These efforts clearly bore fruit, such that the executive secretary of the 
American Farm Bureau Federation, a member of the CREA, observed in 1930: “A 
few years ago most farm  people thought of electricity on farms only in terms of 
the con ve nience that would come from being provided with electric lights.  Today,” 
he added, “farmers everywhere are clearly recognizing the fact that electrical 
power for lighting purposes, while impor tant, represents only a very small use to 
which this energy can be put.” In fact, the committees had “tested and found prac-
tical” about 250 eco nom ically productive applications of electricity.102 This num-
ber dwarfed the thirty supposedly cost- effective uses of electricity outside the farm 
home that a 1913 NELA study had identified and the thirty- five applications that 
the Washington State CREA counted in 1925.103 And for the enhancement of life 
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in general (in the farm home, where many tasks, particularly  those done by 
 women, did not receive economic analyses), the use of electricity for lighting, 
 water pumping, ventilation, and other tasks seemed indisputably appreciated.

As impor tant, the CREA groups did impor tant work to discount the value of 
hyped— but ultimately useless— technologies. The organ izations showed that cer-
tain electric appliances, such as  water heaters and cooking ranges, might not 
appeal to farmers living in cold climates. Likewise, electric refrigerators remained 
unattractive  because of safety and price concerns along with preferences for other 
forms of food preservation. On a larger scale, the committees saved farmers huge 
investments in equipment that seemed too good to be true. The Roe electric plow 
serves as the epitome of such a technology, which I describe not to belittle a ma-
chine that appears implausible  today but to depict the occasionally sketchy under-
standing of electricity for farm applications at the time.

Acknowl edgment of the industry’s contributions to boost productivity- enhancing 
uses of electricity came from a variety of sources— some unexpected. A 1934 is-
sue of Editorial Research Reports noted that efforts to spur rural electrification, 
despite impediments, had been largely successful. With the “impetus” of the Red 
Wing, Minnesota, experiment, begun in 1923, “ there has been a relatively large 
and steady rise in the number of electrified farms during the last de cade,” the 
document observed.104 And while the first REA administrator, Morris Cooke, gen-
erally castigated private utilities for their insufficient farm electrification work, he 
conceded in 1935 that the CREA’s state organ izations have “done much in educating 
farmers in the possibilities and need for rural electrification.”105 The next REA 
administrator, John M. Carmody, additionally acknowledged the role played by 
land- grant colleges (if not their collaborator, the CREA) for assistance in rural 
electrification. While taking a swipe at utility companies for their lackluster en-
deavors to electrify farms, Carmody nevertheless observed in 1938 that the “agri-
cultural experiment stations and universities have generously made available for 
our use . . .  results of their research into specific uses of electricity on the farm. 
Much of this technical work,” he added, “antedated the inception of our agency.”106 
He also recognized the CREA for “its stimulation of research work” that involved 
the agricultural experiment stations in more than half the states, including the 
“ambitious” Red Wing proj ect.107 Carmody’s successor, Harry Slattery, gave further 
credit in 1940 to the national and state committees for the pioneering efforts that 
offered “very  great educational value.”108 He noted that their “activities provided 
an effective stimulant to the agricultural colleges, experiment stations and elec-
trical industry.”109
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Even if overly charitable, such statements suggest that the national CREA and 
its state associates won recognition for  doing useful work. If nothing  else, they 
(and the documentation of the committees’ activities) discredit the assertions that 
the industry’s efforts to pursue rural electrification research constituted win dow 
dressing. Historian D. Clayton Brown contended, for example, that private com-
panies proved “slow or unwilling” to serve farmers and that its primary, but feeble, 
effort to do so— the establishment of the CREA— made it “clear that the farmer 
could not rely on the power industry for ser vice.”110 As noted  earlier, many other 
historians and commentators have accepted Brown’s conclusion as authoritative, 
and they parroted the same storyline, explic itly noting (as did Laurence Malone) 
that power companies “ignored the rural market.” This account of the activities 
pursued by the CREA, its state affiliates, and industry partners suggests other wise.
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The expansion of rural electrification required more than just research on 
value- enhancing technologies that would elevate farmers’ power consump-

tion. It depended on the creation of a social and technical infrastructure— a web 
of stakeholders that sought to expand efforts to serve farmers. Using the terminol-
ogy of Thomas Hughes and building on it, the overall utility system had, by the 
1920s, established a sophisticated and well- integrated cohort of actors and insti-
tutions in the business, educational,  legal, po liti cal, and technical realms. That 
system achieved maturity, with participants working  toward increasing its growth, 
profitability, influence, and momentum.

A similar level of development did not yet exist in the rural electrification sub-
system, with many ele ments still being constructed by its undercurrent advo-
cates and partners. It remained open and subject to variables outside the control 
of utility man ag ers. Among  these variables stood state utility regulation, which in 
the early years of the  century failed to provide the  legal machinery to facilitate ser-
vice to rural customers. The absence of standard rules and procedures impeded 
utilities and farmers from working with each other, contributing to man ag ers’ 
complaints about the difficult class of customers. The environment improved con-
siderably in the 1920s and early 1930s, however, with regulatory bodies facilitating 
the extension of high lines to an increasing number of farmsteads.

Chapter Ten

Regulation and the Extension 
of Lines to Rural Areas

Long before the recently renewed interest in rural electrification, the 
Commission was, where pos si ble, ordering into effect more liberal rates 
and extension policies, and in other cases informally urging the vari ous 
utilities to liberalize their rural rates and extension rules.

— wisconsin public ser vice commission, 1936
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Franchises and Regulatory Functions in Cities and Rural Areas

The entrepreneurs who established power companies in cities during the 1880s 
and  later followed the same  legal path as  others who  earlier built urban railway 
and telephone networks: they obtained franchises— formal concessions from mu-
nicipal governments to string wires over and  under streets in return for the 
distribution of beneficial ser vices to citizens.1 In New York City, electricity pro-
viders obtained franchise grants, made by the Board of Aldermen, to operate 
for  limited amounts of time.2 As partial compensation, the city received  free 
public lights and assurances of reasonable customer rates.3

At first, policymakers viewed dispensation of franchises— often to many sup-
pliers within a city—as a way to promote competition and better, cheaper ser vice. 
But several years of practice disabused them of that notion.4 Com pany officials 
found they could easily bribe officials for favorable franchise conditions,5 while 
technological change in the industry often overtook the limits of agreements. The 
use of alternating current networks and large generating plants, which enabled 
long- distance power transmission and scale economies, for example, made consoli-
dation of firms (along with their franchise areas) attractive. Many cities consequently 
ended up with de facto monopolies immune from the forces of competition or 
public control.6

While some city governments gained oversight by buying private companies 
and establishing municipal utilities, another model of public control materialized. 
In 1907, Wisconsin and New York established state commissions that approved 
electric companies’ rates, requirements for ser vice, and issuance of corporate se-
curities. Importantly, Wisconsin’s regulatory law gave its commission the author-
ity to issue “indeterminate” franchises to companies.7 No longer holding the 
right to sell power for a  limited amount of time (such as twenty- five years), utili-
ties could operate in assigned territories for an indefinite period that depended 
only on how well they performed. The threat of municipal takeovers remained a 
stick to help companies maintain their eagerness to serve customers properly. By 
1920, thirty- five states had established similar institutions that exercised jurisdic-
tion over electric utilities;8 despite imposition of government supervision, power 
companies and commissions developed a stable relationship that appeared to ben-
efit all parties.9

Significant for this account, the establishment of a utility as a  legal mono poly 
within a franchise ser vice area came with the com pany’s “obligation to serve” all 
entities within it. Drawing on En glish common law and statutes, this commitment 
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enabled city residents and businesses to request (and receive) power from a local 
electricity provider at published rates and without discrimination within vari ous 
classes (residential users, manufacturers,  etc.). Nor could potential customers usu-
ally be denied ser vice if they initially appeared to be unprofitable. Moreover, new 
and old customers obtained equal treatment and quality of ser vice (in theory), all 
of which came  under the purview of regulatory commissions.10

The obligation to serve had  little meaning to most rural citizens, however. 
Unlike city folk who lived in incorporated entities holding the right to issue fran-
chises, ruralites generally inhabited unincorporated areas managed by larger 
administrative entities such as counties. In many of  these areas, local govern-
ments did not retain the authority to offer franchises. As noted by historian For-
rest McDonald in his discussion of Wisconsin utilities, the  legal ability to serve 
residents in unincorporated areas remained “vague” and “almost non- existent” in 
the years during and  after World War I.11  Today, we can read maps that illustrate 
the neat allocation of geo graph i cal territories to specific power companies, ru-
ral co- ops, and municipal utilities. But early in the twentieth  century, many non-
urban areas remained electrically barren and unclaimed by utilities.12 Nothing 
compelled firms to accept new customers in  these undeveloped regions in the 
early 1920s, and firms could reject applications for distribution line extensions 
at their discretion.13

If companies wanted to sell electricity to individuals in unassigned territories, 
usually contiguous to  those already served, they generally could do so.14 But the 
rules for  doing so varied greatly throughout the country. In some states, noted a 
government survey published in 1936, “utilities may extend their lines into con-
tiguous unincorporated territory without obtaining the permission of  either the 
State commission or the local authorities.”15 In other jurisdictions, companies 
needed to receive regulatory approval. And in some cases, cities or towns held the 
 limited right to serve ruralites. Municipal utilities in Indiana, for example, could 
string lines to farms, but only within six miles of corporate limits.16 This incon-
sistent fabric of authority persisted even as farm electrification grew more com-
mon  after 1935. It remained  until 1950, for example, before  Virginia’s legislature 
granted the state commission the ability to designate ser vice areas among power 
suppliers.17 Florida’s regulatory body, meanwhile, only acquired that power in 1965 
through a court ruling.18

While regulatory commissions could not force companies to serve rural custom-
ers outside of franchise areas, they acquired (in many states) oversight jurisdic-
tion once the firms chose to provide electricity. As an early example, the California 
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Railroad Commission in 1916 established its authority to review and alter agree-
ments between agricultural customers and companies.19 The Illinois commis-
sion likewise exerted its right to approve conditions imposed by utilities on rural 
customers. In issuing its General Order 59 in 1920, state regulators sought to 
clarify procedures for  handling the increasingly “extensive demands for electric 
ser vice in rural communities.”20

When power companies agreed to extend high lines to rural areas, they typi-
cally expected farmers to pay, in advance or within a short amount of time, a large 
portion of the initial costs. The Southern California Edison Com pany in 1911, for 
instance, charged high prices during the first year of ser vice to recoup up to half 
of its total costs.21 Other California companies also wrote contracts requiring 
farmers to defray most of the distribution line expenses within the first year, with 
the balance repaid in subsequent years. But as  these utilities became convinced 
of the profitability of irrigation loads, they assumed the cost of the lines and trans-
formers themselves, knowing they would recover expenditures quickly. The move 
encouraged more rapid electrification among farmers, who previously found it 
onerous to compensate firms for high- line expenses and to pay for irrigation 
pumps and home wiring. Happily, as noted by a Pacific Gas and Electric Com pany 
official in 1913, the new “liberal policy” contributed to making “electricity ex-
tremely popu lar, and in many sections[,] it is the rule rather than the exception 
to see the farmer  doing a  great part of his work by means of electricity.”22

Outside the West, the cost of extensions constituted a greater hardship for com-
panies, especially  those obliged to negotiate individual agreements with  every 
new rural customer. Throughout the next de cade, however, regulatory commis-
sions advanced rural electrification efforts by working with utilities to provide 
more uniform and simpler- to- administer terms for farmers. In May 1920, for ex-
ample, the Wisconsin regulatory body heard a case in which farmers sought ex-
tension lines from a newly constructed hydroelectric fa cil i ty. Instead of entering 
into unique contracts with each farmer, the Wisconsin Power, Light and Heat 
Com pany won approval of a trial plan that included uniform terms for all users. 
Following the utility’s lead, other firms in the state estimated the cost of line 
extensions; customers would then pay the full cost before the com pany offered ser-
vice, with the understanding that if the estimated amount exceeded the  actual 
charges, the companies would refund the excess.23

Once the lines became energized, new customers paid “regular urban rates” 
plus surcharges for depreciation of transformers and other fixed expenses. In mak-
ing this arrangement, the Wisconsin commission explic itly acknowledged the 
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high cost of serving rural customers. It also appreciated the fact that utilities 
needed to make their extensions self- supporting.24 In other words, regulators gen-
erally concurred with com pany officials who appeared unwilling to assume all 
the perceived risks of serving low- consumption customers.25 In reviewing vari ous 
arrangements for financing extension lines, a 1922 NELA report concluded, “Nei-
ther the utility nor the farmer knows very much regarding the varied uses to 
which farmers can put electricity, nor does  either fully appreciate its  actual 
value.”26 (Of course, NELA created research committees and the CREA to help 
overcome  these gaps of knowledge.)

Easing Inhibitions to Rural Electrification

As utilities and commissions saw greater rural demand for electricity in the fol-
lowing years, new arrangements emerged that provided more certainty and less 
burdensome terms for farmers. In Wisconsin, the Milwaukee Electric Railway and 
Light Com pany contributed to the cost of extension lines equal to the estimated 
revenue from customers over a three- year period; customers paid the balance.27 
Further liberalization of the rules came in 1926, when the Wisconsin regulatory 
commission approved the plans of eight major companies to spend up to $400 per 
customer for high- line construction. Regulators also accepted in 1926 the utilities’ 
application to standardize the rules and rates it offered to rural customers outside 
of 194 cities in 33 counties.28 Not remarkably, perhaps, Grover Neff signed the 
agreement as vice president of the Wisconsin Power and Light Com pany and as 
the representative for the other firms. By  doing so, he helped the state rationalize 
a previously haphazard pro cess of providing ser vice to farmers.

Novel approaches for bringing power to rural citizens emerged in Pennsylva-
nia within the  Giant Power plan introduced in 1923. A report produced by its ad-
vocates in 1925 observed that existing formulas, in which rural customers paid 
higher rates than city customers, deterred rural electrification.29 The proposal, if 
enacted, would have helped mitigate such constraints by requiring utilities to ex-
tend distribution lines to unserved customers, some of whom might have estab-
lished cooperative distribution companies to purchase and distribute power to 
their  owners (namely, to the consumers themselves).30 Though Governor Gifford 
Pinchot and Morris Cooke lost po liti cal  battles within the state to make the  Giant 
Power proposal a real ity, suffering from intense utility industry opposition, some 
of the ideas persisted. The notion of using farmers’ cooperatives became a key ele-
ment of the REA  after 1935—no surprise, since Cooke helped convince President 
Roo se velt to create the organ ization and then served as its first administrator. And 
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while the proposal’s provisions giving the state regulatory commission extra pow-
ers to advance rural electrification never became law, the oversight body still 
pursued creative means to make it easier for farmers to obtain high- line ser vice.31

One such innovation consisted of General Order 28, the result of negotiations 
managed by the commission between the State Council of Farm Organ izations, a 
group of agricultural and government organ izations, and the Pennsylvania Electric 
Association (which represented utilities).32  Under the 1927 ruling, power companies 
would construct, operate, and maintain distribution lines at their own expense, but 
rural customers would guarantee revenues over a three- year period to make the ser-
vice  viable to the firms.33 Policymakers hoped that when farmers gained more fa-
miliarity with electricity, their usage would increase amply, so that “the question of 
the monthly minimum  will cause no difficulty.”34 To reduce cash outlays, consum-
ers could supply  labor and materials  toward the lines’ construction.35

The approach brought positive results. Within seven months of the new policy’s 
implementation, Pennsylvania’s utilities built 1,441 miles of rural lines and initi-
ated ser vice to almost 18,000 previously unelectrified rural customers, of which 
4,317  were farms. The chairman of the public ser vice commission observed in 1928 
that companies connected nonurban power consumers at a rate of fifty- eight per 
working day, with the expectation of building another four thousand to five thou-
sand miles of rural distribution lines in the next four years.36

 Virginia  adopted a comparable plan  after its General Assembly created a com-
mission in March 1928 to accelerate the state’s rural electrification efforts. Using 
the Pennsylvania plan explic itly as a model, the body (chaired by Julian Burruss, 
president of  Virginia Polytechnic Institute) recommended vari ous mea sures, 
 adopted by the state’s regulatory authority as Rule 18, to extend power lines to rural 
customers.37 As in Pennsylvania, the plan offered farmers the ability to contrib-
ute  labor to reduce cash costs, but it established four years (instead of three) as 
the contracted period for minimum payments. For a five- mile- long extension 
costing $5,000 and serving ten customers, the required outlay on a four- year con-
tract would be about $100 annually, or $10 monthly per customer.38

This type of arrangement became increasingly popu lar. Farmers could acquire 
electricity without a huge initial expense, such that they had money available to 
invest in wiring and equipment, which would lead to increased electricity de-
mand.39 (Utilities, on the other hand, won assurances they would earn enough 
revenue to avoid financial losses.) As noted in 1929 by a man ag er of a northern Il-
linois firm that employed a similar rate design, a farmer would make “liberal use 
of electricity if he can obtain it without being obliged to finance extension of 
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lines.”40 Concurring, the executive secretary of the American Farm Bureau Fed-
eration observed in 1930 that by developing means for utility financing of the lines, 
“the farmers have been able to invest available funds in electrical devices and 
power consuming equipment.” Consequently, the newly installed lines “have rap-
idly developed very satisfactory current loads throughout the  whole year, and as 
another consequence, rates for this current have been reduced, thus further ben-
efiting the farmer.”41

Some state regulators exerted more power—by requiring companies to com-
pletely finance the construction of rural distribution lines and without asking for 
any financial contributions from customers. Understandably, California’s regula-
tors appear to have led efforts to make its line construction policy more flexible, 
seeing that farmers in the state used disproportionately large amounts of power. In 
1929 alone, the state regulatory commission helped broker an arrangement whereby 
utility companies paid the entire expense of rural distribution lines.42 Beyond that, 
a few midwestern firms in 1929 had also “gone so far,” according to a New York 
State agricultural professor, “as to underwrite the wiring and equipment charges 
simply as a means of building load,” seeing that electrification increasingly proved 
beneficial to the farmer and would yield reasonable income for the utility.43

A 1933 academic review reported that the new, more permissive method of 
com pany financing of distribution lines had become increasingly prevalent, con-
trasting with  earlier methods of forcing farmers to pay all the construction costs 
themselves. To be sure, companies still sought minimum returns, but with prod-
ding and approval from regulatory commissions, they also implemented rate struc-
tures encouraging increased power consumption and greater utility revenue. In 
states such as  Virginia, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Alabama, and New 
York, utilities and oversight bodies established “far sighted policies” for stimulat-
ing wider use of electricity on the farm.44

By the late 1920s and early 1930s, commissions had approved vari ous formulas for 
rural customers to obtain line extensions. Aside from authorizing contracts for 
irrigation customers, regulators ratified rate structures for farmers who used 
electricity for lighting and appliances.45 The burgeoning interest in rural electri-
fication and the involvement of state commissions led the American Society of 
Agricultural Engineers to issue a report in 1928 summarizing recently developed 
arrangements for farm customers. Though large variations existed in them, re-
flecting diff er ent local conditions, the plans retained common features: in most 
cases, farmers paid part of the cost of line extensions in advance as well as per 
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kilowatt- hour rates that exceeded  those of urban consumers.46 Another study, per-
formed in 1932, continued to highlight differences. Nevertheless, the companies, 
often with state commission endorsement, sought to share the construction cost 
of line extensions with new rural customers who would be expected to use increas-
ing amounts of power.47

That expectation already had gained some empirical backing. The trade lit er-
a ture frequently published encouraging stories about companies and commissions 
that stimulated demand by eliminating up- front remittances for line extensions 
and by reducing rural electric rates. Grover Neff reported that per- customer elec-
tricity use on his com pany’s connected farms grew 44  percent between 1925 and 
1927, for example.48 Likewise, evidence from New York State showed that farm-
ers with access to electricity boosted consumption by 59  percent between 1926 and 
1928.49 Some New  England utilities, meanwhile, observed in 1929 that more gen-
erous construction terms and cheaper energy prices had helped initially unprom-
ising farm customers increase their demand, pushing them into a “profitable 
class.”50 In further good news for utility companies, ruralites quickly demonstrated 
greater use of electricity than “domestic” (that is, urban residential) customers did. 
A study of twenty- three companies serving more than ninety thousand farm cus-
tomers in 1932 noted that average use exceeded that of city residents nationwide 
by a  factor of about three.51 Rural use continued to grow, Electrical World con-
cluded, and in rural areas, “the potential market is enormous.”52

Well before creation of the REA, then, the regulatory framework for dealing 
with power companies’ extension of lines outside of franchised, urban areas had 
become more standardized and generous to rural customers. Compared with the 
piecemeal manner in which utilities and commissions dealt with rural electrifi-
cation in the 1910s, circumstances had improved significantly by the late 1920s and 
early 1930s. Instead of holding expectations for full payment of rural lines before 
or soon  after construction, many utilities contributed to building costs and gave 
farmers a few years to increase their consumption and provide companies full res-
titution of their original outlays. Of course, the  legal and regulatory status of 
electrification efforts in rural districts had not yet achieved the consistency that 
existed in cities. Nevertheless, state commissions had begun playing increasingly 
supportive roles as stakeholders in the rural electrification subsystem.
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Chapter Eleven

Momentum in the Rural 
Electrification Subsystem

We can say encouraging pro gress has been made in all directions, and  
that remarkable pro gress has been made in some features of the [rural 
electrification] movement. The encouragement comes from the increased 
interest in the  matter by all parties, and the remarkable material pro gress 
in the extension and use of the ser vice, the increased activities of our 
educational institutions, the increased publicity, the better understanding, 
and changed  mental attitude [among utility man ag ers and farmers].

— eugene holcomb, chairman,  
nela rural ser vice committee, 1929

A s regulatory ele ments of the rural electrification subsystem began to co-
alesce in the 1920s and 1930s, so did other components. In fact, government- 

approved accommodations for farmers seeking electric ser vice paralleled— 
and became co- constructed with— the activities of proponents in educational 
and corporate institutions. At land- grant colleges, for example, professors offered 
short courses on and demonstrations of rural applications of electricity for tradi-
tional students, businesspeople, and farmers. And as interest in nonurban elec-
trification expanded, utility companies established a growing number of rural 
ser vice departments within their firms, often staffed by agricultural engineers. 
The industry’s trade organ ization continued research on critical prob lems— 
especially means to reduce the cost of stringing distribution lines—in efforts to 
make rural electrification more eco nom ically feasible. Manufacturers also ex-
panded efforts to perfect and promote equipment that farmers would desire once 
they received high- line ser vice. Even publishers saw ways to reach a market of 
country readers interested in electricity. In short, a host of actors contributed to 
efforts resulting in a fourfold increase in the number of farms that obtained cen-
tral station– generated electricity between 1923 and 1933.
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Developing Manpower for Rural Ser vice Departments  
at Power Companies

Unsurprisingly, land- grant institutions played leading roles in creating the ed-
ucated manpower that advanced rural electrification. The University of Idaho 
was among the first colleges providing formal training on electrified agricultural 
machinery, which constituted part of the Agricultural Engineering Department’s 
“Farm Motors” course in 1911.1 A de cade  later, the department offered a dedicated 
course on “Electricity on the Farm,” which focused on the “general operation of 
electric generators and motors, . . .  construction and operation of storage batter-
ies, farm lighting units, and  house wiring.”2 At North Carolina State College (now 
North Carolina State University), students who enrolled in “Agricultural Engineer-
ing 404” in 1921 learned to operate isolated lighting plants, such as  those made 
by the Delco- Light Com pany.3  Virginia Polytechnic Institute also offered courses 
dealing specifically with farm applications of electricity within the Agricultural 
Engineering Department. In a 1923 article, VPI’s Charles Seitz described his pro-
gram’s farm electric plant laboratory and included a photo graph illustrating its 
up- to- date electric motors, isolated generating equipment, and storage batteries 
(figure 11.1).4 At about the same time, professors at the Washington State Col-
lege taught an “Electricity on the Farm” course that introduced students to “farm 
lighting outfits and installation of same; care of storage batteries; the farm tele-
phone; and . . .  diff er ent types of gas engine ignition.”5 Other universities offered 
classes on agricultural power that dealt with (along with other sources of energy) 
wind and electricity.6 By the late 1920s and early 1930s, a few colleges listed 
specific courses on “Rural Electrification.”7

Upon graduation, many of the agricultural engineering students worked for 
power companies, managing the firms’ rural electrification efforts. In 1929, VPI’s 
Professor Seitz proudly informed his institution’s president that he sent six gradu-
ates to pursue farm electrification activities at four of the state’s leading utilities.8 
Some of the gradu ates obtained jobs at the Appalachian Electric Power Com-
pany (based in Roanoke, about forty- five miles from the school), which in-
creased its efforts to attract rural customers. Former student R. R. Choate be-
came a rural ser vice engineer with the firm in 1928, a time when the com pany 
served only 194 nonurban customers. Meeting with farmers, he learned of their 
hard- headed determination to know  whether their investment in electrical equip-
ment would earn more money than they spent. The farmer “wants to know what 
the equipment  will cost in dollars and cents and what it  will save for him in dollars 
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and cents or hours of  labor.” He further observed that dairy farmers seemed 
most interested in electrification and that electric  water pumping systems had be-
come among the first electrical devices installed outside the home. Beyond his 
visits to existing and potential customers, Choate remarked that his com pany had 
set aside a lecture room in its Roanoke office where customers could evaluate ap-
pliances exhibited by local dealers and manufacturers. The ultimate goal of all 
 these activities, of course, was “to build up the rural load which  will be profitable 
to the consumer as well as to the Power Com pany.”9

Just as the Roanoke firm had done, the Alabama Power Com pany took advan-
tage of trained specialists from its state’s land- grant college, Alabama Polytechnic 
Institute, to sell farmers on electricity. By 1932, the utility had established five re-
gional offices for assisting rural customers, each staffed by agricultural engineers 
who advised clients about using electrical appliances and equipment in ways that 
would increase their net income and improve their families’ standard of living. 
Making 5,429 visits to individual rural customers and interviewing another 902 
prospective customers during 1932, the engineers worked with com pany salesmen 
to help farmers buy appropriate equipment to suit their par tic u lar situations. “The 

Fig. 11.1. Farm electric plant section of  Virginia Polytechnic Institute’s agricultural 
engineering laboratory. Source: Charles E. Seitz, “Agricultural Engineering 
Development in  Virginia,” Agricultural Engineering 4, no. 4 (April 1923): 60. Used 
with permission of the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers 
(ASABE, formerly ASAE).
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farmer soon learns that the agricultural engineer is his consulting engineer,” the 
com pany boasted in a paper that won an industry award for rural electrification.10 
Partly  because of the com pany’s activities, and despite the depressed agricultural 
conditions in the state since the early 1920s, annual electricity sales to rural cus-
tomers  rose significantly— from 294,000 kWh in 1924 to 5,957,000 kWh in 1932—
an increase of 1,926  percent. That impressive gain occurred as the firm erected 
increasing lengths of nonurban high lines, jumping from just 78 miles in 1924 to 
1,914 miles in 1932.11

As early as 1927, fifty- seven companies had established rural ser vice depart-
ments, while forty- three  others had trained  people to address the farm market 
without creating dedicated organ izations.12 Like the new “special farm ser vice de-
partment” established in 1927 by Nebraska Gas & Electric Com pany,  these corpo-
rate bureaus employed men who “ will frankly tell the farmers what electric ser vice 
is practical and in what way ser vice can be obtained.”13 A year  later, 160 companies 
had established such programs, populated by 403 agricultural experts.14 In 
June 1928, Grover Neff asserted that creation of  these rural ser vice divisions “proves 
that the utility companies of this country recognize that farm electrification is a big 
job,” requiring large financial and managerial commitments. He added, “ Those util-
ity companies which first or ga nized separate rural ser vice departments are taking 
the lead in farm electrification.”15 In presenting one com pany’s program as an ex-
ample, NELA’s Rural Electric Ser vice Committee in 1927 observed that employees 
provided farmers with vari ous forms of assistance and cooperated closely with man-
ufacturing firms and contractors, agricultural schools, and the state CREA affili-
ates.16 Another NELA committee reported that the  people staffing  these rural ser vice 
departments “know both the electric business and the farming business” and can 
make “intelligent recommendations about the application of electric energy on any 
given farm” while, si mul ta neously, inspiring “a feeling of confidence.”17

Complementing  these efforts, the General Electric Com pany began in 1927 a 
rural electrification course, which the firm claimed was “the first of its kind fos-
tered by a large electrical manufacturing com pany.” Its inaugural class contained 
five men who had grown up on farms and who already had taken university classes 
in agriculture departments, such that they appreciated “farm prob lems at first 
hand.” The four- month- long program included instruction in electrical engineer-
ing, manufacturing, and sales of small electric motors, lighting equipment, elec-
trical  house hold devices, and other useful implements. Though some gradu ates 
would likely work for General Electric, the firm “expected that this course  will 
make available to public utilities a group of men who have become specialists in 
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the commercial end of farm electrification.”18 In other words, the com pany pro-
vided another source of professionals devoted to farm electrification.

By 1929, about two hundred power companies had hired employees specifically 
to pursue rural electrification activities, with many coming from programs at ag-
riculture schools.19 Two years  later, the number of “especially qualified rural ser-
vice men” totaled approximately one thousand nationwide.20 All of Wisconsin’s 
major electric utilities had, by 1931, established rural ser vice departments, in 
which agricultural man ag ers gained assistance from field workers, manufacturers’ 
representatives, and equipment distributors.21 To encourage creation of  these 
organ izations within utilities, NELA’s Rural Electric Ser vice Committee published 
case studies of firms that had already done so. In its first report, the group high-
lighted the work of the Wisconsin Power and Light Com pany and the Alabama 
Power Com pany, providing examples of rate structures for farm customers and 
newspaper advertisements.22 Using “the facts as developed by the experimental 
lines and put[ting] them to work on thousands of other farms,” members of  these 
rural ser vice departments “are in a pioneer field and are  doing  great work both for 
the industry and for agriculture,” according to a 1929 report.23 L. E. May of the 
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Com pany harmonized with this view in 1932, ob-
serving that by working with farmers and manufacturers, a com pany’s rural ser vice 
department enabled “the advancement of the farming community it serves, and 
[the firm] derives a share of the benefits which accrue to the community.”24

R&D on Distribution Line Technology

The extension of lines to farms benefited from incremental improvements in 
distribution technologies. A NELA committee on rural ser vice observed that 
manufacturers pursued such efforts beginning in 1913. Several manufacturing 
companies, for example, worked to design efficient outdoor, weatherproof substa-
tions in which transformers lowered voltages from 33,000 volts or higher to 
about 2,300 volts for use on distribution lines. (Other transformers near farms 
stepped down the voltage to 440, 220, or 110 volts for use by vari ous machines and 
appliances.)25 Further advances enabled General Electric to claim in 1929 that its 
new substation technology effectively resolved the “prob lem of supplying scattered 
rural central- station loads eco nom ical ly.”26 The com pany also crowed about its 
new factory- prefabricated switching equipment that reduced costs without sacri-
ficing engineering excellence.27

As individual companies continued to develop lower- cost hardware, NELA’s 
Overhead Systems Committee in 1921 announced efforts to establish guidelines 
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for distribution line construction.28 Based on reported experiences, the commit-
tee concluded that companies could build lines to farms more simply and cheaply 
than  those employed in urban areas. They as suredly needed to remain safe, but 
as committee member Grover Neff pointed out, “farm lines do not have to be built 
as heavy and strong as lines in cities.”29 Two years  later, as chair of a NELA sub-
committee on rural lines, Neff reported on successful attempts to increase the dis-
tances between poles suspending distribution lines. Some newly installed wires 
carried electricity at 2,300 to 17,000 volts, traversing distances of greater than 250 
feet between poles, in contrast to the more typical rural spans of about 150 to 
200 feet.30 As distances increased, the companies needed fewer poles and asso-
ciated equipment (such as porcelain insulators used to ensure that electricity 
does not flow into adjacent wires or physical supports, especially when wet), 
resulting in lower costs. Neff explic itly noted that extending the distance be-
tween poles produced large savings and could “aid in the solution of the economic 
prob lems which are so serious a feature of rural line construction.”31

Taking a novel approach, USDA agricultural engineer George Kable reported 
in 1928 on the design of lightweight frames (made of two 2- by-4 hinged timbers 
to form an “X” shape) that could replace poles and be installed quickly; spans cost 
as  little as $333 per mile in Oregon.32 Summaries of other research proj ects ap-
peared in the comprehensive June 1931 CREA Bulletin issue. One experimental 
rural line in Florida saw poles spaced at a notably long distance of four hundred 
feet; impressively, it survived a 1929 hurricane that delivered wind gusts of 117 
miles per hour. More generally, NELA had begun surveying the best construction 
practices that included longer spans and higher voltages. While some approaches 
may not have yielded positive results, the CREA Bulletin editor concluded, “Con-
siderable pro gress has been made in reducing costs, and improvements are still 
 under way.”33

Similar advances in design of rural distribution lines received attention in a 
1932 Electrical World article detailing work done in Michigan. Using strong wires 
made of aluminum reinforced with steel cores, a utility built eco nom ical, no- frills 
lines with spans of three hundred feet. The author concluded “that long- span con-
struction with high strength conductor is very definitely cheaper than short- span 
construction.” But no one should be surprised, he remarked, since “it has been 
demonstrated so repeatedly in the last few years that long spans are in use by the 
majority of power companies building rural lines.”34 More striking, an engineer 
for a Tennessee com pany explained that his firm had begun erecting lines that 
spanned six hundred feet between poles, made pos si ble partly through the use of 
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“copperweld” wire. Relatively new and strong, the copper and steel conductor also 
cost less than traditional all- copper wires.35 Expenses ranged from  under $500 to 
about $900 per mile.36

In other words, utility man ag ers had become increasingly familiar—in the days 
before the TVA and REA— with new ways to decrease the cost of stringing lines 
in rural areas. As an Electrical World editorialist contended in 1933, while referring 
specifically to an article describing the use of copperweld lines, “the industry 
knows how to build rural lines at a minimum cost to give maximum ser vice.”37 Alex 
Dow, president of the Detroit Edison Com pany, concurred, observing that compa-
nies had learned much in previous years, such that they employed lightweight poles 
separated by four hundred feet (or, as in the case of the Tennessee utility, up to six 
hundred feet) to reduce costs. Additionally, they found that they could transmit 
power along existing roadways at higher voltages than previously  imagined, allow-
ing for less current loss from electrical re sis tance. (Higher voltages generally meant 
diminished re sis tance and line losses.) The lower costs gave man ag ers hope that 
they could serve more rural customers and at rates comparable to  those paid in cit-
ies. “Even in districts where farms run four to the mile,” Dow observed, “the differ-
ences in costs are tending to dis appear as between rural ser vice and metropolitan 
ser vice, and the differentiation of rates is yearly less warranted.”38

In a similar acknowl edgment that companies had found ways to reduce costs, 
Philip Sporn, vice president of the American Gas and Electric Com pany, claimed 
in 1934 that his firm had simplified the design and construction of distribution 
lines for rural areas, such that the com pany pared the cost per mile of line to about 
$500.39 The assertion comported with the generally accepted notion that the 
power industry had greatly lowered line expenses. In an article highlighting the 
passage of the Rural Electrification Act of 1936, the New York Times explained that 
companies paid between $830 and $1,000 per mile in 1936 to construct a mile of 
rural high line in that year. For comparison, the average cost of the first 4,500 
miles of REA- financed lines came to slightly more than $1,000 per mile.40

Some of  these improvements received attention when Arthur E. Silver, a retired 
engineer who worked for the Electric Bond and Share holding com pany, accepted an 
award in 1951 for contributions to rural electrification. Like  others, he noted that 
utility man ag ers had realized by the 1920s that they needed to reduce costs if 
rural electrification  were to expand significantly. He pointed to pioneering ef-
forts pursued by Idaho Power Com pany, then a subsidiary of the holding com pany, 
which performed comprehensive surveys of its rural territories and coordinated 
engineering, sales, rate, and construction efforts for entire communities instead 
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of just dealing with individual farmers. (In part owing to its successful work to 
serve a largely rural territory, the firm won the utility industry’s Charles A. Cof-
fin Award in 1936.)41 He further described the use of high- strength, low- cost wires 
to extend span lengths to six hundred feet, reducing the number of poles by half 
compared with previously standard practice. Cooperating with manufacturers, he 
also contributed to the design of a simplified and cheaper farm transformer. The 
efforts, Silver proudly stated, helped force down the cost of ser vice to farms by 
more than 35  percent in the de cade ending around 1935. Overall, this work proved 
so successful, he claimed, that the Rural Electrification Administration “ adopted 
almost unchanged the designs and construction practices developed and estab-
lished by the private power companies.” Perhaps taking more credit than the 
REA would have offered, he observed that the government agency and private util-
ity companies “together made rapid pro gress  toward completion of the task” of 
bringing electricity to farmers.42 (Some examples of Idaho Power’s promotional 
materials are illustrated in figures 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, and 11.5.)

Short Courses and Other Forms of Spreading the Rural 
Electrification Message

Central station man ag ers had complained for years that farmers needed to 
learn how to employ electrical equipment more productively and increase power 
consumption. In addition to having its rural ser vice agents consult with rural cus-
tomers, the utility industry leveraged the value of its land- grant partners to dis-
seminate knowledge to vari ous stakeholders. Most notably, the NELA, CREA, and 
experiment stations at land- grant schools often collaborated with power firms to 
sponsor vari ous educational events dealing with rural electrification.

Purdue University offered the first short course in October 1927, where profes-
sors and experiment station staff members demonstrated the newest electrified 
farm equipment to utility representatives. The dean of the state’s agricultural ex-
periment station, who also served as the chairman of Indiana’s rural ser vice 
committee, and Eloise Davison, a member of the Iowa CREA affiliate, welcomed 
the attendees.43 Grover Neff, chair of NELA’s Rural Ser vice Committee, addressed 
an eve ning banquet, while electrical experts spoke on vari ous topics. The Univer-
sity of Wisconsin’s Floyd W. Duffee, for example, discussed the “general purpose 
farm motor,” while F. G. Riley of Purdue’s Department of Poultry Husbandry de-
scribed the “use of electric lights to increase winter egg production.”44

At least three other land- grant colleges—in Wisconsin, Oregon, and Washington— 
offered similar learning experiences in early 1928.45 California’s earliest short course 
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Fig. 11.2. Cover of Idaho Power Com pany brochure on farm electrification, noting 
(inside) that as of 31 July 1928, the com pany furnished power to 7,208 rural 
customers. Source: Used with permission of Idaho Power Com pany. Photo graph 
courtesy of Washington State University Libraries, Manuscripts, Archives, and 
Special Collections.
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Fig. 11.3. Frontispiece of Idaho Power Com pany booklet, originally captioned 
“Electricity does the farmer’s work.” Source: Farm Electrification Program (Boise: 
Idaho Power Co., 1928). Used with permission of Idaho Power Com pany. Photo-
graph courtesy of Washington State University Libraries, Manuscripts, Archives, 
and Special Collections.
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Fig. 11.4. Electricity for barns,  water supply, and irrigation systems on Idaho farms. 
Source: Idaho Power Com pany, Farm Electrification Program (Boise: Idaho Power 
Co., 1928), 6. Used with permission of Idaho Power Com pany. Photo graph courtesy 
of Washington State University Libraries, Manuscripts, Archives, and Special 
Collections.
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took place in December 1928, with utility employees playing the role of students 
who “spent three days sitting at the feet of university engineers so they might 
learn how to make electricity serve agriculture better,” according to a news-
paper editorial.46 Increasingly typical, many of  these courses devoted some time 
for addresses on  women’s issues, such as the talk “What Electric Ser vice Means 
to the Farm House wife,” given at the 1928 Purdue event and another on electric 
cookery at Washington State College in 1929.47 In such specially designated 
“ Women’s Sessions,” experts demonstrated, for example, the benefits gained by 
baking vegetables in electric ovens and by using electric washing and ironing 
equipment.48

 Virginia Polytechnic Institute sponsored its first short course in June 1929 (the 
program is shown in figure 11.6). The event, according to the Richmond,  Virginia, 
News Leader, “is said to be the first short course of its kind in the Southeastern 
states,”49 and it reflected the view among members of the recently formed Joint 

Fig. 11.5. Graphic used as part of a 1933 sales program by Idaho Power Com pany 
showing how electricity makes life better for men and  women on the farm.  
Source: Used with permission of Idaho Power Com pany. Photo graph courtesy of 
Tyrone Corn of Idaho Power Com pany.
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Committee on Rural Electrification, convened by Governor Harry Flood Byrd, that 
education on electricity constituted an impor tant ele ment in solving the “farm 
prob lem.”50 College president Julian A. Burruss greeted the guests upon their ar-
rival; he had demonstrated his commitment to rural electrification by chairing the 
governor’s committee.51 Luminaries included Earl White, director of the national 
CREA, George Kable, director of the National Rural Electric Proj ect, and represen-

Fig. 11.6.   (above and opposite) Virginia Polytechnic Institute’s short course program on 
rural electrification, 1929. Source: Used with permission of  Virginia Tech University 
Libraries, Special Collections and University Archives. Photo graph courtesy of  
Dr. W. Cully Hession,  Virginia Tech Department of Biological Systems Engineering.
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tatives from General Electric, Westing house, and Delco- Light.52 A report written 
 after the course conclusion noted that attendance reached more than seventy- five 
 people.53

The courses and demonstrations quickly evolved to reach beyond an audience 
of experts and to the general public. Private companies sponsored many of the 
events, sometimes with the cooperation of the land- grant colleges and their exten-
sion ser vices. At a series of rural exhibitions (eigh teen during March 1929), Wis-
consin Public Ser vice Corporation representatives displayed milking machines, a 
feed grinding machine (employed to pro cess more than one thousand bushels of 
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grain at no cost to visitors), a lavatory with hot and cold  running  water, an elec-
tric range, and other  house hold appliances. Eschewing any explicit effort to sell 
equipment, the meetings served largely educational intents, often including re-
freshment and vari ous amusements. The com pany’s director of the Home Ser-
vice Department, Zella Patterson, demonstrated electric baking, followed by  free 
distribution of electrically baked cookies, which participants may have enjoyed 
during the screening of the film The Yoke of the Past. Vividly contrasting the “an-
cient methods of farming with the up- to- date modern methods,” the movie caused 
“one white- bearded old patriarch . . .  bubbling over with mirth” to remark “ ‘that’s 
right, that’s the way we used to do it.’ ”54 Overall, the meetings seemed successful, 
with attendance at one event (of 1,011  people) constituting about 15  percent of 
Kewaunee County’s rural population. At a demonstration in Menominee County, 
the com pany reported an audience of 925  people, or one- quarter of the county’s 
rural residents. Beyond pleasing farmers, the meetings also accomplished “the 
double purpose of enlisting the valuable ser vices of your county agents in spread-
ing the gospel of rural electrification.”55 (Figure 11.7 shows activities outside the 
Northern States Power Com pany’s exhibit, possibly at a fair held in Marathon 
County, Wisconsin.)

Even as the Depression deepened, such educational activities continued, espe-
cially at state and county fairs, where electric com pany demonstrations com-
peted with exhibits featuring livestock and several forms of unelectrified farm 
equipment. At a January 1930 event in Sheboygan, the Wisconsin Power and Light 
Com pany showed a comedic movie, Ride ’Em Cowboy, before screening The Yoke of 
the Past. The program continued with discussions by power com pany officials, a 
University of Wisconsin agricultural engineer (Joseph Schaenzer), and utility em-
ployee Charlotte Clarke, who provided “Practical Home Making Hints.” It also in-
cluded testimonials of farmers who already employed electrical applications.56 A 
month  later, the firm hosted “Electric Farming” conferences in the towns of Belle-
ville and De Forest. Each included vari ous demonstrations (with Schaenzer display-
ing and discussing electrically operated  water systems) and with separate programs 
for  women to learn about electric cooking and refrigeration. Moreover, the power 
firm distributed merchandise certificates (with slogans “Electrify for Better Living” 
and “Electricity is a Cheap Hired Hand”) to encourage purchases of load- building 
appliances. Holders could use the coupons for discounts of up to $20  toward electric 
ranges, radios, clothes washers, and vacuum cleaners (figure 11.8).57

In 1931, University of Wisconsin agriculturalists sponsored a “Farm and Home 
Week,” which offered special lectures concerning poultry, marketing, and livestock. 
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Organizers noted that “five forces are at pre sent working to enhance the value of 
the farm home,” namely, “a Steady Job, Power, Transportation, Leisure, and Beauty.” 
“Power” included electricity, which pumped  water into the home and provided en-
ergy for other appliances that “certainly help to make the farm attractive.” The main 
program included a talk, “Electric Power Transforming the Farm Home,” while the 
 women’s event demonstrated small appliance use. Eloise Davison, NELA’s home 
economics adviser, discussed “Laws to Follow in Lighting the Home” and “What the 
Homemaker Needs to Know about Choosing Electrical Apparatus.” CREA director 
Earl White lectured on “Electricity for Farm and Home,” while the University of 
Wisconsin’s Joseph Schaenzer elaborated on mechanical ventilation and “What Can 
Electricity Do for You.”58 In a similar fashion, the annual instructional events held 
at Texas A&M University (starting in November 1931) displayed new labor- saving 
electrical equipment, effecting “a vast cultural and societal change,” according to 

Fig. 11.7. Northern States Power’s “Electricity on the Farm” exhibit, undated, but 
possibly 1928 in Marathon County, Wisconsin. Source: Used with permission of 
Xcel Energy, the holding com pany parent of NSP. Photo graph courtesy of University 
of Wisconsin– Madison Libraries, Archives and Rec ords Management.
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historian Henry Dethloff and agricultural engineer Stephen Searcy, as rural  people 
learned about the advantages of electrification.59

Power companies that participated in demonstrations and fairs clearly exhib-
ited their increasing commitment to rural electrification. Of course, their activities 
reflected self- interest rather than a desire to provide social equity or welfare. In a 
survey of forty electric firms that sponsored state and county exhibits, the 
magazine Electricity on the Farm (discussed  later in this chapter) observed in 1930 
that companies achieved at least three objectives. First, they educated prospective 
customers about the benefits of electrifying their farmsteads. “The old adage that 

Fig. 11.8. Promotional certificate for electric appliances, 1930. Source: Used with 
permission of Alliant Energy, the holding com pany parent of Wisconsin Power and 
Light. Photo graphs courtesy of University of Wisconsin– Madison Libraries, 
Archives and Rec ords Management.
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Plate 1. Cover of Minnesota CREA report, Pre sen ta tion of Purpose of the Red Wing 
Experimental Rural Electric Line, 1924. Source: Courtesy of University of Minnesota 
Libraries, Archives and Special Collections.
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Plate 2. REA poster designed by Lester Beall. Source: Courtesy of Library of 
Congress, Prints & Photo graphs Division.
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Plate 3. Federal Theatre Proj ect poster for Power, Arthur Arent’s play that premiered 
in 1937. Source: Courtesy of Library of Congress, Prints & Photo graphs Division.
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Plate 4. Delco- Light washer. Source: The Delco- Light Story (Dayton, OH: Delco- Light 
Co., 1922), 78. Used with permission of General Motors Media Archive. Photo graph 
courtesy of the Richard P. Scharchburg Archives at Kettering University.
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Plate 5. Delco- Light advertisement for farm home lighting. Source: System on the 
Farm 4, no. 3 (March 1919): 165.
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Plate 6. The Delco- Light Way provides health, happiness, and pro gress; undated 
image, likely 1922. Source: Used with permission of General Motors Media Archive. 
Photo graph courtesy of Richard Backus, editor in chief, Gas Engine Magazine.
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Plate 7. Electric lines help Iowa’s farmers. Source: Cover of the Iowa’s Rural Commu-
nity for Electrical Development, Report no. 2, Iowa State College of Agriculture and 
Mechanic Arts Official Publication 24, no. 32 (6 January 1926). Courtesy of Iowa State 
University Library, Special Collections and University Archives.
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Plate 8. Cover of the first issue of Electricity on the Farm (July 1927).
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‘seeing is believing’ applies particularly well” to rural electrification, the magazine 
noted. Second, the demonstrations helped existing customers learn of new ways 
to raise their energy consumption and get more value from a ser vice they already 
received. Third, the fairs simply provided “good  will for the power com pany,” since 
the events attracted not only farmers but also other rural residents and town folk. 
Despite the  great expense of putting together the short- lived events, utilities obtained 
considerable benefit. By “taking the public relations  angle into account, power 
com pany exhibits at fairs may be considered good business moves.”60

Utility subsystem stakeholders supplemented face- to- face instruction by ex-
ploiting the popu lar new communications technology of radio. At the University 
of Wisconsin, agricultural engineer Joseph Schaenzer took to the air waves in Jan-
uary 1930 to explain “How 45,000 Wisconsin Farmers Are Using Electricity.” Of 
the 190,000 farms in the state, he observed, 28,000 obtained power from utility 
companies and another 17,000 produced power themselves with isolated plants. 
Expressing amazement that  these numbers grew from practically zero only five 
years  earlier, he expounded on how electricity raised living standards, saved time 
in the home and in the barn, reduced  labor effort and costs, and enlarged farm in-
comes.61 Schaenzer’s next radio talk, “More Electricity for Less Money,” clarified 
ele ments of the electric bill that frequently elicited scorn. The ser vice charge, for 
example, paid for fixed costs involved in getting electricity to a farmstead, such 
as the expenses of building the line and for maintenance, depreciation, taxes, in-
terest, and insurance. The demand charge largely covered the transformer, whose 
cost grew as its output (in kilovolt amperes) increased. By contrast, the energy 
charge seemed fairly easy to comprehend, as it related directly to the amount 
of electricity consumed. Utilities commonly used step rates, in which the first 
25 kWh (in Schaenzer’s case) cost 10 cents each, the next 25 cost 7 cents each, and 
usage beyond 50 kWh cost 3 cents each. The declining- block rate structure 
encouraged customers to employ more electricity, with the average price falling as 
consumption increased. “[T]he more electricity that can be used efficiently and 
advantageously on the farm,” Schaenzer reminded listeners, “the more profitable 
and economic its use becomes to the consumer.”62

Radio seems to have been an impor tant ele ment in General Electric’s efforts to 
encourage rural business as well. Starting in 1928, the com pany used WGY in 
Schenectady (GE’s hometown in upstate New York) to broadcast a series of talks 
on “Some Practical Solutions of Farm Electrification Prob lems.” Though GE em-
ployees gave many of the talks, which numbered 208 by the end of 1932, rural ser-
vice man ag ers and utility executives also contributed. CREA director Earl White 
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presented “A Horoscope of Farm Electrification” in November 1932, in which he 
observed that the “signs of the Zodiac clearly say that in the  future[,] the farmer 
 will use much more electricity than is the case  today— many times more.”63

Corporate Support

Several manufacturing companies had already set their sights on rural markets, 
as evidenced by the publications, advertising, demonstration work, and training 
of farm specialists. In fact, manufacturers such as GE and Westing house appeared 
to show more enthusiasm about rural electrification than did some utilities.  These 
companies likely saw farmers as potential customers for most of the products they 
already sold to city folk, but they also hoped to sell milking machines, incubators, 
brooders, pumps, and almost anything that could be hooked up to electric motors. 
To reach this group of consumers, General Electric (in par tic u lar) exploited the 
growing influence of advertising agencies to pinpoint consumers with specialized 
messages. In 1925 alone, the firm placed fifty- five advertisements in eigh teen farm 
periodicals, which counted a total circulation of more than 8 million.64

Of course, utility man ag ers understood the potential profits arising from power 
sales to rural customers, but to obtain them, the firms first needed to erect a vast 
and expensive distribution network. By contrast, manufacturers could sell directly 
to farmers without making infrastructural investments. Ideal customers received 
central station power, such that their consumption would not be  limited.65 Even 
if farmers owned isolated plants, small hydroelectric power stations, or wind- 
powered generators, which provided modest supplies of electricity, they could 
ultimately become worthwhile patrons of high- line ser vice  after having developed a 
familiarity with electrical lifestyles. Consequently, the companies’ representa-
tives urged utilities to pay more attention to the rural market. GE publicity man-
ag er Walter Bowe observed in 1931, for example, that the number of central station 
farm customers had increased remarkably in the years between 1923 and 
1931— from 166,000 to 648,000— with further additions expected. As impor tant, 
farmers made up one- sixth of all new customers of power companies, a proportion 
that “indicates the relative and growing importance of this group of customers” 
and the consequent need to pay attention to them.66

Producers of electrical equipment seemed  eager to work with the state affili-
ates of CREA to gain a foothold in a potentially large market. In the Red Wing, 
Minnesota, experiment, seventy- nine companies contributed equipment worth 
more than $21,558 from 1923 to the end of 1927. (General Electric and Westing-
house provided hardware valued at $1,078 and $942, respectively.)67 Manufac-
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Momentum in the Rural Electrification Subsystem  201

turers showed similar interest in other states’ CREA partners. In a letter to Pro-
fessor Charles Seitz at  Virginia Polytechnic Institute in March 1924, for example, 
Westing house’s “farm plant salesman” offered his assistance to the recently 
selected state committee chairman. The author urged Seitz to read an article on 
the Red Wing experiment as well as a piece written by his com pany’s R. C. Cos-
grove, who also represented the isolated plant industry on the national CREA. 
Cosgrove’s article, he said, “tends to  favor small light and power plants  until the 
farmer has become more educated to the use of electricity,” but Seitz should note 
that the com pany remained interested in serving customers with high- line ser vice 
too.68 Likewise, the Alabama CREA group happily acknowledged in 1925 the co-
operation of several companies, such as Westing house, General Electric, and 
Delco- Light, which offered technical advice and discounts for electrical equipment 
used in experiments.69

The large manufacturing firms employed judicious advertising to keep in the 
good graces of agricultural engineers and  others who worked on electrification ef-
forts at land- grant colleges. General Electric regularly bought full- page advertise-
ments in the journal Agricultural Engineering (the organ of the American Society 
of Agricultural Engineers), read by college instructors and researchers. In 1925, the 
com pany promoted electricity for spurring increased egg production from hens, 
for instance (figure 11.9). A  later advertisement, “Making a hard job easier,” por-
trayed a farm wife in an electrically illuminated kitchen watching as her husband 
heads out on a snowy eve ning with a shovel in hand. The text got to the point 
quickly: “The time  will never come when farming  will be listed as an easy job. But 
groping in the dark is one hardship electricity  will abolish. On farms electrically 
equipped, power lines bring clean, safe lighting to the darkest corners. And the 
same power drives the motors of many labor- saving machines.”70 Similar advertise-
ments appeared in student- edited publications such as Alabama Polytechnic In-
stitute’s Alabama Farmer, the University of Arizona’s Arizona Agriculturalist, and the 
Purdue Agriculturist.71

Publishing about Rural Electrification

Beyond the behemoths General Electric and Westing house, numerous smaller 
companies saw potential value in farm electrification. In 1922, the Farm Light and 
Power Publishing Com pany (located in New York City) issued a Year Book listing 
manufacturers and  wholesalers of electrical equipment for use on farms, along 
with articles describing features of vari ous appliances, good wiring practices, and 
sources of isolated power. Consisting of 338 pages, the book named fifty- one 
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Fig. 11.9. Electricity boosts productivity in hen houses. Source: Advertisement in 
Agricultural Engineering 6, no. 10 (October 1925): 253. Used with permission of 
General Electric and the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers 
(ASABE, formerly ASAE).
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manufacturers of gasoline- fueled generators, including Allis- Chalmers, Delco- 
Light, and Westing house. It also contained information on at least seventeen 
manufacturers of storage batteries and scores of companies that produced associ-
ated devices such as lamp adapters and insulated wires.72 Its publication suggests a 
vibrant market of large and small companies seeking to profit from an apparently 
growing interest in farm electrification.

The same publisher became a more impor tant player in the business of stimu-
lating rural electrification efforts by producing, starting in 1927, Electricity on the 
Farm, “a magazine for the farmer to promote the use of electricity.”73 Featuring 
colorful covers and illustrated articles, the periodical explained the  great value 
that men and  women could obtain by electrifying their farmsteads. The largely 
apo liti cal magazine did not seek subscriptions from individuals; rather, the pub-
lisher sold issues to utilities for distribution to existing and potential rural custom-
ers (plate 8).74 In an analy sis of the magazine’s circulation following issuance of 
the July 1929 number, the editors reported that the publication “reaches the cream 
of the farm market” with sales of more than 120,000 copies to power companies.75 
Reporting on a survey of advertising to farmers performed by sixty- four utilities in 
1930, a General Electric publicity executive noted that companies used newspa-
pers, state or regional farm magazines, and a few other specialized publications, 
but not with much regularity— except for Electricity on the Farm.76 A man ag er 
gloated in early 1931 that the magazine had “been  adopted as a vital part of the ru-
ral business building program of more than 350 power companies in all sections 
of the country,” with distribution of two hundred thousand copies per month.77 In 
a 1934 speech, Grover Neff endorsed the publication as one that “devotes all its edi-
torials and advertising space to the farm uses of electricity.” As a supplement to 
farm newspapers, pamphlets, and CREA newsletters, the magazine got “the 
farmer thinking about new and better methods of using electric ser vice.”  After all, 
he observed, “No  matter how old our story may seem to us,  there are many of our 
customers who do not know it.”78 Beyond offering practical articles on “Doubling 
Garden Crops with Electric Light”79 and “Electrical House keeping,”80 for exam-
ple, the magazine promoted the notion that electricity connoted modernity to the 
farmer. Starting with its July 1928 issue, the publication sported the subtitle A 
Monthly Magazine for the Progressive Rural  Family.81 That tag line changed with the 
March 1933 issue to A Monthly Magazine for the Up- to- Date Rural  Family.82

Unquestionably, the farm market exhibited a series of challenges for utility 
companies— challenges that, for largely economic reasons initially made power 
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204  Alignment of Rural Stakeholders

com pany man ag ers reluctant to serve it. Nevertheless, a variety of actors saw value 
in an underserved portion of the nation’s population, and they added to the bur-
geoning momentum of a distinct rural electrification subsystem.

Perhaps the most impor tant subsystem participants consisted of members of 
the newly created profession of agricultural engineering. Usually working at land- 
grant colleges, agricultural engineers became the anchor for the subsystem’s educa-
tional components, and they served as crucial intermediaries between the utility 
industry and farmers. They did so, in large part, through their leadership of 
CREA’s state affiliates. Beyond performing critical research and administrative 
activities, the engineers also taught students about farm use of electricity (gener-
ated by isolated power plants and central stations), such that many obtained jobs 
in utility companies’ increasingly numerous rural ser vice departments. In their 
corporate homes, the gradu ates helped farmers employ electricity in novel and mu-
tually profitable ways. Furthermore, the agricultural engineers in land- grant 
schools often put together educational events that appealed to utility rural ser vice 
man ag ers, farmers, and general audiences.  These instructional forums and pub-
lic demonstrations in nonurban settings provided another way to spread the word 
about rural electrification, complementing the use of radio talks and publications 
coming from extension ser vices and for- profit companies.

Momentum in the subsystem continued growing  because of efforts made by 
equipment manufacturers. General Electric and Westing house understood that 
they benefited from selling equipment to utility companies and to ultimate custom-
ers, and they pursued complementary efforts to support rural electrification through 
advertising, education of manpower, and donations of equipment for CREA ex-
periments. Private power companies also realized benefits—in terms of income 
and public relations—as they performed work to bring down the cost of exten-
sion lines.

The expanding number of farmers using electricity suggests the establishment 
of a maturing subsystem. In an optimistic statement of significant pro gress, the 
author of the Rural Electric Ser vice Committee’s 1927 report (most likely Grover 
Neff, the committee’s chairman) observed that farm electrification had “emerged 
from the experimental stages” in the previous few years and had moved into a pe-
riod of rapid growth.83 In fact, from the end of 1923 through 1926, the number of 
farms obtaining electricity in a sample of twenty- seven states jumped by almost 
87  percent. According to the report, such growth should drive “each power com-
pany operating in rural territory to see to it that it is properly or ga nized to foster 
developments . . .  in an efficient and energetic manner.” And even as farmers had 
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experienced an “agricultural depression” since 1920, the trend of electrification, 
if continued unabated, would lead to 1 million electrified farms by the end of 1932 
and 3 million by 1938.84 (Recall that, in 1923, about 6.3 million farms existed in 
the country, 177,561 of which had electricity supplied by utilities.)85

Enthusiasm for farm electrification continued into 1928, with NELA’s Rural 
Electric Ser vice Committee (then chaired by Charles F. Stuart of the Northern 
States Power Com pany) reporting more headway.86 Just a few years  earlier, a com-
mittee report noted, rural electrification had been viewed by almost every one as 
a “gigantic task” that “presented difficulties which seemed insurmountable.” But 
within a half- decade, utilities had started providing rural ser vices that  were “big-
ger, broader and more numerous in character than anyone had any conception of 
when this work first was undertaken.”87 The CREA had just published a compre-
hensive 136- page report highlighting the experiments performed in twenty- four 
states, and its work seemed to have had a positive impact. Stuart noted that in the 
five years since formation of the Minnesota CREA in 1923, the industry went from 
a sense of discouragement about rural electrification to  great optimism. A major 
source of the improved conditions resulted from the work pursued “with farm 
organ izations, with governmental departments, with agricultural colleges, man-
ufacturing companies, and  others.” The combined effort, he continued, sought to 
“solve this prob lem [of rural electrification] which seemed to defy the industry, the 
colleges, and the farmers, and every body  else who tackled it alone.”88

The first years of the 1930s threatened to disrupt this rapid growth rate.  After 
all, the onset of the  Great Depression subdued activity in the entire economy, with 
agriculturalists hit by lower demand for farm goods and with prices falling to levels 
not seen in more than twenty years.89 In most industries, economic contraction 
translated into the loss of customers.  After reaching a peak of 24,555,732 customers 
in 1930, the central station business gave up billpayers in the next two years in the 
domestic, commercial lighting and small power, and industrial power sectors.90

Contrasting with this decline, the number of rural users never  stopped increas-
ing, though the blistering growth rate ebbed. In the peak year of 1928, the indus-
try energized 113,021 new farms. Additions totaled 69,926 in 1929, and 73,751 in 
1930.91 In March 1932, Electrical World reported that the number of farm custom-
ers grew by almost fifty thousand during the previous year.92 Subsequent stories 
in the journal reprised this news, with some highlighting the growing spans of rural 
lines and greater farm power consumption in Alabama and  Virginia, for example.93 
Overall, from the beginning of 1924 to the end of 1932, the number of ruralites 
who obtained high- line ser vice (709,449) showed an average annual growth rate 
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of 16.6  percent. Put differently, the percentage enjoying high- line ser vice  rose from 
2.8  percent to 11.3  percent in the period.94

With not too much exaggeration, the chair of NELA’s Rural Electric Ser vice 
Committee, Eugene Holcomb, proclaimed in October 1929 (before most  people 
realized the Depression had begun) that utility companies recently made  great 
strides in bringing power to farms in the previous few years: “Farmers are becom-
ing electrically minded. They are gaining confidence in the sincerity of the 
power companies. And the companies are looking more favorably upon rural busi-
ness. The electrical industry is ready to deliver power to the farmer’s door at 
reasonable prices, as soon as he can make use of it. But it takes time to adapt him-
self to the new conditions. He cannot revolutionize his  whole practice and habits 
over- night. The change is coming in an orderly fashion.”95

The rural electrification advocates, in other words, may have done a good job 
in creating a subsystem that involved an increasing number of active stakehold-
ers. Impediments to further gains still remained, of course, such as finding ways 
to finance rural folk so they could wire their farmsteads and purchase electrical 
equipment, especially during troubled times. If economic conditions improved 
quickly and if left  free to regain its momentum, perhaps the utility industry’s farm 
electrification movement would yield even more impressive gains, in line with 
Grover Neff’s prediction of serving 3 million rural customers by 1938.96
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part iii / Growth of Rural Electrification 
Efforts in the 1930s

Unfortunately for industry promoters of rural electrification, the 
economic malaise starting in late 1929 did not ameliorate quickly, and 
self- inflicted prob lems caused the utility industry to incur the public’s ire. 
Consequently, private companies failed to advance their own plans to 
become the exclusive providers of high- line ser vice to nonurban custom-
ers. Rather, by offering financial resources and innovative programs, the 
New Deal’s Tennessee Valley Authority and the Rural Electrification 
Administration threatened to seize the bulk of the farm market, one that 
the industry had been cultivating for more than a de cade.

Sensing a competitive threat, central station companies moved 
forcefully to expand ser vice to rural customers in the mid- to- late 1930s. 
Often using less- than- creditable methods, they tried to preempt govern-
ment efforts by rapidly electrifying farms themselves. In a perhaps ironic, 
though rarely acknowledged manner, the private firms wired up more 
farms  until 1950 than did the REA- funded electric cooperatives. Even as 
late as 1955, when about 94  percent of farms received high- line power, 
utilities served more than 43  percent of them.1 Despite making such 
gains, the industry ceded control of the rural electrification subsystem 
to government- sponsored entities and never regained it.
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Chapter Twelve

Government Innovations in the Rural 
Electrification Subsystem

Rural line extension is no longer a piecemeal, haphazard, incidental affair 
patterned on elaborate urban construction standards which in the past have 
meant high capital and maintenance costs, high interest rates . . .  , small 
usage, relatively slow returns and an uncertain investment. The new method 
is [a] planned, long- range, community effort, [with] more customers, [and] 
lower costs which permit lower rates, higher usage, assured income, 
amortization[,] and a safe investment,  whether private or public.

— rural electrification news, 1935

W ith the inauguration of an activist president during the midst of an 
economic and social crisis, rural electrification received an im mense 

boost starting in 1933. As a candidate, Franklin Roo se velt touted his credentials 
as a public power advocate and bashed the leaders of the utility industry who 
appeared, in the minds of many citizens, responsible for the Depression. A  little 
more than two months  after taking office, the chief executive signed legislation 
establishing the Tennessee Valley Authority. Two years  later, Roo se velt autho-
rized creation of the Rural Electrification Administration. Both government 
organ izations (along with associated agencies) spurred farm electrification in 
ways that dramatically extended the work done by private utilities since the 
early 1920s.

The accomplishments of the TVA and the REA in the New Deal era have been 
widely documented (though, as noted in chapter 1, not always accurately). Perhaps 
unlike other analyses, this chapter emphasizes the advantages held by government 
agencies that enabled them to achieve their successes. Not meant to constitute an 
excuse or apology for the utilities’ unwillingness to undertake similarly effective 
activities, this discussion nevertheless explains how government- run proj ects ac-
complished feats that eluded investor- owned firms. And while private companies 
could not offer subsidies or obtain capital at below- market rates, for example, their 
man ag ers learned impor tant lessons from the government’s work, which also 
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210  Growth of Rural Electrification Efforts in the 1930s

served as a power ful competitive incentive for them to pursue rural electrification 
more zealously starting in the mid-1930s.

Creation of the TVA and REA

The TVA constituted a bold public power experiment that sought to achieve so-
cial and economic objectives through the supply of inexpensive electricity. Its 
origins stem from construction of the Wilson Dam on the Tennessee River at Mus-
cle Shoals, Alabama, during World War I to provide electricity for production of 
explosives. Completion dragged into the 1920s, and with the war over, debate en-
sued concerning its use and owner ship. Industrialist Henry Ford attempted to 
purchase the dam in 1921 and create a manufacturing region around it, but pro-
gressive Republican George Norris, who had espoused public power programs 
since the 1910s, resisted that scheme as chair of the Senate’s Agriculture and For-
estry Committee. As previously described, Norris sponsored proposals for multi-
purpose development and government control of the dam in bills that garnered 
congressional support— and two presidential vetoes—in 1928 and 1931.1

Norris found an ally for his plan in newly elected President Franklin Roo se velt. 
A supporter of government control of some natu ral resources, the Demo crat de-
clared during his 1929 inaugural address as New York governor that the state had 
a duty to produce electricity from the flow of  water, “which belongs to all the 
 people” and which should be distributed to residents at low cost.2 In 1931, he pushed 
to establish the New York Power Authority and appointed Morris Cooke as a 
trustee.3 Though he did not make it a major ele ment of his presidential cam-
paign, FDR nevertheless backed greater government involvement in supplying 
electricity as a means to increase consumer demand and alleviate rural poverty.4

Within the supportive environment created by FDR’s New Deal, Senator Nor-
ris repackaged his  earlier legislative efforts into the Tennessee Valley Authority 
Act, approved on 18 May 1933. The law created a new administrative agency— the 
TVA— which had a mandate to build dams for preventing floods, reducing soil ero-
sion, improving navigation, and generating electricity. To aid in distributing 
cheap power to rural customers, the TVA or ga nized cooperative electric organ-
izations, with the Alcorn County Electric Power Association (in northern Missis-
sippi), about fifty miles from Wilson Dam, constituting the first in 1934. Two  others 
followed in 1935.5

President Roo se velt asked Morris Cooke, who had been serving since 1933 as 
head of a Public Works Administration committee investigating the  water and 
land resources of the Mississippi Valley, to develop a comprehensive approach to 
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extend electric ser vice to rural areas. In a 1934 report, Cooke suggested a national 
program of rural electrification, observing that the federal government could en-
hance farm life substantially by allotting $100 million to “build in de pen dent, 
self- liquidating rural proj ects.”6 He repeated the proposal in his “National Plan for 
the Advancement of Rural Electrification,” which aspired to offer long- term gov-
ernment loans to in de pen dent, farmer- owned distribution organ izations (similar 
to the co- ops created by the TVA).7 The proposal won a positive reception from the 
president, who (with authority provided by the $5 billion Emergency Relief Appro-
priation Act of 1935) created the Rural Electrification Administration by execu-
tive order in May 1935; Cooke served as its first head.8 (Figure 12.1 shows Cooke 
signing documents approving the creation of seven REA proj ects.) A few months 
 later, the president issued Regulation No. 4, which established the REA as a lending 
agency instead of a relief organ ization.9 Working with Demo cratic Representative 

Fig. 12.1. REA’s first administrator, Morris L. Cooke, signing approval of loans to 
begin seven rural electrification proj ects, 4 November 1935. Source: Courtesy of 
Library of Congress, Prints & Photo graphs Division, photo graph by Harris & Ewing.
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John Rankin of Mississippi, Senator Norris introduced the Rural Electrification 
Act, signed on 20 May 1936, which put the REA on a firmer, longer- lasting basis 
as a statutory entity rather than as an emergency mea sure established by presi-
dential fiat.10

Initially, it appeared that the REA would lend its funds to private utility compa-
nies. In his first press conference  after creation of the agency, Cooke said he ex-
pected to work with commercial firms and “did not expect any trou ble” since “pub-
lic sentiment should influence them to extend their lines to the farmers.”11 To pursue 
this collaborative effort, REA leaders met officially with utility representatives to 
explore options for transferring money and commencing rural electrification proj-
ects.12 At the end of July 1935, utility com pany leaders proposed to wire about a 
quarter- million farms in eigh teen months at a cost of more than $238 million. While 
the firms claimed that much of the “immediate urge for rural electrification” was “a 
social rather than an economic prob lem,” the utilities agreed to engage in such ef-
forts, with government support, in the hope that farm customers would ultimately 
become profitable.13 Cooke stated publicly that the REA would quickly use the ini-
tial $100 million to start the work.14 Undoubtedly comforting utility officials, a New 
York Times article reported, “As 95 per cent of the electric industry in this country is 
in the hands of private operating companies, the administration’s public funds  will 
be dispensed in that proportion.” The article further quoted Cooke declaring that 
“we are not attempting to change the balance from private to public operation, and 
could not do so if we wanted to.”15

For a variety of po liti cal and managerial reasons, however, Cooke ultimately 
rejected the industry’s plan.16 Claiming that utility firms preferred to borrow 
money from banks (even at rates higher than  those offered by the REA) to avoid 
restrictions and rules imposed by the REA, Cooke profoundly altered the way rural 
electrification advanced.17 Instead of lending money primarily to power compa-
nies, the REA dispensed it to farmers’ electric cooperatives, similar to the Alcorn 
co-op created by the TVA two years  earlier; they would use the funds to string new 
distribution lines and to construct (in a few cases) generation and transmission 
facilities.18 Of the $69.4 million that the REA loaned  until 1 November 1937, 
78.5  percent went to co- ops and just 2.2  percent to private utility companies.19

The Government’s Exemplary Work

The TVA and REA did impressive rural electrification work, but in the 1930s, 
they employed tools that private utilities could not muster themselves. And they 
enjoyed the cooperation of agencies, committed to similar goals, that provided 
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consumers with previously non ex is tent resources. In an in ter est ing manner, how-
ever, some of the approaches used by the government entities (such as construct-
ing cheaper distribution lines and employing promotional rate structures) built on 
the work done  earlier by the CREA state bodies and the private utility industry.

Financing and Low- Cost Appliances

Though recovering substantially from the recession of 1920–21, ruralites did 
not enjoy the prosperity that the “roaring twenties” de cade delivered to their city 
cousins. And as the Depression tanked the previously upbeat urban economy, it 
sent the rural economy into another tailspin, diminishing farmers’ purchasing 
power. To make utility companies interested in serving this market, so went the 
standard wisdom, farmers would need to make capital outlays for electrically op-
erated motors, milkers, and other equipment at a time when they had  little 
money to invest. The task of selling  these “articles of electrical virtue . . .  is a 
heartbreaking one  under pre sent farm conditions,” observed Electrical World in 
1931.20 A New York farm electrification advocate reiterated this concern, stating 
that the “one obstacle in the path of still further use of electricity” in his state “is 
the inability of farmers to finance the purchase of equipment which they know 
 will be wealth- producing.”21 Within the harsh business environment of the early 
1930s, neither power companies nor equipment manufacturers could easily lend 
money to the distressed farmers.22

Government planners who created the TVA addressed the financing prob lem 
directly. In December 1933, they established the Electric Home and Farm Author-
ity (EHFA), a subagency of the TVA, to spur purchases of electric appliances 
largely by offering low- interest loans.23 Viewed as an experiment by David Lilien-
thal, codirector of the Authority and head of the EHFA, the new program first 
made loans just to customers receiving TVA power, but it  later provided financ-
ing to  people served by private utilities.24 Through the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation, a body established in 1932 and affiliated with the Federal Reserve, 
the government initially made available $10 million of credit for home wiring and 
appliance purchases at attractive rates. The EHFA required small down payments 
(of 5  percent) with the balance financed at 5  percent annually for between two and 
four years.25 Making such outlays easier for customers to manage, the installment 
charges appeared as monthly additions to electric bills.26 To buy an electric refrig-
erator, range, and  water pump, whose cash price totaled $351.50, for example, a 
customer put down $18.50 and paid $8.33 for forty- eight months.27 For compari-
son, firms such as General Electric offered consumer loans for purchases of their 
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products at annual rates of between 8 and 30  percent, with full payment expected 
within one year.28

Beyond favorable financing, the TVA and EHFA worked with manufacturers to 
design inexpensive, but well- made, versions of appliances for sale to rural custom-
ers, especially in southern states.29 Among the earliest such pieces of hardware, 
General Electric’s specially engineered low- cost refrigerator won the sobriquet of 
a “Model T appliance” from Business Week magazine in June 1934. The four- cubic- 
foot cooler did not contain “gadgets and minor luxuries” appearing in more extrava-
gant consumer models, but it remained clean,  simple, and compact. At $74.50, the 
price “puts electric refrigeration in position to crash the mass market.” Consid-
ered “revolutionary” by the magazine author, the price came in well  under the 
cheapest similar model listed in the Sears, Roebuck cata log (at $94.50).30 Soon 
thereafter, the EHFA announced a refrigerator built by the Crosley Radio Corpo-
ration, whose price undercut that of the GE machine by $2.00.31 By the end of 
1935— just in time for Christmas— the EHFA had broadened its reach; beyond 
lending 95  percent of the money needed for refrigerators, ranges,  water heaters, 
and  water pumps, the agency financed clothes washers, driers, milk separators, 
milk coolers, vacuum cleaners, and motors. The Chicago Daily Tribune announced 
this expanded program in an article titled “EHFA  Will Lend Santa Funds to Buy 
Appliances.”32 As impor tant as the price of  these basic appliances was the implicit 
seal of approval offered by the TVA and EHFA. Even private utility companies, 
such as Georgia Power, advertised  these inexpensive appliances and used the gov-
ernment’s imprimatur as a marketing tactic.33

The EHFA further contributed to rural electrification through its promotional 
and educational activities. To overcome cultural hesitation in the use of electrical 
appliances and to showcase ways in which the new energy form could improve 
 people’s standards of living, the agency advertised in publications and on the ra-
dio. In  doing so, the organ ization actively advanced New Deal notions of pro gress 
and modernity.34 And to reach more  women, the TVA hired Eloise Davison, the 
home economics professor at Iowa State College who also served on the Iowa 
CREA committee and national CREA. Becoming director of the TVA’s Domestic 
Electric Ser vice program, she orchestrated public demonstrations of electric equip-
ment and promoted electrification through courses taught at high schools and 
with talks given to church groups, clubs, and other community organ izations.35

EHFA’s financing, work with manufacturers, and promotional efforts appeared 
to boost purchases of electric devices. By 1942, the EHFA had collaborated with 
more than 7,000 appliance dealers and contractors to finance more than 431,000 
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installations of wiring and equipment.36 By transforming the marketplace for appli-
ances, such as refrigerators, which previously could only be considered for purchase 
by wealthy homeowners, the EHFA spurred increased electricity consumption.37

Lending Money to Co- ops and Other Benefits

As a government lending agency, the REA had financial expectations that dif-
fered from  those of central station firms. Even with more liberal policies  toward 
building lines developed by some utilities in the late 1920s and early 1930s, private 
companies generally wanted to recover the cost of their high- line expenses within 
three to five years. The REA, however, initially loaned money to cooperatives at 
3  percent a year, equaling the average rate of interest paid on long- term government 
bonds, for up to twenty years.38 The Rural Electrification Act of 1936 extended the 
maturity of loans to twenty- five years.39 Low lending rates, coupled with long loan 
periods, meant the co- ops could reduce monthly charges to customers by about two- 
thirds compared with financing arrangements having five- year terms.40 For  those 
suffering from the long farm recession and Depression, such a reduction in pay-
ments made a huge difference. Sweetening the situation, Congress in 1944 passed 
an amendment to the 1936 act that fixed a 2  percent borrowing rate with up to 
thirty- five years of financing, knocking down monthly charges more.41 At the time, 
long- term interest rates for the government bonds reached 2.48  percent, and corpo-
rations typically obtained funds for about 3.00 to more than 3.50  percent annu-
ally.42 Expressed simply, co- ops received extremely favorable borrowing terms.

In December 1935, the REA announced another financing initiative— this time 
to wire farmsteads. As utility man ag ers observed  earlier, for ruralites to exploit the 
value of electricity, they needed to have enough spare capital to pay for wiring their 
properties, an unlikely occurrence when farm income remained low. The REA 
acknowledged the utilities’ concerns, noting that “[i]n the past, lack of adequate 
financing facilities has retarded the extension of electric ser vice into rural ar-
eas.” Paired with financing provided by the EHFA, the new REA loans enabled 
more farmers to modernize their properties and purchase electrical appliances. 
Additionally, the REA encouraged tradesmen to wire large numbers of farm-
steads  under one contract.43 By 1939, the combination of REA loans and “group 
wiring plans” appeared successful, with reductions in wiring costs by as much 
as 35  percent, according to the REA administrator.44

In some states, co- ops received special treatment that permitted them to avoid 
costs in ways utilities could not. The Wisconsin legislature, for example, exempted 
REA co- ops from vari ous forms of regulation. (See more discussion on the regulation 
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of co- ops in the next chapter.) Furthermore, co- ops for several years did not need to 
set aside funds for depreciation (to draw upon for replacing worn- out equipment), as 
did private utilities  under conventional accounting procedures. Beyond that, a 1939 
law exempted co- ops from a tax paid by utilities, then about 17  percent and rising to 
25  percent in 1945.45 The REA’s model co-op legislation,  adopted by numerous states, 
also freed the organ izations from paying excise and income taxes, replacing them 
with an annual fee of $10 for each one hundred co-op members.46 In the late 1930s, 
some states offered complete tax- free status permanently or for several years.47

As nonprofit entities, REA co- ops also won benefits such as exemption from 
federal taxes  under the Revenue Act of 1916 (which obviously predated electric 
cooperatives but not farmers’ cooperatives).48 The REA’s Rural Electrification News 
commented in 1936 that “cooperatives are especially favored by the Federal Gov-
ernment and by the laws of many States with re spect to taxation,” though they 
sometimes paid local taxes.49 By contrast, throughout the 1920s, utility officials 
complained about what they saw as excessive taxation, which consumed 10  percent 
of gross revenue (and about 20  percent of net operating revenue) in 1930. Higher 
taxes resulted from passage of the federal 1932 Revenue Act (during the Hoover 
administration), which imposed a 3  percent sales tax on electricity consumers and 
13.75  percent tax on utility corporations.  These expenses, which raised the over-
all cost of selling electricity by commercial power companies, generally did not 
apply to co- ops.50

REA- funded cooperatives obtained other advantages that lowered the cost to 
construct distribution lines. For example, the REA allowed farmers to work on erec-
tion of poles and wires instead of paying co-op membership fees. The REA’s 1942 
report noted that the use of  labor for “clearing rights- of- way, digging holes, driving 
trucks, and other ground work” are paid, not as cash, but credited to members’ ac-
counts.51 Significant as well, many co- ops could construct lines on farmers’ proper-
ties without paying for the rights of way. REA policy forbade using lent money to 
purchase such rights, a practice viewed as inconsistent with the organ ization’s phi-
losophy of encouraging collaborative work to achieve lower costs for members.52 By 
1941, the co- ops had collected more than one million easements.53

Perhaps as impor tant, the REA developed engineering practices that had 
started to come into use by private companies (described in chapter 11) for reduc-
ing expenses. By employing high- strength wire conductors, the agency could ex-
tend the span between poles— from one  every 150 to 200 feet to between 300 and 
400 feet by 1937— and lessen costs accordingly. REA poles sometimes did not con-
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tain wooden cross arms, such that wires simply  were attached to insulators on 
vertical shafts, diminishing costs further. The co- ops also often built long lines— 
one hundred to two hundred miles at a time— and they contracted with experi-
enced crews (supervised by REA field engineers) using a “moving  belt” or 
“assembly- line” pro cess to dig holes, raise poles, string wires, and install trans-
formers.54  These approaches, along with standardization and volume purchases 
of equipment, facilitated low costs. As early as 1937, the REA reported that a re-
cently approved group of lines cost only $850 per mile.55 A job in Texas came in 
even cheaper— only $550 per mile, which included the expense of transformers.56

The REA additionally reduced costs for many rural customers by providing 
“area coverage.” Instead of extending distribution wires from existing lines to 
farmers’ residences on a piecemeal basis, the agency proposed to serve every one 
within a certain region, all of whom paid the average cost to serve them. By  doing 
so, it could take advantage of its assembly line method for building less expensive 
lines. The approach also meant that  those most distant from existing lines, who 
would other wise experience high costs and likely never get ser vice from a private 
utility com pany, could still afford ser vice.57 The technique had the added advan-
tage (no doubt well considered by REA man ag ers) of preventing private power 
companies from stealing its most attractive rural customers. By offering electric-
ity to an entire geo graph i cal region, a co-op could claim it as its ser vice territory— a 
de facto franchise district— and therefore make it difficult for private companies 
to sell power to individual customers within it.

As suggested by  these descriptions of ways the REA helped co- ops achieve their 
goals, the federal agency assumed several activities that would have been costly 
and perhaps impossible for local membership organ izations to provide by them-
selves. In addition, REA staff in Washington, DC, provided  legal ser vices (such as 
the drafting of state co-op laws), technical directives, and management advice 
without charge to its clients. The government shouldered  these administrative 
costs, paid for from congressional appropriations, and did not pass them on to 
co- ops.58

Rates

Government rural electrification efforts enjoyed success in part  because they 
could perform experiments in ways that seemed impossible for private utilities. In 
other words,  because the TVA and REA did not incur the same restrictions as com-
panies—in par tic u lar, the requirement to make a profit for stockholders— they 
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tried novel approaches to stimulate increased farm use of electricity. Innovative 
and low- cost rate structures constituted the most unusual— and most successful—
of  these innovations, and their use by the TVA in par tic u lar provided useful les-
sons for man ag ers in the utility industry.

Standard accounts of rural electrification note that private utility companies 
may have taken some actions to increase power use on farms, but they did not do 
much to reduce the rates paid for electricity, thus forsaking one significant ave nue 
for stimulating demand. Put simply in  these narratives, high prices discouraged 
the widespread use of electricity that would have improved  people’s lives. Mor-
ris Cooke, the first REA administrator, observed in his writings that companies 
justified charging farmers steep rates to compensate for “the alleged extra 
costs” of stringing wires to sparsely populated areas.59 Soon  after becoming the 
REA administrator in 1935, he observed that utilities’ unwillingness to change 
pricing policies, even when offered REA loans, drove him to enlist newly formed 
co- ops to bring electricity to ruralites.60

In his writings on the REA, D. Clayton Brown repeated similar concerns about 
the negative impact of high rates. The influential historian noted in his 1980 book 
that farm customers paid rates about twice as  great as  those incurred by city folk 
(who, significantly, did not pay the initial costs of installing distribution lines).61 
Brown continued with this criticism elsewhere by noting that private companies 
“never dealt directly with the cost of electric ser vice, which was a critical obsta-
cle in the electrification of the rural areas.”62 Even companies working with state 
CREA affiliates charged high prices, he asserted.63

Though not necessarily unfair, the criticism reflects knowledge that did not exist 
widely in the 1920s and early 1930s about the “science” of rate making. In par tic u-
lar, utility man ag ers did not truly understand the costs involved in distributing elec-
tricity, which (in theory at least) constituted the basis for making rates to recover 
 those costs.64 Unquestionably, the cost to serve distant and dispersed customers ex-
ceeded that of selling power to urban users. As noted in chapter 2, utility man ag ers 
often quantified the higher cost as justification for bypassing the rural market.

The appearance of numerical precision, however, hid the fact that large uncer-
tainties existed in calculating costs. In 1926, mechanical engineer Lesher Wing 
acknowledged, “Rate making is not an exact science; it is an art”  because of the 
difficulties in allocating costs accurately to diff er ent customer classes (to indus-
trial, business, residential, and rural users, for example).65 Utility officials and 
academics came to a similar verdict while attending a rate- making symposium 
convened by Morris Cooke in January 1933. Even  after several discussions drawing 
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on theory and practice, participants failed to reach a common understanding of 
how to assign companies’ costs to rural customers. Perhaps the best summary of 
the proceedings appeared as a frontispiece drawing in a book containing the 
contributors’ papers. Showing an “area of known costs,” which included the space 
from generating plants to substations, the illustration also portrayed a literally 
darker “area of unknown costs” where distribution lines took power to small towns 
and farms. The caption noted, “Ample data as to costs are available up to the distri-
bution sub- station. From this point to the retail customer’s meter, however, noth-
ing has been known about costs— until recently” (figure 12.2).66 But that conclusion 
seems somewhat disingenuous, since freshly acquired knowledge did not mark-
edly improve comprehension of distribution costs. One meeting participant re-
ferred to such costs as “the final mystery to be solved,”67 while Joseph Swidler, a 
reviewer of the symposium’s papers and  later a chief TVA  lawyer, described the 
conference’s findings as “only tentative and inconclusive.”68

Fig. 12.2. Depiction of the vast area of unknown of costs in the electric distribution 
system. Source: Frontispiece of Morris Llewellyn Cooke, ed., What Electricity Costs 
in the Home and on the Farm (New York: New Republic, 1933). Used with permission 
of the New Republic.
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In short, it appears that even the experts did not fully understand the econom-
ics of distribution lines. And without a good understanding of costs, how could 
man ag ers accurately determine rates to be paid to recover  those costs?

The conundrum did not inhibit TVA man ag ers who developed a rate structure 
for their customers. In theory, ratemakers should have established per- kilowatt- 
hour prices based on calculations of the amortized cost of the acquired Wilson 
Dam, the Authority’s first hydroelectric generating fa cil i ty, and a prediction of the 
amount of electricity that would be consumed over a specified time period. 
(Roughly, the cost per kilowatt- hour was determined by dividing the annual cost 
of the plant, which included fixed and variable expenses, by the projected num-
ber of kilowatt- hours used in the year.) But according to historian Thomas 
McCraw, man ag ers could not easily assess how much of the dam’s cost should be 
paid for through electricity rates  because of the fa cil i ty’s multi- use nature.69 De-
ciding to influence public opinion favorably and to raise consumption through the 
use of low rates (which, according to TVA director David Lilienthal, would “add 
to the strength and richness of living of the  people of the valley”), government ac-
countants deliberately minimized the plant’s worth, and they estimated (or guessed 
at) how much power customers might use.70 By undervaluing the plant’s cost and 
inflating consumption numbers, TVA officials could arrive at much lower rates than 
 those offered by private companies.

McCraw documented how the man ag ers also “took short cuts, employed arbi-
trary figures and methods, and finished their work in a ridiculously brief time,” 
developing a  simple, easily understood, and radical rate structure. Often known 
as the “3-2-1” schedule, the formula offered power at 3 cents per kWh for the first 
50 kWh, 2 cents per kWh for the next 150 kWh, 1 cent per kWh for following 200 
kWh (and 0.4 cent per kWh for subsequent usage).71 A press release noted that the 
agency designed the rates “to encourage and make pos si ble the widest use of elec-
tric ser vice, with all the individual and community benefits which go with such 
wide use.” The structure resulted in average prices of about half of what nearby 
private utility companies charged.72 Academic economists in 1941 observed that 
the TVA “rates  were not based on a cost- of- service theory but on a ‘social- basis 
theory’ ” in which  actual costs to provide ser vice  were disregarded.73

Private utilities had already discovered that increased consumption of electric-
ity generally contributed to higher load  factors and lower per- unit prices. And 
indeed, most firms reduced the price of electricity over the years as their costs de-
clined. Even companies that served territories  later taken over by the TVA had 
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instituted rate cuts, planned before creation of the federal agency.74 Overall, the 
average price per kWh for a residential (not rural) customer dropped from about 
16 cents in 1902 to  under 6 cents in 1932. Utility man ag ers expected further price 
cuts as consumers bought more electricity and as production costs continued their 
downward trend (largely as a result of improvements in generation and transmis-
sion technologies).75 Drawing on knowledge of  these experiences, CREA state 
affiliates (as noted  earlier) sought to identify and demonstrate  viable applications 
of electricity that would significantly increase farm use of electricity. As western 
companies had already discovered with irrigation customers, heavy consumption 
combined with low prices yielded high revenues— enough to offset costs and en-
sure a reasonable (and regulator- approved) profit.

The TVA’s use of questionably justified low prices would only make sense if 
farmers used extraordinary amounts of power.76 Happily for the New Deal plan-
ners, the rate- making venture appeared to work. As historian Michelle Mock has 
documented, the EHFA helped customers purchase high- load appliances such as 
refrigerators and ranges, causing consumption to grow rapidly.77 The agency first 
promoted its ser vices in the TVA demonstration town of Tupelo, Mississippi, in 
1934 and, in a one- month period, it spurred sales of 188 refrigerators and 43 
ranges.78 Continued promotion of appliances motivated Tupelo residential custom-
ers to double their individual consumption in the seven months  after introduc-
tion of TVA’s 3-2-1 rate schedule.79 Employing the same pricing formula in TVA’s 
first co-op in Alcorn County, customers went from consuming only 49 kWh per 
month (in May 1934, before the new rates took effect) to 152 kWh in May 1939. 
Moreover, the average price per kWh dropped from 5.37 cents to 1.73 cents, while 
the number of consumers jumped from 1,180 to 2,133.80

The TVA and EHFA accelerated thinking about lower priced electricity as a way 
to stimulate demand. Despite utility companies’ denigration and protestations 
about the organ ization serving as a “yardstick” for comparing public to private 
electricity providers, the TVA demonstrated, in a more dramatic fashion than the 
CREA experiments, that low rates and inexpensive- to- finance appliances could 
motivate greater sales of electricity.

Undoubtedly, the TVA experience provided justification for Morris Cooke to 
argue that REA co-op customers would benefit from similar low- cost rate struc-
tures. Unlike the TVA- created co- ops (such as the one in Alcorn County, Missis-
sippi), which obtained electricity from the government agency, however, the REA 
co- ops did not enjoy a single power supplier. Instead, they drew on a variety of 
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sources. The most impor tant consisted of public electricity authorities, such as the 
TVA, which incurred  legal requirements to sell to co- ops and municipalities before 
offering excess power to private companies.81 The TVA reported in 1941, for ex-
ample, that it passed on its low- cost electricity to 114 municipal and co-op distrib-
uters at a rate of 4.23 mills per kWh hour. (A mill is one- tenth of a cent or a 
thousandth of a dollar.) During the following year, it sold power to 128 power dis-
tributors at 4.27 mills per kWh;  after consideration of distribution and other 
expenses, the ultimate customer paid 1.25 cents per unit.82

Rural co- ops also obtained power from government agencies such as the Bonn-
eville Power Administration, created by the federal government in 1937 in the 
Pacific Northwest, which also sold electricity preferentially to public entities and 
cooperatives.83 Like federal power organ izations, the state- government funded 
Santee- Cooper proj ect (operated by the South Carolina Public Ser vice Authority, 
created in 1934) sought to develop rivers for navigation, to produce and sell elec-
tricity, to reclaim swamplands, and to reforest watersheds.84 Energy began flowing 
from the state’s public power proj ects ( after several lawsuits initiated by utilities) 
in 1942, with co- ops purchasing one- quarter of the authority’s electricity by the 
early 1950s.85 Other public power enterprises sprang up with similar goals and 
requirements. One consisted of the Buggs Island Lake hydroelectric plant, built 
in  Virginia by the Army Corps of Engineers on the Roanoke River (authorized as 
part of the 1944 Flood Control Act). The US Department of the Interior distrib-
uted power from the fa cil i ty with priority  going to government entities and co- 
ops.86 Additionally, the Southeastern Power Administration, established in 1950 
(and also managed by the Department of Interior), sold electricity to REA co- ops 
from more than twenty  water proj ects at favorable prices.87

When co- ops could not obtain power from public agencies, they often received 
cheap electricity from private companies. The original Rural Electrification Act 
of 1936 (with subsequent amendments) likely motivated this benevolent corporate 
be hav ior, since the law authorized inexpensive loans for construction of genera-
tion plants and transmission lines when co- ops could not obtain electricity from 
other sources.88 Presumably worried that the REA organ izations would build such 
facilities themselves, thus creating competitive entities, utility com pany man ag-
ers at Carolina Light and Power, for example, sold  wholesale power at 12 to 15 mills 
per kWh to some North Carolina co- ops. That rate dropped to 7.5 mills per kWh 
in 1945, where it stood  until 1971.89 In general, co- ops nationally saw  wholesale 
rates at around one cent (10 mills) per kWh for de cades  after the REA’s creation, 
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enabling them to undercut the rates originally offered to rural customers by pri-
vate utilities.90 Simply stated, the co- ops usually obtained cheap power even when 
they could not get it from public agencies.

By the  middle of 1940, about 27  percent of the 6.1 million American farms received 
high- line ser vice, and it appeared that the government had made  great pro gress 
 toward achieving a desirable goal.91 Undoubtedly, the TVA and REA brought elec-
tricity to tens of thousands of unserved farm families. But this narrative, as con-
ventionally presented, should not be mistaken for good history. Only rarely does 
the standard account provide a context or understanding of the actors who, on one 
hand chose not to electrify  every farm in Amer i ca, and, on the other hand,  those 
who actually accomplished a large amount of farm electrification within the po-
liti cal and economic framework of the times.

The success of the TVA and REA in pursuing rural electrification was more nu-
anced than traditional narratives suggest. Put differently, the failure of power 
companies to electrify a larger percentage of farms remains more complicated. As 
noted in this chapter, the TVA and REA co- ops enjoyed several advantages. Per-
haps most impor tant, the co- ops obtained federal loans at low rates and for long 
periods. Customers also received cheap money for wiring and appliances through 
the Electric Home and Farm Authority, while government encouragement of man-
ufacturers made pos si ble the supply of welcomed, inexpensive appliances. Co-op 
members further benefited from lower taxes, no payments for rights of way, and 
more affordable rates based on average costs. And by purchasing electricity from 
government facilities at low cost, becoming preferential customers to public power 
proj ects, the co- ops offered low prices to customers with the hope that consump-
tion would increase.92 Beyond receiving such favored treatment, REA co- ops ob-
tained  free or low- cost technical and management advice from headquarters and 
from REA field engineers who visited construction proj ects.93

 These advantages had substantial value. Economists Carl Kitchens and Price 
Fishback recently estimated that, compared with other types of loans available at 
the time to homeowners and businesses, the government provided an average sub-
sidy to REA customers of just  under 19  percent of the loans’ principal.94 Robert 
Bradley, a po liti cal economist, drew on accounts from the late 1930s to suggest that 
“[t]he REA was engaged in loss economics,” since it financed connections that ap-
peared uneco nom ical, costing from 25  percent to 50  percent of the $222 million 
spent by the agency through May 1939.95 Meanwhile, economist John Neufeld 
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noted that the REA (rather than co- ops) assumed costs for loan pro cessing and for 
technical and management ser vices;  these costs could become quite large, provid-
ing a hidden and unquantified government subsidy.96

Interestingly, even Morris Cooke acknowledged that perhaps the private utility 
industry could not do what the most ardent rural electrification advocates desired. 
In his 1934 argument for creation of a rural electrification agency, Cooke admit-
ted that private companies obtained a poor return on investment on rural lines, 
requiring them to charge high rates, such that many farmers found it more eco-
nom ical to install isolated power plants. Moreover, he observed that the key to 
obtaining lower rates consisted of motivating farmers to use large amounts of 
power— the same argument made by utility man ag ers. “Real rural electrification,” 
he wrote, “implies large average use of current, for without large use[,] rates can-
not be made low enough to effect the coveted social advantages.” The chicken and 
egg (“high rate[,] low- use”) situation stymied the private utility industry, Cooke 
noted, such that only one solution appeared practical: “Large average use, espe-
cially in the initial states, seemingly requires a planning and investment beyond 
the capacity of a private com pany to initiate. Perhaps only the power and force of 
the Government can master the initial prob lem.”97

Despite the appearance of the REA as an innovative organ ization, whose lead-
ers willingly took risks and experimented with the hope of achieving laudable eco-
nomic and social goals, recent scholarship suggests it also contained a streak of 
conservativism. In fact, the agency’s management did not stray totally from the fi-
nancing attitudes held by private power com pany executives. To maintain sup-
port in Congress and among the public, for example, the REA strove (especially 
 after earning its congressional mandate in 1936) to position itself as a responsible 
lending organ ization, not a relief agency, whose money would be returned to tax-
payers with interest. To provide evidence of good management of taxpayer as-
sets, administrators often pointed to co- ops that paid back loans early and to the 
low number of delinquencies. (Only twenty- seven installments of interest and 
principal on loans went unpaid as of 30 June 1939, putting them technically in de-
fault. Nevertheless, the total arrearages came to a relatively miniscule $65,616.)98 
As historian Abby Spinak has suggested, early REA leaders accomplished such 
feats by undertaking the practice of “cream skimming”— the wiring of the dens-
est and likely the most profitable areas (and something the REA blamed private 
utilities for  doing)—as a means of ensuring success.99 A 1936 Works Pro gress 
Administration report on REA operations observed that the lending agency exer-
cised “utmost care in judging the self- liquidity [the ability to pay back loans] of all 
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proj ects.” It also noted, “Loans are well secured.”100 Moreover, the REA made sure 
that farmers would use large quantities of electricity— more than for just a few 
lights—to ensure that the co- ops earned enough revenue to satisfy loan payment 
requirements.101 In 1938, Judson King, a special con sul tant to the agency, com-
mented on its less- than- revolutionary practices and remarked that the REA ex-
ercised “a banker’s care” in making loans.”102

Sounding very much like a commercial power com pany document, the Works 
Pro gress Administration report on the REA noted, “The use of electricity for 
lighting alone  will not yield a sufficient return to warrant building a proj ect and 
 will not result in rural electrification.”103 Rather, customers needed to purchase 
appliances so they consumed about 100 kWh or more per month. To reach this 
goal, the REA facilitated easy financing and offered assistance to wire farm-
steads. The agency also received help from the Electric Home and Farm Author-
ity and Federal Housing Administration, the latter of which provided cheap 
loans for home wiring and for electrically operated  water pumps that enabled 
indoor plumbing.104

This revisionist description of the government’s rural electrification efforts of-
fers some dissonance to the conventional account that portrays the REA as working 
selflessly to bring universal rural electrification against all odds and for society’s 
overall benefit. As recent historians have shown, REA man ag ers may have acted 
more like their for- profit utility cousins than previously portrayed. When selecting 
recipients of loans, government bureaucrats scrutinized the likelihood that co- 
ops could repay loans quickly, in a way that would make the agency look good as 
it sought to retain support from Congress and other stakeholders.

Such risk- averse be hav ior notwithstanding, government rural electrification of-
fered impor tant lessons to private com pany man ag ers. Even as they read articles 
in Electrical World in 1934 about efforts to block the TVA (titled, for example, “Coal 
Men Fight Federal Proj ects” and “Edison Institute Opens War on Administration’s 
Power Plan”),105 utility leaders also learned about initial efforts in Tupelo and else-
where suggesting the success of vigorous efforts to build load through appliance 
sales and reduced prices. To be sure, the TVA and the EHFA— and  later the REA— 
employed resources (such as low- cost capital and long- term loans) that utilities 
did not possess. Nevertheless, the government’s intense marketing activities and 
rate- making experiments dramatically demonstrated the value of promoting high 
consumption. Additionally, the initiatives illustrated (even more than CREA in-
vestigations) that once farmers obtained electricity, they purchased new electri-
cal equipment and increased their usage.
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226  Growth of Rural Electrification Efforts in the 1930s

The point of this chapter is not to argue that the TVA and REA co- ops enjoyed 
unfair advantages over utilities. Rather, it suggests that the government agencies 
took advantage of special conditions that permitted them to pursue a diff er ent 
objective than did utilities. Private power companies constituted profit- seeking 
enterprises whose man ag ers remained accountable primarily to investors. The 
firms pursued a conservative approach  toward rural electrification, one that 
did not threaten their financial integrity by taking high perceived risks. The TVA 
and REA co- ops, however, served (at least in part) a social purpose, established 
during a time in American history when the nature of public institutions 
changed. Not bound by normally accepted accounting techniques nor tethered 
to the need to make profits, they could undertake activities unthinkable to cor-
porate man ag ers. In the pro cess, the government entities offered strong evidence 
that private companies could make good money by serving customers who had 
previously been considered unfavorable prospects.
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By mid-1949, just fourteen years  after the REA began operations, more than 
78  percent of the nation’s farms received central station ser vice. The REA ad-

ministrator noted in his annual report that the fiscal year (from 1 July 1948 to 30 
June 1949) had witnessed “the greatest expansion of rural electrification” in the 
REA’s history. “Rural  people wanted electricity quickly,” he exulted, “and the pub-
lic and the Congress wanted them to have it.”1 On the organ ization’s fifteenth 
anniversary in 1950, Rural Electrification News gloated that about 83  percent of 
farms had obtained high- line power. This accomplishment occurred despite the 
attitude of private power companies, which in 1935 “did not want to borrow Fed-
eral funds, and no one could force them to do so.” The only feasible approach for 
rural citizens to acquire electric ser vice was to or ga nize co- ops—to “ ‘take the bull 
by the horns’ and do the job themselves.”2

This storyline of a benevolent federal agency assisting the neglected farm pop-
ulation resonates in standard narratives of rural electrification. But it only tells 
part of the story, one that highlights the REA’s work while discounting efforts 
made by the utility industry. Most impor tant, the narrative omits the fact that 
 until 1950, nongovernmental power companies entered the rural electrification 
market aggressively. Though using morally and legally ambiguous tactics, the 
firms energized more farms than did the REA: 2,407,046 obtained power from 
private companies in 1949, while 2,343,738 received it from co- ops (figure 13.1).3

Chapter Thirteen

Competition and Private Utilities 
in the REA Era

Thus, the cooperative has not only itself brought electricity to the farm, but 
it has obviously stimulated extensions on the part of private companies.

— c. woody thompson and wendell r. smith,  
academic economists, 1941
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228  Growth of Rural Electrification Efforts in the 1930s

The crushing economic consequences of the  Great Depression, combined with 
assaults on the utility industry’s management be hav ior and financial structure, put 
utility executives on the defensive during the New Deal era. Moreover, com pany 
leaders believed that the TVA, REA, EHFA, and other government agencies had 
impinged on the way they previously had controlled large ele ments of the electric 
utility system.4 Despite  these forces—or, more likely,  because of them— the com-
mercial power industry made remarkable advances in rural electrification in the 
period from 1935 to the 1950s and  later. Of course, many of the gains resulted from 
the real and perceived competition from the REA. But electric com pany man ag ers 
likely also realized that, based on the work done by the CREA and the experiences 
of organ izations such as the TVA and REA, the farm market would ultimately 
prove eminently worthwhile.

As a historian reading trade lit er a ture and archival documents, I never encoun-
tered statements from utility man ag ers admitting that they pursued the farm 
market in the mid- to- late 1930s  because of the rivalry posed by government agen-
cies. However, Electrical World often published congratulatory pieces about the 
industry’s rural electrification work. The articles illustrated the means by which 
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Fig. 13.1. Percentage of electrified farms and providers of electricity, 1935–58. Sources: 
Total percentage of electrified farms data from Report of the Administrator of the Rural 
Electrification Administration, vari ous years, for fiscal years ending 30 June. Percentage 
of farms served by private companies, the REA, and other public entities calculated 
from data provided at the end of calendar years in US Department of Commerce, 
Statistical Abstract of the United States (Washington, DC: GPO, 1948, 1949, 1953, 1957, 
and 1960). The decline in the total farm electrification rate in 1951 likely resulted 
from the change in the US Census Bureau’s definition of a farm.
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companies reduced costs so they could better serve farm customers, while  others 
alerted man ag ers of the TVA’s and REA’s activities. And naturally, the journal in-
cluded editorials lamenting the fact that the public entities earned unfair advantages 
in ways that threatened the state takeover of private enterprise. In essence, the 
TVA and REA appear to have created a true sense of crisis among utility leaders 
in the 1930s (during a de cade of other crises) that spurred competition without 
explicit mention. This chapter’s analy sis of the private utilities’ efforts to serve 
more rural customers therefore constitutes a highly plausible account, but one that 
cannot draw on the type of authentication (in reports, oral history interviews, and 
so forth) that historians might prefer.

Fears of Encroachment

Utility officials likely believed the government’s rural electrification program 
constituted an existential threat. Since the emergence of the electric power indus-
try in the 1880s, man ag ers developed a culture in which they portrayed them-
selves as stewards of an increasingly essential infrastructure that generated not 
just electricity, but technological and social pro gress.5 Consequently, they felt vul-
nerable and vigorously opposed challenges to their control, such as the proposed 
 Giant Power proj ect in Pennsylvania and other public power initiatives in the 
1920s. Though able to impede  those efforts, the industry still endured the sting of 
accusations of questionable business activities disclosed by the Federal Trade Com-
mission (FTC) investigations beginning in 1928. Revelations of unseemly prac-
tices, such as the use of ghostwritten editorials placed in local newspapers, the 
hiring of university professors to serve as “con sul tants,” and the insertion of utility- 
favorable paragraphs into school textbooks, had stained the industry’s image. 
The exposure of questionable (though technically  legal) means of leveraging 
investments through the holding com pany structure, exploited by Samuel Insull 
and  others, further tarnished the reputation of the business.

As one approach to improve its appearance, the utility industry disbanded its 
trade organ ization, the National Electric Light Association, and replaced it with 
the Edison Electric Institute (EEI). A Washington Post article on the new organ-
ization’s formation, announced on 12 January 1933, observed that NELA had suf-
fered attacks in the FTC hearings “for alleged propaganda activities prejudicial to 
the public good.” But the new group, even though headed by George Cortelyou, a 
former NELA president, would act differently, assuming “an attitude of frankness 
and ready cooperation in its dealings with the public and with regulatory bodies.”6 
The New York Times wrote positively about the industry’s promises to behave more 
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230  Growth of Rural Electrification Efforts in the 1930s

ethically, and it highlighted a “purging pro cess” that had (since the beginning of 
the Depression) eliminated many holding com pany abuses.7

Of course, creation of the defensive- acting EEI did not forestall continuing at-
tacks on the utility industry’s autonomy. By the time of the new organ ization’s 
creation, Franklin Roo se velt had already been elected (but not yet inaugurated), 
and many utility officials worried about increased government encroachment in 
the power sector. As New York governor, FDR had signed legislation in 1931 cre-
ating the State Power Authority, which offered hope for more rural electrification 
and for construction of municipal power plants as a means to undermine the al-
legedly high rates charged by urban utility companies.8

Fears of greater government involvement in the power industry materialized 
soon  after FDR assumed the presidency. The establishment of the Tennessee Val-
ley Authority in May 1933 created a perhaps unrealistic, but publicly appealing 
“yardstick” for providing inexpensive electricity to rural areas. Formation of the 
federal Public Works Administration in 1933 also threatened utilities’ near- 
monopoly in producing power, as the agency received authority to finance mu-
nicipal power plants and hydroelectric proj ects. Soon thereafter, during the spring 
and summer of 1935, Congress debated the financial structure of utility firms, ul-
timately posing (with the Public Utility Holding Com pany Act) a “death sentence” 
that eliminated multilevel holding companies starting in 1938.9 In this environ-
ment, President Roo se velt signed the executive order in May 1935 establishing 
the REA as a temporary relief mea sure, with Congress making it a permanent 
lending agency a year  later. Despite Morris Cooke’s frequent statements soon 
 after the REA’s founding that “ there’ll be no competition . . .  no butting in on 
private utilities,” the leaders of the power industry correctly saw the situation 
other wise.10

Among the mea sures taken to thwart the REA’s challenges, utility man ag ers 
employed the  legal mechanisms of regulatory commissions. Though at first seek-
ing to work with power companies to spend the initial emergency funds to elec-
trify rural areas, Cooke ultimately depended on farmers’ cooperatives to pursue 
the erection of distribution lines. In some cases, private firms argued that the new 
entities should be forced to obtain certificates of con ve nience and necessity from 
regulatory bodies before they built lines.11 In theory, application for the certificates 
guaranteed that utilities did not duplicate resources or contribute to destructive 
competition in a monopolistic enterprise.12 But the Raleigh (NC) News and Ob-
server saw through the tactic, opining in 1937 that imposing such an obligation 
on co- ops merely benefited power companies. “The only real purpose in requiring 
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farmers to get a certificate of con ve nience” the newspaper argued, “is to delay 
 every farmer effort to provide themselves with electricity, . . .  and to throw an ob-
stacle in the way . . .” of the co- ops.13

REA officials perceived the menace posed by utilities’ use of regulatory proce-
dures. Arguing against proposed state oversight in Illinois, for example, Cooke 
wrote in 1937 that private companies would hold  great advantages over co- ops 
 under regulation, since the latter “would be weighted down in ninety- nine cases 
out of one hundred by the talent, engineering and  legal, of the private compa-
nies.”14 Reporting on a North Carolina bill that sought to subject the new entities 
to regulation in 1937, a newspaper article observed that the disadvantaged co- ops 
“would have to oppose the  great power companies of the country.”15 Put simply by 
Cooke, if commissions exerted control over co- ops, attempts by farmers to serve 
themselves would be “doomed to failure.”16

The REA also fought against state regulation of co- ops  because of their unusual 
orga nizational arrangement. Government oversight of utilities appeared necessary 
to prevent mono poly power companies from earning excess profits when serving 
the public and for protecting investors against managerial abuses. But since they 
only offered electricity to their own members, co- ops should not be subject to the 
same rules that governed companies dealing with the general population, the REA 
contended. Moreover, co- ops established themselves as nonprofit entities, with ex-
cess funds used to retire loans or to reduce rates, not to pay dividends to financial 
backers. And unlike utility firms, co- ops did not issue equity securities or bonds, so 
they did not require supervision of financial activities.17

Some of  these assertions carried weight in vari ous jurisdictions, thus defeating 
early utility efforts to discredit co- ops, but not everywhere. In passing the Electric 
Cooperatives Act in March 1936, for example, the  Virginia Assembly established 
the  legal basis for co- ops to operate, but it also subjected them to regulation “in 
the same manner and to the same extent as are other similar utilities.”18 The leg-
islation’s requirement therefore enabled power companies to employ, at least in 
theory, means to hinder the co- ops’ work through the regulatory pro cess. As com-
parable mea sures appeared in other state legislatures, it remained unclear how 
the new co- ops would be treated. Observers noted in 1936 that the question of 
regulation remained in a “twilight zone” of uncertainty.19

In large part to facilitate the lawful existence of co- ops and to gain exemption 
from traditional regulation, the REA  Legal Division devised a model statute that 
won enactment in fourteen states by the end of 1937.20 Two years  later, the REA 
happily reported that state legislatures defeated several “injurious laws” that would 
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232  Growth of Rural Electrification Efforts in the 1930s

have inhibited the co- ops’ activities; lawmakers released the organ izations from 
government oversight in Alabama, Montana, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Okla-
homa, South Carolina, and Tennessee.21 The early exemption of co- ops from regula-
tion in Alabama and Tennessee, noted TVA  lawyer Joseph Swidler in June 1935, 
“ will result in a considerable saving to cooperatives, which can ill afford the ex-
pense attendant upon commission regulation.”22 In some states, such as Utah, 
courts (rather than legislatures) took the lead, holding that co- ops did not constitute 
public utilities, thus relieving them of supervision.23 By 1940, twenty- five states had 
exempted co- ops from regulation or claimed no authority over them, according to 
REA administrator Harry Slattery. Six states exercised some control, and five re-
tained complete oversight by commissions.24

But not all state regulation impeded co-op activities. The Wisconsin Public Ser-
vice Commission in late 1935, for example, or ga nized five conferences between 
representatives of utility companies and potential REA co- ops to allocate ser vice 
areas (though not always successfully).25 And the Public Ser vice Commission of 
Kentucky— one that Slattery listed as having “complete jurisdiction” over the co- 
ops’ activities,26 an implicit negative  toward rural electrification— claimed in 1940 
to be “proud of the rec ord it has made in encouraging the spread of rural electri-
fication throughout the State.” Through favorable administrative  orders, the body 
helped co- ops obtain low  wholesale rates from existing companies.27 Additionally, 
the commission pro cessed 123 applications for franchises in rural areas and ap-
proved loans enabling 23 co- ops to serve 19,311 homes by the end of 1939.28

At the same time that they fought co- ops by insisting on their need to endure 
traditional regulation, power companies sought to preempt the new public power 
entities in another fashion: they often employed a technique, vilified by the REA, 
known as “spite line” construction. A 1937 agency report explained that the term 
“came to stand for the construction which a private utility hurriedly undertook 
 after a farmers’ cooperative proj ect had received an allotment of funds from 
REA.”29  Because creation of co- ops and plans for erection of distribution lines 
quickly became common knowledge through newspaper reports and public 
notices about organ izing meetings, utilities sometimes built lines hastily, thus 
making area coverage by the REA— service to entire expanses within a region— 
impractical. As some customers received ser vice in this manner, utilities argued 
that the co- ops should not be permitted to duplicate the lines.

Related to spite line construction, “cream skimming” had the effect of reduc-
ing the REA’s interest in an area. Using this tactic, utilities quickly provided power 
to the most prosperous customers and therefore made ser vice to the remaining 
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customers less eco nom ically feasible, even for co- ops. The use of spite lines and 
cream skimming effectively gave private utilities an advantage over the member-
ship organ izations that had planned, but not yet begun, construction of lines. As 
even the REA noted, “the express terms of the Rural Electrification Act . . .   limited 
[the agency] to the serving of persons who are not already receiving ser vice.”30 
Once private companies supplied electricity to farmers, in short, REA co- ops 
could not offer alternative ser vice. Of course, the ploy did not go unnoticed. The 
West  Virginia regulatory commission commented on the irony that within two 
weeks of a co-op receiving a charter in June 1937, a private com pany started 
building twenty- eight new power line extensions totaling about 124 miles in the 
same territory, which contrasted with the 19 miles constructed in the previous 
two years. And whereas the com pany  earlier required rural customers to guar-
antee minimum purchases of electricity, it ceased making that request  after the 
co- op’s formation.31

Occasionally, central station companies simply bought out co- ops as they be-
gan establishing themselves. Carolina Power and Light Com pany (CP&L), for ex-
ample,  stopped the emerging Johnston County, North Carolina, co-op by using 
this tactic. In May 1937, the com pany offered $6,750 to assume the organ ization’s 
expenses, raising its bid in July to $15,000. REA administrator John Carmody told 
the co-op that abandoning the proj ect would violate its contract and would have 
a negative impact on the creation of REA- funded co- ops elsewhere.32 He further 
sought to get the state’s governor involved, though (according to a news report) he 
may have poisoned the  waters  because Carmody’s letter to him implied that state 
government was “dominated by the power companies.”33

In a surprise to most observers, four of the six co-op directors accepted the 
power com pany’s offer, without notice to the REA or the organ ization’s members.34 
Some Johnston County residents (though not co-op members) tried to overturn 
this action by suing CP&L. As a finding of fact, a lower judge noted, “The purpose 
of the Carolina Power & Light Com pany in making said offer and in taking over 
the entire proj ect  under contemplation by the Johnston County Electric Member-
ship Corporation, was to acquire a mono poly of the business in which it was en-
gaged.”35 The justice also assailed the directors for a “violation of the trust imposed 
in them” by the co- ops members, who  were not consulted, making the  whole 
transaction “tainted with mala fides.”36 Still, the state’s Supreme Court dismissed 
the case  because the plaintiffs did not belong to the co-op and therefore had no 
right to sue.37 A news article observed that the Johnston County farmers simply 
got tired of the “endless red tape” bureaucracy, then  going on for a year and a half, 
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and opted for CP&L, which “is ready to go to work and build 155 miles of additional 
rural lines immediately and  will prob ably get them finished before the coopera-
tive could get its loan.”  After all, the article noted, “what the farmers want are ru-
ral lines and electricity now, not sometimes [sic] in the  future.”38

Though farmers obtained ser vice with such ploys, the REA did not appreciate the 
power companies’ efforts to hinder creation of co- ops. Its administrator, John Car-
mody, wrote to the West  Virginia governor in May 1937 to seek help in stopping utili-
ties from frustrating his agency’s efforts to fund cooperatives. He noted that a private 
com pany had assumed an approved REA proj ect in August 1936; a few months  later, 
another endeavor had to be “rendered inactive” since power companies “had taken so 
much of the territory as to make the remainder of the proj ect unfeasible.” Utility 
man ag ers argued, Carmody suggested, that it did not  matter who built the lines as 
long as farmers got power. Disagreeing, he noted that “experience indicates that 
where cooperatives are defeated[,] the aggressive spirit of the farmers is killed[,] and 
the utilities promptly cease to build lines into less profitable rural areas.”39

Despite similar skirmishes that occurred throughout much of the country, REA 
co- ops eventually emerged from an initial “ legal wilderness” and obtained the 
right to operate.40 As popu lar support of the REA grew (no doubt, in part,  because 
of the effective self- promotion of the agency, described in chapter 1), state legisla-
tures, courts, and regulatory bodies often took substantive action to frustrate utili-
ties’ efforts to emasculate the new organ izations in the late 1930s: the Tennessee 
commission, for example, issued  orders to prevent cream skimming by utilities. 
The Wisconsin and Pennsylvania legislatures also prohibited utilities’ construction 
of distribution lines in territories in which co- ops demonstrated an interest by fil-
ing application materials with commissions.41 The initiatives therefore prevented 
further incursions, such as  those in North Carolina, in which a utility strung up 
lines soon  after co- ops publicly announced their intention to expand in a par tic-
u lar region. By 1941, all but three states had established the statutory machinery 
for permitting co- ops to operate, having mitigated (to a large extent) the use of 
 legal and regulatory means to inhibit the new entities.42 In the same year, Admin-
istrator Claude Wickard reported that the “number of power companies still ac-
tively engaged in obstructive tactics is small in comparison with the number which 
 were actively hostile in the  earlier stages of the REA program.”43

Better Market Conditions Lessen Hesitation

While the government’s competitive threat likely spurred most rural electrifi-
cation efforts among utilities, man ag ers may have felt more disposed to take risks 
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on rural customers  because of improving economic conditions.  After net farm in-
come bottomed out at a  little  under $2.3 billion in 1932, it grew to almost $3 billion 
in 1933, $3.5 billion in 1934, and just over $5 billion in 1935.44 The farm economy 
had not yet returned to its 1929 level (with about $6.7 billion in net income), of 
course, but it clearly showed a rebound. Even the REA observed that increased 
farm income had already translated into sharp increases in sales of machinery and 
automobiles.45 Perhaps farmers might have enough money to purchase electricity 
and productivity- enhancing equipment, especially  after receiving aid from govern-
ment agencies.

As the farm economy strengthened in 1935, so did the environment for utility 
stock and bonds, both of which augured well for the prospect of returning prosper-
ity.46 Sales of securities for purchasing power plants and other equipment (that is, 
capital expansion) had plummeted in the early 1930s: as late as 1931, the industry 
raised more than $1.5 billion, but that amount dropped to about $470 million in 
1932 and just $56 million in 1933.47 Securities sales more than doubled in 1934 from 
the 1933 low point, however, and then exploded eightfold to more than $1 billion in 
1935. A huge consumer of capital, the utility industry also started to obtain funds 
from investors at favorable borrowing rates, dropping to about 3.5  percent in 1935, 
below the 4–5  percent range of 1934 for long- term mortgage bonds. Evidence of the 
improving circumstances also appeared in bond prices in the secondary market: 
prices jumped from  under $84 per hundred dollar issuances in early 1934 to more 
than $104 in late 1935.48 The overall stock market, moreover, came back to life, and 
power companies’ share prices surged 66  percent in value during 1935 as mea sured 
by the Dow Jones Utility Average.49

The improving financial conditions likely gave power com pany man ag ers con-
fidence in their own ability to pursue rural electrification (and other endeavors) 
without government help. In other words, their inability to obtain REA loans dur-
ing 1935 at a rate of 3  percent for twenty years may not have appeared as a lost 
opportunity.50 The better environment meant that utilities could borrow money 
at terms comparable to  those offered by the REA— around 3.5 to 3.8  percent, 
though usually for bonds having longer, and more attractive, maturities of twenty 
to thirty years.51 Additionally, the power firms would not need to abide by REA 
rules and procedures.

Morris Cooke took note in September 1935 of the healthier financial conditions 
when he publicly congratulated a New York utility com pany, which had withdrawn 
its application for REA funds to add five hundred miles of rural lines. “It is par-
ticularly gratifying,” commented Cooke, “that the good credit of your com pany, 
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the better market for investment securities and the low interest rates prevailing 
should have made it pos si ble for you to proceed with this construction with pri-
vate financing without the necessity of borrowing from this Administration.” He 
further hoped “other utility companies  will show similar enterprise and follow 
your excellent example.” As impor tant, he assured the power firm’s president that 
the government, through the Electric Home and Farm Authority, would provide 
low- cost financing for wiring farms and for appliance purchases.52 It therefore 
seemed that private firms and the new agency would provide valuable comple-
mentary ser vices to overcome frequently discussed impediments to widespread 
electrification.

Using Rural Electrification as a Path  toward Recovery

Some utility man ag ers may have also seen rural electrification as a way to gain 
new business during the depths of the Depression. With manufacturing and in-
dustrial activity plummeting, power com pany executives realized that they needed 
to do something to buttress electricity sales. Initial attempts to promote increased 
usage by industrial customers, often by lowering rates, did not have much impact 
since manufacturers could not sell their products as easily as in the 1920s, and they 
had  little choice but to curtail production— and with it, electricity consumption.53 
As one response to declining sales to industrial clients, man ag ers began offering 
lower rates to other customers, such as residential users. The Milwaukee Electric 
Railway and Light Com pany saw its industrial load sink and turned to selling ap-
pliances and using cheaper, experimental rates for home consumers; the strategy 
pushed up average residential consumption by 60  percent between 1933 and 1938.54

Power companies elsewhere pursued similar programs to boost domestic (res-
idential) use of power. In early 1932, Electrical World observed that electricity 
purchases by  these customers had been increasing and that, despite lower unit 
prices, the amount of revenue per customer continued to grow, largely owing to 
their burgeoning use of electric appliances, such as refrigerators, ranges, and  water 
heaters.55 In the five years  after 1926, domestic energy sales almost doubled, and 
the  future looked bright, especially since the refrigerator— a relatively new 
appliance— only found a place in about 11  percent of electrified homes in 1931.56 
Drawing about 600 kWh per year, the appliance could do won ders for utilities 
seeking increased sales once more homeowners bought them.57 Economists in 
1941 observed that the focus on domestic customers “was so successful as almost 
to offset the sharp loss of the industrial load during the worst days of the depres-
sion of 1929.”58
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Even with a strategy that sought to enhance consumption by residential cus-
tomers, growth of the domestic market had limits, since (as Toledo Edison man-
ag er W. E. Trimble observed in 1932) about 92  percent of urban homes had been 
electrified. But the rural market beckoned. “[W]e see that the field for rural elec-
trification”—in which approximately 12  percent of farms used central station 
electricity— “is very large,” he commented. And  because of the near saturation of 
the urban market, utility com pany growth “is largely dependent on rural electri-
fication.”59 Other industry stakeholders expressed like- minded views. Anticipat-
ing an untapped potential of 3 million customers (about half of all farms at the 
time), Electrical World in January 1932 observed that the almost seven hundred 
thousand already- connected farms still needed to purchase hundreds of thousands 
of appliances, such as electric pumps, general- purpose motors, milking machines, 
refrigerators, incubators, and  water heaters. And in its preview of 1933 business 
conditions, Electrical World noted that the power industry lost customers in the 
previous year. To regain some business, companies needed to look to rural regions, 
farms, and villages.60 More explic itly, the trade magazine explained that “ there’s 
the farm market  eager for the  things that electricity can do and the leisure and 
economies it can bring.”61 Expressed simply, farm customers could help utilities lift 
revenues during a difficult time.62

Perhaps unexpectedly, the TVA furthered this line of thinking, by suggesting 
that farmers might have potential to become better customers than previously be-
lieved. The public agency did so by demonstrating that markedly lower prices 
stimulated demand substantially— enough to yield higher- than- expected revenue 
for utilities. This elasticity in demand (such that consumption increased as prices 
decreased) had already been experienced in many state CREA studies and as util-
ities in the late 1920s and early 1930s saw increasing sales among existing farm 
customers. But the low TVA rates, publicized as a yardstick for comparing private 
companies’ prices, drove home the point more effectively. The work of the EHFA 
in providing inexpensive loans to customers for appliances— along with well- 
received endorsements of cheap appliances— did much to spur purchases of the 
demand- increasing devices that dramatically improved the economics of selling 
to farmers.

Using the Tennessee Electric Power Com pany as an example of the value of low- 
cost pricing, the TVA noted in its 1939 Annual Report that residential (not rural) 
customers in 1933 paid an average of 5.77 cents per kWh for power and consumed 
about 600 kWh per year. When the com pany began reducing prices  after obtain-
ing TVA- produced power, consumption jumped impressively, such that in 1938, 
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customers paid only 2.75 cents per kWh and used 1,461 kWh.63 (Interestingly, a 
graph in the TVA report shows that from 1926 to 1933, the com pany reduced prices 
and also saw increased usage, though the growth rate jumped  after 1933 when 
prices declined more markedly.) Even with lower rates, greater consumption trans-
lated into more revenue (by about 14  percent, with each customer paying $40 per 
year, up from $35). The lesson seemed obvious to TVA man ag ers: “Dependence for 
sufficient revenues to meet the costs of power and its distribution is placed on vol-
ume sales of electricity rather than upon a high- rate level.”64 Put differently, the 
pricing schedule instituted by the TVA planners in 1933, made on the basis of faith 
and hope rather than on existing economic princi ples, had proven successful, in-
creasing overall revenue. So potent was this early demonstration that in August 
1939, Alcorn County co-op members saw their already low rates decrease further: 
the easy- to- remember 3-2-1 rate schedule became less memorable but cheaper. 
For the first 50 kWh, customers paid 2.5 cents per unit; for the next 100 kWh, 
they spent 2 cents per kWh; the next 250 kWh cost a penny each; consumption 
beyond 400 kWh pushed the rate below 1 cent per unit.65

Georgia Power executives learned much from the TVA experiences. As histo-
rian Brent Cebul has recently documented, the com pany (a part of the Common-
wealth and Southern holding com pany that ceded some of its ser vice territory to 
the TVA) initially saw its investment ratings, along with its stock and bond prices, 
decline soon  after the federal organ ization began work. But its leaders quickly took 
advantage of the EHFA’s stimulation of appliance sales to build up its own rural 
market, pursuing a pro cess that Cebul termed “creative competition.” In response 
to the TVA’s yardstick prices, the com pany advertised EHFA- approved appliances 
and lowered its rates. Sales increased significantly  after bottoming out in 1932, 
providing greater revenue to compensate for lower unit prices.66 The firm contin-
ued an emphasis on offering consumer credit, as did the EHFA, and it expanded 
rural ser vice in ways that emulated the New Deal programs— with positive effects. 
By 1936, Moody’s Investors Ser vice remarked on the improved financial health of 
Georgia Power, in large part  because of its new business model. (“Satisfactory rate 
of growth recorded despite substantial rate reduction,” Moody’s reported.)67 As 
business conditions continued improving in the 1930s and  later, observed Cebul, 
“rural Georgians enjoyed a modern standard of living thanks largely to Georgia 
Power’s competition with and emulation of the New Deal’s TVA, EHFA, and REA.” 
In an ironic sense, “While Georgia Power had its creative competition with the 
New Deal to thank, thousands of rural Americans directed their gratitude to private 
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companies.”68 The New Deal agencies, Cebul argued, offered “public models and 
motivation” that benefited the for- profit utilities.69

Viewing the rural market as partial salvation for power companies’ woes during 
the Depression did not seem odd to man ag ers like Grover Neff. As he pointed out in 
a 1934 speech, the number of farmers who purchased electricity from central sta-
tion firms continued to grow, even during the economic crisis. Only 130,000 farms 
nationally obtained high- line ser vice in 1920, he observed, but at the end of 1932 the 
number had risen more than 400  percent to 709,449. The growth rate moder-
ated during the slowdown, but “contrary to almost  every other development,” he re-
marked, an increasing number of ruralites continued to obtain central station 
ser vice. At the end of 1933, 713,558 farms had gained high- line connections, and 
another 10,809 obtained ser vice by the end of May 1934.70 As further evidence of 
this encouraging trend, Electrical World reported in early 1935 that “[f]arm custom-
ers are the only group revealing a steady gain throughout the depression.”71

Even the creation of REA co- ops seemed to offer modest financial benefits to 
utilities. A 1936 Works Pro gress Administration report noted, “Many private com-
panies have been content to permit farm cooperatives and public bodies to con-
struct distribution lines  because they see in them an increased market to absorb 
their generated power.” Except in rare cases, the co- ops served as a new market 
for the power firms, the report added,  because the REA planned only to “take cur-
rent from existing power generating plants,” most of which  were operated by 
private companies.72 In 1937, the REA administrator noted that about two- thirds 
of the agency’s  wholesale power came from utilities— “from their existing sources 
and at a profit to them.”73

A slight recovery in the farm economy and securities markets may have provided 
some encouragement for power com pany man ag ers to move more forcefully into 
the rural electrification business. But the more significant impetus prob ably came 
from the competitive threat of REA co- ops and other public agencies. Leaders of 
the private utility industry remained defensive and, as they had done in  earlier 
fights against public power incursions, they sought to retain control of a system 
that they believed they (and their managerial ancestors) created and operated well. 
An observer sympathetic to the public power movement in 1944 noted (accu-
rately) that the government’s creation of the TVA, REA, and other public proj ects 
“demonstrated the feasibility of a new approach and has stimulated activities 
which have released previous latent energies in the electric power industry.” Most 
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impor tant for this study, the author commented that, in the newly “competitive 
situation,” the private companies provided power to two- thirds of all electrified 
farms in 1944.74

Economist John Neufeld recently provided nuance for understanding the utility 
companies’ forceful response to the REA menace by focusing on the notion of 
lost profit opportunities. He argued that in the years before the existence of 
government- supported co- ops, utility man ag ers could avoid making what they 
viewed as speculative investments to serve rural customers adjacent to their ex-
isting bases of operation, mostly in cities or towns. (Recall that utilities obtained 
franchise territories; farmers generally resided outside of  these regions, though 
they could often obtain power by satisfying companies’ requirements.) Even with 
more liberal utility policies for rural ser vice in the years before the New Deal 
programs began, however, most farmers could not afford guaranteed monthly 
payments or up- front outlays for distribution lines. The firms therefore could jus-
tifiably bypass ruralites, focusing on industrial, commercial, and urban cus-
tomers who would likely prove profitable. Best of all, they could simply wait  until 
the farm market became demonstrably more promising before addressing its 
needs, expanding  later into previously unassigned ser vice areas.75

But the REA’s establishment eliminated the power companies’ freedom to de-
lay making decisions about ser vice to farms. The Rural Electrification Act of 1936 
explic itly authorized loans to erect high lines to farmsteads that had not yet re-
ceived central station power.76 In the pro cess, the co- ops could lay claim to ter-
ritories that utilities had abrogated—or thought they could patiently ignore  until 
another time. Pennsylvania’s Electric Cooperative Corporation Act of 1937, for 
example, exempted co- ops from regulation and gave them the right of eminent 
domain. Once chartered by the state and given authorized ser vice districts, the 
co- ops could erect high lines to previously unserved ruralites, thereby excluding 
power companies forever.77

As other states  adopted similar laws and administrative procedures, utility lead-
ers needed to expedite their thinking about when to enter the rural market. They 
could continue waiting and likely lose large numbers of potential customers to 
REA co- ops in regions that remained outside the companies’ existing ser vice ter-
ritories. Alternatively, they could make investments immediately, effectively taking 
control of new areas that they hoped would eventually yield sufficient revenues. 
As Neufeld argued, utility leaders knew that “[r]ural electrification was widely 
expected to come eventually,” a realization that I claim arose  because of the work 
of Grover Neff, the national and state CREA organ izations, and industry part-
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ners starting in the 1920s.78 The critical  factor in utilities’ zealous pursuit of ru-
ral electrification in the 1930s, in other words, consisted of more than a de cade of 
experiences that gave com pany executives confidence in the farm market’s ulti-
mate feasibility.

Utility man ag ers responded to the competitive threat at a pace that seemed im-
probable a few years  earlier. REA officials took note of the accelerated activity, 
observing in 1937 that while the agency brought power to about 250,000 farms in 
1937, “[p]rivate utility construction, stimulated by REA, raised the living standards 
of hundreds of thousands more.” Power companies, in fact, established new con-
struction rec ords, building about forty- one thousand miles of rural lines during 
1937, up from about nine thousand miles in 1936 and double the number of the 
previous year.79 REA man ag ers saw that most of the utility expansion occurred 
where co- ops had begun proj ects, such as in Illinois in 1937, but none where the 
REA remained inactive.80 In a philosophical manner (at least in this case), govern-
ment administrators observed that while such competitive “tactics have dam-
aged some REA proj ects and destroyed  others, they have at least increased the 
amount of electrification.”81

Relations between private utilities and public agencies did not become a love 
fest  after rural electrification demonstrated its profitability. Even though Georgia 
Power prospered by emulating New Deal agency practices, for example, the pres-
ident of its Commonwealth and Southern holding com pany, Wendell Willkie, still 
demonized the trend  toward increasing government control of the economy as a 
form of “state socialism.”82 (Willkie had reluctantly sold assets to the TVA so it 
could transmit power, and he unsuccessfully led fights against the agency in Su-
preme Court cases de cided in 1938 and 1939.)83 Becoming recognized as an artic-
ulate spokesman for pro- business interests during the Roo se velt era, Willkie won 
the Republican presidential nomination in 1940.84

 After World War II, private companies maintained their onslaught against pub-
lic power entities. REA administrator Claude Wickard complained in 1946 that 
utilities persisted in blocking farmers’ efforts to win government funding through 
“pressures of  every sort.”85 Carolina Power and Light, for example, skirmished 
with REA co- ops when negotiating sales of  wholesale power. In defense, the co- 
ops sued the com pany in 1977, with a resolution emerging in 1991.86 The industry 
also continued its public relations campaign to denounce government incursions 
into the business realm. A vocal exponent for private owner ship of the electricity 
business, Edwin Vennard, the managing director of the Edison Electric Institute, 
argued in a 1968 book that government should not usurp  free enterprise. In ways 
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reminiscent of 1920s rhe toric (but also consistent with Cold War discourse), he as-
serted that “the individual citizen, as taxpayer, as power consumer, and as inves-
tor, gains eco nom ically and in . . .  individual freedom” through the application of 
“the free- market approach.”87

When Vennard penned his book, the job of rural electrification had largely been 
completed. In its 1968 annual report, the REA proudly observed that 98.4  percent of 
farms obtained central station ser vice (“as contrasted to 10.9  percent when REA was 
created in 1935”).88 Not unexpectedly, the administrator failed to give credit to the 
private companies that had wired up about 40  percent of  those rural customers.89
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The success in providing central station, high- line ser vice to almost all farms 
suggests that the rural electrification subsystem had become mature and 

closed— using terms coined by historian Thomas Hughes. The closure likely oc-
curred within about fifteen to twenty- five years  after the founding of the REA, 
as electrification rates zoomed to 45.0  percent in 1945, 86.3  percent in 1950, 
94.2  percent in 1956, and 96.5  percent in 1960.1 During this relatively brief pe-
riod, the subsystem integrated a collection of actors into a stable sociotechnical 
framework that realized a valued goal.

The newly mature subsystem did not look like the one envisioned by rural elec-
trification advocates in the 1920s and early 1930s, however. Most significantly, it 
did not remain  under the control of utility man ag ers, who failed to resist radical 
inventions from outside the subsystem. Undeniably, promoters made tremendous 
headway in the 1920s to electrify farms through their establishment of social insti-
tutions and elimination of many technical and regulatory impediments. But by 
creating the TVA and especially the REA, President Roo se velt and Congress intro-
duced dynamic actors into the subsystem that challenged the work done by private 
companies.  These stakeholders ultimately acquired the majority of farm customers 
and retained po liti cal and rhetorical superiority for de cades thereafter. They un-
dercut the building momentum within the subsystem and destroyed the prospect— 
pursued so ardently by undercurrent champions such as Grover Neff— that utility 
man ag ers would preside over an almost totally electrified rural Amer i ca.

 Conclusion
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An Unanticipated Subsystem

Private industry ceded control of the rural electrification subsystem to public 
power organ izations through the introduction of new, vigorous participants and 
the loss of existing supporters. Of course, the most impor tant of the former con-
sisted of the federal agencies— the TVA and REA— and the cooperative electric 
organ izations they spawned. Given technical and managerial support from the 
government, the co- ops must have riled the psyches of com pany leaders. Gener-
ally harboring condescending attitudes  toward rural folk,  these executives came 
to realize that unsophisticated farmers had begun serving their brethren in ways 
that had eluded the power firms for a half- century. The supposedly naive agrari-
ans now constituted a competitive threat to parts of the utility man ag ers’ business, 
adding to the other menace— municipal systems— that had largely been tamed.

Likewise, the federal government stepped in as the primary financier of the 
new rural cooperatives, thus upending the more traditional actors within the pri-
vate securities markets. Besides the TVA and REA, the government’s Public 
Works Administration and Electric Home and Farm Authority offered several hun-
dred millions of dollars in loans at unpre ce dentedly attractive terms for rural 
electrification.2 Such funding swamped the resources furnished by banks and in-
vestment brokerage firms for farm work, especially in the early 1930s, when utili-
ties had difficulty obtaining capital for almost any activity. (Recall that in 1933, the 
industry could raise only $56 million from securities sales, less than 4  percent of 
the amount it procured two years  earlier.)3

As the new financial stakeholders took leading positions in the rural electrifi-
cation subsystem, existing supporters shifted allegiances. Especially significant, 
university- based academic agricultural engineers found that working with federal 
agencies offered new opportunities for their profession and constituencies, such as 
students, extension agents, and farmers. Soon  after 1933, for example, the TVA 
and the USDA established agreements with land- grant colleges in seven states to 
pursue electrification research and education. The TVA also provided funds for 
training extension ser vice agents who instructed farmers about the best electri-
cal practices.4 Additionally, REA officials regularly met with agricultural engineers 
at universities and at professional conferences.5 Separately, the REA established 
a ju nior training program that brought recent agricultural engineering gradu ates 
into the agency and then hired several into higher- level managerial positions.6 In 
creating its Utilization Division to expand load- building work and to staff agency 
offices, the REA employed many of  these college- educated professionals.7
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Agricultural engineering programs at several land- grant colleges expanded ac-
tivities  after the New Deal agencies ramped up. At North Carolina State College, 
for example, Professor David Weaver began rural electrification research with 
money provided by the Federal Housing Administration in 1934. Creation of the 
REA accelerated work, with Weaver serving as the liaison between the federal 
agency and the state beginning in 1936. To help farmers  after they created REA 
co- ops, the college’s agricultural extension ser vice hired new personnel to teach 
about proper home wiring techniques.8 The REA also spurred Alabama Polytech-
nic Institute’s agricultural engineers and extension agents to emphasize instruc-
tion on safe wiring techniques, electric  water pumping, and refrigeration.9  Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute pursued similar research and educational activities, with fif-
teen REA- financed proj ects established in its state through 1943.10

Once a supremely impor tant stakeholder as the utility industry’s research arm 
and key information disseminator, the Committee on the Relation of Electricity 
to Agriculture saw its influence wane as government actors gained prominence. 
Within a year of creation of the TVA in 1933, for example, the American Farm Bu-
reau Federation and the National Grange pulled their representatives from the 
CREA, as  these institutional supporters allied themselves instead with the federal 
government.11 And quickly  after President Roo se velt established the REA, AFBF 
directors convened a Rural Electrification Committee and “voted unanimously to 
give fullest cooperation” to the new agency.12 Demonstrating this shift in partner-
ships, the AFBF invited President Roo se velt to speak at its annual convention in 
December 1935, with the organ ization’s leader expressing support for New Deal 
programs.13 The December issue of the AFBF’s newsletter observed that its mem-
bers commended the work done by the TVA and REA, urging the government’s 
rural electrification efforts “be expedited in  every pos si ble way.”14

The involvement of the national CREA as an impor tant stakeholder in the ru-
ral electrification subsystem experienced another setback when representatives 
from the Departments of Interior, Commerce, and Agriculture withdrew their 
memberships in October 1935.15 According to newspaper columnist Rodney 
Dutcher, head of the Washington, DC, bureau of the Newspaper Enterprise Asso-
ciation, the government agencies distanced themselves from what appeared to 
be the industry’s attempts to sabotage the REA’s program. Clearly no admirer of 
private utilities—he referred to the “Power trust” companies that sought to main-
tain high electricity rates for farmers— Dutcher gave examples of state commit-
tee members who spread false information about the newly formed REA. He also 
noted that the American Farm Bureau Federation quit participating in CREA work 
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a few years  earlier  because of the committee’s supposed “friendliness with power 
interests.”16 More generously, a 1936 REA publication noted that while the CREA 
had done “much valuable work in acquainting the farmers with the use of electric-
ity,” the government agencies de cided that more productive work on costs and 
rates could occur “from an in de pen dent position.”17

As the national CREA lost influence, it pared its regular printing of issues of the 
CREA Bulletin and CREA Newsletter. The authoritative 332- page compendium of re-
search, titled Electricity on the Farm and Rural Communities, appeared as the first 
number of the Bulletin’s seventh volume in 1931, with the second (and last-ever) 
number seeing publication in July 1937. Perhaps consolidating resources during the 
Depression, CREA still produced its Newsletter, circulated since 1928, with annual 
editions appearing in 1935, 1936, and 1937. Its final issue appeared in June 1938, with 
no hint that none would follow. But the work of the national CREA had almost 
reached an end. In August 1939, director E. A. White wrote letters to heads of state 
affiliates indicating (without providing an explanation) that the national committee 
would discontinue activities by October of the same year.18

Alternative Narratives

Though the private power industry lost dominance over the rural electrifica-
tion subsystem, it nevertheless made significant strides to bring electricity to farm-
ers in the 1920s and early 1930s. It did so by engaging partners in educational 
institutions— most importantly the agricultural engineers in state land- grant 
colleges— and by building a social and technical infrastructure that brought elec-
tricity to more than 11  percent of farms by 1933. Rising from  under 3  percent a 
dozen years  earlier, this much higher level provides testimony to the stakeholders’ 
work that built a foundation for even greater availability of electricity in subse-
quent years.  These efforts and accomplishments, which I have described in this 
book, argue against the assertion that private power companies purposely ne-
glected farmers. Rather, my interpretation suggests that leaders within an un-
dercurrent movement of the utility business worked in a fashion consistent with 
the tenor of the times to boost power delivery to farms. In the strained po liti cal 
and economic environment of the 1930s, however, they could not prevent the rise 
of forces that gave control of the rural electrification subsystem to new players.

Of course, commercial utilities and their allies did not endorse a narrative that 
illustrated how intruders deprived industry leaders of their omnipotence. In their 
own attempt to pre sent a positive account of the business they covered, the edi-
tors of a special issue of Electrical World in 1949 (commemorating the journal’s 
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seventy- fifth year of existence) celebrated the rapid strides made by the industry 
in vari ous realms. But the publication too leniently explained away the industry’s 
prob lems. The holding com pany abuses and security manipulations of the 1920s, 
for example, occurred during a “period of business prosperity” when “[e]veryone 
dealt in  futures, saw profits now and greater gains ahead.” Admittedly, “the power 
companies  were front and center” in a de cade of speculative machinations, with 
firms combining, changing owner ship, and interconnecting; each event resulted 
in issuance of more stock that “the public bought . . .  in  eager, greedy, hope of dou-
bled value overnight.”19 Implicitly, it appears, the editors shifted part of the 
blame for the financial excesses away from the utility magnates and onto the av-
aricious public.

In their description of the pro gress of farm electrification, the Electrical World 
editors acknowledged that companies focused initially on the urban market be-
fore devoting attention to the “thinner rural field.”20 But once the industry estab-
lished the Committee on the Relation of Electricity to Agriculture in 1923, new 
knowledge emerged rapidly that helped farmers increase production— the most 
critical indicator (according to the editors) of farm electrification, though politi-
cians often preferred to look at the number of farms served. But even that metric 
looked impressive: during the period between the end of 1923 and the end of 1929, 
the number of industry- served rural customers grew by a  factor of 3.2.21 Most busi-
nesses (even  those of  today) would win accolades for enlarging their customer 
base at an average compounded rate of 21.7  percent per year, especially as the 
country emerged from the agricultural recession of the 1920s. This rate of growth, 
the editors noted, if continued through the 1930s, would have “resulted in ser vice 
to  every farm in the nation by 1941”— and without government intervention.22

The Electrical World narrative included other demons who sidetracked the in-
dustry. Politicians, for example, perpetuated a “hate of the ‘Power Trust’ bogey,” 
and they motivated creation of the REA, which “set out to prove that the power 
com pany approach to rural electrification was entirely wrong.”23 Not portrayed as 
a totally evil organ ization, the REA spurred the power industry to continue its pre- 
Depression efforts to electrify rural areas, such that almost 4.4 million farms 
received central station electric ser vice in 1948. But the editors made sure to point 
out that, of  these farms (then making up about 75  percent of  those in the country) 
51.3  percent obtained power from private firms, while only 43.7  percent received 
it from REA co- ops. (The balance drew power from municipal and other govern-
ment agencies.) Better yet, by the late 1940s, the co- ops had abandoned some un-
wise business and technical practices, such that “the feeling of animosity [from 
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the REA to the private industry] also belongs to the past, in spite of strenuous ef-
forts of some men to keep it alive.”24

A Historiographic Challenge

Clearly not as sympathetic to the power industry as the trade journal’s self- 
serving storyline, this book has nevertheless presented a revisionist narrative for 
understanding rural electrification before the federal government’s involvement 
began in the 1930s. This alternative account, however, may encounter impedi-
ments in gaining adherents  because of the attractiveness of the established view, 
which held (in its simplest form) that money- grubbing utility companies deliberately 
disregarded the financially unappealing farmers. Beyond that, readers of the his-
tory of rural electrification have difficulty in putting aside their knowledge of the 
REA’s rapid success in spurring construction of power lines to farmsteads. As 
noted, in the fifteen years  after creation of the government agency in 1935, farm 
electrification from central station power plants jumped from about 11  percent to 
86  percent. By contrast, the work in the 1920s appears distinctly unimpressive, 
especially when examining truly destitute states, such as Mississippi, which saw 
only 1  percent of its farms electrified before the advent of the TVA and REA. I have 
argued, however, that the perception of the utility industry’s efforts suffers partly 
 because of the unfair comparison with events that historians know occurred  later. 
In other words, scholars have generally failed to view rural electrification from the 
perspective of  people living in the 1920s and 1930s.

The challenge to the mainstream narrative provides a cautionary lesson for his-
torians, though not necessarily a novel one. When telling other stories, profes-
sionals consciously try to avoid ele ments of presentism in accounts— that is, the 
tendency to interpret the past using current perspectives and knowledge.25 One 
form of presentism, known as “whiggism,” takes this notion further, by praising 
“princi ples of pro gress” in past acts that lead us “to produce a story which is the 
ratification if not the glorification of the pre sent.”26  Others have interpreted pre-
sentism as “hindsight bias”— the tendency to interpret historical events as predict-
able  after  people know their ultimate outcome.27

I agree that the story of the government’s rural electrification efforts excites 
strong emotions, serving as a exhilarating example of how federal authorities, dur-
ing a dark period in American history, took bold actions that had long- lasting 
and positively viewed impacts. But it is simply bad history to describe past events 
using presentist approaches. The government could act so dauntlessly in part 
 because it enjoyed the support of a populace willing to try almost anything to miti-
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gate economic and social turmoil. And unlike utility companies, which in the 
early 1930s found themselves in dire financial and po liti cal straits (largely a result of 
their own  doing), the federal government could exploit its ample resources, such as 
hundreds of millions of dollars that it loaned at favorable terms to farmers’ coopera-
tive organ izations while also providing low-  or no- cost managerial and technical 
support.

In another form of hindsight bias,  people look upon the early days of electrifica-
tion with  today’s understanding of electricity as an amazingly versatile and practical 
form of energy. They appreciate that the electric grid serves as the infrastructural 
backbone of modern society—so much so that the National Acad emy of Engineer-
ing proclaimed electrification as the most significant of the top “twenty engineering 
achievements that transformed our lives” in the twentieth  century.28 With this 
knowledge,  people imagine that farmers one hundred years ago must have under-
stood electricity in the same way. To be sure, by the 1910s and early 1920s, city and 
rural folk knew electricity provided modern ser vices in the home— for lighting, 
ironing, cooking, ventilation, cleaning, entertainment, and more— and they wanted 
it. But we do not generally recognize that electricity competed with other forms of 
technology that farmers sought to incorporate into their lives. At the same time that 
electricity became available, farmers had also begun adopting devices such as steam 
engines, gasoline motors, and tractors into their work environments.  These tech-
nologies had already enabled fewer farmers to produce more food for an in-
creasingly urban and industrialized population, and the machines became leading 
wedges in an agricultural revolution. They made it pos si ble for farmers to depend 
less on animal power, an ancient source of effort, and more on inorganic forms of 
energy. Furthermore, in the 1910s, ruralites began embracing the automobile in 
large numbers, seeing in this form of hardware a way to bridge the gap between 
farms and cities in a more direct fashion, and they often seemed more interested 
in lobbying for better roads than electric lines.29 Likewise, farmers rapidly accepted 
(and modified) telephone technology as the means to reduce their feelings of isola-
tion. In other words, rural folk of the era did not necessarily put electricity at the top 
of the list of critically necessary and desirable technologies.30

Other evidence suggests that electricity perhaps did not mean the same to early- 
twentieth- century farmers as it does to twenty- first- century readers. For exam-
ple, at the first conference on National Country Life in 1919, convened “for the 
study and discussion of the social prob lems of rural life,” speakers addressed several 
issues dealing with education, health, religious practices, and government.31 A 
computer search for the word “electric” (and its variants) resulted in no hits in 
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conference documents. The same null result occurred in an examination of 
the second conference’s proceedings, though the word showed up in the rec ords of 
the third conference (held in 1920) when describing electrified railroads.32 It also 
appeared in a discussion of the need for good roads; a US Department of Agricul-
ture representative assumed that farm electrification would come  after the installa-
tion of highways, likely the result of cleared rights of way that power companies 
could use for stringing distribution lines.33 At the 1921 conference, one speaker 
mentioned electric lighting, but only as a way of differentiating between  people 
living in the country and the city.34 Another noted that that “the utilization of elec-
tricity in rural communities is still in its infancy,” but the potential of electricity 
generation from flowing  water remained “enormous.” To exploit the resource, the 
author suggested, communities should create nonprofit corporations for the pro-
duction or distribution of power.35 In the fifth conference, held in 1922, the only 
mention of electricity appeared in a list of desired outcomes for rural residents. It 
came  after the need to “emphasize the importance of the rural  family from the 
economic and social point of view,” the encouragement of owner ship of land in-
stead of tenancy, the need for better housing, and the desire to “establish experi-
ment stations for simplification of  labor conditions in the farm home.” As a fifth 
goal, the commission aimed to “familiarize the country  people, and particularly 
the farm  women, with the use of the modern mechanical and electric devices for 
reducing manual  labor to a minimum.”36

In a similar manner, the American Farm Bureau Federation, which sought to 
address pressing issues facing its constituents, did not view electricity as a top prior-
ity during its early history. A search for the term “electricity” within reports pro-
duced by the federation’s executive secretary in 1921 or 1922, its first two years of 
operation, turned up nothing. The documents included discussions of the AFBF’s 
major programs, research efforts, and legislative campaigns as well as accounts of 
annual meetings, which highlighted the severe recession of 1920–21. (“The past 
year has been a very troubulous [sic] one for the farmer,” asserted AFBF president 
J. R. Howard at the November 1921 meeting.)37 Significant concerns included the 
host of taxes that added to farmers’ woes, difficult- to- obtain bank credit, high freight 
rates charged by railroads, and the need for greater cooperation in marketing farm-
ers’ output.38 Not  until the AFBF partnered with the national CREA in 1923, how-
ever, did a report specifically mention electricity, noting that “agriculture is on the 
verge of an electrical age.”39

Even rural electrification promoters strove to temper some of the hype concern-
ing their efforts. In 1927, for example, W. C. Krueger, a Wisconsin Utilities Associa-
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tion research fellow at the University of Wisconsin, chided a power com pany 
vice president about making an exaggerated claim for the economic value of 
electricity on the farm. The official wanted Krueger’s advice on a draft version 
of a booklet for distribution to farmers that explained the “uses and helps which 
electricity  will be to them on the farm.”40 But Krueger cautioned that the pam-
phlet likely overstated the case: “The question as to  whether the use of electric-
ity  will make money for the farmer has come up in many a discussion, and the 
general opinion is that we cannot substantiate the introduction of electric ser-
vice on this basis, at least in so far as our pre sent observations hold good. Rather 
than ‘make more money[,]’ electricity saves work, lightens the drudgery, releases 
time for participation in the pleasures of living, and in general raises the stan-
dard of living.”41

Perhaps most telling, Earl White, head of the national CREA and obviously a 
strong promoter of rural electrification, admitted in June 1931 that the  future suc-
cess of farming depends on many  factors. Though highlighting the benefits of 
electricity in a pre sen ta tion to agricultural engineers, he nevertheless showed 
 great candor when predicting the main productivity enhancers on the farm: 
“ There are many forces shaping the destiny of American agriculture,” he observed, 
“and it is still an open question as to where electricity  will rank on the list.” The 
increased use of mechanical  horse power (from tractors, for example) constitutes 
perhaps the most impor tant  factor in augmenting farm productivity. Consequently, 
he continued, “electricity  will be considered simply as one [form of farm life en-
hancement] among many.”42

Less than a year  later, agricultural educators at the University of Wisconsin 
seem to have reached a similar conclusion. In justifying expenses during the harsh 
early years of the Depression, Agricultural Engineering Department chairman Ed-
ward Jones wrote that “reduction of the cost of producing farm products is the 
chief answer to the farmers’ pre sent difficulty.” The top means to help farmers 
achieve this goal, he noted, included— not farm electrification, which perhaps still 
remained in the experimental phase— but “[m]ore eco nom ical designs of farm 
buildings, the cheap and efficient remodeling of old buildings, [and] the stopping 
of extravagant expenditures in dairy barn ventilating systems.”43 When describing 
research, the department head listed proj ects dealing with the efficient use of 
power machinery, such as harvesting equipment loaned by manufacturers.44 
Of the eight major investigatory efforts pursued by the department, none focused 
specifically on electrification, though Jones observed that work on the subject 
continued by two Wisconsin Utilities Association fellows.45
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In short, it appeared that other concerns predominated over electrification as 
means to improve farmers’ welfare. While electricity constituted one of several 
new technologies that would alter life in rural areas, to many agrarians (and even 
to a large number of unwired urban customers), electricity remained a luxury 
rather than a necessity. It did not seem as essential as other improvements in the 
rural environment at the time, despite the  great value we put on the energy form 
in the twenty- first  century. Our histories of rural electrification should not reflect 
 today’s appreciation of electricity but rather the attitudes of  people living almost 
a  century ago.

A Greek Tragedy

While critical of presentist interpretations of rural electrification and the wide-
spread use of hindsight bias, I also acknowledge that the standard narrative 
gained popularity for a more mundane reason. In a rather nonscholarly manner, 
the customary storyline attracted attention  because it includes a wonderfully dra-
matic cast of characters with the attributes of angels and dev ils, making for a 
Greek tragedy of epic proportions.

Prominently, the account includes utility magnate Samuel Insull, who had been 
portrayed as a public hero in the 1920s. When Time magazine highlighted the pres-
ident of the  Middle West Utilities holding com pany in its 29 November 1926 
issue— and put his portrait on its cover— the businessman had just secured a sec-
ond guarantee of a half- million dollars to support the Chicago opera.46 Time’s 
article recorded the former En glishman’s rise from obscurity to become head of 
a regional utility com pany and other organ izations that provided energy ser vices 
to millions of  people. “Now, in a city of 200 square miles, no one can switch on 
an electric light without switching on Samuel Insull,” the periodical gushed. Illus-
trating the  great man’s humility and ability to interact with the artists he sponsored, 
the magazine observed that between acts at opera per for mances, he frequently 
complimented the singers, who referred to him as “Papa Insull” and who gave 
him money to invest on their behalf. Happily for them, the article declared, “he 
has never lost a penny for himself or for anyone  else.”47

In the years  after this flattering piece, however, the popu lar image of the elec-
tric power industry— and Insull in particular— took a beating. Like other utility 
man ag ers, Insull had exploited the use of holding companies as management and 
investment tools, such that in 1930, his pyramid- like firms allegedly controlled as-
sets in utility and manufacturing firms of more than a half- billion dollars with 
an investment of just $27 million.48 Fears about financial abuses of holding com-
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panies arose  earlier, however, as advocates of public power, such as Senator George 
Norris of Nebraska, spurred the Federal Trade Commission to begin investigations 
in 1928 into pos si ble utility industry excesses. The government agency also con-
tinued its  earlier line of questioning about  whether companies, including  those 
run by Insull, had unduly influenced elections of legislators and se lection of 
regulators.49

While  these practices attracted some immediate attention from utility critics, 
they became fodder for the general public  after the stock market decline began in 
October 1929, followed by the  Great Depression. The financial leveraging that 
made holding companies such valuable assets during good times unraveled when 
investors sought to sell securities at signs of distress. As several holding companies 
collapsed— perhaps most dramatically  those managed by Insull— newspapers de-
tailed the evisceration of savings among  people who previously deemed utility 
securities to be safe enough for “ widows and orphans.”50 Opera soprano Rosa Raisa 
complained in 1933, for example, that she had once regarded Insull as “the god of 
American business,” and had given him several hundred thousand dollars to in-
vest, an action she  later regretted.51 Time magazine reported in 1938 that Insull 
controlled securities having a market value of more than $3 billion at one time, 
with a good chunk owned by individuals, such as the opera star.52 Journalist Er-
nest Gruening published scathing pieces highlighting the use of propaganda by 
Insull and  others (including his  brother, Martin J. Insull, president of the  Middle 
West Utilities holding com pany  until 1932) to acquire power and control.53

As the public image of utility companies soured, so did that of Samuel Insull, 
whose image appeared on Time’s cover again on the 14 May 1934 issue. But this 
time, the magazine did not offer a dignified portrait of a benevolent industrial 
saint. Rather, it showed a humiliated villain hiding his face with a hat as he read-
ied himself for state and federal  trials. The article detailed Insull’s flight to Eu rope 
and Turkey to evade charges of embezzlement and securities fraud,  after a life of 
success that made him worth $100 million or more. But his “towering corporate 
pyramids” eventually “cracked and crumbled,” observed the piece, costing inves-
tors three- quarters of a billion dollars.54

Despite being acquitted of all charges in 1934 and 1935— a fact rarely publicized 
as often as his indictments— Insull died ignominiously in 1938; he moved to Paris 
 after his  trials and suffered a fatal heart attack in a metro station, supposedly 
carry ing only 20 cents in his pocket. At his death, he reportedly held assets of only 
$1,000 and debts of $16 million. “A man of real and solid abilities,” the New York 
Times commented, Insull “was the victim not merely of the period in which he 
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lived but of his own defects.”55 Time magazine remarked that the “cocky, onetime 
clerk” of Thomas Edison and overly self- assured “operating genius” had decimated 
the worth of financial holdings owned by “smalltime investors,” even though he 
won  legal exoneration.56 As  these popu lar accounts suggest, Insull went from hero 
to villain.57 Once a storied and beloved philanthropist, a successful businessper-
son who benefited society at large, he became “a perfect scapegoat for the depres-
sion,” according to historian Harold Platt.58

Insull’s antagonist in the real- life drama was Franklin Delano Roo se velt, the 
man who (according to a common interpretation) courageously brought Amer i ca 
out of the Depression and saved capitalism and democracy. As New York’s gover-
nor, Roo se velt had already acquired credentials as a backer of public power and 
disadvantaged farmers. When he campaigned for the presidency in 1932, he por-
trayed utility executives as contributors to the stock market crash and securities 
crises of the 1930s. In par tic u lar, he lit into Samuel Insull, describing the utility 
magnate with biblical references, such as “the lone wolf, the unethical competi-
tor, the reckless promoter, the Ishmael or Insull, whose hand is against every-
man’s.”59 “The Insull failure,” FDR noted in another speech, “has opened our 
eyes. It shows us that the development of  these financial monstrosities [utility 
holding companies] was such as to compel ultimate ruin; that practices had been 
indulged in that suggest the old days of railroad wild- catting; that private manip-
ulating had outsmarted the slow- moving power of government. As always, the 
public paid and paid dearly.”60

Once elected, Roo se velt made good on his promises to alter the nation’s power 
system. In 1933, he enlarged the scope of  earlier efforts for the federal government 
to take control of the Muscle Shoals dam by establishing the Tennessee Valley Au-
thority. Creation of the REA in 1935 and the Bonneville Power Administration in 
1937 further extended the federal government’s reach in the power sector. And 
passage of the Public Utility Holding Com pany Act in 1935, despite  great opposition 
from the power industry, did much to eliminate corporate abuses, such as  those 
linked in the public mind with Samuel Insull.61 As the Chicagoan’s reputation 
disintegrated, FDR’s swelled, allowing for a narrative to arise that shamed the 
utility industry and praised the government’s efforts to bestow a valuable gift— 
electricity— upon the nation’s forgotten farmers.

The vivid contrast between Insull and Roo se velt in the standard narrative of 
rural electrification helps explain why historians have focused on the evils of the 
for- profit power industry. By perpetuating the conventional account, however, ac-
ademics have overlooked the context of the 1920s and early 1930s, a period when 
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commercial utilities sought to power up rural Amer i ca in a conservative manner— 
and without the need for corporate or government subsidies. Though not holding 
the considerable capabilities of the federal government during a national crisis, the 
utilities and their partners nevertheless brought electricity to farmers at an unpre-
ce dented rate. In the pro cess, they laid the groundwork, with new knowledge 
and creation of significant social and technical ele ments, for the more impressive 
expansion of rural electrification in the de cades that followed.
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Power Plants,” Agricultural Engineering 2, no. 5 (May 1921): 109–10. Of course, the ma-
chine did not remain maintenance- free; a 1918 ser vice manual noted that “[e]verything 
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noring ser vice requirements “results in a less efficient system.” Domestic Engineering Co., 
Information for the User of Delco- Light, 2nd ed. (Dayton, OH: Domestic Engineering 
Co., 1918), 2, in Scharchburg Archives, folder 2008.16.04.
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ber 2019.
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Sweet’s Cata logue Ser vice, 1927), C2878.

57. Letters from Frank Genske of Wauwatosa, WI, 25 April 1925, and Joseph Holzem 
of North Milwaukee, WI, 1 May 1925, in Scharchburg Archives, folder 87-11.17-105. The 
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58. “Marine Hardware and Accessories at the Show,” Rudder 33, no. 3 (March 1917): 28.
59. “Delco- Light Com pany,” Sweet’s Architectural Cata logue, C2878.
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61. Chicago Defender, 20 October 1917, 210.
62. “Kilmarnock, VA,” Afro- American, 5 December 1925, 14.
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sives,” DuPont Magazine 22, no. 6 (June 1928): 19–20, Hagley Digital Archives, https:// digital 
. hagley . org / 1928 _ 22 _ 06#page / 1 / mode / 2up, accessed 26 September 2019.

64. The History of Frigidaire, pt. 2, 3 and 5.
65. “Delco Light Salesmen in a Convention,” Dayton Sunday News, 19 March 1916, in 
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66. “Program and Directory of the Second Annual Delco- Light Convention,” Day-
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67. Better Delco- Light Selling, internal publication, vol. 3, no. 2 (1 January 1919), 1, and 

vol. 3, no. 29 (27 June 1919), frontispiece, in Scharchburg Archives, folder 1979.010.3 
-003.

68. The History of Frigidaire, pt. 2, 15.
69. “Delco- Light Increases Farm Efficiency,” advertisement in Motor World, 11 Sep-

tember 1918, 105, in clippings file in Scharchburg Archives.
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